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*^* AViTii respect to the coinmeuts of a writer

in the ' Quarterly Keview/ who appears to be

interested in the character of the late Prince

Consort,* I nuist allow myself to say tliat what

I have written in this (Cabinet) edition of my

narrative upon the subject of Lord Palmerston's

temporary exclusion from office in the December

of 1853,t was not only based on sure knowledge,

but also—in anticipation of a probable challenge

— was worded with so much care as to secure

minute accuracy no less than substantial truth.

It is by no fault, by no choice of mine that

disclosure upon this subject has been kept within

fixed, narrow bounds.

A. W. K.

2\slJunc 1877.

* See in tlu' last April miiuber of the ' Quarterly,' the article

entitled " Pulitioal Biography" from p. 372 to the end of the

article.

+ The passages above referred to appear in the ' Invasion of

' the Crimea,' voh ii. chap. ii. of the Cabinet Edition. They

do not appear in any former edition uf this work.
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THE BATTLE OE INKEEMAN.

CHAPTER I.

STATE OF THE SEBASTOPOL CAMPAIGN IN THE

BEGINNING OF NOVEMBER 1854.

If the forces which made good their descent on cha.p.

the Crimea had only at first to encounter the

governor of an outlying province, they were still,
^J^,''™^n'^

°^

after all, the invaders of a mighty empire, well by Illvi^nK

able, in five or six weeks, to bring a great army {jJIic™'""^

against them ; and when they accepted the coun-

sels which made their adventure drag on into a

lengthened campaign, they prepared for them-

selves a day of conflict with the gathered strength

of the Czar,

That day was now close at hand. Eeleased by

the diplomatic errors of the Allies, and by the

consequent determination of Austria, from all

warlike tasks in the country of the Danube, the

enemy's 4tli Corps had long been moving round

VOL. VI. A
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CUAl'
I,

Iteinforce-

ments de-
spatched
to Heut-
scbikotf.

fioui tb.e neiglitpurhood of Odessa to reiuiorce

Prince Mertscinkoft" -in the Crimea. By that

circu' to us . land route which the Eussiaus had

been driven to iise since they lost the command

of the Euxine, the distance to be compassed was

great; but the marches of the troops had been

pressed forward with extraordinary vigour, and

their progress, it seems, was much quickened by

causing numbers of men to be carried in the light

carts of tlie country. From the early days of

October, battalions after battalions had been

reaching the neighbourhood of Sebastopol. On

the evening of the 2d of November, and in the

course of the next morning, the 10th and the

11th Divisions successively appeared in the

neighbourhood of Sebastopol; and by Saturday

the 4th of November the reinforcements thus

hurried to the scene of the conflict had amounted

strength of to SO large a number that the effective strength

o'ftholve'" of the troops then gathered under Prince Ment-

man"
"'

schik'off, and acting as land forces on the Sebas-

topol theatre of war, must be computed at not less

than 120,000.*

* General de Todleben states that at this time ' the effective

' strength of the Crimean anny united under the orders of Prince

' Meut.schikoff in Sebastopol and its immediate ueighbourhood,

' sans conter les equipcajes de la Jlotte, reached a streugth of

'100,000 men.' -' Defense de Sebastopol,' ]>. 437. The sea-

men thus left to be added to the 100,000 men of the land

service had been regularly drilled and organised, forming bat-

talions of infantry with a strength (at tlie opening of the siego)

of 18,501 ; the marines also at that time having a .strength of

2666, and the ' local companies ' a strength of 1950. There

were moreover, 5000 dockyard labourers amenable to discip-



STATE OK THE CAMPAIGN.

II.

In the aniiies of the Freiicli and the English, as CHAP.

augmented by the number of sailors and marines

withdrawn from their fleets for land service, there
2n,"|,*

was an effective strength of about 65,000 combat-

ants.* Of foot-soldiery included in this number,

tlie French counted 31,000,-|- whilst the effective

rank and file of the English infantry was almost

line, accustomed to work under fire, and conducing, of course,

most effectively to the defence of Sebastopol. The seamen, it

is true, sustained serious losses between the opening of the siege

and the 5th of November ; but, considering that I adopt Gen-
eral de Todleben's reckoning of the land forces without dispute,

that I do not reckon any of the 5000 dockyard labourers, and,

finally, that I leave a margin of no less than 3117, the Rus-
sians, I trust, will consider that the above number of 120,000

is stated with fiiirness and moderation. Some of the seameu
were, no doubt, on board ships, but then those ships were

engaged, so to speak, in land service, and that of the most
effective kind. I do not count at all the 2708 artillerymen who
manned the coast batteries, because they were strictly confined

to that duty (see ' Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. iv. of the

Cabinet Edition), and may be considered as neutralised by the

Allied fleets against which they guarded the place.

* Effective combatants of French army, including

their landed seamen (Official State in Atlas

de la Guerre), .... 40,100

English army (' Morning State ' of 3d November
1854), ..... 22,343

English seamen and marines (about) . . 2,500

64,943

These figures include not only all the effective combatants
of the French and English cavalry and infantry, but also their

arlillerymen ; and it may be well for me to say this expressly,

because narrators often go upon the plan of enumerating only

horse, foot, and (juns.

t 31,453
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CHAP, exactly 10,000.* auiieral Caurobevt and Lonl

^- Kaglan had also under their orders, the one, a

body of near 5000,t and the othor a body of

near 6000,; Ottoman soldiery. These brave

men, under the leadership of a few gifted Indian

officers, might have proved themselves excellent

troops ; but from a want of the requisite know-

ledge both at the French and the English Head-

quarters, the resource had been neglected, and

notwithstanding their warlike capacity, it woiild

be illusory to reckon the Turks, in unqualified

words, as components of the ' effective '
strength

now possessed by the Allies. For the moment

they were almost as useless to Canrobert and

Lord Raglan as a diamond is to a man who mis-

takes it for a worthless pebble.§

But whether reckoning or excluding those

Turkish contingents, the Allies were numeri-

cally inferior to their adversaries by several tens

of thousands. So, the world, with its mighty

experience, having always held it most certain

that the strength of those who would beleaguer

* Viz., 15,992; ' Morning State' of 4tU November 1854.

^ 4907.—Atlas Guerre d'Orient.

t Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, 28tli October 1854.

g The Turkish troops at this time were so seriously believed

to bo valueless that Lord Raglan refused to receive more of

them. After mentioning in his private letter of 28th October

1854 to the Duke of Newcastle that Omar Pasha had offered

him the garrison of Varna as well as some other troops from

Shumla he adds :
' / declined them before I received your Ict-

• ter
' This ill opinion of their quality resulted in great measure

from their loss of the redoubts entrusted to them on the 25th

of October; but with respect to that see 'Invasion of the

* Crimea,' vol. v. of the Cabinet Edition.
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a fortress must exceed by large proportions the chap.

strength of those wlio defend it, there was now *

—

an almost monstrous inversion of what ancient

niaxims had taught. The few were besieging tlie

many.

III.

If only from tlie fact that the Russians now Motivefor

had this great ascendant in numbers, it was to be action on
o part or iiift

inferred that before long they would put forth Russian fieW

their strength ; but, moreover, the state of the

siege operations had at length become such as

might well make the enemy hasten to assail his

assailants ; for when Colonel de Todleben saw

that the French were operating against the Flag-

staff Bastion by regular approaches with an ap-

parent intention to force at that point the Russian

line of defence, he judged that they had entered

at length upon a right path of action, and that

they must surely break into the Work unless

their final attack could be averted by an effort

of the relieving army. He inferred that the time

for an assault of the Flagstaff Bastion must be

ripe ; and his conclusion proved sound ; for it

was with the prospect of finally arranging their

plan of attack before another day should pass by,

that General Oanrobert and Lord Raglan, when

parting from one another on Saturday the 4tli

of November, agreed to meet on the morrow.*

* Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, private letter, 8th Nov.

1854.—At tlie meeting, Canrobert was to bring Bisot, Forey,

and Bosquet, whilst Lord Raglan was to have with him Bur-

goyne, England, and Cathcart.
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CHAP. That same morrow, however, thus chosen by the
'

Allied commanders was destined to be seized by

an adversary who well understood that, to inter-

cept their attack by a battle, he needs must be

prompt.*

IV.

Position of With tlic cxceptlon of the troops which guard-
the Allied

i i i t i i ¥-> i

armies. cd tlic lieadquartcr camps and tlie two trench

ports of supply, the infantry forces of the Allies

were extended in a much -bending line which

rested on the sea near Streleska Bay, ran parallel

with the bend of the Sebastopol defences till it

reached the Careenage Eavine, then— carried all

at once towards the north—was made to enfold

half Mount Inkerman within its network of

pickets, then turned back again southward along

the crest of the Sapoun^ Eidge, held on along

the edge of the topland in the trace of the re-

entering angle which marks the pass by the Col,

then descended abruptly from the Chersonese,

stretched eastward in front of Kadikoi, and

ended witli the defences of Balaclava.^*

Thoirieft. The left of this extended line was formed by

the three divisions of the French siege-corps under

General Forey. Of those three powerful bodies,

the one lying most to the eastward was the divi-

sion of Prince Napoleon, and accordingly that

was a force whicli might be called upon for ser-

* ' Lcs forces de la defense an 4feinc ba.stion [i.e., tlie ' Flag-

• stafT l?a.stioii] toucliaient h, leiir aj^onie.'—Todleben, p. 435.

+ See tlie ]il;ui facing p. 20.
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•/ice ill the n])eii field if, in aid of tlic Englisli citap.

when attacked by great numbers at tlieir extreme _ .J
right, General Canrobert should consent to with-

draw troops from his siege-corps. V>y the route

it would have to take, Prince Napoleon's ])ivi-

sion lay at a distance of about six miles from the

* Isthmus ' leading to lukermaii.

Next towards the right, but on the other or

eastern side of the man-of-war harbour ravine,

and distributed across three successive ridges,

there lay those portions of the Englisli army

—

namely, Sir Kichard England's Division, Sir

George Cathcart's Division, and General Bul-

ler's brigade—which had in their front the two

systems of siege-works called Chapman's and

Gordon's Attacks.

The daily task of the troops in the several The primary

camps of General Forey, Sir Eichard England, trooj.s.

Sir George Cathcart, and General Buller, was to

help in the siege operations and maintain the

defence of the trenches. If Lord Kaglan, when
assailed by great numbers, should be forced to

call up his siege -troops to aid the defence of

Mount Inkerman, the distances that must be Their ais-

traversed in order to reach the scene of the Mount n?-"

conflict would be these: by Buller's troops,
^'™*°'

about a mile and a half ; by Cathcart's, about

two miles and a half; by Sir Richard England's,

al)out three miles.

On ground to the right of Buller's camp, or in codrington-s

other words, on the Victoria Ridge, General Cod- position aud

rington with his single brigade had a double task
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CUA1\ assigned to liim ; for whilst furiiisliing a quota
^-

of men for Gordon's ' Attack,' he was not divided

from the enemy by any continuous line of siege-

works, and accordingly stood charged with the

outpost and other duties that are incident to war

in the Open.* He had to defend his part of the

ground against any attempted invasion, and we

shall hear of a Russian despatch which, if duly

obeyed, would bring upon his 1200 men an

attack by full 20,000 ; f but in the event

of an enterprise being directed against Mount

Inkerman, General Codrington's duty would

be simply to hold fast his own ridge without

attempting to cast himself into the thick of

the fight by crossing to the eastern side of the

ravine.J

The Naval Brigade under Cai)tain Lushington

was engaged in the siege -batteries, but the re-

serve of the force was stationed near the head

of this Victoria liidge, and its camp-guard had

been lately supplied with 300 rifles.

All the divisions and brigades hitherto spoken

of contributed to carry on, in the trenches, the

attack against the lines of Sebastopol; whilst- the

primary task of the troops whose positions must

* The right Lancaster battery was, no doubt, in Codrington'a

front, but it had been nearly dismantled, having now only one

gun left in it, and being far in rear—right rear—of Gordon's

and Chapman's foremost trenches, it could hardly be consid-

ered as a part of the ' siege- works.'

+ For General Codrington's strength, see Ajipendix, Note I.

J The two brigades I'ommauded respectively by Codrington

and R)iller constituted tlie Liglit Division, of whicli Sir George

Brown was tlie Cliief.
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now be shown was to (IcIViid tlu3 groinid occupied chat.

by tlie Allies, or in oilier words to cover tlie J

siege.

V.

It was on Mount lidcerniaii tlmt attack was to oi-siiosition

Ol tllO llOUI 8

be most surely expected ; and the force so posted
^^^'^.'^^I'.j ,,

^

as to be having, from its position, the more im- s'«oe.

mediate charge of the ground, was the 2d Eng-

lish Division. This Division (commanded on Tiie2d
Division.

the day of battle by General Pennefather *) lay

camped near the ' Isthmus ' which joins Mount
Inkerman to tlie main of the Chersonese upland,

Init was charged with the defence of all that half

of Mount Inkerman which extended to the then

recognised border of the enemy's dominion, and

accordingly threw out its pickets to ground which

was nearly a mile in advance of its foremost tents.

It had a strength of nearly 3000 foot, and 12

pieces of field-artillery.-f-

The outpost duty had been so arranged that from

the extreme right of Codrington's outlying watch

ill the Careenage Eaviue, the chain M'as continued

by troops of the 2d Division, and by them carried

eastward till it met the re-entering line of pickets

which extending from north to south watclied to-

wards the valley of the Tchernaya. On the south

* In the absence of Sir De Lacy Evans, wlio was on board

sliip suffering from illness. Sir De Lacy found strength to ride

up and be present in the field of battle, but without resuming

the command.

t SO.'ie infantry, all told. Sf-e A]i]>endix, Note II. Including

his artillerymen, Pennefather's strength was about 3300.
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Oil A P. of the Isthmus that re-entering line was prolonged
'

by tlie pickets of the Guards.

The Guards. The Brigade of Guards lay camped at a distance

of about tliree quarters of a mile in rear of the 2d

Division, and was under the immediate command

of Major- General Henry Bentinck ; but H.RH
the Duke of Cambridge was present in person

witli tliis portion of his division. The Guards

performed a twofold duty ; for being near the

crests of tlie Sapoun^ Eidge they watched the

approaches of the Cliersonese from the east, and

were also charged witli the more momentous task

of supporting the 2d Division in its resistance to

attacks from the north.

Posted thus to defend the Chersonese at its

most assailable part, the 2d Division and the

Guards had to furnish and maintain on the watch

night and day as many as fourteen pickets, each

consisting of an entire company, and on account

of the stress put upon tliem by this heavy amount

of outpost duty, had been lately dispensed from

tlie additional task of supplying working parties

and guards for the trenches.*

* Before this change, the double exigencies of outpost duty

and duty in the trenches had absorljcd so large a proportion of

the troops that there were times in the day when the number

of men left in camp was most perilously small. Sir De Lacy

Evans, writing, I supj)o.se, at one of those hours when the

working parties, and both the reliefs and the old pickets, were

al)sent on duty, said: ' I have but 600 men on this front

' position. The troops are completely worn out with fatigue.

'This is most serious.' And so early as tlm 2,'ith of October

Sir George Brown had even reported 'that at daylight, instead

' of having any one in (;ani() for the defence of the position,
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Jfaving its extreme left at a distance of about chap.
ii mile and a quarter from the Guards, with the '__

steeps of the Sapoune Eidge and the lines of cir-
Ar!i,^or''

cumvallation on its immediate front, and extended
^of,*^''^*'

over a space of about two miles and a half along

the edge of the Chersonese from the Woronzoff

road to the Col, there lay the main part of the

French 'Army of Observation,' commanded by

General Bosquet. The troops thus camped com-

prised the brigades of General Espinasse, General

d'Autemarre, and General Bourbaki. Bosquet, Bosquet's

present in person with this part of his Corps, was ,'iuty*'^

charged primarily with the task of there defend-

ing the Chersonese against attacks from the east

;

and accordingly, when put upon the alert, he used

to draw up his troops in a line of columns ex-

tending along the crest with their front to the

plain of Balaclava.

His extreme left, however, was scarce more than conditions

two miles from the camp of our 2d Division ; and he migiit

therefore, if he should be freed from all care for port to

\ p c ^ 1-1 • 1 Mount
the safety of the ground m his front, he might inkenuan.

soon bring to succour the English a battalion or

two to begin with, and go on by degrees reinforc-

' we (the Light Division) shall be short of troops to relievo

* pickets.' These letters are quoted in the Journal of the

Royal Engineers, and at a page immediately preceding its men-
tion of the battle of Inkerman, p. 47 ; but, as respects the

Guards and the 2d Division, the double stress did not really

continue to so late a period as might be thence inferred. 1

must own that tlie information before me does not enable me
to see how the reduction of the strength left in camp could have

ever reached the extreme points stated by Evans and P.rown
;

but I suppose they could have explained their meaning.
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CHAP, ing them until he should have fetched his last

•

inau from ground nearly live miles distant.

cauK.hMfs Next to Bosquet, but on the southern side of

auxiliaries, the Col, there was the entrenched camp of Caii-

robert's Turkish auxiliaries, who, posted on high

commanding ground overlooking the road, contri-

buted to the defence of the Pass.*

The troops hitherto spoken of lay all on the

top-lands of the Chersonese ; but, as we saw, it

had been judged necessary to retain Balaclava
; f

and accordingly, after passing the heights occu-

pied by the Turkish auxiliaries, the line which

would trace the direction of the whole encamp-

ment must descend all at once in an easterly

direction to lower ground near Kadikoi. There,

close overlooking the road by the Col, and front-

ing straight across it, there lay the brigade of

viiioy's General Vinoy.j Lastly, and on the extreme

right rear of the whole encampment, there were

the lines of Balaclava defended by Sir Colin

Campbell with his Highland Brigade, with a part

of the 2d EiHe battalion, with a body of Royal

Marines, with a number of sailors, and besides,

some convalescents and others detached from

various regiments.

* Ilia brigade (the 2d brigade of the 1st or Bouat's Division)

was a part of the force constituting Bosquet's Corps d'Arniee.

+ 'Invasionof tlieCrimea,' vol. V. of Cabinet Edition, chap. iv.

+ The Turkish auxiliaries phiced at Lord Kaglan's disposition

were not suffered to take part as combatants, but some of these

brave men were employed in a service not less perilo;is—namely,

that of bringing up ammunition to our people fighting in front,

and they devoted themselves to this task with nns]iariiig vahmr.

brigade.
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Both General Vinoy's bvigiulc and Sir Colin (MIat.

Campbell's Highlanders fulfilled a double pur- '__
.

pose ; for they not only covered Balaclava, but
^o'l'v",*!,*'

were so placed that they would be ready to fall
eli'.^fvlj.'ii

upon the flaidc of any Itussian force attempting ''"''^"'"y-

to gain the Chersonese by forcing the Pass at the

Col. These, however, were all the services that

could be rendered to the common cause by Vinoy

and Campbell. They could not abandon the

defence of Balaclava and the approaches of the

Col to aid their comrades on the north-east of the

Chersonese.

The main part of the Allied cavalry lay camped Position of

near the English Headquarters, but the remains oavairy.

of Lord Cardigan's brigade were on the Sapoun6

Ridge and not far from the windmill which used

to stand in those days a little to the south of

Mount Inkerman. Both the French and the

English Headquarters remained where they first

were established.

Thus the troops lay drawn out in a chain which, Timwantof

with all its manifold bends, was not far from bo.iyof

20 miles long ; and it can hardly be said with reserves.

accuracy that the Allies defending the Chersonese

had any reserves of infantry ; for their battalions

all ranged out in front along the circumference

of the occupied ground, and it was only by strip-

ping some part of their line that they could rein- '

force any other part. They were all, so to speak,

at the outposts.

Troops thus planted may be detained for hours

together in a wrong part of the battle-field by an
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CHAP.
I.

The defence
of Mount
liikcrmaii

wliy left

ill Hrst
instance
to a Kinall

body of
men

enemy who chooses to threaten them ; aiul at last,

wlien they see through his feints, it is only by

lateral movements (which may be lengthy and

even precarious) that they can hope to transfer

themselves to the real seat of dauger. It is

evident that a reinforcing power which has to be

exerted under such conditions must always differ

widely from that which belongs to a well-placed

reserve.

Against all attacks on the Chersonese from the

plain of Balaclava, the ground, very strong by

nature, had been made altogether secure by suffi-

cient works of defence and the presence of su-

perabundant forces.* Elsewhere, the positions of

the Allies had weak points, and especially it was

possible that a formidable attack might be ven-

tured upon the north-eastern angle of the Cher-

sonese. There, indeed, the danger was great.

From Lord Raglan's exceeding eagerness to

[)ress the siege with the very utmost of his means,

and from the opinion which led General Can-

robert to accumulate troops along the eastern

crests, it resulted that there was a cruel impover-

ishment of the resources with which the English

were left to defend Mount Inkerman. Caurobert

evidently placed an extraordinary reliance upon

the English troops, and especially, it is believed,

upon the ' bonnets de poil '—for so, and in tones

of an almost affectionate enthusiasm, he used to

call the Guards ; but, supposing that he knew

* Both Sir John Burgoync and General ile Todleben con.

sideied the position inipiegnable on that side.
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the scant numbers uf Peuuelatlier and the Duke cii a v

of Cambridge and of tlie English reinforcements '

that could be spared from other quarters, it must

be owned that he carried this trustfulness to an

almost extravagant length.*

VI.

For some time, the French and the English i.oni uag-

commanders had been receiving continuous tliough cepuon or

f • 11- c 1
• p the coiidi-

imperfect intelhirence of the reiniorcements poured tionsof

into the Crimea ; and so early as two days before the 3d of
November

the battle, Lord liaglan apparently believed that

the positions of the Allies were in peril. As we

saw, after the action of the 25th of October he
"

had reluctantly weakened his too scanty resources

on the Chersonese, for the purpose of reinforcing

the troops which guarded his port of supply ; and

the still retained strength of the Eussians in the

neighbourhood of Tchorgoun had ever since forced

him to continue this dangerous severance without

making him sure after all that Balaclava might

not be the sul)ject of a formidable attack, but

also, as he well understood, the blow might per-

haps be delivered upon the Inkerman ridge, and

in that case would fall, to begin with, upon the

few weak battalions of his 2d Division. Yet,

despite the extreme insufficiency of the force

* That in spite of Lord Raglan's instances Canrobeit had

hitherto withheld all aid from the endangered position of tho

English, see Lord Raglan's letter of the ?d November, quoted

post, p. 16,
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CHAP, with which he was defending tlic Chersonese at

[: its a(;ces.sible part, he could obtain no fresh aid

from the French. His troops, he wrote, were well

posted, but then there were 'not enough of them,'

and ' General Canrobert,' he continued, ' assures

' me that he cannot give me any further assistance

' until the French troops arrive from Greece.

' When that will be I don't know.' * He, how-

ever, spoke buoyantly of the task before him ; for

after showing the nature and the variety of the

perils which threatened his scanty forces, he

added one of those sentences which—more by

their cheerful and firm-hearted tone than by any

actual statement of fact—tended strongly, when

coming from him, to allay the cares of a Minister:

' Thus we have plenty to think of—it is so he

wrote to the Duke of Newcastle—' and all I can

'say is, we will do our best.' +

VII.

Anxiety in But although General Canrobert and Lord

S? '"'^
Raglan had learned a part of the truth, the full

extent of the great reinforcements obtained by

Prince Mentschikoff remained still unknown in

the Allied armies, and it was not so much on

their camps but rather upon their distant homes,

where every mail from the Levant was awaited

with longing and dread, that the coming attack

threw its shadow. Designs contrived for the

* Private letter to Duke of Newcastle, 3cl November 1854.

+ Letter of 3d November 1854.
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purpose of overwlielniing the invaders had been chap.

weighed, at the least, if not dictated in the Paissian !

—

capital under the personal directions or approval

of the Czar, and it was, therefore, no wonder that

intelligence of the meditated blow should filter

through central Europe (where the Powers were

all of them neutral) and penetrate into England

and France. In some instances, the relatives of

officers serving in the Crimea were forewarned,

by dear Russian friends whom even the war had

not alienated, of an impending attack which was

to be delivered, they said, with such overpowering

numbers as to insure the destruction or cajtture

of the whole Allied army ; and the dread of hav-

ing to hear that some great disaster had come was

increased by a piece of information—then pain-

fully interesting—which Diplomacy had found

means to acquire. A paper purporting to be the

copy of a letter addressed by Prince Mentschikoff

in cipher to the Governor of Warsaw, for trans-

mission by him to the Czar, was placed in the

hands of one of our ambassadors. It ran thus :

—

'Chancery of Warsaw. Report addressed by Prince Mentschi-

• koff to Prince Paskiewitz. Despatch deciphered 19/31

' Oct. , in the evening.

'The enemy no longer dares to stir out of his

' lines. We never cease to harass him and kill

' some of his men. Our squadrons make frequent

' battues and attacks. The enemy throws some
' shells at them, but his cavalry dares not risk

' itself beyond the range of the batteries. The

VOL. VI. ?
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CHAP, 'army is filled with entlnisiasm. General Lip-

' randi, whose coolness and resolution I cannot

* sufficiently praise, has caused to be thrown up
' some armed works (strong redoubts) on the right

' flank of the enemy, and he threatens the enemy
' in rear. The enemy cannot effect his retreat

' without exposing himself to immense losses. If

' the weather should favour us, nothing can save

' him from a complete disaster. Future times, I

' am confident, will preserve the remembrance of

' the exemplary chastisement inflicted upon the

' presumption of the Allies. When our beloved

' Grand-Dukes shall be here, I shall be able to

* give up to them intact the precious deposit which

' the confidence of the Emperor has placed in my
' hands. Sebastopol remains ours.

' Heaven visibly protects Holy Paissia.

' Have the kindness, Prince, to bring this to

' the knowledge of our august Sovereign for the

* great satisfaction of his magnanimous heart.' *

* The authenticity of this paper was not, I think, much
doulited by tliose to whom it became known. Upon .seeing it

the French Emperor ordered the immediate preparation of

20,000 troops more; bnt by that time— though France and

Kugbuid did not quite know of it—the great battle had been

fought.
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CHAPTER II.

DISPOSITIONS FOR A Gl'^NERAL ENGAGEMENT.

The Inkermau Sunday perhaps may be said to chap.
owe all its renown to the tight which raged many ^^-

hours on one chosen corner of ground ; but the The conflict
" ' of 5th Nov.

enemy's front of battle, that day, was several regarded as
•' > ./

»

a general

miles greater than any that Mount Inkerman action.

alone could afford him, and his measures along

the whole line were so well knit together by a

single, all-governing purpose, that the aggregate

of tlie strife they provoked acquired distinct

unity, and constituted a general action. To all

the other operations of the day the fight on

Mount Inkerman bore indeed huge proportions,

but still, after all, though immensely predominat-

ing, it was only a part of the battle.

On the eve of the action, the seamen and the DisposUioi.

land forces under General MoUer formed still as sian'forces'

before the established garrison of Sebastopol, but of'thrbrttie

General Soimonoft' with tlie whole of his column
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CHAF. I'ly iilso, that night, within the lines of the
^^'

fortress. The column of General Tauloff was

beyond the Tchernaya encamped on the Old City

Heights ; and there too, though not yet command-

ing, General Daunenberg was present in person.*

With a corps, which included the troops com-

manded before by Liprandi, Prince Gortschakoff

was in the plain of Balaclava, and had his head-

quarters at Tchorgoun.

The enemy's So lay all these forces at midnight; Imt two

froiirof hours later, a movement of troops would begin

;

and at daybreak, the liussian army was to be in

its ordained line of battle.

On the extreme left of this line, Prince Gortscha-

koff's corps—a force numbering about 22,000 in

horse, foot, and artillery, with no less than 88

guns -j-—was to be facing towards the west, upon

a front which, beginning at a point nearly mid-

way between Kadikoi and Kamara, and cross-

* The Old City Heights (called by Russians the lukernian

Heights) are on the south-west of the JIackciizie farm, and

overhang the ruins of Inkerraan.

t This force was for the most part, though not exactly, the

same as that conimanded by Liprandi at tlic battle of Balaclava.

See ' Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. v. of the Cabinet Jldition.

General Todleben ('Defense de Sebastopol,' [). 449) considers

that the strength of Prince Gortschakoff's cavaliy and infantry

(which had been 22,444 when ascertained by the last 'State')

must have been reduced by the 5th of November to little more

than 20,000 ; but, whether that large and apjiarently arbitrary

deduction were admitted or not, there at all events would have

to be added the artillerymen serving no less than 88 guns, and

therefore the number stated in the text would appear to be

fully warranted. See Appendix, Note III.
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ing the plain of Balaclava as well as the Fediou- chap,
kine Heights, would terniiiiate on the hanks of '^-

the Tcheruaya, and not lar from the Inkernian

ruins.

At some distance from Prince Gortschakoff's

right, and fronting towards the south and south-

east, General Dannenberg, (then acceding to a

connnaud which would place under him both

Pauloff and Soimonofi"), was to be on Mount

Inkermau with no less than 40,000 men and

135 guns, supported, whenever possible, by a fire

from two ships in the roadstead.* By means of

trcjops moving or stationed between his right

tlank and the Viaduct he would touch the Kara-

bel Faubourg.

So far, the intended array of 62,000 men was

to be furnished exclusively by troops of the

liussian field-army ; but Prince Mentschikoff's

entire line of battle did not end at that point

near the faubourg to which we have hitherto

traced it ; for his powerful force still collected

* Numbers as given by General Todleben, p. 446, 447

—

f Soimonoff, infantry, . 18,829

General Dannenberg < Cossacks, . 100

( Pauloff, infantry, . . 15,806

34,735

Add 4tli battalion of Sappers (see Todleben, p.

469), say ..... 750

Artillerymen for 135 guns, including 54 guns of

position and 81 pieces of liglit artillery, at an

average of 35 men for each gun, . . 4,726

40,210
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CHAP, within the lines of Sebastopol would not only

^^-
touch by its left the right rear of Danneuherg's

troops, but also act under orders which assigned

it for the day distinctly aggressive tasks instead

of mere garrison duties, and linked it to the

army outside by the bond of a common purpose.

So regarded, General Mbller (who commanded

in the place) would be adding to the 62,000

men under Gortschakoff and Dannenberg tlie

whole power of the garrison, thus bringing the

united array to a strength of full 100,000, and

extending the front of battle to a length of about

twelve miles.*

If at first it seem strange that the garrison

holding a fortress should be made to form part

of a line of battle, and have to combat accord-

ingly alongside of the relieving army, it will

be remembered in the next moment that the

Allies were the original innovators, and that by

undertaking to besiege Sebastopol without hav-

* 111 putting the above force at 'full 100,000' I believe that

I have kept a good way within bounds ; for, there being only

a small number of men on the north side, and only 3862 on the

Baktchi Serai road, it is difficult to see Iiow any deduction

much exceeding 10,000 could fairly be made from the 120,000,

and under that aspect the Russian force arrayed for the general

engagement would be 110,000

—

i.e., 10,000 more than I have

stated it Even the excepted forces were, in a sense, taking

part ; and considering how easily and rapidly the enemy moved

troops across the roadstead, I should hardly have erred if I

had included his troops on the north side as men capable

of taking a part in the battle, and accordingly in that sense

' present.

'
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ing means to invest it they made tlie anomaly chap.

possible. !

With a view to the approaching engagement,

Prince Mentschikoff's headquarters were estab-

lished near the ruins of Inkerman.

11.

The Eussians took the iM-ecaution of leavino- Thcnume-
" rical

between three and four thousand men to watcii strength of
the coiiti-nd

the road to Daktchi Serai,* and they kept a ing armies,

small force on the Severnaya or North Side

;

whilst the Allies, on the other hand, employed a

number of troops in guarding their ports of sup-

ply ; but these detached bodies, whether liussian,

or English, or French, were not so sundered from

the main armies by either distance or purpose

that they might not by possibility take part in

the day's strife ; and speaking broadly, it may

be said that on the appointed day the two host?

would be confronting one another with the whole

effective strength of the forces then engaged in

land service upon the Sebastopol theatre of war.

The Anglo-French army of 65,000 men with

11,000 Turkish auxiliaries was to encounter an

enemy whose forces numbered 120,000."}"

But a comparison of the numbers that could be

brought to bear actively upon the issue of the

approaching conflict brings to light a yet greater

* 3862 of infantry, with 36 guns.—Todleben, p. 450.

t As .shown a7Ur, p. 2.
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CHAP, disparity. The opposing armies were both of
'

them liampered with duties which confined a

great part of their respective forces to particular

tracts of ground ; for the Kussians were obliged

to keep manned the whole southern front of their

fortress, and the Allies, on the other hand, were

under the necessity of not only guarding their

trenches and their ports of supply, but also—and

in pure self-defence—the whole of that Cher-

sonese topland, on which their main strength lay

encamped. The Sebastopol lines of defence had

a front of nearly four miles; but the belt of

ground alotig which the Allies were compelled to

stand tethered had a very much greater extent.

There indeed was no part of their line—a line

nearly twenty miles long— which they could

well leave unguarded ; and accordingly the chain

thus distended was of very necessity weak, but

especially so at one place, for the infantry

defending Mount Inkerman — and this was

ground vitally precious—had a strength of only

3000.*

From this state of things it results that the

aptest computation of numbers would be one that

can answer two questions ; 1st, ' With how many
' men could the Russians afford to make their

' attack ?
' 2d, ' What amount of reinforcing power

* Supported, as we saw, by 12 gims, the infantry strength of

t)u) 2d Division was 2950 ; and the presence of 30 men of the

(Juards, under Captain Goodlake, raised the infantry force on

Mount Inkerman to 2986.
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'could the Allies exert to suppoit a threatened chap.
' part of their line ?

'

"•

To the first question a perfectly complete Thcimm-

answer would be hardly possible, but this at enemy coui.i

least can be said : The enemy proved that he aggressive

could bring forward to fight aggressively in the

Open, forces numbering altogether 68,000 men,

with 235 guns.*

As regards the second question, we shall see AiMountof

the Allies placed in straits which oblige them to ],ower).(>s-

put forth to the utmost their remtorcmg power, u.e aimbs.

and at the same time so favoured by the enemy's

mismanagement that, with hardly any hindrance

from him, they remain free to march as they

choose along the main part of their line
;
yet

withal, it will appear that, when the 3000 men

guarding their weak point are beset by 40,000

assailants, the fresh troops they bring up by de-

grees and in the course of five hours number only

Men. Guns.

* Soimonoff and Pauloff, . . 40,210 135

Gortschakoff (see note, an^e, p. 20), 22,444 88

62,654 223

TimoviefF, first and la.st, . 5,325 12

67,979 235

In addition to all tlie.se, there was the above-mentioned force

(see note, ante, p. 23) of 3862 men, with 36 guns, which,

though not charged with aggressive duties, was operating

in the Open; so that out of the whole 120,000 men it

was not found necessary to detain for defensive purposes,

within or about Seba.stopol, any more, at the very most, than

48.159.
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CIIA.P. 14,200, with 50 guns;* and— because of the

^^-
losses too surely sustained in the interval—we

may have to see them fighting for their very

existence with infantry forces increasing from

only 3000 at first to less than 1?.,000 at the last.f

Of course, the alarming predicament in which

the Allies had thus placed themselves was one

which mainly resulted from the disproportion

long existing, and now immensely increased, be-

tween their huge task and their numbers ; but in

* Undor the greatest stress short of defeat that could well be

put upon them, we shall find the English able to move to the

aid of the 2d Division tlie following infantry and cavalry:—

The Guards, 1,331

Light Division, troops moved to Jlount Inkerraan, 649

3d Division, do. do., . 281

Do., do. Victoria Ridge, . 619

4th Division, do. Mount lukerman, 2,217

Cavalry under Lord George Paget, . . 200

Total English reinforcements liorse and foot, )

with besides 26 guns, . . i 5,297

French infantry brought up and engaged ) „^y^
^r Mount Inkerman, . . . )

Gf.vulry, do., 700

French infantry brought up later and not ) .„.,

actively engaged, . . • )

Total French reinforcements of horse ) 8,919

and foot, besides 24 guns, . . )

Total English and French reinforcements of horse
| ^^ ^jg

and foot, with besides 50 guns, . • ) '

t See in Appendix the components of the French and Eng-

lish forces i)resent on Mount Inkerman, from which it results

that the English had there first and last 7464 infantry, and the

French, 8219, of whom 3575 were actively engaged. A letter

now open before me, when compared with the above number

of 7464, gives an interesting proof of Lord Raglan's master)'

in (jucstions of wliat may be called military bu.siness. Writing
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part it was owing to a faulty disposition of their chap

troops. ]>y causing an undue detennination of L_

strength towards the circumference of tlie position,

General Canrobert exposed both the French and

tlie English forces to the contingency of being

thus heavily overmatched in numbers, and of

being overmatched, not merely for a brief period,

but during a long succession of hours, which

might include the crisis of a battle, and the fate

of the Invaders. Enamoured of the commanding

position afforded by the Sapoune Heights, he

seemed to forget that the stronger the ground, the

less was there need for loading it with troops
;

and instead of merely watching and guarding this

part of his extended border-land by the ordinary

means, he strove to hold it fast by the bodily

presence of so many thousands of men as to leave

iiimself witliout any reserve of infantry with

which to act from a centre.

III.

In order to make a full use of tlie tempting The enemy's

occasion thus offered him, tlie (snemy constructed

npiirly a fortnight before the battle, he was able to give the

Home Govfriiment an admirably close estimate of the numbers

with which he could fight such a battle as the battle of Inker-

man. ' When these [the infantry effectives] have furnished the

' guards and working parties for the trenches, there remain in

' camp available for the sujijiort of those in advance in case of

' a sortie, and for the maintenance of our ])osition, wJiich is as-

' satiable on mir extreme right and right rear, something under
' 8000 men. '^Private letter of Lord Raglan to Duke of New-
castle, Oct. 23, 1854.
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CHAP, a i)l;in wliicli, in one at least of its contiivances,
'

disclosed the skill of ilie framer.

He convinced himself that no project for

forcing the steeps of the Chersonese from the

east could present a fair chance of success, and,

again, that an attack u})on the Sebastopol front

of the Allies would be probably baffled by their

trenches and the power of their heavy siege-

guns. What remained was either to assail the

French at their extreme left near Streleska Bay,

or else make an assault on our people at the

north-eastern angle of the Chersonese ; and the

ascertained scantiness of the English force de-

fending that last part of the ground caused

the enemy to determine that the blow should

there fall*

Tlie first and most weighty attack on this part

of the Chersonese was to be by its northern ap-

proaches ; and, as ultimately ordained — though

without General Daunenberg's approval — the

blow on Mount Inkerraan alone was to be de-

livered with the strength of 40,000 men.

But along his whole front of twelve miles the

enemy's forces were ordered to take their share in

the action. Thus from the westernmost angle of

Sebastopol a part of the garrison was to make a

powerful sortie against the French left with the

hope of i)reventing Canrobert from drawing hi.s

* Todleben : 'Although tlie nature of the ground rendered

• this position a strong one in its('lf, it was to he considered

' tliiit the number of Kngli.sh troops whicli occupied it was

' very weak.'— P. 443.
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strength towards the seat ui' the real attack. The cua p

rest of the garrison was enjoined to devote itself ;__

to the objects of the battle as distinguished from

all other tasks. Its troops were to disregard the

fire of the siege-guns, to exeH their artillery

powers against any columns of infantry which

might come within range, and finally, if confusion

should be observed in the French or the English

batteries, to move out in force, and seize tliem.*

Ne.xt, still following the enemy's line of battle

from west to east, we come to the part of the plan

which provided for an attack on Mount Inkerman.

Soimonoff, issuing from the Karabel Faubourg, and

Pauloff, coming up from the bridge at the mouth

of the Tchernaya, were to ascend the northern

steeps of Mount Inkerman; and Dannenberg,

then taking command of the 40,000 men thus

assembled from the east and the west, was to carry

all before him in that part of the Chersonese,

overwhelndng at once the 3000 men under Penne-

father, but pushing his ascendant yet further in a

southerly direction by rolling up the line of any

force bestowed along the Windmill Heights which

nnght still be attempting to guard them against

an attack from the east.

Thus far, all was to be achieved by sheer

strength of numbers, but the ingenious part of

the plan will be learnt by observing the task

allotted to Prince GortschakofT, whose forces pro-

* The earlier clauses of this instruction are given in General

Mbller's order. The last one in Prince Mentschikofi's general

order of the 4th November-
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CHAP, longed the enemy's line of battle in aii altered

._!^__ diiection, by carrying it on southward through

the plain to ground not far distant from Bala-

clava. From the opening of the battle until the

cardinal moment wliich will be presently in-

dicated, Prince Gortschakoff was to menace Gen-

eral Bosquet by feints, and thus strive to prevent

him from bringing succour to Pennefather. But

so soon as the victorious Dannenberg should have

not only driven the English from Mount Inker-

man, but rolled up their line further south, Prince

Gortschakoff" was to ascend unopposed by the ap-

proaclies thus happily opened for him, and bring

his 22,000 men to receive a glad welcome on the

heights from Dannenberg's conquering host. That

done, the enemy would be on the Chersonese with

The imine- an army—even after some losses—of about 60,000

of'the"battie mcu, including a great body of cavalry. He

I'lated by trustcd that before the sunset of the appointed

day he would he already entrenching his victori-

ous troops upon tlie conquered ground, and was

not indeed without hope that by that time he

might find himself master over all tlie eastern

Ulterior part of the Chersonese.* He judged, and judged

resuiung' souudly cuough, that his field-army thus firmly

anticipated established on the toplands and having its right

uieattacit. iu closc coutact with the army of Sebastopol,

would not merely forbid the intended assault of

the Flagstaff' Bastion, but, perhaps, at once force

the Allies to abandon the siege ; and the stress of

such fortune, he knew, might well make it hard

* Toilleben, p. 443.
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for the Freiicli and the Eugiisli cuiiinianders to cuai'.

avert an overwliehning disaster.*
^^-

IV.

Having gained tlie ascendant in numbers, and Measures

fashioned her phm of attack, Itussia now also inti'ui'iuthe

sought to evoke that more subtle element of itussian
""

power which derives from the souls of men. "^"^^

So large a body of people, children all of one

monarch, one nation, one faith, had been gathered

together in arms for a mighty effort within a

narrow compass of ground, that feelings of a sort

hardly known perhaps to isolated or scattered

men, could be generated and raised to fierce heat

by the fermenting of the compacted numbers ; and

simultaneously with the coming of the thousands

long followed by thousands which acceded to

Piince Mentschikoff's army in the early days

* The plan as I state it is the one which—wliether with or

without (hie authority—was actually followed. It was sketched

—though iu somewhat vague terms— by Prince j\Ientschikoft''s

general order on the 4th of November. The Prince left the

details to be filled in by Moller, Soimonoif, Paululf, Dannen-
berg, and Gortschakoff, and all these gave instructions or re-

commendations in writing. These will be found in the Ap-
pendix, Note VI. Dannenberg's recommendations do not enter

into my statement of the plan as above given, because they

were not acted upon, but an account of his endeavour to alter

the arrangements will be found in subsequent pages. With
respect to Gortschakoffs instractions, the general order was
worded as though it meant to direct against Bosquet's position

an actual, unfeigned attack ; but on authority which I regard

as indisputable, I have satisfied myself that the orders really

given to Gortschakoff were of the kind stated in the text.
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CHAi'. of November, the dutiful j\Iuscovite soldier was
'

enraptured with the tidings that two of the

Imperial Princes had resolved to come and share

with him in the peril and the glory of the ap-

proaching fight. On the eve of the appointed

Sunday, the Graud-Duke Nicholas and the Grand-

Duke Michael were already in camp, and their

presence raised an outburst of that significant

kind of loyalty which promises a warlike devo-

tion—devotion to be tried on the morrow.*

But Eeligion too called men to battle. The

vast empire of the Czar, as we have before seen,

was so circumstanced in regard to creed, that

commensurate with its sense of being a nation

was its sense of being also a Church ; and sacred,

most sacred was the task which, on this chosen

Sunday, the Czar would be entrusting to his

soldiery ; for he had launched them in a war

to the knife against the invaders of his empire,

the enemies of the Orthodox Faith, the despoilers

of churches, the disciples, the abettors of Islam,

and therefore (in the apprehension of simple

men) the open foes of the Cross. Now at last

—

lioly Saint Vladimir !—that appalling sacrilege

which horrorstruck men on the ramparts had seen

with their own eyes would be surely avenged, f

* Each of those two Graiul-Dukes is now, in 1877, command-

ing an army against the Sultan. We sliall see how Prince

Mcntsoliikoff disposed of them on the day of tlic battli-,

and how tliey were saved from ridicule by Colonel Collingwood

Uickson.

t Near Quarantine iky there stood an ancient and much

venerated church dedicated to St Vladimir, which some French
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So great was the value attached by men in chap.
authority to the force of a religious incentive, [^

that, even at the risk of putting their adver-

saries on the alert, they, at four in the morn-

ing, called people to mass and to battle by the

clangour of the bells in their churches ; and it

was with a soldiery consecrated for battle that

Soimonoff before break of day would march out

from the Karabel Faubourg. PaulofTs troops, as

we know, lay on heights beyond the Tchernaya,

but their spiritual guides were in camp, and

with power scarce lessened by the want of any

sacred appliances ; for customarily, even in cities,

the utterances of the Eastern Church are delivered

in the roar of strong priests without aid from

the wailing of organs. When men heard the

Sebastopol bells, the head of this column of

PaulofTs was already some way on its march.

soldiers pillaged in the early days of the siege, and they were
seen carrying off their spoil by Russians posted at their bas-

tions.

VOT. VI.
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CHAPTER III.

EVE AND EARLY MORNING OF THE 5TH OF

NOVEMBER IN THE ALLIED CAMP.

CHAP. From about 10 o'clock on the morning of tht
IIL °

4th of November, rain more or less heavy was

camp on
'^ almost Constantly falling ; but the atmosphere

the 5th of. did not prove so obscure as to hinder men's eyes

from detecting a certain air of busy movement

on the part of troops gathered above the Inker-

man ruins ; and since this indication agreed with

the last reports brought into camp, many people

at length became sure that the enemy, after

having been frequently and largely reinforced

in the course of the six preceding weeks, had

within the last day or two received yet further

accessions, and was now in great strength.

Commanding (in the absence of Evans*) our

2d Division, General Pennefather was the officer

primarily in charge of Mount Inkerman, and

every afternoon, at this period, he used to ride

to the front, because he liked to employ the last

* Sir De Lacy Evans lay invalided on hoard ship.
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hour of daylight in straining after all such know- chap.

ledge of the enemy's plans as might be attained '__

by the eye and the tield-glass. Pursuing his

daily custom on the afternoon of the 4th of

November, he rode to the crest of Shell Hill

;

and thence not only saw stil'l continuing on the

Old City Heights those signs of activity and

swollen numbers which before had been marked,

but also descried there a small, yellow object,

which attracted and detained his attention.

What he saw was indeed nothing more than a

simple caliche ; but, although without means

of knowing that this was the carriage which

had brought two sons of the Czar to take part

in great things on the morrow, he yet imagined •

that the arrival of a traveller at such a time

might have military significance ; and becoming

more than commonly anxious to probe the enemy's

designs, he despatched Captain Carmichael, a

highly skilled officer, who well knew the ground,

to the extreme point of the Inkerman Spur, with

instructions to be there half an hour before dark

and report in person to the General any ap-

pearance of movement or alteration of position

on the part of the enemy. Carmichael obeyed

;

but after completing a laboured survey (which

the Ilussians, though usually jealous, did not

care, at this time, to disturb), neither he nor

Major Grant, who was with him, could detect

any military change, except the establishment of

a fresh body of cavalry on the right bank of the

river between the Tractir and the Inkerman
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CHAP, bridges. Captain Carmichael observed, it is true,
•

and duly reported to Pennefather, that large

flocks of sheep had been newly driven into the

pastures near the Inkerman ruins ; but this, at

the time, was a circumstance which men knew

not how to interpret *

11.

Although Prince Mentschikoffs general direc-

tions for the morrow had been issued so early as

5 o'clock in the afternoon of the Saturday, no spy

nor deserter found means to steal into camp with

the news of the intended attack ; and the night

passed away without any report from the out-

posts which awakened attention in camp.-}-

fhe early In the English service, an officer of the Quarter-

Uie'sth^o'f master-General's Department was accustomed to
November in • • ,i /> ^i i t •

the English visit the camps 01 the several divisions every
^^'

morning before break of day, in order to be able

to apprise Headquarters of any observed change

in the attitude or apparent purposes of the enemy.

Captain Ewart, the able officer charged Avith this

task on the morning of the 5tli of November, was

in his saddle soon after 4 o'clock. After visitingo
* Our present knowledge of the enemy's j)lans maj- warrant

a surmisi^ that the flocks were driven into their new i)astnre.s

with a view to the supply of the Keld-army when estahlishcd

and entrenched (as Prince Mentscliikoff liojied it would be) on

the downs of the Chersonese.

+ We sliall hear, post, p. 95, of the ' nnnhling ' heard at the

outposts and duly reported hy Captain Sargent of the 9.5th, and

by Morgan of the same regiment ; but the tidings did not
' awaken attention in camp.'
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successively the lines of tlie 3d, 4th, 1st, and chap.
Light Divisions, and learning in each that all

was quiet, he at length reached Pennefathei's

camp. There, some time before, the troops of the

2d Division not serving on outpost duty had

stood to their arms as usual at the appointed

hour of the early morning ; and already, in the

absence of any known cause of alarm, had been

dismissed to their accustomed occupations. The

wood and the water parties had gone off to their

work ; and all was tranquil. Captain Ewart

learnt that from this camp there was nothing to

report, except indeed that the night had been

more than usually quiet.

Three or four minutes still had to pass before

all this repose would be broken.

III.

General Godrington, whose brigade, as we saw, ti.c first

was camped on the south-western side of the ge,u;e'nf

Careenage Ravine, had formed for himself the

good habit of riding to the front every day about

an hour before sunrise ; and on the morning of

the 5th of November he was faithful to his cus-

tom, bringing with him Mackenzie his able bri-

gade-major. Having reached the right Lancaster

battery he found that the relieved pickets had

just come in ; and, there being at that time no

apparent cause of alarm, they were ordered to

march into camp. After waiting, however, some

time. General Godrington heard the firing of mus-

432733
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CHAP, ketry m his right front. The firing—very slight

. at first—increased so rapidly and became so well

sustained that its import was presently clear;

and Codrington, judging it certain that an attack

had begun, arrested the homeward march of the

relieved pickets, sent one of the companies to

reinforce the Lancaster battery, disposed the other

three companies on the eastern slopes of the ridge

with their front towards Mount Inkerman, and

then galloping back into camp, put all his troops

there under arms. Sir George Brown—a most

industrious officer and almost distressingly vigi-

lant—was wrought for a moment to anger at the

sight of an ' alert ' in liis camp without having

first learnt its cause; but he soon apprehended

the truth, and indeed became willing to impart

it on his own authority to Headquarters. He
saw and stopped a staff officer galloping towards

the camp of the 2d Division. This staff officer

l)roved to be Captain Ewart, the officer whom we

saw going round, and receiving at every camp a

report of the enemy's quietness. After quitting

the then tranquil camp of the 2d Division, he

had ridden some way along the crest of the

Sapoun^ liidge, trying hard, though in vain,

through the mist to observe Prince GortschakofCs

forces ; and having tlien all at once heard the

firing in the direction of Mount Inkerman, he

was now hastening back to Pennefatlier's lines in

order to learn its import.

Sir George directed the captain lo ride imme-

diately to Lord Raglan, ^nd say that the English
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ivere attacked. Ewart obeying carried the in- chap.

telligence straiglit to Headquarters, and before

many minutes had passed Lord Kaglan was in J^'fn^^'
,1 jji saddle.
the saddle.

By this time, firing was to be heard more or Firing heard/.liiii'i many
less from almost every part oi that extended directiona.

front of battle which the Russians, as we saw,

were to be presenting at an early hour along a

curved line of twelve miles ; and the now fast

awakening thunder of French artillery on the

Sapoun^ Ridge might well be assigned as a proof

that Bosquet must think himself challenged.

But although these encompassing sounds as of

battle reached Lord Raglan at once from many a

quarter, they did not distract him. Balaclava,

indeed, for aught he knew, might be the object

of attack ; but he trusted that Sir Colin Campbell

and Vinoy would find means to defend the place,

and that even if—belying his hope—their forces

should prove too scanty for the task assigned

them, he had it not now in his power to ward off

the disaster by sending down troops to their aid.

He therefore at once gave his undivided mind to Loni uag-

the hypothesis of an attack on the Chersonese ; ciusiou.

; \nd, supposing it taken for granted that this was

to be the real object, he did not, it seems, doubt

a moment that the blow would fall on Mount

Inkerman. Thither, therefore, he rode, and thil-her his mea-

also, after rapidly providing that the ground in immediate
_, , . , , n T 1 111 departure

front of the English left and centre should be for Mount
111 11' Inkerman.

watched by Sir Richard England, he ordered rein-

forcements to march.
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IV.

CHAP. Confronting thus on Mount Inkerman tlie

^"'
enemy's principal onslaught, Lord Eaglan also

po^tiorof had on his right and right rear the extended

unde? Qo't- array of Prince Gortschakoff ; whilst again on his

^rhakoffand
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ MoUer, there stood the whole mass of

the Sebastupol forces, already obeying the orders

which assigned them their part in the action.

These forces, under Gortschakoff and MoUer, were

together so great in numbers, and constituted so

large a proportion of the enemy's whole line of

battle, that without learning first what they did,

one might fail to apprehend the true scope of the

general engagement as distinguished from that

famous part of it which raged upon one narrow

The bearing hill. And the Same sweeping glance which shall

efforts ui)on scau thesc auxiliary operations will pointedly

on Mount help to clucidate the course of the fight on Mount

Inkerman ; for, since neither the French nor the

English had any force held in reserve, they could

only bring succours to the endangered ground by

fetching them from other parts of their line of

battle, where the state of the action might be

such as to warrant the withdrawal of troops ; and

it was to deter them from resorting to that direly

needful expedient that both Gortschakuft' and Mol-

ler had already come into action. Each of those

two commanders, we know, had been cliarged to

detain the Allied troops before him by simulated

or actual aggressions, thus doing his best to pre-

iukerman.
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vent them from moving to the real seat of dan- chap.
ger ; and accordingly, if we M^itness their efforts,

^"'

we shall see under what conditions the Allies

could bring up reinforcements to the scene of the

real attack.
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CHAPTER IV.

OPERATIONS ON GOUTSCHAKOFF'S FKONT.

CHAP.
IV.

The part
allotted

to Prince
Gortscha-
kofiTs corps.

In preparing to operate from that part of the

front of battle already indicated which lay

across the plain of P>alaclava, Prince Gortscha-

koff at first had for guidance the paper of instruc-

tions which was issued to the Generals at about

5 o'clock in the evening of the 4th of November.

It directed him 'to support the general attack, to

' distract the enemy's forces by drawing them
' upon himself, and to endeavour to seize one of

' the routes leading up the Sapoun^ Heights.

' His cavalry was to be held in readiness to effect

' the ascent the moment it should be jtossible.'

These written instructions, however, were ex-

plained down by oral communications ; and, as

Prince Gortschakoff understood, it was his duty,

not necessarily to execute any actual and deter-

mined attack, but to amuse and detain the Allies

by threatening them from the east. Yet the

steeps he confronted were lofty as well as abrupt
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and it was scarce feasible for him to simulate an chap.

attack upon heights so commanding without mak- '—

ing heavier sacrifices than are commonly thought

to be warranted for the purpose of any mere feint.

IL

Issuing from Tchorgoun in the early morning Hisoiiera-

of the 5th of November, Prince Gortschakoff

formed his line of battle with its left in advance

of Kamara, extended it in a north-easterly direc-

tion across the Fedioukine Hills, and yet farther

prolonged his array to a reach of nearly live miles,

by showing a strong mass of cavalry on the lower

Tchernaya, and planting skirmishers on its banks

who could easily communicate with Prince Ment-

schikoff's appointed headquarters on ground near

the Inkerman ruins. From this line of battle

he opened a vain cannonade at long range, and

moved some battalions part - way towards the

frowning Sapoun^ Heights, trying thus to make

it appear that he was going to attack them in

earnest. His right wing confronted our Guards,

his centre and main strength faced Bosquet,

and his left was so placed that by a mere

change of front it might be made to threaten

I lalaclava.

The ground watched by our Guards was the TheOrena-

northern part of those heights which Prince Gort- the Scots
*•

Fusilier

schakoff seemed to be threatening; but H.RH. Guards not

_ , detained in

the Duke of Cambridge, there commanding in his front:

person, was not long diverted from the scene of
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CHAP.
IV.

but led
to Momit
Inkerman.

Colonel
Upton's
measures.

Colonel
Cadogan's
mission to

Bosquet.

the real attack by any of the false demonstrations

going on in the valley beneath. He at first, in-

deed, moved two battalions to the crest of the

heights which he specially had in his charge, but

the roar of the fight on Mount Inkerman had an

earnestness which he soon understood. Leaving

only the Coldstream behind— and that for no

great length of time—he led his two other bat-

talions—the Grenadiers and the Scots Fusiliers

—

in a northerly direction towards ground on the

right flank of Peunefather.*

The ' field officer * upon that frout was Col-

onel Upton of the Coldstream,-f- with next under

him in command of the pickets, Colonel Cadogan

of the Grenadiers. J Upton, very soon judging

that all the Guards remaining on that front should

be promptly despatched to Mount Inkerman, sent

Cadogan to Bosquet, requesting him to occupy the

ground which would thereupon become vacated.

Bosquet— anxious, and not yet completely en-

lightened with respect to the true seat of dan-

ger—gave the message no welcome, and could not

be got to promise that he would lend the aid re-

quired. § Upton thereupon had to determine

whether he would abandon the post, and leave it

* Including the main body of each of the three battalions,

and also two of the relieved pickets which followed, and in-

cluding, besides, Prince Edward's picket at Quarter-guard Point,

the whole number of the Guards which sooner or later reached

the Inkerman battle-iield was 1331.

t Now General Viscount Templetown, K. G.B.

J Now Lieut. -General the Hon. Sir George Cadogan, K.C. B.

§ I believe that the nearest approach to an answer which

Colonel Cadogan could obtain was, 'On verra.'
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andefended, or withhold an important portion of chap.

the Guards from the evidently arduous fight then
^^'

heard raging more and more on Mount Inkerman.

Considering all things, he discarded the latter

alternative as even worse than the other one. So

after giving his orders accordingly, and in par-

ticular, directing Cadogan to stop the new pickets

then marching to their assigned posts, and at

once send them off to Mount Inkerman, he hast-

ened thither in person, as did also Cadogan him

self after executing the orders he had received.

Thus all three of the battalions of Guards, includ- The coid-

ing before long the Coldstream, were uprooted despatched

from the ground they had watched, and trans- inkeman.

ferred to the real seat of danger.

Against the French troops further south, Prince Bosquet's

Gortschakoff's feint was more pointed, and not at detained

first wholly vain ; but the firing had scarce lasted byOnrt-^

an hour when Bosquet, divining by that time that menaces.

the real attack was on Mount Inkerman, ordered

two battalions and a half and two troops of horse-

artillery to march towards the Windmill, and at

once hastened thither in person.

Near the Windmill, however, an unfortunate

rencounter took place. Bosquet there met Sir

George Brown and Sir George Cathcart, and

hastened to proffer his aid, informing the two

Generals that he was already followed by

some infantry and artillery ; and that if the

operation then commenced on Mount Inkerman

should prove to be the real attack, he could with-

draw other troops from the positions they then
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CHAP, occupied.* Sir George Brown and Sir George
•

Cathcart took upou themselves to decline the

offer. They said, it appears, that the English

had sufficient reserves at hand ; and added a

request that, instead of advancing to the scene of

the conflict, Bosquet would be pleased to watch

the ground in rear of Canrobert's redoubt.-j*

Brown and Cathcart, it would seem, must have

spoken under the impulse of a feeling of pride,

which, however perturbing to the judgment, must

still in a way be admired, because it is a main

ingredient in that wonderful assemblage of quali-

ties which makes the British soldier what he is

;

and indeed this answer to Bosquet was not un-

like such as might have come from two superb

sergeants or privates who had found themselves

asked to acknowledge that the English wanted

help from a Frenchman.

Certainly Brown and Cathcart, being unac-

quainted with the enemy's design for overwhelm-

* Bosfiui't's report, 7th November 1854.

t Ibid. Sir George Brown w<as so eager and iudustrioiis in

tlie use of the pen, that his non-contradiction of this published

report of Bosquet's goes far to establish the accuracy of the

French General. Sir George also left uncontradicted the state-

ment of the great French official work, the ' Atlas de la Guerre

' d'Orient,' which was published many years before his death.

The ' Atlas ' says :
' Les Geueraux Sir G. Brown et Sir G.

' Cathcart ont remercie le General Bosquet de I'offre de son

' concours ; seulement ils I'ont prie de ronforcer les troupes

' vers la redoute Canrobcrt,' &c. Fay (I'.osquet's aide-de-

carap) reports the answer of Brown and Cathcart thus :
' Nos

' '•eserves sont suffisantes pour parer aux eventualites ;
veuillez

' seulement couvrir notre droite en arrifere du retrancliemerit

' andais.'—P. 125.
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ing Pennefather with 40,000 men, had not even CHA.P

the rudimeiUs of that knowledge which alone 1_

could have warranted an English officer in dis-

claiming all need of French support on Mount

Inkerman, and directing General Bosquet's re-

sources into another part of the field. Bosquet,

however, attached importance to their words, and,

finding his offer rejected, he not only stopped the

march of his battalions towards the scene of the

real attack, but was even induced to send off

some troops towards the Canrobert redoubt, as

the two English Generals had requested. So, Andafter-

1 T 1 V 1
wards by

although the Russians themselves had but little the mistakes
°

1 1
assurances

success in that important part of their plan which of Browii
'^ ^ '^ and Cath-

was to be executed by threatening the Sapoune cart.

Heights, a few words heedlessly spoken brought

about that very result—I mean the continued

detention of Bosquet— which the enemy was

vainly labouring to prepare by the efforts of

22,000 men. Lord Eaglan, indeed, afterwards

reversed the intimation conveyed by his two

divisional Generals, and requested, as did also

Pennefather, and the Duke of Cambridge too,

(through Colonel Brownrigg,) that Bosquet would

come to support our people at Inkerman ; but

meanwhile time had been lapsing ; and we shall

have to see the English engaged during a period

of between two and three hours without yet re-

ceiving aid from the French.

After the rejection of the off'er just made by

him at the Windmill, Bosquet rode back once

more to the Telegraph, but the emptiness of the
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CHAP.
IV.

Bosquet's
clear per-
ception of
the enemy's
real pur-
pose.

The rein-

forcements
which Bos-
quet at
intervals

was able

to bring to

the field of

Inkerman.

menaces going on in the plain beneath him was

by that time so clear that he cast off all remnant

of doubt, and bent his whole thought to Mount

Inkerman. He accordingly judged that, not-

withstanding the refusal he had met with from

Brown and Cathcart, his aid at the true seat of

danger would be sooner or later invoked ; and

he was still at the Telegraph expecting every

moment a summons, when Colonel Steele, and

also, it seems, some other English officers, came

bringing him the assurance that the attack on

Mount Inkerman had become serious, and in-

timating that his support was there needed.

Bosquet thereupon ordered Bourbaki to pro-

ceed to Mount Inkerman with the same troops

which once already before had been sent towards

the Windmill.* At the same time he ordered

that Bourbaki's troops should be followed by a

battalion of the third Zouaves, as well as by a

battalion of Algerines
; f and, a little later, he

directed that General d'Autemarre should also

bring forward towards the scene of conflict the

other battalion of the 3d Zouaves, with both the

battalions of the 50th Eegiment.J More than

half§ of these 6000 troops ||
were not only des-

tined to be in time for the fight, but to have an

* One battalion of the 7th L6ger, one of the 6th of the line,

4 companies of the Foot Chasseurs, together 2115, and 2 trooi)£

of horse-artillery.

t 757 and 703, together 1460, and 2 hatteries.

* 703 and 1601, together 2304.

§ 3575 infantry ;ind 24 guns.

11 6263.
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important and brilliant share in its struggles ; c n a i»

and the remainder of them, though never thrown J

forward to take part as active combatants, were

nevertheless on Mount Tnkerman some two hours

before the close of the battle.

Sir Colin Campbell and Vinoy were neither The power

called upon to resist any actual attack on Bala- cainVbe'ii'"

clava, nor to strike at the fiauk of any assailant neutralised.

undertaking to force the Col ; but with Gortscha-

kofPs force in the plain, they could not of course

be withdrawn from the ground they stood charged

to defend, and accordingly for Inkernian purposes

their power on this day was neutralised.

III.

Jircum-
stances

On the whole we must see that Prince Gort- cii

schakoff's operations were producing very little umkrwincj

effect; but the actual truth is that his orders koff-rroree

condemned him to a state of expectancy and paralysed.

made his duty depend upon the uncertain for-

tune of others. The designer of the enemy's

plan had assumed that by the 40,000 men ad-

vancing against Pennefather, the scant numbers

of the English attempting to hold Mount Inker-

man would, as a matter of course, be quickly

thrust back to the ground near the Windmill,

and that the crests along that part of the Cher-

sonese would at once be swept clear of their

defenders. For that event Gortschakoff was to

watch ; and the moment it should take place he

was to move up rapidly with horse, foot, and

VOL. VI. D
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CHAP, artillery to the ground he would find laid open
'

for him by Dannenbeig, thus bringing the num-

bers of Russian troops assembled together on the

Chersonese to a strength of about 60,000. So

the foreordained condition of things was such

that, if the English, though pressed by mighty

numbers, should still for a while hold their

ground, they would be not only fending off the

heavy multitude of their immediate assailants,

but also arresting the action of some 22,000

additional troops. And that is exactly what

happened. No blame ought to fall on Prince

Gortschakoff. His advance had been left to de-

pend upon a contingency which failed to occur,

and it was by the unforeseen tenacity of the small

force encountered by other commanders that liis

power was kept in abeya.nca
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CHAPTER V.

OPERATIONS ON THE SEBASTOPOL FRONT.

1.

Except by the powerful sortie under TiinoviefF chap.

which will be presently narrated, the garrison

forces did little to detain the Allied troops before rison forces

them ; and if now we pass over from our right to ^^^^^
^'^^

Forey's siege - corps on our left, we shall find

nothing of moment there liappening, until Prince

Napoleon, in obedience to an order from General

Canrobert, sent three of his battalions, under Canrobert's

General Monet, towards the scene of the conflict todraw
reinforce-

on Mount Inkerman. General Canrobert, it mentsfor

, I'lni Inkerman
seems, had not been slow to assure himseli that from his

siege-corpa.

Mount Inkerman was to be the scene of the real

attack, and had despatched the orders so early as

eight o'clock in the morning ; but some unex-

plained delays took place, and at half-past nine

o'clock General Monet, with his three battalions,

had traversed only a small proportion of the six

miles which divided him from the main fight.

Prince Napoleon himself was in camp, but had

been ordered to hold himself in readiness to move
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CHAP.
V.

Troops
remaining
with Forey
at 9.30 A.M.

at a moment's notice with the two battalions,

which there remained to him, and follow the

march of his other troops towards Inkerman. So

at the time of the sortie, now about to be spoken

of, Forey had with him the whole of his siege-

corps except the three battalions under Monet,

then marching in the direction of InkermaiL

TimovipfTs
•ortie.

II.

At half-past nine o'clock, General Timoviefl",

with some 3000 foot * and four guns, issued from

the lines of Sebastopol at a point near the Quar-

antine Bastion, passed between the bay and the

cemetery, advanced upon the flank of the siege-

works on Mount Rodolph, drove before him the

outposts of the French, broke into their batteries,

overthrew the guards of their trenches, and spiked

a number of their siege-guns.-f* By this rapid

attack Timovieff drew upon himself the whole of

the troops remaining- under Forey ; for De Lour-

mel's brigade advanced against the front of the

assailants, and D'Aurelle's brigade against their

right flank, whilst Levaillant's Division moved

forward in support, and the exigency was even

judged so grave as to warrant a departure from

General Canrobert's orders ; for instead of con-

tinuing to hold himself in readiness for the march

The four 'Minsk' battalion.s, with a strength of 3075.—

Todleben, p. 483.

+ Eight guns acconling to the French ; according to the

Russians fifteen.
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towards Mount liikerman, Prince Napoleon, with chap.

the two battalions remaining under his personal
. ;__

orders, made a movement in the opposite direc-

tion to aid the repulse of the sortie.

Seeing the strength of the forces converging

upon him, and fearing for the safety of his com-

munication with Sebastopol, Timovieff, when

closely pressed, began to withdraw, and found

himself supported in the operation of effecting

his retreat by fresh troops sent out from Sebasto-

pol. He was followed by the French, and in the

ardour of pursuit De Lourmel's brigade pene-

trated into the nook which divides the lines of

Sebastopol from the Quarantine Sea-fort. There,

the French troops underwent a murderous fire,

and De Lourmel himself was mortally wounded.

His brigade sustained heavy losses, and fell some-

what into confusion, but was extricated after a

while by the troops of D'Aurelle's brigade and

Levaillant's Division, which were manoeuvred for

the purpose under the personal directions of Forey.

At half-past eleven, the French as well as th(3 Kus-

sians had completed their withdrawal ; and Piince

Napoleon, with the two battalions then remain-

ing at his side, began to march towards Mount

Inkerman, but too late to take part in the tight.

This sortie of Timovieff's was an enterprise

executed with much spirit, but not so appointed

in regard of time or place as to have the effect of

swaying events. It did not arrest the march

of any reinforcements opportunely despatched to

Mount Inkerman.
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III.

CHAP. From the Kavabel Faubourg the Russians
'

raaintaiued a strong fire against the English siege

ukerbjtiie ^\'orks, but attempted no sortie with the object of

thTKarabei detaining the reinforcements in march for Mount
Faubourg,

inkermau. It would seem that the powerful

garrison of Sebastopol may have been paralysed

by the hampering words of the general orders

which, being conceived in a too rigid spirit,

undertook to assign beforehand the exact contin-

gency in which an attack was to be attempted.

The garrison troops had been ordered to move out

and seize the batteries of the Allies if confusion

should be there setting in ;
* and, that contin-

gency not occurring, it happily resulted that the

tens of thousands of men who were so placed as

to be able to make sorties which might grievously

detain the English reinforcements, were suffered

to remain standing idle.

English re- Thus the Gcncrals in rear of our trenches were

marcifed^
''

left SO Unchecked by demonstrations in their

Mount front, that they could move freely towards Inker-
Inkerniau . , . , i> j^t • c j-man witli some portions at least of their lorces.T

Sir Eichard England, who commanded the 3d

Division, had at his disposal for field operations

a body of about 1400 men. With these (after

leaving General Eyre in command of the trenches)

he began to inarch towards the scene of the con-

flict, but when he gained the next ridge and

* ' Defense ile Sebastoj.ol,' p. 448.

t The rest being for the most part on duty in the trendies.
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found it vacated by the depavtnn' fur lidveimaii CHAP.

of the troops under Oathcart, lie prudently re- !

—

placed it by a portion of his own force. With the

remainder, consisting of two battalions under Sir

John Campbell,* who commanded the brigade,

Sir Kichard England continued his march towards

the east. He rightly conceived it his duty to

\\ atch the two miles of ground which lay between

the front of his camp and that of the Light Divi-

sion ; but whilst remembering that part of his

task he so placed the main part of his two bat-

talions near the head of the Dockyard Eavine

that, if needed, they might be able to support

General Codrington in the defence of his position.

Sir George Oathcart commanded the 4th Division.

He himself, no less than his people, had long

sorely chafed at the destiny which assigned him

on the day of the Alma a less stirring task than

he liked, and now it was with undisguised joy

that he welcomed the first sound of battle alight-

ing upon the ear of the camp, and put his troops

there under arms. He directed that the newly-

relieved troops just come or coming up from the

trenches, should remain in camp ; but, as regards

that part of his order, he was quietly disobeyed

by the greater part of the troops to which it ap-

plied ; and when he rode off to the Windmill, he

was speedily followed by nearly 1700 men, as

well as by Townsend's battery.^)" When after-

* The 1st Royals and the 50th.

t These 1700 men marched in six separate bodies (4 hatlal-

iond and 2 wings), but at very short intervals, and without
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CHAP, wards, by a message sent back from Mount lukcr-

.. !. man, he revoked the detaining order, he drew to

himself some 500 men more, and brought up the

number of the reinforcements he furnished to

2200.*

General Buller, who commanded the 2d brigade

of the Light Division, had only one-third of the

force at his immediate disposal, because nearly

the whole of his 1 9th Kegiment, and the moieties

also of his 77th and 88th regiments, were either

in the trenches or out on picket ;
-f-

but he in-

stantly hurried forward to Mount Inkerman the

four companies of the Connaught Eangers then in

camp, and very soon followed in person, with four

companies of the 77th, thus bringing altogether to

the aid of Pennefather, and in time for the first

regard to the question whetlier they belonged to this or that

brigade. Windham thouglit otherwise, but was mistaken.

The 63d, for instance, marched off in company with the 21st.

* 2217, viz :—

/57th Eegiment under Captain Ed.

General Goldie's I Stanley, 196, (later) 151, . . 347

brigade. \ 20th Regiment under Colonel Horn, . 340

1 21st Fusiliers ,, Colonel Ainslie, 402

1st Rifle battalion under Colonel Hors-

ford, . . . .278
4 companies of 68th Regiment under \

'^ Colonel Henry Smyth. . . I „(,

.

2 companies of 46th under Captain
j

Hardy, . . . .

j

. 63d Regiment under Colonel Swyney, 466

t At first, there was only one company of the 19th in camp

—

viz., the No. 6 company, commanded by Lieutenant Lidwill ;

but somewliat later Captain Ker'.s company came in, and a third

one Ijeing afterwards formed under Captain Bright, Majot

M'Gee assumed the command of all three.

General Torrens's

brigade,
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period of the fight, an accession of some 550 men.* chap.

From the exceeding haste with which the Rang-
'

.

ers were despatched, it resulted that the men

marched from camp without having replenished

their pouches, and went into action with a griev-

ously insufficient supply of both cartridges and

caps.

IV.

Coming now to tlic Victcjria Kidge, we are still Generaicod-°
.

rington's de

on the Sebastopol front, but at its eastern ex- fence of the
^

.
Victoria

tremity, and on ground where General Codrington RWge.

(with the 1st brigade of the Light Division) was

not only confronted by the Malakoff tower and

works, but also exposed on his flank to the enter-

prises of the enemy's field army. There was

nothing between him and Mount Inkerman ex-

cept the Careenage Ravine, and already one of

his pickets disposed some way down in its bed

had been so effectually surprised and turned by the

Catherineberg riflemen that the ofiicer command-

* Viz., 4 companies of the 77th under Colonel Egerton, with

a strength of 259 ; and 4 companies of the 88th— the Connaught

Rangers—with a strength of some 290. These 4 companies of

the Rangers marched under Colonel Jeffreys, for it liappened

tliat Colonel—now Sir Horatio— Shirlej' who commanded the

regiment was on this day the field-officer in command of the

Divisional trench Guard. At a later hour, the No. 2 company

of the Rangers having been relieved from picket duty came

into camp, and thence marched under Captain Bourke to

Mount Inkerman, and operated on the extreme right of the

po.sition. Including this company, the entire force brought to

Mount Inkerman from Buller's brigade numbered G49.
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CHAP, ing it was taken prisoner with no less than twelve

;
of his men.*

How General Codrington discovered the com-

ing attack, and put his troops in camp under

arms, we have already seen, but the ulterior

measures he took still have to be shown. He
was ably assisted not only by Mackenzie hig

brigade -major, and his aide-de-camp Campbell,

but also by Major Bunbury of the 23d, who on

hearing the outbreak of the battle had come up

to offer his services.

At first there were only a few companies that

could be brought together, but when most of the

relieved pickets and the men relieved from the

trenches had come in, Codrington assembled al-

together about 1100 men disposable for service

in the field, and with these prepared to defend

his side of the Careenage Kavine.f He had no

field-artillery ; and the conditions, this day, were

not such that the one gun still left in the Lan-

caster battery could be brought to bear eastward

* The picket, I believe, had been placed with great care

under the personal direction of Sir George Brown, but he ap-

parently failed to link it effectually with Pennefather's line of

pickets on Mount Inkerman.

t 'The whole amounting to about 1100.'—General Cod-

rington's report the day after the battle. "When the pickets

had all come in, his assembled strength on the ridge was

1219. This force included the 1100, besides portions of the

Rifles, and of the 7th, 23d, and 33d, a small body of marines,

commanded, I believe, by Captain Hopkins, sent up from

Balaclava in exchange for an equal number of the Rifle

Brigade. It was at the instance of Lyons, who wished to give

the marines an enlarged experience, that this exchange took

rlace.
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oy recurring to the expedient adopted on tlic en a

26th of October.* II
If Dannenberg's wish had been followed, the

1100 men brought together by Codrington would

have had upon them the whole weight of Soimo-

noff's 20,000 infantry and 38 guns. As it was,

no massive and predetermined attack took effect

against the Victoria Eidge, but our Lancaster

battery was subjected to a severe enfilading fire-i*

From this Codrington laboured to shield it by

maintaining a careful infantry -fire across the

Careenage Kavine ; and his men did not fail to

make targets of any Russian battalions which

inclined so far west on Mount Inkerman as to

come within the power of their rifles.

There were some of the enemy's troops in the

bed of the Careenage Ravine, which— acting

perhaps from mistake or under some fortuitous

impulse—made bold to ascend the western accli-

vities of the gorge, and advance towards the Lan-

caster battery ; but Captain Elrington with a

portion of his company of the Rifles drove them

down at the point of the bayonet. They retreated

;dong the bottom of the ravine and did not return

into the fight.

* See 'Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. v. of Cabinet Edition,

]i. 384. Some of the enemy's guns were, this time, so placed

that Mr Hewitt could not throw down the parapet on the

right flank of the work without laying it open to artillery-fire.

+ Sir Thomas Troubridge, an excellent officer of the 7tli Royal

Fusiliers, was in the battery when he leceived the cruel blow

from a round-shot which all but crushed both his feet. He
was the field-officer of the day, and when struck, was sac-

ceeded by Major Banbury.
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OH A P. Disposing the main part of his force in a line

which fronted across the ravine, General Cod-

rington maintained his position all day on the

Victoria Eidge * and at first without other aid
;

but he was supported after a time by some com-

panies of the 19th Eegiment, and likewise, as we

already know, by the main part of the two bat-

talions belonging to the 3d Division which Sir

Eichard England had moved towards the east-f

At a later hour, there reached him some pieces

of field-artillery, which could not, however, be

used with any advantageous result.;}: Two or

three oi them were brought into action, but over-

powered by the enemy's fire, and very srton after

withdrawn.

Godrington lost in killed and wounded some

180 men.§

* The line tracing it from right to left was formed by some

companies of the Rifles under Colonel Lawrence, of the 7th

under Yea, of the 33d under Mundy, of the 23d under Bell, I

believe, and of the marines under Captain Hopkins.

t Sir R. England's troops thus acting were so well placed, it

appears, as to be almost, if not entirely, sheltered from the fire.

There was one casualty in the 1st Royals, but Whether it oc-

curred on this ridge, I know not. In the companies of the

19th, whilst advancing, there occurred five casualties. Cap-

tain Ker was mortally wounded.

X Viz., two guns from AVodehouse's battery, followed after-

wards by a third, and subsequently by two guns of Swinton's

battery attached to the 3d Divi.sion. Tlie ground was so un-

favourable, and the enemy's superiority in ordnance power so

decided, that no artillery conflict could be hopefully main-

tained by the portions of batteries thus brought up, and the

attempt, though made, was soon abandoned.

§ Amongst these were Lieutenant Thorold of the 33d Regi-

ment, and Lieutenant Malcolm of the Rifles, both killed ; and
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Though dissevered from Mouut Inkerman by the c h a p.

Careenage Eavine, our troops on its bank under

Codrington were still very near, as the crow flies, to
^gj^^'in'^^**

that master-part of the battle which raged on the
Q°"grai

other hillside ; and from this close proximity it
nrJlinels""'^

resulted that the General's firm hold on a vitally victoria

needed position was a wholesome sign of ascend-
^^'^^^'

ancy reacting on the principal fight. The Victoria

Ridge at its peak was a height which showed

from afar; and although a dense mist had en-

shrouded Mount Inkerman, this closely neigh-

bouring hill remained in great measure unclouded.

When people—French, English, or Eussian—were

able to observe its eastern front, they always sav;

our troops there established with an air of stead-

fast dominion, and the advantage resulting from

this apparent indication of power was enhanced

by the spirit in which General Codrington acted.

Whilst discharging to the utmost his own special

task, he preserved a due sense of its proportion to

the rest of the conflict, and never forgot that the

all-paramount fight was the one he saw writhing

in mist on the opposite bank of the ravine. His

vigilance did not derive from any perturbing

anxiety. Far from seeking unduly to strengthen

the ground in his charge, he voluntarily dispensed

with the presence of troops brought up to support

him, and sent them off to Mount Inkerman.*

the list of wounded included besides Troubridge, Captain Ship-

ley, Captain Rose, Lieutenant Vane, Lieutenant Corbett, Lieu-

tenant Butler, Ensign Jones, and Ensign Owens.
* It was he who sent thither (with liis trusty Mackenzie to

guide it) a wing of the 50th Regiment ; and he also, I believe,
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CHAP. Calm, trustful, assuring, every message that came
^-

from liiiu tended to avert or allay all alarm for

the safety of the Victoria Kidge ; and Lord Rag-

lan, never finding it necessary to be there present

in person, was able to remain undistracted at the

seat of the real attack.

V.

Result of We have now passed from west to east through

m'adebyu.e all that part of the battle which extended along
Karnson.

^^^ Sebastopol frout to ground on the verge of

Mount Inkerman, and are left after all to con-

clude that if Prince Gortschakoff's measures on

the opposite flank did but little to arrest the

march of French and English reinforcements,

General Moller with far greater numbers efiected

stiK less. It was not to TimoviefTs vigorous

sortie that the paucity or the tardiness of the

succours obtained from Forey's siege-corps could

rightly be traced ; and, so far as concerns English

troops despatched from their lines before Sebas-

topol to encounter General Dannenberg's masses,

the garrison did not even endeavour to forbid

this transfer of strengtli by feigning an attack on

our trenches. It is true that in proportion to

their huge task, the English reinforcements were

pressed, though in vain (through Mackenzie), that the three

companies of the 19th, wliic}i had been brouglit to his ridge,

should go off to Mount Inkerman. Ker, Lidwill, and Bright,

and the officers and men of the three companies, were eager to

do so ; but the Major resolved to place them, as before shown,

on the west side of the Victoria Ridge.
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after all very scant, but that was a circumstance chap.
owing to Lord Kaglan's sheer want of numbers,

and not in any degree to efforts made by the

enemy.

It was well for England and France that the

military authority exercised within the lines of

Sebastopol had by this time returned to its nor-

mal state, and superseded that brilliant dictator-

ship which began the defence of the fortress ; for

if Colonel de Todleben had still been there in

full power, he would hardly have stood acqui-

escent by the ramparts of the Karabel Faubourg

whilst our siege-troops were leaving their camps,

and marching across liis front to succour their

comrades at lukerman.

VI.

Upon the whole, it results that the enemy General

obtained no substantially fruitful services from enemy's

that vast number of troops to which his auxiliary operaUom

measures were entrusted ; for, although the Allies

stood extended before him upon a front of some

20 miles without having any reserves that could

be marched from a centre, he failed to make them
expiate their fault, and suffered them to reinforce

their endangered post by moving troops with

great freedom along the circumference of their

position.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE FIGHT ON MOUNT INKERMAN.

DESCRIPTION OP MOUNT INKEUMAN— ITS DEFENCES

—

STRENGTH OP PENNEFATHER ARRANGEMENT OF THB

PICKET SYSTEM—THE ENBMY's CONFUSED AND CLASH-

ING COUNSELS—HIS FINAL DETERMINATION.

I.

CHAP. Having now learnt the state of the battle in
•

every other part of the field, we at length reach

the scene of the enemy's main attack.

Mount Except at the narrow, isthmiis-like ridge con-

necting it with the downs further south, the

north-eastern angle of the Chersonese stands

sundered from all other heights by, on one

side, the marshes of the lower Tchernaya,

on another, the Sebastopol roadstead, on a

third, the Careenage Ravine ; and the part of

the uplands thus almost cloven off from the

rest is that ' Mount ' or pile of hills which,

in spite of all Russian geography, lias gathered,

Inkerman.
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where English is spoken, the steadfast name of chap.

Inkerman.*
'

lu shape, this Mount Inkerman is like the

stock of a gun ; "f*
and, having the butt-end turned

northwards, it there shows a breadth of about two

miles and a quarter ; but in trending towards its

southern extremity the ground so narrows away

that, even with the abutting steeps on either

side, the isthmus—if so one may call it—has a

diameter of only about six furlongs, and the up-

wold, or high level part of the neck, is scarce 400

yards across. Measured from Cape Troitsky to

the head of the Well-way—the more easterly of

the two highest dells which feed the Careenage

Ilavine—the length of Mount Inkerman falls

little short of three miles.

Though in most places steep, the sides of the

mount have been riven by numbers of l)reaks,

which more or less ease the ascent ; and, indeed,

* Wliat the Russians call the 'Inkerman Heights' are those

overlooking the ruins from the opposite or northern side of the

river and called, ante, p. 20, the ' Old City Heights. ' In their

nomenclature, our 'Mount Inkerman' is merely a part of the

'Sapounfe Heights.'

+ See Plate II., and also this diagram :

Cape Troitsky.

2J miles.

Isthmus.

VOL. VI.
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CHAP. SO large a proportion of the whole ground is thus
VI.

taken up by deep hollows, that the downs at its

top have but a moderate extent, forming only, as

it were, the skeleton of what the mount would

be if not cleft by ravines.* The spine of the rock

thus left standing up over the valleys begins at

the Trbitsky Peak, and, stretching thence away

to the isthmus in an arched line, subtended by

the Careenage Ravine, throws out at right angles

to itself several ribs of high ground. From Troit-

sky Peakf onwards along the course of the arc,

the wold mounts up by gently ascending steps

—St George's Brow,j Cossack Eise, § Cossack

Knoll,
II

Shell Hill IF— till it reaches the centre

* The whole area of what a strategist includes under the

name of the Inkerman ' plateau ' may be subjected, it seems, to

a method of reckoning which allows it, at the broadest part, a

measure of less than half a mile, antl at the narrowest only 1 Id

yards.—Todleben, ' Defense de Sebastopol, ' vol. i.

t 314 feet above the sea-level.

X 368 feet. § 370 feet. || 505 feet.

IT 583 feet. Amongst the officers and men of the 2d Division

there was a difference of habit in regard to nomenclature, for

some called Shell Hill ' Cossack ' Hill ; but the ground which

rightly took a name from the Cossack vedette lay further to-

wards the west. ' Shell Hill ' was so called on account of the

missiles which used to come lighting upon it whenever the

enemy saw there a group of English officers, or even a single

horseman. Of that fire no man, it is believed, drew so much
as the indefatigable Percy Herbert ; and if it follows that from

that circumstance he earned a right to christen the ground,

there can be no doubt that ' Shell Hill ' is the right name. He
has always so called it. It was he who ' explained away ' the

shells, making out. that they were less dangerous than they

seemed l)eeause they must have been thrown by gunners wlio

were guided only by telegraphed signals, and could not see the

objects fired at
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of the English Heights,* and thence slopes down chap.
to the isthmus.

'

In the centre of Mount Inkerman, Shell Hill siieiiHiiL

lifts its peak to a height of nearly 600 feet above

the sea-level ; and, taken along with the rib

shooting out on each side, it offers a spacious and

commanding site for the establishment of field-

batteries: but also the conformation of the ground

is such that if the disposers of ordnance brought

up from the north should desire, when in action,

to refuse their right, they might bend off that part

of their artillery line along the crest of West Jut

—a less advanced rib of high ground—and in

that case they would have for their guns a front

of no less than a mile. This Shell Hill, with its

juts, east and west, was the range of heights

destined to be seized by the Eussians at the very

outset of the fight, and to give them the means of

at once opening a destructive fire from batteries

well covered towards each flank by ravines. As
a first stepping-stone to victory. Shell Hill was of

infinite M'orth ; but the very excellence of the

position was what, in diabolology, has often been

called a 'snare,' for it tended to affect the dis-

posers of the Russian artillery with a dangerous

contentment, ill befitting the design of the enter-

prise.-f-

* 614 feet at the centre. At the northernmost extremity—
i.e., at 'Mount Head'—636 feet.

t General de Todleben's opinion is that the Russian artillery

gravely injured the prospects of the enterprise by remaining

stationary on Shell Hill instead of pushing on to more advanced

positions, and thns bearing forward the weight of battle.
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CHAP.
VI,

rUe Saddle-
toji Reach.

The Quarry
Ravine.

Thp Englisli

Hei;'hts.

From the summit of Shell Hill to the centre

of the English Home Kidge, a distance of about

1300 yards, the spine of the upwold still maintain-

ing a high elevation bridges over the interval

by an easy bend, such as that along the back of

a horse, from the withers-point to the croup ;
but,

as the means of approach for an army engaged

in attack, tliis Saddle-top Reach is wanting in

breadth ; for, whilst suffering deep encroachment

on the east from the channel of the Quarry

Ravine, it is straitened too on the west by the

intrusion of the Mikriakoff Glen, and numberless

dells or gullies.

But the formation of the ground is such that

the occupation of Shell Hill in strength must

needs carry with it the control of the Quarry

Ravine, including that upper part of it, seven

hundred yards in length, which runs parallel

with the Saddle-top Reach, and in this sheltered

hollow an assailant determining to force his way

southward over the hillock in front of the Isthmus

would find a lair of great value from which to

make his spring at a distance of only six hundred

paces from the coveted goal.

South-east of Shell Hill, and overlooking the

approach by the Saddle-top Reach, there stand

the English Heights. These bend so abruptly at

their centre that, though forming throughout an

entire and single mass of high ground, they still

present two distinct ridges at right angles to each

other, one ridge with a front towards the north,

the other with a front towards the west.
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The jjart of the hill facing northward reaches chap.
all along the front of the ground where our 2d __Z^_
Division lay camped on the morning of the battle,

\ll',l"l.

and is called the Home Eidge. Having its west-

ernmost slope at a distance of about 300 yards

from the steeps of the Careenage Eavine, this

ridge passes thence to the eastward, and culmi-

nates at the bend of the hill. With the bend

counted in as a part of it, the crest of this Home
Eidge has a front of about 650 yards, which looks

down obliquely along the Saddle-top Eeach ; and

its reverse slopes descending upon what was the

camping-ground of our 2d Division face back in

a southerly direction towards the entrance of the

Isthmus. In the direction of its left front, this covered

Home Eidge is covered by the Mikriakoff Spur, left ffout
'

a projection of high, commanding ground more Miknakofi

than half a mile long, which divides the Mikria- ^'^'

koff Glen from the Careenage Eaviue.

The other part of the hill is called the Fore The Fore

Eidge. Fronting as it does towards the west, this
^"^^^'

Fore Eidge looks down slantwise across the

Saddle-top Eeach ; and its reverse slopes descend-

ing eastward, bend down to the brow of the steeps

overhanging the Inkerman marsh. At its north-

ern extremity, the Fore Eidge is called the Mount
Head ;

* and it there stands so forward as to be

closely overlooking the entrance of the Quarry

Eavine.

* Its height above the sea-level is 636 feet. This was in

later days the site of the strong redoubt thrown up by the

French.
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CHAP.
VI.

The ad-
vantages
offered by
the English
Heights ;

and by the
tapering
form of the

Mount.

The ground
on Penne-
father's

riglit front.

The Kitspur.

The laker-

nian Tusk.

Such ridges as these, it is plain, coiihl not but

be a great source of defensive strength to the

General who might be able to arm and to man

them ; for everywhere, their sides have a strong

incline, and they not only offer commanding

positions for the artillery which might be made

to cross its fires on the approaches, but can also

by means of their reverse slopes afford good

shelter to troops.

To the few in their strife with the many, a

field of battle which afforded a spacious front for

the outposts, yet tapered away at last into a small

compact stronghold, plainly offered immense ad-

vantages ; but we shall find that General Penne-

father—for reasons which were not without force

—abstained from adapting his defence to this

peculiar configuration of the ground.

There was a part of the Inkerman field which,

if not of such value in battle as to warrant a

determined attack, or invite to a bloody defence,

still chanced to become the scene of much valiant

and obstinate, though, in one sense, irrelevant

fighting. From the north-eastern slopes of Mount

Head there shoot out two spurs of unequal length.

The one on the right—the Kitspur—is the lesser

of thp. two. It stands buttressed by steeps which,

however rude and difficult, can still be climbed

without peril by people going on foot. It was

there that there stood on the day of the battle the

parapet of a dismantled work which was destined

to become famous in liistory. The other outshoot

of ground—the Inkerman Tusk or Spur—stretches
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tar in a north-easterly direction between naked chap.
crags on either side ; and, though smooth, or _____
gently sloping home down to the brink of the

precipice, it tliere ends at last with absolute

suddenness in a sheer wall of vertical rock.*

The cleft which divides the Kitspur from the

lukerman Tusk is St Clement's Gorge.

The English never treated Mount lukerman as Tiiebrush-

-, ,. . . . 1 •
T /• 1 •

wood cloth-

a deiensive position which (m order to leave its ing Mount
Inkermau.

assailants exposed to view and to fire) should be

cleared of obstructions ; and (except upon spots

neaT the camp, which had been stripped by men
toiling after fuel •}-) the ground at the time of the

fight was in most places clad with a stunted oak

brushwood. This grew very scant on the top-

lands, but abundant on most of the steeps. In

some places, it reached a man's knees, in others,

his waist or his shoulders, and in others again

surrounded him with boughs 9 or 10 feet high.

The high rock-built topland or spine of Mount Tho roafi?

lukerman was so free from difficult steeps, so

thinly coated with soil, and so sparsely inter-

rupted by the there puny stems of the underwood,

that guns once brought up to the brow could be

easily moved on along the downs ; but Nature

had placed graver hindrance in the way of ascent,

and it was only upon roads made by man that

* No maps or plans can adequately express the character-

istics of this spur, and it was only on seeing it in 1869 from

the valley of the Tchernaya that I apprehended its singular

form.

t The parts of the bushes taken for fuel wei-e the roots

These our soldiers used to call ' clumps.'
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CHAP.
VL

The Post-
road.

The old
track along
che bed of

the Quarry
Ravine.

great traius of artillery could well be dragged up

the ravines.

After, years before, bringing an aqueduct along

the northern skirts of Mount Inkerman, and across

the Careenage Ravine, Science did not then press

on its conquest of natural obstacles by carrying a

roadway in the same direction ; and even down

to the outbreak of the war, it was only by fetch-

ing an extravagant circuit along the Post-road,

and travelling all round the ravine, that a man

could pass with a carriage from Inkerman Bridge

to Sebastopol.

This still unaltered Post-road, after crossing

Inkerman Bridge, begins the ascent of the Mount

by entering the Volovia Gorge, but presently

bends round into the jaws of a long, craggy, wind-

ing defile called the Quarry Ravine, and climbs

up along its left bank, keeping always on ground

much higher than the bed of the watercourse.

After coming up clear of the ravine to the open

downs at its head, the line of way stretches south-

wards under the front of the Fore Ridge, crosses

over the Home Ridge, runs straight through the

centre of what was Pennefather's camping-ground,

goes on by the Isthmus to ground near the Wind-

mill, and—being then at last clear of the Careen-

age Ravine—turns off into the Woronzoff road.

In old times, before skilled engineers had traced

the line of the post-road, people threaded their

way tlirough the Quarry Ravine by following tlie

course of its bed, and the road then in use still

existed at the time of the battle. There were
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thus two parallel roads running each very near to chap.
VI.

the other by which an assailant might move up

his columns through the Quarry Kavine to the

open topland above.*

But on the outbreak of the war, Prince Mentschi- TheSapiier-r

koff" made haste to connect the Karabel Faubourg

with Inkerraan Bridge by a work called the

' Sapper's Road ; and—as though he had caught

a dim foresight of what afterwards proved to be

needed for the enterprise of the 5th of November
—he so shaped his new line of route as to make
it—not merely a link between the east and the

west, but—also a means of affording two metalled

ways of ascent home up to the spine of Mount
Inkerman. So, if meaning to use the new work

for that last purpose, a general would regard it as

comprising two roads, which having come, one

from the faubourg and the other from Inkerman

Bridge, meet each other on the crest of the Mount.

One moiety of the new highway, that is, the West its western

Sapper's Eoad, after leaving the faubourg, and the west''
• ^ y-s

Sapper's
crossing— by a viaduct— the great Careenage Road;

Kavine, winds on into a gorge, and climbs up

betwixt its banks to the height called St George's

Brow. There, it is met at an angle by the other its eastern

half of Prince Meutschikoff's work, that is, by the tle^El^*'*'

East Sapper's Road, which, after having parted ro^^^

from the Post-road near Inkerman Bridge, and

made its way westward for more than a mile

* Measured hoHzontally, the average distance between the

two roads must be little more than about 150 yards, but in

their allitiule the diffcience is great.
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CHAF almost close alon^jside of the aqiiediict, has all at
VI

'_^ once turned towards the south, and climbed up

St George's Ravine.

Thus, apart from its obvious uses as a way of

lateral communication between the army of Sebas-

topol and the array beyond the Tchernaya, this

Sapper's Road opened to both the means of in-

vading Mount Inkerman ; for if one of the armies

should march out from the faubourg, it could

ascend with its train of artillery by the West

Sapper's road, whilst the other having come from

the north across Inkerman Bridge could move up

by St George's Ravine ; and the two heads of

columns at last might be then side by side on the

Brow, where the ground was open enough for the

orderly junction of converging forces. Once on St

George's Brow, the united forces would have down-

lands before them very little obstructed by brush-

wood, and might freely move on to Shell Hill.

Upon this Sapper's Road the whole problem of

the Russian attack on Mount Inkerman may be

said to have rested ; for excepting the Post-road

(which climbed up along the perilous defile of the

Quarry Ravine, under the eyes of the English

sentries) Prince Mentschikoff's new work attbrded

the only two metalled ways lying under his own

control by which guns could be brought up the

Mount. As it was, the Russian commander, by

using the two metalled ways of ascent comprised

in his Sapper's road, could not only bring up his

forces from tlie east as well as the west, and unite

them with their trains of artillery on the height
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caJled St George's Brow, but niiLdit do this in chap.
• • VI

peace without trespassing, as it were, out of liis
'

own ground, without having to drive in one picket,

—nay even, if fortune shouhl smile, without being

observed by our outposts.

The Careenage liavine, though forbiddingly Road along

1 J , 1 1 • , 1 1 1 the channel
nard to cross, could with much more ease be of the

ascended ; and there was a cart-road which went KavinT^

up along its bed, past the Mikriakoff Farm to the

junction of the two gully channels which meet

under Quarter - guard Point. There, the road

turning off from the Well -way (which leads

straight up to the Isthmus) bent away into the

other or more westerly channel, and thence

gained the Victoria liidge at a spot not far

distant from General Codrington's tents. The

Russians, however, were scarce under temptation

to adventure their artillery in the depths of this

Careenage Eavine, and no infantry which might

attempt to ascend it could advance upon an ex-

tended front.

11.

Irrespectively of the troops with which the Fixed bat-

enemy proposed to march upon Mount Inker- swpby

man, he had some resources prepared beforehand, Russian

which could not but strengthen the ground for be aided in

him on the day of his enterprise. His guns near

the Lighthouse might prove indeed, it is true, to be

rather molesting than formidable ; and the Mala-

koff, with all its armament, might help him only

a little by taking a blind part in the fight ; but
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CHAP.
VI.

Northern
half of
Mount
lukerman
left in

enemy's
power.

Slight
efforts to
strengthen

the more northerly batteries of the Karabel Fau-

bourg, and the Vladimir and the Chersonese

steam -ships lying moored on the east of the

roadstead, made him sure of his dominion on

the Sapper's Eoad, and could cover the advance

and retreat of either those troops which were to

operate from Sebastopol or those brought from

Inkermau Bridge. Moreover, the starboard bat-

teries of the two ships, whilst held ready to

sweep with their tire the nearest hillsides of the

Mount, could also search the ravines ; and, in the

event of the fight being rolled towards the north,

might interpose with great power.

If occupied in its entirety by even a moderate

force well secured against the peril of having its

communications cut oft', Mount Inkerman might

have been guarded with comparative ease ;
* but

an undisputed dominion over the northern half

of the Mount had been deliberately left to Prince

MentschikofF ;

-f-
and thus it might happen that

at the very outset of the battle, General Penne-

father would be assailed by an army already shar-

ing the heights with him.

There were many who saw that the charge and

the peril of defending the southern half of Mount

* By pushing forward strong outposts to occupy the spurs

towards tlie north.—See ' Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. iv. of

the Cabinet Edition, pp. 230, 231.

+ See ibid., p. 231, for the reasons which prevented the occu-

pation of the ground. As showing the completeness of the

enemy's empire over the northern part of Mount Inkerman,

see the narrative of the ' Lesser Inkerman,' ' Invus'on of the

Crimea,' vol. v. of Cabinet I'^dition, pp. 269, 270.
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fnkerman might be incalculably lightened by cha,p.

throwing up works of defence; but—intent on
'

Sebastopol, and overladen with their double bur-
^^J^^f^^'

then of siege-work as well as field duties—the

English were altogether unable to command the

hands needed for strongly entrenching the ground,

and no such undertaking was executed or even

begun by their corps of engineers.

It happened, however, that in conformitv with The crest-
'

work

the known wish of vSir De Lacy Evans, and under

the impulsion given by the energies of Colonel

Percy Herbert,* the artillerymen of the 2d Divi-

sion, with what help they could get from their

infantry comrades, had thrown up a work on

Hill Bend, and carried it—although not contin-

uously— some way along the crest of Home

Ridge. What the artillerymen desired was that,

in the event of their field-guns being brought

into action on Home Ridge, they should be pro-

vided with some cover, however slight. To this

end our people formed an embankment by heap-

ing together loose stones, and adding besides so

much earth as might guard against the mischief

of splinters ; but the rock of this crest being

scantily coated over with soil, they had to fetch

the needed material from lower ground ;
and did

not prove able to make alongside the embank-

ment any lengthened excavation that could well

be called a ditch or a trench. On Hill Bend, the

designer had seized the advantage offered by the

*The Assistant Quartermaster-General attached to the 2d

Division.
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CHAP, form of the ground, and the work at this spot,
'

whilst having (as elsewhere) a face towards the

north, had also a face—with room for three guns

—looking towards the north-west, in other words,

looking straight along the Saddle-top Eeach, and

directly fronting Shell Hill. At that north-west

face, and there only, the embankment had a thick-

ness of several feet ;
* but height was wanting, for

it seems that the work at this part rose little more

than two feet above the ground.f Elsewhere,

the embankment was far more slender, but also,

at some places, higher.

Towards the left, this crest -work was a con-

struction so slight, and so rude, that by many

whose tents stood close under, it was never so

much as observed ; but on the right of the road,

the growth of the humble rampart was more

often remarked, and men called it the Folly of

this man, or the Folly of that one, uniting it with

the name of any officer to whom, for the moment,

camp satire might chance to impute the design.

Yet, despised as it had been, and slight as it

really was, the work proved to be of great service

in the battle ;
for it not only fulfilled its main

l)urpose by giving at least some cover to the artil-

* Tlie merit of giving solidity to this part of the work— it

proved to be of great advantage in the battle—belonge<l to

Captain Gubbins.

t Indeed it is tlie imjiression of General Collingwood Dickson

(who brouglit liis two 18-pounders into batter}' at this part of

the work) that tlie height was mueh less than that above stated;

but he nevertheless bears witness that the number of miasiles

stopped by this dwarf bank was very great.
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lery, but also afTordfid shelter to men lyinti, down chap.
behind it

,
and besides, it marked out the irout ol'

'

a good rallying-ground for disordered troo{)S.

Where the ground began to descend into tlie The

Quarry Ravine, there stood, crossing and blocking

tlie Post-road, one of those low picket- walls or

lengthened heaps of loose stones by which our

men serving on outpost duty used to make for

themselves a scant shelter. Havinfj a height of

about three and a half or four feet, and extending

some way into the brushwood on either side of

the road, this small fence marked and sheltered

the ' Grand Guard ' of the inlying picket there

posted, and was called at first by our people the

' Main Picket Barrier,' but afterwards simply 'the

' Barrier.' It was destined to be an object of

moment in the fight, not alone for the sake of tlie

cover which so slight a ])ile could afford, nor even

on account of any special worth attaching to its

position, but because it served as a landmark defin-

ing a part of the ground on which resolute men,

if so minded, might determine to make a stand.

Lower down the Quarry Eavine, our people had ob-

structed the Post-road by making a cut across it.

These slight works were all that had been done The jis-

to strengthen the ground against invaders ; but sandbag

the parapet of a dismantled earthwork, thrown '^
^"^^

up weeks before for another purpose, was still to

be seen upstanding on one of the slopes of the

Kitspur.* When in use, the work had been

* The ' other purpose ' above referred to w;is that of silencing

a Russian gun placed in battery near the Inkerman ruins, whicli
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CHAP.
VI.

The value
of the
Inkerman
ground as

a defensive
position.

armed with a couple of 18-pounders, soon after-

wards withdrawn, and men called it the ' Two-

gun,' or more often the ' Sandbag ' Battery. It

often gave pleasant shelter to men out on picket

against easterly winds ; but the notion of ever

using the parapet in an infantry fight had been

so entirely absent from the mind of the con-

structor that it was not even furnished with a

banquette. Though having no genuine worth as

a lodgment to be used in attack, or as an obstacle

good for defence, this dismantled parapet, rising

up on a conspicuous crest to a height of eight or

ten feet, was still so enticing an object that in

the turmoil of battle (where men often strive

after false prizes) it might become the stake for

which numbers would die, and receive, some day,

from French soldiery, a dismal name telling of

slaughter.* Far from giving an advantage to tlie

Allies, this ill-omened pile was destined to bring

them into grave peril, first by causing an all but

ruinous severance of the small English force, and

next by drawing the French into a wrong field of

action.

Such, then, was that southern half of Mount

Inkerman which had to be attacked and de-

fended ; and there is warrant perhaps for saying

that a skilled commander who could arm the

had attempted to molest our people. The Kussian gun was

quickly silenced ; and, the ohject having been attained, onr

two 18-pounders had been witlulra^vn some days before the day

of the battle.

* The 'abattoir.' When I visited the ground in 1869, the

parapet was yet standing.
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whole range of the English Heights with power- chap.

fill batteries supported by a proportionate force

of good infantry, might be trusted to keep his

hold against assailants double in number. But

it was no such smooth problem as this that

offered itself for solution on the morning of the

5th of November. Far indeed from having the

60 guns and the 20,000 troops which would elicit

the military value of the English Heights, Gen-

eral Pennefather had only in the early morning

12 pieces of field-artillery and something less

than 3000 foot, with a right to expect reinforce-

ments of uncertain amount as well as at uncer-

tain intervals, from time to time coming up ; and

it did not, of course, follow that heights, excel-

lent as a standing-ground for a whole army-corps,

must be a proportionately good stronghold, or

even any stronghold at all, for a general thus

weak in numbers. So, whatever General Penne-

father may be presently shown to have achieved

by dint of sheer fighting in many parts of the

field, we shall scarce see him forming or wielding

that particular engine of defensive war which

soldiers call a force ' in position.'

III.

The upwold in the immediate rear of Mount The ground

Ti oo 1 ^ ij_T 1 close in rear

Inkerman anorded no second standing-ground, of Mount

either natural or artificial, to troops which by

stress of battle might be driven back through the

Isthmus from the position of the English Heights:

VOL. VI. F
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CHAP, for the Canrobert Redoubt was a work which had

'__ 110 other purpose or use than that of strengthen-

ing our defences against what were never at-

tempted, that is, attacks from the east. This

part of the Chersonese could be distinguished

from afar by the trunk of a dismantled wind-

mill, long familiar to the eyes of our people ;

*

and it constituted the only approach to Mount

Inkerman from ground lying south of the Isth-

mus. When coming to take part in the fight,

reinforcements, whether English or French, were

all of them destined to pass by way of this

Windmill Eidge ; and here, too, or on ground

very near, when the moment should seem to be

ripe, Prince Gortschakoff was to crown the heights

with more than 20,000 fresh troops.

strength of Ljing caiuped at the Isthmus, and having al-

under'^*'^ together a strength of a little less than 3000

in charge foot,-f- witli 12 guus uudcr Colouel Fitzmaycr, the

Inkerman 2d Divisiou—a hard-worked, but zealous and ever

warlike force—kept watch on Mount Inkerman,

by maintaining an extensive system of outposts. J

Tiie chain On the right rear of the camp the chain fur-

thMe^°*'^ nished by this Division linked itself to the ex-

tremity of the line of pickets there maintained by
* In the autumn of 1869, I found the massive trunk of this

windmill still marking the ground as in the time of the war.

+ 2956—see table in Ai)pen(lix.

t See note in Appendix, showing how the i)ickpts were fur-

nished on the eve and morning of Inkeniiau.
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the Guards, stretched thence northwards to the chap,
VI

Hank of the Kitspur, passed looping across the L_

head of the lukernian Tusk, and thence turned

back to the barrier or Main Picket Wall, the

station occupied by the 'field-officer of the day.'

Eeappeariug (after a break) near the head of East

Jut, the line passed in a south-westerly direction

across the folds of Shell Hill, went on to the edge

of the upwold, and thence following the steeps

part-way down sought to link itself with that

chain of the Light Division pickets which began

near Mikriakoff Farm in the bed of the Careenage

Kavine, and ascended to the right Lancaster bat-

tery on the slopes of the Victoria Ridge. Of

course the scope of the ground thus watched

could be varied from time to time as circum-

stances might command ; and at night in .par-

ticular, as is usual, the men who had watched

during daylight from the brows of the hills were

conmionly drawn back so far as to avoid being

seen on the sky-line ; but even, irrespectively of

that precaution, the chain in some places at dusk

was often a good deal retracted.

The Eussian vedette always rooted to one spot

of ground was near, very near to our sentries, but

in general remained hidden from them by the

bend of the hill, and it was not the habit of our

riflemen to go beyond bounds in order to disturb

the lone horseman. People gazing from the west

used to wonder how Eussia and England in the

persons of their outermost sentries could be always

so near and so peaceful.
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CHAP. At the end of their twenty-four hours of out-
^^'

post duty, and always before break of day, the

pickets used to be relieved, and there was there-

fore a lengthened time every morning when, the

old and the new pickets being all of them on out-

post duty, a very large proportion of the Division

was absent from camp.

A system of pickets thus crossing the centre of

Mount Inkerman, instead of skirting its front, did

not purport, of course, to be one which could so

overlook the approaches as to insure early know-

ledge of any approaching attack; but, although

Colonel Percy Herbert, the Assistant Quarter-

master-General, used to pray that the chain

should be looped forward in such manner as to

secure the maintenance of an effective watch on

the northern and north-western Spurs, he had

always been answered that this was not to be

done without either employing more forces than

could well be spared for the purpose, or else in-

curring the risk of having men surrounded and

taken. The intermediate plan of keeping the

pickets as before during the main part of the day

and night, but causing them to patrol towards tlie

front in the early morning, was an expedient of

later days.

As a part of the precautionary system of the

2d Division, two guns used to be kept, at this time,

on what was called 'picket' duty—that is, they

were placed on the Post-road, close in rear of the

infantry tents, with their horses already ' liooked

'in.'
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In advance of the 2cl Division pickets, and on oh a P.

ground not far distant from St George's Brow, the [

venturesome Goodlake was present on the morn-

ing of the action with 30 men of the Guards.*

Not as part of the general or army system of

pickets, but rather as a means of securing his

camp from surprise, H.R.H. the Duke of Cam-

bridge was accustomed to maintain a watch at

Quarter-guard Point ; and we shall see that the

company of the Grenadier Guards there posted

under H.S.H. Prince Edward of Saxe-Weimar was

at one moment reached by the swelling Hood-tide

of battle.

Prince Mentschikoff's written orders were de- P/mce
Mentschi-

livered at five in the afternoon on the 4th of koff-s

written

November, and, so far as concerned the attack by
°^^'![^'*J°^

Soimonoff and Pauloff with their 40,000 men, his
I'^^Z'l

words ran as follows :

—

' It is decided that to-morrow, the 5th of No-

' vember, the English shall be attacked in their

* position, in order that we may seize and occupy

' the heights on which they are established.

' 1. The field army-corps at Sebastopol,-f' . . .

* under the command of Lt.-General Soimonoff,

' after having previously moved out from the line

* of fortifications, will march, starting from the

* With respect to the nature and exploits of this roving band

under Goodlake, see 'Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. v. of the

Cabinet Edition, chap. ii.

+ Here follows a detailed description of the force.
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CHAP.
VI.

The
subsidiary
directions
framed by
Soimonoff
and Pauloff.

' Careenage Kaviiu;, at six o'clock in the niovn-

' ing.*

'2. The {letacliment camped on the Old City

' Heights,-f- . . . under Lt.-General Pauloff,

' will, at six o'clock in the morning, restore Inker-

' man bridge, and push on vigorously to meet*

' and join the corps of Lt.-General Soimonoff.

' With this detachment will be General de Dan-

' nenberg, commander of the 4th Infantry Corps,

' who is to take the paramount conmiand of the

' two corps as soon as they shall have effected

* their junction.^

' 5. All particular measures concerning the

' execution of the orders given remain under the

' responsibility of the commanders of the corps

' of troops above mentioned, who in the night

' between the 4th and the 5th of November will

' acquaint me with their dispositions.

' 6. At the commencement of the action the Com-
' mander-in-Chief will be near Inkerman Bridge.'

Both Soimonoff and Pauloff rightly understood

that the Prince by these words meant to order a

conjoint attack of their two army-corps on Mount

Inkerman ; § and the written directions to tlieir

* The hour was afterwards altered to 5 a.m.

+ The heights in the original, and by the Russians generally,

as we have before seen, were called ' les hauteurs d'lnkerman.'

X Clauses 3 and 4 are the instructions addressed to General

Gortschakotf, commanding the ti-oops which would operate in

the valley of Balaclava, and General l\Ioller, connnandiTig the

garrison, and will be found in the Appendix, Note VI. ; but

for the orally modified instructions under which Gortschakoflf

acted, see ante, ]). 29, and also the footnote.

§ This is shown by their two papers of subsidiaiy directions
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troops, whicli they accordingly iiuiiied, were ac- chap.

cepted without disapproval by the Commander- '.

in-Chief.*

Although Dannenberg's appointment in strict- interposi-

uess would take no effect till the morrow, it yet nenberK.

<rave him of course from the first a certain incho-

ate power, and he himself plainly judged that he

was already entitled to command the two lieuten-

ant-generals."f" For their guidance, accordingly, nis first

n T • 1 • 1 •!• -n setofin-

he drew up a set oi du-ections, which, it ili con- strucuons.

ceived and inapt, and therefore embarrassing, still

did not apparently seek to extend the field of the

enterprise. I

But later in the evening, Dannenberg conceived ffis sub-

. . sequent

the idea of insisting that Soimonoff should deliver attempta to

, , _
overturn tlie

his attack on the Victoria Eidge instead of Mount accepted
*=

plan,

Inkei-man, and he went on to press his new plan

by the use of peculiar language, which, although

indirect and unfit, and at first sight confounding,

still had clearness enough, when studied, to show

what his meaning must be. Besides making a

second alteration in Pauloff's arrangements, § and cause

he despatched a paper to Soimonoff, in which, to attack

without openly saying that he had resolved to victoria

supersede the hitherto accepted plan, he pro-

(which see in the Appendix, Note VI., under the heads of ' First

'

and 'Second Papers'), and by Prince Mentschikoff's tacit a])-

proval of those arrangements.
* 'First' and 'Second Papers,' ubi ante.

+ 'I made the following disposition.' — Dannenberg's de-

spatch, 8th November 1854.

J See this Paper iii the Appendix, Note VI.

§ This alteration is fully recited in the 'Third Taper,' «6/

ante.
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CHAP, fessed to take it for granted that Soimouoff—
'

in forgetfulness of all past decisions— would be

making his attack on the west of the Careenage

Ravine, and gave him accordingly three sub-

sidiary directions, all plainly based on the as-

sumption that the Victoria Ridge, and not Mount

Inkerman, was to be Soimouoff's theatre of action*

Indeed his aide-de-camp says that he parted at

night from Soimonoff's people with an *au revoir'

for the morrow on the crown of the Victoria

Ridge.

With the same object, and still using the same

indirectness of language, Dannenberg sent a re-

port to Headquarters which, however obliquely

expressed, still said quite enough, it would seem,

to arouse almost any commander, and force him

Prince at ouce to arbitrate
; f but Prince Mentschikoff,

koft'snou- as though seized by that torpor which oltentiuu's
iiit6rf6r6iic6.

palsies a man who has long been preparing great

issues, did not so interpose his authority as to

take care that Dannenberg should be either over-

ruled or obeyed ; and, the expedient of personal

interviews or of further communications by the

pen not being adopted, Soimouoff was left in his

Soimonoff's dilemma. He had either to accept the strangelv
tUial deter- .

miuation. indirect language of one not yet in strictness his

chief as a sufficing warrant for the abandonment

of a plan adopted and still tacitly sanctioned by

Prince Mentschikoff, or else venture to resist the

directions of a general who on the morrow (if

* See Ids •Secoiul Paper' in tlie Appendix, Note VI.

t See this the 'Third Papor' in the A^jpeudix. Kote VI.
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both should live till the juiictiou) would be his OHAP.
coinuiaudiug officer He chose the last alteriia-

tive."f- Rejecting both the sets of instructions useffest.

addressed to hiui by Danneubeig, he not only

resolved to follow the old design, but to follow it

in his own way ; and since Pauloff's arrangements,

however severly dislocated by the interference of

Dannenberg, were not after all inconsistent with

Soimonoff's purpose, there re-enierged in the end,

out of all this confusion, the originally accepted

plan of throwing upon Mount Inkernian alone

the whole might of the two army-corps.

Accordingly Soinionoff, leading the whole of The ascent

his own forces over the viaduct, and following lukerman

the west part of the Sapper's Road up to the top be actually

of St George's Brow, would thence march straisht

on to Shell Hill ; and, Popoft' with his seamen

undertaking to restore the Inkermau bridge some

time before break of day. General Pauloff, after

sending 6000 of his light infantry to ascend the

Mount at its north-eastern angle, would follow

the eastern part of the Sapper's Eoad with all his

remaining battalions and the whole of his artil-

lery. Passing thus along the shore of the road-

stead, he would thence bend up to the ground of

* Dannenberg assuming that, before the junction, he had a

right to command Soimonofi", stated in his desjiatch that he had
ordered him to attack with his left on the left or western bank
of the Cai'eenage Ravine, but that, instead of doing so, Soimo-
noff's force had advanced on the right or eastern side of the

ravine ; and this statement naturally generated the idea that

Soimonoff had made a mistake, the truth being, however, sp

stated in the text.
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CHAP, juiictiou Oil St Geome's Brow, where (being a
VI ' 1

L_ good deal later than the forces brought up from

Sebastopol) he would liud himself close in rear of

Soimoiioff's reserves. These movements accom-

plished, the task of placing some 40,000 men and

135 guns ou Mount lukerman would at length be

be fulfilled. A body of sappers marching with

Soiraonoff's forces was to entrench the ground

which should be wrested from the English, and

the direction of the work was entrusted to Colonel

de Todlebeu.

FIRST PERIOD.

FROM 5.45 A.M. TO 7.30 A.M.

I.

\stPtriod With his 19,000 infantry and 38 guns. General
Soimonors Soimouoff' in darkness and mist, had marched
march

:

'

out from the Karabel Faubourg at five o'clock in

the morning, and it may be said that about three-

quarters of an hour later he was already begin-

ning the battle. In conformity with the orders

issued beforehand, a great quietness was main-

tained. The road—the West Sapper's Eoad

—

had been broken by floods ; but, under the hands

of engineers sent forward in advance of the troops

it was, minute by minute, restored to such a con-

dition that, without being gravely delayed, the

whole body of troops, with its 29 battalions and

all its cannon and tumbrils, could move down to

the viaduct, cross over to the opposite steeps of

the Careenage Raviiio, and— still following the
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West Sapper's Koad— make good its ascent of chap.

Mount Inkerman. Tiie head of the column, ac-

cordingiy, after crossing the viaduct, moved ^st Period.

silently up the acclivities on the Inkerman side

of the ravine, and with this part of his force

General Soimonoff was present in person. He

did not himself know the ground, and was led by

a guide. When the Kolivansk battalions had

gained St George's Brow, Soimonoff ordered that

they should be allowed a halt of ten minutes, and

addressed to them some words of encouragement

and guidance, telling the men that they would

fight under the eyes of the two young grand-

dukes, and directing that the march, when re-

sumed, should still be conducted in silence.

St George's Brow was the ground where the continuation

. 1 • T • J.1
°f Soimon-

two army - corps, it accurately tmied m tneir offs marcii.

movements, would effect their junction ;
but Soi-

monoffs people as yet could hear no tramp of

battalions, no rumbling of artillery-wheels in the

direction of St George's Ravine or along the shore

of the roadstead ; and in truth, at this time, all

the forces of Pauloff— for Dannenberg's confusing

orders had clogged their movements—were still

on the other side of tlie Tchernaya. Yet without

for that reason delaying his march, General Soi-

monoff after a while began to move on towards

Shell Hill ; and, the ground now admitting it, he

soon extended his front.

The companies of the 6th Rifles and the eight his advaucf

light infantry battalions of the Tomsk and Koli- bauie.

vansk regiments, supported by the four Catherin-
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CHAP, burg battalions, and having with them 22 heavy
^^-

12-poundei- guns, constituted the more advanced

iitPtriod portion of Soimonoffs force; and at six o'clock,

these foremost troops, having a front which

stretched freely across the toplands from north-

east to south-west, were silently advancing along

the spine of Mount Inkerman in their favourite

order of battle. First marched the Eifles in ex-

tended order, then on the right two battalions of the

Tomsk, and on the left, in the same alignment,

two battalions of the Kolivansk regiments; but

each of these four battalions had been broken

up into four ' compauy columns,' three marching

in front upon the same alignment, with intervals

between them, and the fourth coming on in

support. So, that which followed next to the

Eitles was a line of small columns twelve in

number, with four other like columns in their

immediate rear.* In support to all these troops

the four Catheriuburg battalions advanced in close

One of the battaliou columns; but one of them diverged

Dmsion for a whilc from the general line of march,

Srised descended into the bed of the Careenage Kavine,

MptS^d.^ and there surprising a picket of the Light Divi-

sion took prisoners its commanding officer with a

sergeant and eleven men.f The 22 guns, covered

by the infantry, moved in double column of

route ; but when brought into battery, were to

take the centre of the line of battle.

* As regards the actual state of the battalions thus broken up

into ' coiiipauy columns,' scu ^joa<, p. 116.

\ The picket mentioned, ante, p. 58, as having been surprised.
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The rest of Soimonoff's force were meanwhile chap.

ascending Mount Inkcrman, but not with that 1_

absolute freedom from hostile interruption which ^"^ ^""^'^

had been enjoyed by the head of the column.

A part of his infantry was ascending by the West

Sapper's Eoad, and still a mile distant from the

foremost sentries thrown out by our established

chain of pickets, when the march of the silent

battalions was discovered by Captain Goodlake, captain

11- -ii 1 • on Goodlake's

then posted where we observed hnn with his 6U interposi-

men of the Guards. Though seeing was dithcult,

and no decisive noises were audible, he became,

as he expressed it, 'aware' that columns of in-

fantry were ascending the steeps of the hill.

Thereupon he at once despatched one of his

soldiers with orders to go up along the bed of

the Careenage Eavine, and give our people due

warning of the approaching attack; but the man

for some reason ascended by the bank on his

left to the topland of Mount Inkerman, and was

there taken prisoner by the advancing masses.

Goodlake plied the discovered columns with fire,

and the combat he provoked cost him a loss of

six or seven men, but in one way proved advan-

tageous ; for this, it seems, was the firing which

led General Codrington to infer that an attack

was beginning, and to put his troops in camp

under arms.

The enemy's reserves when brought up were so There-

placed in the rear and right rear of the assailing

forces that they could quickly begin, when needed,

t/O take their part in the light.
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CHAP. So quiet from the first had been Soimoiiofrs
VI '

march, so obscure to the eye were his troops in

ut Period,
^jjgjj. sombie capotes, and so well had his enter-

SoiinonofTs . /.iii ••
undisturbed prise been favoured by the remaining shades of
advance to

.

"^

. . , .

tiie verge of nia[ht, and an atmosphere dim with mist or dnzz-
Shell Hill. ^ '

^
ling rain, that even when daylight was breaking,

his silent, grey line of battle still glided on for

a while unseen and unheard by the English. Yet

he now had come within hail of that ledge in ad-

vance of Shell Hill, where a chain of our sentries

stood posted.

II.

After seeing that a Russian commander could

thus quietly advance with his thousands to the

verge of General Pennefather's dominions, it be-

comes time to learn how our outposts were all

this while keeping their watch.

The English During part of the night between the 4th and

night.^'^ the 5th of November, thick mist and drizzling

rain so obscured the air as to embarrass the

intercommunication of sentries, and from this

cause it happened that the chain of our outposts

about Shell Hill was drawn in more closely than

usual ; but it can scarce be surmised that the old

pickets, if strictly kept out at their appointed

posts, would have perceived any signs of the

coming attack.*

* This conclusion seems warranted by the fact—see post, p.

97—that even at a later time, and when SoimonoflF's forces

were much nearer to their goal, the new pickets, thougli posted

out in their right places, were still there for some time without

being able to detect any signs of the coming attack.
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Many able officers— as, for examyjle, Major

Thornton Grant, the Mield-officer ' in command,

Captain Sargent, Bellairs, Carmichael, Morgan

(of the 95th)—were with the pickets that night

;

and the thickness of the atmosphere was regarded

as furnishing reason for increased care. Indeed,

Captain Sargent of the 95th thought the night

so good a one for an attempted surprise by the

enemy, and besides was so strongly impressed

by that rumbling sound of wheels which will be

presently mentioned, that he not only caused his

men to reload their wetted rifles, but saw to the

doing of this with his own eyes—nay, aided it

with his own hands ; and the tension caused by

his vigilance became so great, that the accidental

discharge of a rifle by a bungling soldier of the

95th Regiment created an unusual stir, and

sharpened yet further the sensitive watchfulness

of the picket. Still, the keenest observer, that

night, could see nothing worth mark through a

curtain of mist or drizzling rain. There, however,

were sounds of which we now know the meaning.

Bellairs, it seems, only recognised the striking of

the gongs on board ships of war ; but at 4 o'clock

in the morning many— even amongst those in

camp—heard peals ringing out from the churches.

None judged that the Sunday bells had any war-

like significance ;
but whilst listening some hours

after midnight, several officers and men, and in

particular Captain Sargent, were able to hear a

low, continuous sound, which imported the move-

ment of wheeled carriages in the direction of

\8t Period
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CRAP, the Old City heights. By most men the distant
'

rumbling of wheels was not thought to be a

lit Period.
sQ^i^iifj of much import ; but Captain Sargent,

judging otherwise, reported the incident promptly

to the field-officer on duty; and, although he

concurred with Major Grant in ascribing the

sound to long trains of arahas, he still, as we

have seen, took care to accept the warning.* In

another part of the field, Morgan of the 95th

heard the same rumbling noise, and sent in a

non-commissioned officer with orders to convey

the intelligence ; but the distant journeying of

the enemy's artillery or waggon-trains at night

had been heard so often before, that these tidings

when brought into camp found seemingly little

attention, and at all events raised no alarm. •{•

In the hour before sunrise, as was their daily

custom, the troops in the camp of the 2d Division

* Owing probably to the softened state of the road, the sound

resembled that made by a train of arabas or country carts ;
but

was really occasioned, as we now know, by the march of Pauloff's

artillery, which began at 2 A.M. I have no reason for suppos-

ing that Major — now General— Thornton Grant (who was a

particularly vigilant and careful officer) omitted to send in an

accotuitof the sound reported to him by Sargent, and also heard

by himself, but I do not remember his mentioning the fact to

me. The General is now commanding a division in India.

t This is i)roved by the report— 'unusually quiet'— (see anta,

p. 37) which was given as the answer to Captain Ewart's official

inquiry from headquarters.

It was stated that a soldier had come to Major Bunbury of

the 23d, and told him that he had heard the rumbling, and that

Major Hunbury did not report the fact. This statement is an

example of the deception that may lurk in an imperfect truth.

The man did report the circumstance to Bunbury, but not till

the dai/ after the battle.
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turned out and stood to their arms ; but, there chap.
being then no signs of a coming attack, were

soon after dismissed. The wood and the water ^«t Period.

Tlio 2d
fetchers went out to their tasks as usual, and the Division

reliefs of the outposts furnished by the Division arms eh

took place at the appointed hour. Before day- sunrise.

break, the old pickets, excepting two of them, „! thefr^'

were all home in camp, and the new pickets all
p*°''«**-

at their posts. Those acting on the right of the

Post-road were commanded by Colonel Carpenter,

and those on its left by Major Haly.

III.

The new pickets did not remain on the line The new

which had been occupied by their comrades at

night, but at once pushed forward to their ap-

pointed posts on ground more advanced. After The enemy

this, for a while, all still remained quiet and discerned

blank. But presently, when day was beginning by Row-

to break, a sentry in advance on Shell Hill dis- picket.

cerned through the mist what he judged to be a

Kussian column approaching, and reported this to

Captain Rowlands of the 41st, the officer in com-

mand of the picket. Rowlands instantly ran up

to the brow ; and, the atmosphere then clearing a

little, he was able to detect the approach of two

Russian battalions, each seemingly gathered in

column. Upon these he soon caused the men of

his picket to deliver their fire ; and the two bat-

talions, thus suddenly greeted, were taken, it would

seem, by surprise, for they turned and fell back.

VOL. VI. G
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VI.

1st Period.

Russian
batteries
established
ou SheU
Hill.

The first

measures
taken on
the Home
Ridge.

Of course the gathered thousands soon reas-

serted tlieir power ; but the picket was obstinate,

and maintained a fretting combat. At the end of

about half an hour, the Faissians were able to put

twenty-two heavy guns in battery on the crest of

Shell Hill ; but even after this had been done, they

still found themselves galled by a clinging, per-

sistent fire

IV.

The sound of the combat, thus begun at the

outposts, came from ground where continuous

firing must of necessity be significant, and it

quickly raised an alert. For the second time that

morning, the troops in the camp of the 2d Divi-

sion were called to arras, and in a few minutes

they formed up on Home Eidge—the ground

where they used to parade. The men who had

gone out on wood and water parties came running

in to arms. The two guns kept ready ' on picket,'

followed soon by Fitzmayer's ten remaining pieces,

were brought up and put in battery on the crest

of Home Eidge ;
* and, however little havoc at

first might be wrought by their missiles sent

blindly into the mist. Colonel Percy Herbert

pressed eagerly that they should open at the in-

stant, for lie divined that a ready fire from Home
Eidge would tend to check the enemy, and pre-

* Captain Pennycuik's battery on the right of the Post-road,

and Captain Jolm Turner's on its left. At a later time, Fitz-

mayer for some reason moved three of Turner's six guns still

more to the left, placing them on the west slope of the Home
Uidge.
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vent him from at ouce moving forward in strength cii aiv

to push home the advantage he had gained. The

fire opened accordingly, and was destined, as we 1'"-p«"<«^-

shall see, to work good effect by deflecting the

Russian attack.

The main weight of the cannonade from Shell Direction o»

TT • 1

1

1 1 1 T f ^''® Russian
Hili was made to swoop past over the heads oi cannonade.

our troops on Home Ridge ;
* the aim, it seems,

being to send destruction amongst those English

resei-ves which the enemy thought must be gath-

ered about the camp of the 2d Division and along

the ground in its rear. Round-shot tearing their Havoc in

way through the lines, and shells bursting in the of the 2d

midst of them, soon turned the camp into a scene

of havoc ; for tents were thrown, or up-whirled as

though by a hurricane, and draught-horses that

had been picketed in rows were turned into

slaughter-heaps, or cut loose and sent wandering

piteously with mangled limbs. But the plan of

destroying, by this persistent fire, a great portion

of Pennefather's reserves, was baffled by the cir-

cumstance of his having no reserves to destroy.

Except sentries pacing the lines and men busied

in striking the tents, hardly any one had been

left in camp.-f-

Thus far, then, the enterprise of the Russians

* It is tnie that Lieutenant Arthur Armstrong (a young
officer of great promise) was killed at this time w'ith his regi-

ment, but then being the adjutant, and therefore on hor.seback,

he was exposed to a fire which spared men on foot.

t Captain Allix, a valued officer and an aide-de-camp of

Evans's, chanced, it seems, to be passing through the camp at

this time and was killed.
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VI.

\st Period.

The ease
with which
the Russians
had thus
far carried
their

enterprise.

had singularly prospered, for at no greater cost

than that of being galled by a picket, they had

been able to make themselves masters on fully

three-fourths of Mount Inkerman, and to estab-

lish their guns on a crest whence they swept the

approaches of Pennefather's position, and searched

his very camp with their fire.

The plan
of defence
conceived
by Evans.

V.

Eespecting the way in which the 2d Division

could best meet an attack such as that now be-

gun, two almost opposite ideas had successively

reigned in their camp. Sir De Lacy Evans would

have concentrated his scant force of 3000 men on

the English Heights. Eanging his twelve guns

on the crest of Home Eidge, and posting his bat-

talions on its reverse slopes, he would have asked

that a like disposition of artillery and infantry

might be made on the Fore Eidge also, so soon as

reinforcements competent to the task should come

up. Far from supporting his pickets with fresh

troops, he would have been willing to see them

driven in after a moderately lengthened resist-

ance ; but, the front being then left clear, he

would have provided that the enemy's approach-

ing columns should be torn by his artillery-fire,

and that their shattered remnants, if still coming

on, should be met on the crest of the English

Heights by well-ordered battalions of infantry

springing up at his word of command from their

place on the reverse slopes.
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General Peniiel'ather, however, in the absence chap.

of his invalided chief, was bow commanding' the
'

2d Division, and the defence' of Mount Ihkerman ^^^^'^'^ioa.

was a problem which he i-ecfardecl Iroin ia6 'own

point of view. Without at all underrating the

strength of the English Heights, he still found

himself always remembering that there lay no

ground in their rear upon which the English, if

thence forced back, could well make a second

stand ; and he was unwilling that the fate of the

Allies on the Chersonese—nay, even in all the

Crimea—should be staked, as it were, once for all

upon this single rib of ground. Governed much The one

by that aspect of the question, and being of such Pennefathe.-

temperament as to become quickly heated in

battle by his inborn passion for fighting, he in-

clined to dispute with the enemy for every step

of ground, and so to keep the strife raging, how-

ever unequally, on ground more or less in advance

of his own heights. Instead of drawing in all his

strength for a decisive conflict on the Home
Eidge, he would reinforce his combating pickets

by pushing forward little bodies of troops, some

two or three hundred strong, and thus generate in

front of his position that kind of conflict that can

be waged for a time in brushwood, by a few men
opposing great numbers. Plainly, to adopt this

course of action, and to carry it to the extent of

leaving no sufficient troops in reserve for the de-

fence of the heights, would be to entrust great

issues to the free-will and personal prowess of

email groups or knots of men, instead of to co
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\»i Period.

herent battalions. And in \vei[i,liing the value of

the-iiiau it was to he 'remembered that, although

the protracted 'resistance of skirmishers to formed

a*ici' powerful .r.i asses Vt^ould of necessity involve a

rapid expenditure of ammunition, there were no

means by which the needed supplies of cartridges

could be quickly pushed forward to the extreme

front, and dealt out to numbers of men, whilst

scattered and fighting in cover.

Still, Pennefather, as we have seen, could give

a reason for his choice of tactics, and one that

was not without force.

The posi-
tions taken
up by
Penne-
father's

regimints.

VI.

Pennefather's instinctive desire to follow this

last plan of action was quickened from moment
to moment by the evident life and stir of the

fights which his obstinate pickets stood waging

on the slopes of Shell Hill ; for the mist or incum-

bent cloud which obscured all else did not shut

out from view the flashes of the musketry, and

by these the whole tenor of the strife carried on

by the unseen combatants was plainly disclosed.

Fired by the sight, and enchanted with the

evident tenacity of the resistance, Pennefather

began to push forward little bodies of troops in

order—for so he expressed it—in order 'to feed

' the pickets.' * On this errand he sent the 30th

Kegiment divided into two wings. He pushed

* An elliptic exprcs.sion, meaning plainly, 'to feed (the strife

' maintained by) the pickets.'
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forward the 41st Regiment under General Adams chap.

towards his rit^lit front. In the same direction,
'

but with orders to halt and take post on the right ^^^p^i^

of the Home Eidge, Colonel Percy Herbert moved

up one wing of the 49th under Bellairs ; whilst

on the opposite or left side of the field the otlier

wing under Dalton, together with a wing of the

47th, under Major Fordyce, was pushed forward

to the head of the Mikriakoft' Glen. For a while,

tlie 95th remained posted on the reverse slopes of

Home liidge ; but before long, its scanty strength

was divided into wings, of which one under

Champion advanced towards the Sandbag battery,

whilst the other under Hume puslied forward in

the centre of the field. As to the 55th, it had

furnished that day a large proportion of the 2d

Division pickets, and the companies so employed

were already out fighting at the extreme front.

Thus, then, with the exception of some companies

of tlie 47th and the remnant of the 55th, not

already engaged at the outposts, the whole of the

2d Division was sooner or later taken off from the

heights which constituted the natural stronghold

of the Inkerman position, and for the most part

pushed forward in numerous small bodies under

separated leaders, who whilst working in mist and

through brushwood, were not to be easily reached

by any command from Headquarters.

From the time when this diffusion of troops to- scantiness

wards the front had fully taken effect, the whole left to
defend the

number of English infantry then left to defend heights.

the Home Pddge, or, in other words, to guard the
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CHAP, first and last stronghold of the Inkerman position,

L_. against the army brought up to attack it, became
ut Period, i-educed to only a few hundred.* When once
These dls-

positions carried into effect, this plan of splitting the reei-
practioaUy . , . , n ^
lirevocabie. mcuts aud pushing them on in fragments to the

front under mist and through brushwood could

not well be revoked, nor even much altered ; and

indeed the character of the tactics adopted at the

outset so governed the subsequent tenor of the

defence that when reinforcements approached,

they were for the most part drawn forward piece-

meal, and absorbed, as it were, into the fight.

One after another the small bodies of men from

time to time coming up were laid hold of for

some special combat ; and this in no instance was

done by the order of Lord Eaglan, but always to

meet the need for ' a hundred or two ' of fresh

troops, which was judged to be pressing for the

moment at some particular spot. As though it

had been understood from the first that the com-

ing strife in the brushwood was not to be that of

formed battalions, the colours of most of the 2d

Division regiments were betimes sent back to the

Windmill.-f*

* In the judgment of Sir Percy Herbert—and no living man
can know more of 'Inkerman' from actual personal observa-

tion—the number was always less than five hundred. His com-

putation, I believe, would not be found to hold good quite con-

tinuously (I am thinking of the right wing of the 21st, and the

63d Regiment) ; but, except as regards a limited period of

time, he is no doubt substantially right.

+ General Pennefather did not give this order, and he haa

assured me that he never could learn whence it came. The

69th did not send back its colours.
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The attack on Mouut Inkermau was not at the chap.

first regarded as being what men call a ' battle,'
.

'__

nor indeed did it seem for a while that the com- ^^' ^'**'*<^

bat going on would prove to be one vitally

momentous. Although Lord Kaglan had come Penne-11111 • 1 1
fathei-'s

very early, and although he remained on the control not

Pij superseded

ground, it did not result that General Peiinefather s by loki°
.

Raglan's

control of the defence was forthwith superseded presence on
the field.

by the arrival of his chief. The General, tem-

porarily commanding the Division, and clieerily

conducting the fight, was, as it were, on his own
ground ; whilst, on the other hand, the mist lay

so thick that a newly arriving chief, who in such

conditions had hastened to assume the immediate

governance would have been perplexing his sub-

ordinate by a blind, random exercise of authority.

Far from so interposing, Lord Eaglan, whilst prof-

fering all the aid that Pennefather could ask, still

left him to pursue his own plans without being

disturbed by orders. When General Canrobert

came up, he even appeared to go further in the

same direction, for he courteously offered to place

his forces at Pennefather's disposal.

VII.

But consistently with the determination to Lord

leave an undisturbed power for the moment in order to

the hands of Pennefather, Lord Eaglan was able guns from11-11 *-^'® siege-

to discover and apply a resource by which the train park

Russian artillery, now overweighting our field-

pieces, might itself in turn be outmatched. He
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VI.

lit Period.

ordered that two of the 18-pounders beloDging to

the siege-train should at once be brought up

;

and ultimately, though not without first having

had to express his dislike to the word ' Impos-

sible ' (which was the answer brought back to his

first message), he succeeded in achieving his pur-

pose.* The accession of heavy artillery power

thus provided by the quick, happy thought of

Lord Raglan, was destined to exercise a surpris-

ingly powerful effect upon the issue of the conflict.

VIII.

soiinonoff's With batteries now planted on the crest of

at this time: Shell Hill, and great masses of infantry drawn up

in support, General Soimonoff had intended to

delay his further attack until the time when
Pauloff's troops coming up by the East Sapper's

Eoad should appear in strength on the toplands

;

but meanwhile, as though he were minded to feel

the way for his onslaught, he ordered or sufi'ered

three separated bodies of troops to advance

against Pennefather's left. One of these, when
first seen by our people, was already high up in

the bed of the Careenage Eavine, and ascending

into the Well-way.+

' Eespecting the circumstances under which the word ' Im-
* possible ' was used, see tlie footnote, post, ith Period.

t When the 1st edition was published, I had convinced my-
self that this Under-road Column was a force separately de-

spatched from Sebastopol (as on the 26th of October) ; but I

have since found reason to believe that this was not the case,

and that—whether owing to fortuitous circumstauues, or to any

the Under-
road
Column

;
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rriiice Edward of Saxe-Weiinar, who was on cHAP.

picket duty with his company of the Grenadier __'

Guards at Quarter-guard Point, could scarcely ^^^ Period
" °

T
• i

'''"* defeated

have hoped that his watch (which was in the by a picket
i ^ of the

nature of a ' quarter-guard ' thrown out from Ben- Guards,

tinck's camp, and quite unconnected with the

general system of the English outposts) would all

at once prove to be in the front of battle ;
but

with the hitherto unresisted approach of the

Under-road Column thus turning the Hank of the

2d Division, he saw his opportunity coming.

After first drawing back the men to ground which

seemed apt for his design, he caused them there

to lie down in skirmishing order, and open fire

upon the flank of the elongated column then

already moving up by the Well-way, and striking

into the flank and left rear of Pennefather's camp.

Tlie troops thus smitten fell back. Prince Ed-

ward pressed their retreat, took from them some

prisoners, moved down after them to the verge of

the crag which was the extreme limit of his watch,

and thence pursued them with fire.

The second body of Eussian troops at this time

thrown forward was, it seems, a battalion of the

Catherinburg regiment, which undertook to cross

the Mikriakoff Glen, and advance towards the

point of the Spur on its southern side.*

deliberate orders given for the purpose—the body was composed

of soldiers who had separated themselves from the columns on

the high ground, and descended thence into the bed of the

Careenage Ravine at a part near its upper extremity.

* The strength of the four battalions which composed the

Oatherinburg regiment was 3298, and accordingly the stri-ngth
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Fordyco
engaged
in the
Mikriakoff
Glen.

Keeping up a brisk harmless fire which sent

flights of balls far and high through the foliage

of the stunted oaks, this battalion, though not yet

in sight, still plainly disclosed its approach ; and

Major Fordyce of the 47th (the officer who had

been posted with some 300 men of his regiment *

near the point of the Mikriakoff Spur) deployed

his small force into line, pressed forward in the

direction of the fire, and at length, when about

eighty yards off—for the mist at this spot was not

dense enough to prevent him—could see the head

of the column descending from the opposite ridge.

The combat which followed was not an affair

of close fighting (like most of the Inkerman

struggles) but a sample of the strife between

column and line when engaged at a distance of

some eighty or a hundred yards.

Though already drawn out into line, the troops

under Fordyce had become yet further extended

whilst making their way through tall brushwood*

and, notwithstanding the smallness of their com-

parative numbers, they now showed a much
broader front than the body advancing against

them in column at quarter distance.

The foremost of the Eussians made haste to be

plying their muskets, but they did our people no

of each on an average would be about 824. In speaking of the

battalions of uny Russian regiment as the ' 1st,' '2d,' ' 3d,' or

' 4th,' I designate them according to their respective order in

the battle, going from the proper right to the proper left, and

do not thereby mean to indicate their actual army-list titles.

* Or less ; for he liad with him only one wing, and the

strength of the whole regiment was 570.
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harm, for the force being gathered in column, and chap,
• VI

firing witli an inferior weapon at a range of eighty
'

yards, and from a narrow front, stood under con- i»«J'e»*d.

ditions which made its energy vain. On the

other hand, Fordyce's men, whilst remaining un-

stricken themselves, were all of them carefully

file-firing from a widely extended front ; and,

since each of them, with a good rifle in his hands,

and with ample space round him, could shoot at

his ease, they soon began to work havoc in the

mass which served for their target. After en-

during a few rounds the column broke in con- Defeat of

fusion, and began to fall back with all the speed catherin-

that tlie heaviness of its formation and the nature batfaiion.

of the ground would allow. Fordyce, moving on

after it at a distance of about a hundred yards,

did not either cease firing or stay his pursuit till

he had driven the mass before him across the

opposite rib. Then, being far in advance and un-

supported, and having all but expended his ammu-
nition, he came at last to a halt, and caused his

men to lie down close under the crest they had

gained. There he kept fast his hold till other

troops came to relieve him.

The expedition of the third column thrown occurrence

forward at this time by the enemy was destined Soimonofrs

to result in a spectacle which—by fretting General

SoimonofPs temper—might cause him to chafe at

the plan of waiting for Pauloff's arrival, and per-

haps make him change his resolve.

That third column had pushed on so far to-

wards the south that at length it came near to
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Grant's
encounter
with a
Russian
column.

Acceleratioi
of the
impending
onset.

that spot by the Mikriakoff Glen, where Dalton's

wing of the 49th, now commanded by Grant, had

been posted.* With this little force Grant was

sitting at ease in his saddle, and suffering his

wiseacre pony to browse on the Inkerman oak-

leaves, when the Eussian column approaching

first darkened the mist, and then all at once

seemed to break through it. Grant, speaking

brief to his people, said, ' Give them a volley and
' charge

!

' He was obeyed. His men delivered

their fire, and then cheering, with their bayonets

down at the charge drove straight at the opposing

mass, broke fiercely into its ranks, and not only

trod down all resistance, but even made bold to

take prisoners. Then Grant pressed on in pur-

suit to the foot of Shell Hill, and even there did

not stop, but persisted in his chase of the column

till he drove it at length fairly in through the

lino of the enemy's guns.

This blow, it would seem, was the one which

provoked the impending attack a little before its

due time ; for Soimonoif, losing liis patience,

resolved to move forward at once without any

longer awaiting the accession of PaulofTs forces.

IX.

From the ground where Grant's people halted

when staying at last their pursuit, they could

* Major Dalton, already mortally wounded, had been suc-

ceeded in command of the wing by Major Thornton Grant
The wing came into action with a strength of 245 men.
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hear breaking out on the reverse sh)i)o of the chap.
VI

crest ail uiideiiiied multitudinous stirring as of L_

a host, followed close by the myriad hurrahs 'i'"^*'*^'^

which gave voice to the rage of a close-gathered

soldiery, and portended a general onset. Soon, commencf

the mist towards Shell Hill became charged with soimonoffa
attack.

the slow creeping darkness of numbers upon

numbers in movement ; and presently, it was

plain, the grey masses covered ground far and

wide, though no eye reached the bounds of their

strength.

We now know what forces there were. Besides

some companies of the 6th Rifles advancing in

front as skirmishers, they comprised the twelve

battalions of the Tomsk, the Kolivansk, and the

Catherinburg regiments, numbering altogether

more than 9000 men.* Only the battalions of

Tomsk and Kolivansk were to be in first line

;

but, whether acting from zeal, or mistake, or

from whatever other cause, the four Catherin-

burg battalions, which had orders to follow in

support, were induced to take other courses, and

three of them moved forward from their assigned

places in the rear till they aligned with the troops

in front, whilst the fourth one strayed off towards

the east.

Except that one stray battalion, all tlie troops

engaged in the movement soon began to incline

to their right. Shunning the line of artillery-fire

which, in spite of the mist, was seen blazing out

from Home Ridge, they avoided the upwold of

* 9nW.
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the Saddle-top Reach, and found means to skirt

it by choosing their path lower down along the

bank of the Mikriakoff Glen ; but in marching

they became deeply echeloned, the columns on

their right pressing far in advance, whilst those

on their left were held back. General Soimonoff

was present in person with the 9000 men thus

thrown forward, and he gradually made good his

advance, pushing always before him, as he

marched, those four companies of men under

Grant whose hardihood had brought down the

attack. Grant's people yielded ground slowly,

always covering their retreat by an obstinate

fire ; and it is remembered that one of them

—

Mackie—with true Scotch tenacity,* never flag-

ging for an instant under the pressure of the

advancing thousands, watched as carefully as

any grim constable in the old town of Edin-

burgh, over the little knot of prisoners he was

taking off under his charge.

simni- Whilst Soimonoff's troops thus advanced, they
taneous * "

advance of were uot the only assailants whom Pennefather
6000 men *'

beion^ng to hgfj ^q eucouuter ; for, although the main body of
PaulolTs ' ' kd %i

corps. Pauloff's corps— having orders to march round

* Mackie probably owed the '

' true Scotch tenacity " to his

race ; but he was bom, it seems, in the north of Ireland. For

his excellent services he was promoted, attained to the rank of

Major, and (having retired from the service) is now, I under-

stand, the holder of an important oflBce in Ireland.
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by the East Sapper's Road, and up the St George's chap.

Ravine—had not yet ascended Mount Inkerman,

there were two of his light-infantry regiments— ^*' ^*'^-

the regiments of Taroutine and Borodino—which

came up by the more direct path of the Volovia

Ravine, and tliey both gained the heights in such

time as to be able to take part in the enterprise

with an additional force of nearly 6000 men.*

These might strike at both the right and the

centre of the English whilst Soimonoff was attack-

ing their left.

After crossing the Inkerman Bridge in dead Advance

silence, the Taroutine battalions ascended the Taroutine
' 111 battalions

Volovia Ravine, and having at length crowned to the front
° of the

the heiiihts, they at first understood that they sandbag
o > J •'_ Battery.

were to remain halted on the East Jut and await

further orders ; but it presently happened that

they descried the stray Catherinburg battalion

making haste towards the east, and took that

direction of march as a clue for their own guid-

ance. Descending accordingly from the high

ground, they crossed the Quarry Ravine, and were

still moving towards the south-east, when some

of them found their gaze drawn to the parapet

of a dismantled battery standing out with con-

spicuous abruptness on the edge of a not distant

crest
; f and, in the absence of orders, they made

this object their goal. Before long, the two fore-

5844.

+ The atmosphere, so clouded by mist in other parts of the

field, was here in such a state as to allow a comparatively dis-

tant view.

VOL. VI. H
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Their
seiziu-e of
the work.

most battalions had crossed St Clement's Gorge,

had ascended the steeps of the Kitspur, and were

gathered before the silent parapet— it was the

parapet of the now famous Sandbag Battery

—

and there for some time the soldiers stood shout-

ing, with their caps in the air, as though urging

the two battalions behind them to come up and

take part in the attack. In all four of the bat-

talions, meanwhile, the bugles were sounding

;

but—dreading perhaps some ambush—the troops

remaiued for a time in a state of tumultuous

hesitation. Captain Chodasievitch, who stood

some way down in rear of the shouting troops,

had hitherto laboured to keep his company steady

and well collected, but he now laid a spark to

the zeal of his people, made them fancy they

could see the Grand-Dukes, cried out at last

—

' Forward with the bayonet
!

' and when answered

by his men with a cheer, he not only led them

compactly through the rest of the disordered

soldiery and on to the base of the parapet, but

himself clambered up to its summit ; and, his

example being followed, a multitude of the Tar-

outine troops Hooded over and into the work,

driving out, as they entered, the six men under

a sergeant who, since the relief of the pickets,

had been the only force kept at this post.*

* Chotlasievitch, 188 ct seq. It was by the express order of

Colonel Carpenter (the officer in command of the pickets) that

Captain Barnston was placed with the main hody of his com-

jtany on the upper part of the Kitspur, and directed to post

only six men under a sergeant in the Sandhai,' Battery The
Colonel's orders tend to show that he understood the ground,
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Thou<Th for some time thronged in confusion, chap.
, VI

and galled by the fire of Captain Barnstons !

picket, which stood posted higher up on the i*'^*'-**"^'

Kitspur, the whole of these Taroutine troops

—

with, besides, that stray Catherinburg battalion

which had wandered into their company—estab-

lished themselves on the ground they had won

with their front towards the south. Moreover, junction

the four Borodino battalions having completed Borodino

tiieir ascent, and contmued to push on their aci- Taroutine

, .

.

. , battalions

vance, now prolonged m a westward direction the Their array

array of the Taroutine regiment, and extended

across the Quarry Eavine at its uppermost part,

with their right drawn up on the Post-road.

XI.

The 6000 men* thus united, with their right The enemy's

,-_ i--iif iip entire front

on the Post-road, were divided irom the lorces of battle at

advancing under Soimonoff by the breadth of the

Saddle-top Reach, but so linked to them, never-

theless, by the interposed batteries of Shell Hill,

that the whole formed, together, a single array

which extended in a loop from the Careenage

liaviue on the west to the edge of Mount Inker-

man on the east ; and it is right to observe the

and that, if his valuable life had been spared a few hours longer,

he might have averted the error of which we shall afterwards

hear. His perspicuity seems the more remarkable, if one ha{)-

pens to remember that during the preceding night, the relieved

picket— a picket of the 95th— had maintained a much more

considerable number of men in the work.

* The 5844 being swelled to 6668 by the accession of the

• stray Catherinburg battalion.'
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formation in which the 15,000 infantry under-

taking this attack presented their front to the

English. Besides the Catherinburg battalions

which had strayed from their appointed course,

the assailing troops, as we have seen, were those

of the Tomsk, the Kolivansk, the Borodino, and

the Taroutine regiments ; and since each of these

regiments, whilst keeping back two battalions to

act in support, pushed forward its two other bat-

talions to lead the advance, there was formed from

this source a van of eight battalions moving on

next after the skirmishers. Every one of these

eight battalions was in ' company columns,' * and

therefore broken up into four distinct masses, each

consisting of a single company,f The three fore-

most of those lesser columns marched all in the

same alignment, and the fourth one in rear of

their centre. So, except on Soimonoff's right

(where three of the Catherinburg battalions had

thrust themselves on by mistake, and were operat-

ing in battalion columns), the forces moving next

in the wake of the skirmishers were twenty-four

company columns with eight more of them com-

ing on in support.

But the actual state of the thirty-two sub-

divided masses thus thrown forward bore scarce

any outward resemblance to that disposition in

columns which the theory of the method enjoined.

• Not to be confounded with what we call * column of

* companies.'

+ The Russian battalion was divided into only four com-

panies.
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The ranks were so broken whilst making their chap.

way through the brushwood that a battalion split '__

up into four was far from disclosing to English ''^ ^*^"^*

observers the law of its intended formation, and

seemed to be either one mass undivided, though

loosened in structure, or else a huge number of

skirmishers unaccountably thronging together.

Substantially, such a battalion was a dense swarm

of soldiery unmarshalled, but still coherent ; and,

since the positions of men under such conditions

could be swayed more or less by their personal

inclinations, it resulted that the natural gregari-

ousness of the Muscovite race tended always to

contract these assemblages, thus causing them in

general to occupy a good deal less ground than if

they had been formed in the barrack-yard.

In immediate support to the eleven battalions General

thus constituting the front of the attacking force, the attack
'^

.
now pro-

the nine remaining battalions advanced in a line ceeding.

of columns.

But whilst the enemy with these twenty bat-

talions advanced from both the right and the left,

he persistently held back his centre. There, his

front of artillery, with some 10,000 men behind it

in immediate support or reserve, formed the head

and the trunk of an army which, although thrust-

ing forward abundance of infantry like a claw

from each flank, still did not itself come bodily

down to advance along the Saddle-top Reach.

This peculiar disposition of force was not one pre-

pared by design. It resulted, apparently, from

the impelling presence of General Soimonoff on
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Numbers
of tlio

enemy at
this time
engaged.

His
numbers.

the enemy's right, from the want of any like-

minded Russian commander in other parts of the

field, and from an evil temptation to tarry on the

strong vantage-ground of Shell Hill, but, above

all, from the jets of artillery- fire plainly seen

through the mist on Home Ridge, which, by warn-

ing all comers against the perils of the Saddle-top

Reach, set them hankering after flank movements.

As supports and reserves to the batteries and

the 15,000 infantry thus actively delivering the

attack, the enemy had on the toplands, and, indeed,

close at hand, more than sixteen additional bat-

talions ;
* and, altogether, the force with which

he confronted Pennefather at this hour comprised

about 25,000 infantry,-}- with 38 guns.

Numbers
available

for the
defence.

XII.

The succours destined to reach Pennefather in

time for the first period of the fight were the

6 guns of Townsend's battery, and 549 men of

the Light Division, making up altogether, along

with his own troops, and the two pickets of the

Guards already on the ground, a force of 3600 J
* The sixteen battalions of Vladimir, Sousdal, Ouglitch, and

Boutirsk, with, besides, the half battalion of sappers.

+ 24,643.

J 3622, viz. :—

2d Division, .... 2956
4 Companies of 77th, . . . 269

4 do. of 88th (the Rangers), 290

Prince Edward's Picket, . . 87

Goodlake's do., . 30

3622
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infantry and 18 guns ; but the infantry reinforce- chap.

ment at this early moment brought up comprised
"

only the four companies of the Connaught IJangers, ^*' p<»^<*

with a strength of less than 30U men.

When the four companies of the Kangers had The four
companies

reached the camp of the 2d Division, General <>fti'e
^ Connaught

Pennefather riding hurriedly past directed them Rangers:

to press forward on the left of the road, and rein- operation!=

force the pickets of his Division.

The Eangers, advancing by fours, marched on

till they gained the crest of the sloping ground

on the left of Home Kidge, and then, after deploy-

ing into line, continued to press forward; but,

the maintenance of any closely connected forma-

tion being ere long forbidden by the density of

the brushwood and the broken character of the

ground, the troops perforce opened out, and thence-

forth, one may say, they moved virtually in skir-

mishing order.

Upon reaching the Mikriakoff Spur, the Eangers

fell in with some of Pennefather's ])ickets ; and,

no enemy at the moment being visible, because of

the mist, Captain Browne, who commanded the

Grenadier company, asked an officer of the 30th

regiment what was going on. The answer was

:

' Oh, you will soon find out, for there are GOOO
' men on the brow of the hill.'

The Eangers had worked on some way lurther

and were crossing the Mikriakoff Glen, when from

its opposite or northern bank, as well as from

ground further east, the enemy directed a power-

ful onslaught upon the slender chain of com-
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CHAP, batauts thus advancing auainst him. Breakins

in through their centre with a great weight of

numbers, he not only sundered their two right-

hand companies from the two which constituted

their left, but continued to drive forward vigor-

ously betwixt the severed wings, and compelled

the two right-hand companies to fall back.*

But if the Rangers were thus overpowered on

their right, their left was at this time victorious.

When their two left-hand companies^ found

themselves confronted by a strong body of Rus-

sian infantry, then crossing the Mikriakoff Glen,

they opened fire upon the enemy thus advancing

against them, received his fire in return, and then

charging at once down the steep he was seeking

to mount, they not only drove him before them

into the bed of the glen, but pursued him along

its course, and across the Jut Road, and far up

the opposite acclivity, never staying, indeed, their

chase till at nearly the top of the hill they en-

countered a stone wall some five or six feet high.

A little beyond this wall they saw, drawn up on

the brow, eight columns of Russian infantry with

moreover a powerful force of artillery
.J

A few

* These were the Grenadiers, and the No. 5 company.

t These were the No. 7 company under Lieutenant Baynes,

and the Light company under Captain Crosse. The victorious

advance of those two companies was about to divide tliem from

the rest of the force, and it is therefore fitting to add that the

senior officer present with them during the period of the sepam-
tion was Major Maxwell.

t Lieutenant Baynes, I believe, counted only seven columns,
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of the Eangers—sixteen, it is thought, was their chap.
number*—got over the wall ; and on its further

'

side, as well as on the ground to the left of it
i«'-f«'"i«i

(where Captain Crosse was at one time surrounded-f-

by Eussians and wounded), there were some mo-

ments of hot and close fighting, but before the

rest of the men could get over the wall, a bugler

in the rear sounded the ' retire,' and the two com-

panies then falling back, were in their turn pur-

sued along the lower half of the Mikriakoff Glen,

and thence up across its southern acclivity to the

spur they before had descended.;}:

but there sesms to be no room for doubt as to what the force

was. The 8 Russian columns were the 8 battalions of the

Boutirsk and Ouglitz regiments, with a strength of 4664 men,
and the artillery comprised two batteries of 8 guns each.

* Sixteen of the Connaught Rangers were found dead the day

after the battle on the further side of the wall ; and, inquiiy

not showing, it seems, that any of the survivors had gone so

far, it appeared to result that the number of men who cleared

the obstacle was neither greater nor less than sixteen.

+ It was by the use of his revolver that Captain Crosse when
thus surrounded found means to defend himself.

J Lieutenant Baynes was half over the wall, and, in feet,

astride on the top of it, when the bugle sounded. The name of

the officer who gave the order to the bugler is not known to me,

but one may say it was full time that these two companies of

the Rangers should prepare to get back, for with a strength of

only about 140 men, they had penetrated into the interior of

the Russian position and—irrespectively of their other anta-

gonists—had come into the presence of between four and five

thousand fresh troops (4664) which the enemy was holding in

reserve. The spot on the furtlier side of the wall where sixteen

of the ' Rangers ' were slain, seems to have been the extreme

point reached in attack and during the heat of the battle by
any of the Allied troops.
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Under the vehement personal impulsion of

Colonel Diivid Wood (whose ardouv was not to

\st Period.
\^q (^Qoled bv the mere want of ini'antry supports),

Advance of „. ., -n, ^ ^ •

rownsend's iownseud s Battery was at tins time advancin*'
battery. .

"^

^
in column of route along the Mikriakoff Spur.*

AVhilst groping, as it were, through mist, the

battery had already become involved in tliick

brushwood, when Lieutenant Miller (the officer

in command of the two foremost guns), who had

ridden forward some paces to reconnoitre the

ground, was met by the two left-hand companies

of the Connaught Eangers, and the companies of

the 49th under Grant.

Miller judged that the infantry thus falling

back should form up in rear of his guns—three of

which by this time were unlimbered—and believed

that with this support he might be able to open

upon the enemy with artillery-fire ; but, although

Major Maxwell, Lieutenant Baynes, Lieutenant

liiley, and with them two privates of the Con-

naught Rangers, stood fast by the guns for a

while, it soon became plain that (owing to the

widely extended order in which these companies

of the Eangers had been moving) it was imprac-

ticable to collect all at once upon the menaced

* In examining the ground some days before, Colonel Wood
had been struck by the advantageous position which this spur

seemed to offer for artillery, and was anxious to give effect to

the opinion then formed.
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point any considerable proportion of the men. chap.

No lengthened resistance was made by either the

Rangers or the 49th men ; and, indeed, when our

infantry officers found that there were no limbers

or teams at hand with which to effect the with-

drawal of the guns, they, most of them, seemed to

have determined that any effort to save them

must of necessity prove vain, and would therefore

be unwarrantable. So our Foot continuing their Tiireeofhis

/> m 1 ; 1
Kuns left

retreat, passed on to the rear of Townsend s three; exposed to
' tlie power

foremost guns, and thus left them exposed to tlic of the
o ' >-

^ Russian

immediate attack of two columns advancing upon columns.

them. These, it seems, were two of the Catherin-

burg battalions.

Colonel Wood being asked for orders in this

emergency, answered tersely, ' Fire case !

' but the

enemy's masses—which before, though unseen,

had been close—now broke out at once into sight

through the curtain of mist, and were presently

within ten yards of the half-battery. They came

on, approaching it from the direction of our right

front, and were uttering strange, joyous cries.

Without limbers or teams (which already were a

long way in rear), no attempt to withdraw the

guns could be made ; and our artillerymen, re-

tarded somewhat by their very eagerness, had de-

livered but one hasty shot when already the

enemy was closing upon them. Left without any sinfmiar

kind of support, Miller in last resort bade liis undertaker

gunners draw swords and charge, and he himself Jimer and

under a shower of bullets rode straight at the men.
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The three
Euglish
guns in

possession
of the
Russians.

nearest of the advancing Kussians.* As though

bewildered by the novelty of the challenge and

the sudden necessity of having to encounter a

horseman, these men for a moment stopped short

in their onset ; and then there followed a con-

flict of a singular kind between, on the one hand,

a great weight of advancing infantry, and, on the

other, a few score of artillerymen, finding vent for

some part of their rage in curses and shouts of

defiance, but wildly striving besides to beat back

the throng from their beloved guns with swords,

with rammers, with sponge-staves, nay even, one

may say, with clenched fists—for the story of the

mighty Clitheroe bruiser felling man after man
with his blows, and then standing a while un-

molested and seemingly admired by the enemy, is

not altogether a fable.

Of course a struggle like this was rather a fray

than a combat ; and the columns at last, rolling

on with irresistible weight, the enemy—at least

for the time—was left in possession of Townsend's

three foremost guns.^f

* 111 recognition of his service on this occasion, Colonel

Miller holds the Victoria Cross.

+ These evidently were the guns which the Russians (con-

fused by the mist, and mistaking the Mikriakotl" Glen for the

Careenage Ravine) sujijtosed tliey liad taken from Codrington.

— See Todleben, p. 460. General Codrington never for a mo-

ment lost any guns, and, indeed, at this time he had no guns

to lose.
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XIV.

The two left-hand companies of the Connaught chap.
Eangers took a line of retreat which withdrew ^-

them from the pursuit of the enemy (then eagerly i«' Period.

following Grant) and fell back, as it chanced, companies

towards a spot near the head of the Mikriakoff pursued"nd

Glen, where the two right-hand companies of their on the

regiment had already come to a halt ; so that spur.

now, although numbers of their stragglers were

certainly falling back in disorder, the main body

of all the four companies stood collected once

more on the same ground.*

But although the main body of the Eangers Reflux or

thus clung to the Mikriakoff Spur, it was other- sowlery,

wise with many a soldier of the regiment left free many sstb

to pursue his own bent. Whether largely con-

sisting of picket-men driven in by want of cart-

ridges, or fed in the main by those stragglers of

the 88th who had separated themselves from

their regiment, there was certainly at this time

a streamlet of soldiery in disorder, which came

eddying back from the front, towards the left

flank of Pennefather's camp.-f-

* Ground believed by the officers present to have been not

more than 150 yards in rear of the captured guns.

t Amongst the troops thus falling back, men belonging to

the 88th were so conspicuous, that by many observers the main
body of its 4 companies was thought to have been falling back

in disorder ; and this is the impression which I had myself

received when I published the 1st Edition. There were cir-

cumstances which may have tended to make an observer exag-

gerate the number of the 88th soldiery falling back in disorder.
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Continued
pursuit of
Grant.

Halt of the
pursuing
troops :

and of
Grant.

Result of
the Russian
attack up
to this time.

It was to follow up Grant—their original pro

"

voker—that the enemy's forces pressed forward,

and they crossed in pursuit a part of the Mikria-

koff Spur ; but at length, from some cause not

divined at the time by our people, they all at

once came to a halt. Grant thereupon staying

his retreat, the two hugely unequal forces stood

motionless and face to face, but there was no

visible ground for inferring that this interrup-

tion of the enemy's victorious advance would

be otherwise than brief; and indeed it seems

probable that in coming thus to a halt, the com-

mander of the Eussian force was only allowing

some instants for the yet nearer approach of the

columns upon columns behind him, in the direc-

tion of his left rear.

So, upon the whole, it resulted at this time that

whilst the Kussians were content towards the

east with a less determined advance, and inclined

to hold back towards their centre in avoidance of

the Saddle-top Eeach, tliey had so used their

strength on the west of Mouut Inkerman as to be

now in weighty numbers impending almost un-

resisted over Pennefather's left, with the sense

too of having already displayed their ascendant

by the capture of three English guns.

for these men—they were Irisli— drew attention to themselves

bj' speaking out loudly, and offering explanations of their dis-

comfiture, which—if only because of the brogue—had a stir-

ring and humorous sound.
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XVI.

General Buller in person had marched from his chap.
camp rather later than the four companies of the

^^'

Connaught Eangers, but he now opportunely came ^^^ Period.

up from the left rear of Pennefather's camp. It General
. , , . IP • Buller witli

IS true, he brouglit with him only lour companies some men

(comprising just 259 men) of the 77th Eegiment nnder

under Colonel Egerton ; but this force, small as it

seems, was destined to exert a strong sway over

tlie course of the battle.

With their right towards the shoulder of the ms advanct

Home Ridge and their left closely skirting the eueluy-s

Well-way, the companies of the 77th, having masses''""'

already wheeled into line, moved diving into the

mist and the smoke, guided rather by the sound-

ing tumult of battle than by anything that had

yet been descried, but at length the shot whis-

tling past them, and th e busy flashes of the mus-

ketry jetting out from the cloud in their front,

disclosed the near presence of hostile infantry.

The four companies passed Thornton Grant on

their left ;
* and continued to advance. In thus

pressing forward. Colonel Egerton—however un-

knowingly—was opposing his 259 men to the

right wing of a body scarce less than 8000 strong,

then led on by Soinionoff in person to attack the

English position
; f whilst, to aid his small force,

in encountering these masses, there was nothing

* Grant himself—now General Grant—bears witness to this,

t 7938

—

i.e., Soinionoff's attacking force of 9586, less the

strengths of the 1st Catherinburt,' battalion defeated by Fordyce,
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The forces
he was
confronting.

The force
directly
confronting
him.

he could anywhere see except the handful of men,

under Grant, which he was leaving behind him
on his left rear.*

It may well be supposed that if Egerton had

known the strength of the opposing forces, he

would scarce have persisted in his advance with-

out support ; but one of the effects of the dim-

ness on this Inkerman morning was to abate the

respect due to numbers by keeping tliem out of

sight at even a very moderate distance, and Gene-

ral Soimonoff attacking in echelon with the left

of his forces refused, showed our people a cloud

of infantry which represented no more than one-

fifth of the strength he was bringing against them.

When Egerton made up his mind to engage the

troops straight before him, he was blind to those

Catherinburg battalions which we last saw con-

fronted by Grant, and had had no glimpse of the

thousands then advancing on his right front.

But the force directly opposing him was now
gradually disclosed by the dim gray presence of

soldiery advancing in open order, and behind

them, the gathering darkness importing troops

densely massed. First, after the line of the Eus-

sian skirmishers, and indeed partly mingled

amongst them, there came shapeless clumps of

the grey-coated soldiery, disposed in what seemed

to be a crowd somewhat loosened, but all as with

and of the 4th Catherinhurg battalion which had strayed off to

the east.

* Even that force— though lie 'could' have descried it by

riding to the extreme left of his line—he did not in fact sea.
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one intent keenly forcing their way through the c ii a p.

brushwood ; and in close support to these there
'

marched a dense column so formed that, whilst i«'^«*«'

plainly ample in depth, it still showed as broad

a front as Egerton's slender line.

The Russian troops thus advancing were two

battalions of the Tomsk regiment, with a strength

of about 1500,* and this force, as we know, Col-

onel Egertou was undertaking to meet with his

259 men ; but the troops he commanded, if small

in numbers, were of a splendid quality, well offi- The quality

cered, highly disciplined, and full of trust in their forca
^""'

leaders, in themselves, in their regiment. And,

along with the small English force, there was

one very simple, nay primitive spring of action

which the enemy for some reason had thought fit

to discard. Amongst the whole fifteen hundred

Russians confronted by Egerton. our people from

first to last could see but one horseman, whilst itsadvan.

the English with their modest strength, scarce respect of

reaching 260, had with them a number of officers, officers.

who remaining throughout on their chargers,

could see and be seen by the men. Besides

General Buller himself, and his brigade - major

Glyn, and his aide-de-camp Lieutenant Hugh
Clifford, Colonel Egerton, commanding the regi-

ment, and Straton and Dixon, field-officers, and

Morgan the adjutant, were all in their saddles;

* More accurately 1562. From preceding explanations it

will be gathered that the foremost of the two battalions aimed

at being in 'company columns,' and the suj^porting battalioc

in close column.

VOL. VI. I
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and ill spite of the mist, there was never perhaps

a moment throughout the whole tight when a man
of the 77th could look abroad in his doubt oi

bewilderment, without seeing above him, though

dimly, the form of a mounted officer in whom he

knew he could trust.

It has been surmised that the foremost of the

Russians, unacquainted with the English custom

of fighting in line, and inferring that the mist

which disclosed to view one or two ranks must

conceal the depths of a column, may have fancied

they were met by such numbers as would be im-

plied in their own service by a front like the one

they now saw. At all events, when they descried

the English force marching against them, they

faltered and stopped, not as though they inclined

to llight, but rather like soldiery coming suddenly

upon a new phase of battle, and looking about for

guidance. Meantime they opened a fire which

was not without effect ; and, although the ap-

parition of Egerton's line had stopped their

advance, the great column behind them refused

to share their hesitation, and continued to heave

its way forward.

Colonel Egerton, seeing thus much, judged that

now the moment was ripe ; therefore turning to

General Buller, by whose side he was riding on

the extreme right of the line, he said to him,

' There are the Kussians, General, what shall we
' do ?

' Buller's answer was short. He only

said, ' Charge them !
' Egerton at once gave the

word to ' Plait ! then fire a volley, and charge

'
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Biiller's aido-de-camp, Lieutenant Hugh Clif- chap.
ford, rode oif at the instant to carry Egerton's L_

word of command down the line of the 77th, and ^*' Period.

.
Lieutenant

from this circumstance there resulted an occur- Hugh
1-11 1 • 1

Clifford's

reuce which becomes, so to speak, interposed exploit,

between the halt and the volley. Clifford had

.scarce reached the extreme left of the four 77th

companies, when he saw that the enemy's soldiery

were not only there overlapping them, but already

turning their flank ; and conceiving that there

was not a moment to lose, he rode sword in hand

at the neck of the force which had thus thrust its

head past our troops, calling out at the same time

to such as could hear him, and saying :
' Come

' and charge with me !

'

From the vantage-height of his saddle he per- ciiarge

haps had been the first by some moments to per- Nicholson's

ceive the enemy's turning movement, but there is th^rrTZ"

ground for inferring that Captain Nicholson was

both swift to perceive and swift to meet the emer-

gency ; for (the other three companies being now
almost in the act of effecting their charge) it was

presumably under his leadership that tlie left

Hank company broke away in an oblique direction

from the rest of the force, and sprang, as Clifford

was doing, at the mass of the overfoldiug assail-

ants. The horseman with this line of from sixty

to seventy foot broke through the opposing files

and was received into the midst of the hostile

soldiery.*

* For his share in this exploit Lieutenant tlie Honourable
Hugh Clifford received the Victoria Cross.
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CHAP. Amongst the siinniscs wliicli aimed at an ex-
Vf'

planatiou of the result, one was that from the
i$t Period, apparition of a single horseman coming suddenly

ont from behind the mist, and galloping into their

ranks, the Kussians inferred a great charge of

cavalry delivered against their unprepared flank

;

but, whatever might be the particular form of

their dominant apprehension, they plainly were

taken by surprise. Some indeed, it is true, held

firm for a while, defending themselves with the

bayonet as well as with fire, but the great bulk

of them stood and looked helpless with the air

of soldiers brave yet bewildered, and seeking in

vain for guidance. Then, however, a change

supervened. Whether owing to guidance ob-

tained or to a recovered consciousness of their

huge ascendant in numbers, the Russians for a

moment took heart and began to close in upon

our people. Engulfed at one time in a multitude

on all sides crowding round it, this flank company

of the 77tli suffered heavy losses, and Captain

Nicholson—an officer of great stature and strength

—who had led its attack, fell slain at an early

moment. Soon, however, the enemy's encom-

passing troops began to loosen their pressure, to

disengage themselves from the strife, and presently,

indeed, to fall back ; whilst on the other hand,

those of his soldiery who had been foremost in the

turning movement, and had not been directly

assailed, now judged, it would seem, that they

were hopelessly cut off, for they laid down their

arms and gave themselves up as prisoners.
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Because provoked by a special emergency, and CHAP.

bending off at the angle which that emergency L_

dictated, the onset of the left flank company has ^" ^*'"**^

been hitherto regarded under a separate aspect;

but—preceding the action of the other three com-

panies by moments so few as to be hardly ap-

preciable by our own people, still less by their

adversaries—it formed part, after all, of the charge

in which the whole wing was concurring.

So, retrieving as well as one can this untimely

though enforced interruption, and coming back

once more to Egerton, we must remember the

order he gave, ' Halt ! then fire a volley, and
* charge

!

'

The foremost of the Russians had not long

stopped their advance, when across the dim,

narrow space, now dividing them from Egerton's

force, they heard English words of command.

They saw their foe come to a halt. They saw his

long hedgerow of firelocks, now engrafted with

bayonets, bend down, come level, then blaze, and

in the instant a pitiless volley tore through their

loose masses in front, and swept down like a blast

on the face of the column behind them. Then,

from under the new ridge of smoke whicli Eger-

ton's troops by this fire had piled uj) along their

whole line, there rose the ' Hurrah I ' of the Eng- rne vouey

lish, as though in some outburst of joy. Whilst
^^^^l^

the Russians yet listened to the roar of their '=^"*'^*-

enemy's welcome, all before them lay still wrapt

in cloud ; but presently, those who stood calm,

and could look in the eye of the storm, saw here
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Melley of in-
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and there, moving in dimness, the shadowy form

of a rider, the naked gleam of a sword, then the

wing of the 77th, along its whole front, Inirsting

out once more into sight through the bank of tlie

smoke, and tearing straight down at a run, with

bayonets brought low to the ' charge.'

Though the Russians first exposed to the

charge had sought, as we know, to maintain that

formation of ' company columns,' which grew

afterwards famous in Europe, the thickness of the

brushwood or some other cause had prevented

them from giving fair trial to the lessons of their

German advisers, and they hung together in

knots, or grosser aggregates, neither liaving the

formidable massiveness of a close battalion

column, nor the agile, sagacious vivacity which

belongs to smaller units of strength. They did

not stand. They broke away as they could, or

threw themselves down in the thicket, affecting to

be slain, and their overthrow was but a beginning

of evil, for the solid column behind them, being

now all at once laid bai'e to the onslaught de-

scending against it, began to waver, and stopped.

Then it heaved, then broke, and before the swift-

coming line had yet touched it with steel, was

turning as though for flight.

There followed a long, raging turmoil, for the

men of the 77th breaking loose in pursuit, still

drove forward singly or in knots, and tore their

way into the throng, some bayoneting the en-

cumbered, long -skirted Kussians, some felling

them with the stocks of their rifles, but others
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using their firelocks because the thickness of the

brushwood was so great in several places as to

keep the assailants and the assailed some distance

asunder. The officers acting with this wing of

the 77th had sprung to the front at the moment

of commencing the charge, and each of them now

in the melley became the leader of some group

which instinctively followed his guidance; but

also there was many a cluster of men toiling

hotly in the wake of a sergeant, a corporal, or

some trusted comrade, and upon the whole the

force proved itself apt in combining individual

energy with as much of joint action as the

conditions of the tumult would allow. Towards

this end, the mounted officers brought powerful

aid, because overlooking the melley from the

vantage-height of their saddles they could see at

what points it might be at the moment most

useful to press the pursuit, and it was owing in

great measure to this guidance that the victors

were able to cling so fast to their prey. On the

other hand, the overthrown column, which only a

little before had been an aggregate unit obedient

to the word of command, was now a variously-

willed multitude ; for numbers of them were

prone in retreat, whilst many, like their comrades

before them in the company columns, dropped

down in the brushwood and feigned to be dead

;

but others again gathering together into groups,

or even small masses, and perceiving, perhaps,

with a natural indignation that after all they

were many, although hunted down by a few,

Itt t'eriod
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VI.
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turned savagely ou tlieir pursuers, and engaged

them—sometimes with advantage—in obstinate

hand-to-hand fights. On its flanks more especi-

ally, as may well be supposed, the men of the

77th felt the stress of the hostile numbers in

which they had buried their slender, broken

line; and how it fared with Captain Nicholson

and his men when they engulfed themselves in

a host of Eussian soldiery we have already in

some measure seen. On the right, though no

turning movement there augmented the peril, our

people, during some moments, were put to many
a hard struggle for life, and Captain Willis (who

had led his grenadier company in their charge,

springing foremost into the melley) became so

encompassed by numbers of obstinate assailants

that he was only saved in the end by dint of

strenuous fighting, and the loyal rush of some

men who flew in apt time to the rescue.

The tumult was lasting, but never stationary,

and always, though slowly, it moved from the

south to the north. Down the last of the slopes

descending from the English Heights, and along

the south-western skirts of the Saddle-top Eeach,

and thence on to where the ground rose towards

the line of Eussian batteries, the broken column

retreated, and retreated always in torment, for the

pursuers hung fastened on their prey, and were

tearing still at its life.

The Eussians, who had thrown themselves

down that they might seem like the dead, were

careful of course to lie still whilst the English
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ran past them, but they afterwards jumped up chap.

unhurt, and increasing by degrees to a number '.—
much greater than that of the whole force against ^"^ ^*"'"'-

them, these 'resurrection boys'—for so in their

mirth our soldiery called them—became a some-

what grave danger in Egerton's rear, for it seemed

at one moment that his scanty force might be

heaved forward by the sheer weight of the crowd

pressing on from behind, and so carried bodily

forward between two reuniting throngs of Eus-

sians into the midst of the enemy's lines. The

numbers of Russians in Egerton's rear were too

formidable to allow of their being made prisoners
;

and our people indeed so desired to be rid of foes

swarming behind them, that there resulted in the

midst of the strife a kind of tacit accord. The

resurgents on their part, whilst sheering off by

the flanks, took care to give no offence ; and the

English soldier, contented, allowed them to make

their way past without either shooting them down,

or trying to intercept their retreat.

At length, on the slope of Shell Hill, Colonel uieTTtu

Egerton came to a halt. He re-formed the scant, haitetfin au

straggling line which had swept thus victoriously position,

from the very camp of the English to the edge of

the Russian position ; and, artillery-fire from the

heights having opened by this time against him,

he caused his men to lie down. The column

still retreating before its now recumbent foes,

and still pursued by their fire, was half-way up

the hillside, when the sole mounted officer—he

rode a dark-coloured charger—whom the English
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could sot! with the Jlnssians, was observed all at

once to come down from his saddle—either fall-

ing or dismounting abruptly ; and it has been

surmised that this horseman was no other than

General Soimonolf, then struck by the shot which

caused his death. What we know with certainty

is, that at a time not less early, and in a part of

the field not far distant from the one thus as-

signed, the brave and resolute commander, who

had been the soul of enterprise, received his

mortal wound.

Until a later part of the morning, when an

order withdrew him to another part of the field,

('olonel Egerton held fast to the ground he had

won. His men lying down in the brushwood

were in great measure sheltered from fire ; but

it was otherwise, of course, with the mounted

otficers who kept their saddles. General Buller

at this time had two horses killed under him, and

was himself disabled by the round-shot which

destroyed his second charger.

Colonel Egerton's victory carried with it much

more than the overthrow of all troops directly

opposing him. Although taught less by sight

than by sound, the 3d and 4th Catherinburg

battalions could scarce fail to learn that the

1500 Tomsk troops on their left had been beaten,

pursued, driven, hunted over no small part of

the field, wdiilst still—l)ecause of the mist—tlieir

commander could not know the dimensions of

the small English force which had thus pushed

its fortune unswervingly from south to north,

\
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and uiidei- sucli conditions, lie well might incline (jiiap.
VI

towards believing that his troops must needs con-
'

form to the retrograde movement of their defeated '*' ^*'^

comrades; but the judgment he formed was ac-

celerated perhaps more or less by the sound of a

cheer breaking out in a new direction, that is,

on his right front. Be that as it may, the two

Catherinburg battalions fell back.

The cheer they had heard was one given by

some English infantry, then newly informed of the

loss which our artillery liad sustained, and at the

same moment joined by young Miller riding up

to them bareheaded and grieving—an artillery-

man bereaved of his gun. The infantry consisted,

it seems, of the then rallied men of the Connaught

Rangers reinforced by some companies of the 47th

regiment ;
* and their cheer imported a vow to

do what men could towards recapturing our lost

field-pieces. They executed a rapid advance ; but

the retreat of the two Catherinburg battalions had

been effected in time to avoid all encounter, and

when our troops reached the ground which those

* "When Colunel Windham (Cathcart's A.Q.JI.G.) was ap-

prised of the capture of the guns, he told Colonel David Wood
that, in order to retake them, he would send him the 63d

ri'giment ; and, a body of infantry coming up in apparent

fulfilment of Windham's promise, Colonel Wood at once com-

municated with one of its mounted officers in terms fitted to

cause the rapid advance which followed. Sir David Wood
remains under the impression he received at the time, and

believes that the body of infantry which he launched, so to

speak, against the captors of his guns was the very regiment

*,hat had been promised him— ?'.(;., the 63d—but 1 have found

myself brought to the conclusion above stated.
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CHAP, battalions had vacated, tliey could there see no
'

Russians before them except men l^ing wounded
ui Period, or dead.

In the course of their recent advance those two

Catherinburg battalions, as we saw long ago, had

overflooded the ground where three of Townsend's

The enemy's guns stood ; but having captured neither limbers

mentof' uor teams, the enemy did not now, when retreat-

Bngiish iug, find means to take ofi' his prize, and accord-

ingly, the ebb of the receding soldiery left the

cannon—all three of them—standing on the site

recovery of of the fray witli our gunners. There the men of
them by oui-

"^ *^

people. the Connaught Eangers and of the 47th regiment

foimd our three guns, remaining deserted ;
* and

the discovery, even to them, was an interesting

and grateful surprise; but to the young Lieutenant

Miller (who was with them), the moment was

one of rapture ; and immense, a little while later,

was the joy of many a gunner belonging to Town-

send's battery, when he clasped his nine-pounder

once more, and found, as he presently did, that

the endeavour to spike 'her' had failed.
-f-

* In his private Report addressed to Headquarters, the day

after the battle, General Buller, I see, states that the three

guns 'were speedily recaptured by the 88th regiment.' The
use of the word ' recaptured ' was objectionable, because it

might be ti-eated as meaning that the 88th companies had re-

covered the guns vi et armis, and that was not the fact. They
found the deserted guns, and our people thenceforth had undis-

puted possession of them ; but of course the troojia which
virtually 'recaptured' them were those which won and pressed

the victory, resulting in the retreat of the captors.

+ In the language of gunners a piece of field-artillery is en

dearingly treated as feminine. The Russians had endeavoured
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Thouirh now almost without ammunition,* tlie chap.
Kangers were placed by Colonel Jeffreys ou

^^'

ground near the centre of the Mikriakoff Spur, ^*'^«^'*-

and Iiis men there lay down in the brushwood. taken up

Thus tlie collateral results of the fight main- companies.

tained by the wing of the 77th were of hardly ^^^^ZcL
less value than those directly obtained. Other pirtlS'"'

tasks, on that Inkerman day, yet awaited Eger- cifargr'^

ton's force ; but this perhaps is the place where

the names of the officers engaged can best be

recorded. Besides General Buller, commanding

the brigade, and Glyn, his brigade -major, and

Lieutenant the Hon. Hugh Clifford, his aide-de-

camp, all present in person, the officers who took

part in the charge executed by the wing of the

77th were— Colonel Egerton, commanding the

regiment, Major Straton, Major Dixon, Captain

Willis, Captain Nicholson, Lieutenant Lerapri^re,

Lieutenant Acton, Adjutant Morgan, and Assist-

ant-Surgeon Humphrey.

XVII.

The fighting thus begun by the 77th on Penne- The order

father's left travelled thence by degrees along the succe^ssive

whole line to his right, and any account of its

progress which would follow the order of time

to spike the guns with wood ; and, although by this method
they disabled two of tlie pieces for a time, they did not prevent

any of them from coming again into use.

• That the Eangers had marched from camp with but little

ftmmi'nition in their pouches, see ante, p. 57.
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must therefore of necessity pass fvoin tlie west to

the east of the field.

On ground lying more towards the east than

that cumbered by his routed troops, the enemy
still continued to advance with six battalions of

infantry ; and it would seem that these troops

were screened by the mist from any depressing

knowledge of what had been going on near them
;

because, far from conforming, as other troops had

done, to the movements of retreat on their right,

they came on with a greater decisiveness than

their countrymen had hitherto displayed, the

truth being, that our pickets, after long and

obstinate resistance, had by this time, in great

measure, expended their cartridges, and could be

driven in with comparative ease. For some time

the six battalions—two of the Tomsk and four of

the Kolivansk regiment—found means, as other

columns had done before, to avoid the open top-

land, and make good their way on hanging ground,

along the north bank of the Mikriakoff Glen ; but

afterwards, bending to their left, they made bold

to trespass at last upon the hitherto avoided

domain of the Saddle-top Keach ; and— for the

moment— they transgressed with impunity, be-

cause the men of our pickets, now driven before

them in numbers, were masking the fire from

Home Eidge.

One of the Kolivansk battalions, separating

itself from the others, inclined away towards Hil^

Bend in a direction which was almost due east

;

but the rest of the force, deeply echeloned,

1
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advanced on that part of IFonie Kidno wliicli was (. hap.
'

• 1 VI
the nearest to the Post-road on its western side,

and confronted the right half of the battery ^"^ Period.

commanded by Captain John Turner, who was

present in person with this part of his force.*

The columns still advancing, the foremost of contiimed
...

1 i T J. r ^idvance of

them was at length within case-shot distance ol lueremain-

the three guns, but shielded from their fire by i)attaiions.

the interposed soldiery of our retreating pickets,

who having come in from an extended front to a

narrow space, were here thickly gathered. A iion- xbeir
... , ^ overthrow

commissioned onicer or artilJery, named Lonway, under a tire

of CQ.SC-Sll'*l

moved forward from Captain Turner's side, and

cried out to the infantry, in a voice of thunder,

'Lie down, men! lie down!' Many heard and

obeyed, and very many, although not themselves

hearing either this or other like warnings, could

still see and follow the example of those who did

;

and the result was, that in a strangely short space

of time the interposed infantry men were all lying

flat and effaced. Then Turner, firing safe over

them, sent two rounds of case-shot into the ad-

vancing masses, which carried slaughter amongst

them, and not only drove back at once the column

marching in front, but also (as will be inferred

from the sequel) so shook the four other battalions

as to dispose them towards flight. The men of Their retreat

• T)UrSllGCl

the pickets, springing to their feet and cheering, by foot-
' ' 1 o o

, 1
• soldiers.

pursued the column in its retreat down the siae

of the ridge, and, encountering no resistance from

* The separation of Turner's left half-battery had taken place

Bome time before, aee note, ante, p. 98.
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VI.
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the rest of the five battalions, drove back the

wliole force before them home ou to the base of

Shell Hill.

The columns thus falling back passed dimly in

sight of the 77th, whilst halted and lying down
on the ground it had won ; but Egerton's people,

in the mist, mistook them for English advaucinor,

and did not molest their retreat.

The state
oftheflght
as seen at
Hill Bend.

XVIII.

The mist was so isolating, that it strangely in-

tercepted the spread of victory ; and, although at

but a small distance from the scene of the over-

throw which Turner had just now achieved, the

top of Hill Bend was a point from which, at this

time, an Englishman could see nothing hopeful.

There, as we know, Colonel Percy Herbert had

posted three companies of the 49th, under Cap-

tain Bellairs, and the 183 men composing this

force were drawn up behind the low crestwork.

On their left were Pennycuik's guns, but the bat-

tery had been suffering from the heavier metal

on Shell Hill, had lost many horses, and from

one cause or other had been for some time silent.

Towards the front, as far as the eye could reach

in the mist, the ground was peopled with English

soldiery in no state of formation, and not only re

treating without ceremony, but even retreating in

haste. Indeed, some were running. These troops

belonged to different regiments, and were plainly

for the most part the remains of the pickets and
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of the troops sent out to support them, who, after chap.

long and tough fighting, were now suffering them !

—

selves to be driven in quickly because they had

exhausted their cartridges ; but the number of

the fugitives visible within a small space was so

great that an observer might easily fail to recog-

nise them as men coming in from the outposts

unless he understood how the progress of the

enemy's attack upon a triangular wedge of ground

like Mount Inkerman was compressing what had

been a widely extended chain of pickets into a

narrow space. The men, when questioned, said,

growling, that they had used up all their car-

tridges, showed no disposition to make a stand,

and hastened off to the rear. The column more

immediately pressing upon the fugitives was that

Kolivansk battalion which had diverged, as we

know, from the main body of the regiment. It

was seen working up through the brushwood.

Bellairs not only thought that the mere sight Beiiairs.

of the strong eddy thus setting in from the front tionofthe

might of itself work mischief, but saw, too, that

the advance of the column was placing the guns

on his left in no little danger, and already, it

seems, he was forming his resolve when Captain

Adams {the aide-de-camp of General Adams, his

brother, then cominanding the brigade) rode up,

and said, ' I think you had better advance, Bel-

lairs.' The heads and shoulders of the advancing

Russians now seen above the brushwood showed

that the column was within about eighty yards.

Bellairs gave the order to ' fix bayonets '—for this

VOL. VI. K
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CHAP, luacl not yet been done—to 'fix bayonets and ad-
'

' vance.' Without firing a shot his men cleared

iBt Period. ^]^Q jQ^y parapet, drove forward under a hail of

executed musketry till within forty yards of their enemy,
byBcllairs ,,., , ,ii t-, ,. •

with his 183 and then with a loud hurrah, and breaking into a
men of the

i /. i i
49th. run, went straight at the head of the column.

Overthrow The coluiiin turued and fled, pursued by the fire

of the " of their assailants, but gaining a good deal of

column. shelter from the thickness and the height of the

brushwood which grew in that part of the field.

Battery.

XIX.

Array of Further east, but upon an alignment less ad-
6600

°
.

Russians vauccd than the scenes of the preceding en-
between the ^

.
^ .

headoftho countcrs, the Borodino and the Taroutine regi-
Quarry ' °
Kavine mcuts, with, bcsidcs, that stray Catherinburg

Sandbag battalion which had joined their advance, were

still in order of battle upon a front which ex-

tended from the Post -road by the head of the

Quarry Ravine, to the crest beyond the Sandbag

Battery ; and, the mist here not being so dense

as to forbid combined movements, the 6600 in-

fantry * thus gathered might have been wielded

as a single force by any one entitled to command

them. It seems, however, that no general officer

was present, and the only order hitherto given to

these Borodino and Taroutine battalions, was not

one of such kind as to engage them in any bold

enterprise.

The four battalions of the Taroutine, and the

* 6668.
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one of the Catherinburg regiment, were about to chap.
be attacked by a corps 500 strong, under General

Adams in person, and on the opposite flank the ^*' ^'^'^•

right of the Borodino regiment was confronted, English*
forcGS

at some distance, by a little band of 200 men opposing it

under Colonel Mauleverer ;
* but except those two

bodies of English, and a few of the outpost men
still hovering near, the 6600 Eussians had no
hostile troops before them. The Taroutine bat- Advance

talions remained halted, but the two Borodino Borodino

battalions, which were on and near the Post-road,
''''*"^''""''-

began to move forward.

The 200 men under Colonel Mauleverer were Mauieverer-e

a wing of the 30th Eegiment. This small force advance

already in line attempted to deliver its fire upon oVthe^soth*

the advancing masses of the Borodino regiment,
^^""''°

but from the practice of piling arms in all

weathers without closing the muzzles, it resulted

that but few of the pieces would receive fire, and

for a moment the men, baffled by this sudden

failure of their rifles in the close presence of the

enemy, began, as it seemed, to waver ; but Colonel

Mauleverer, a cool, skilful, and resolute officer,

who commanded the regiment, and was present

on foot with this wing, proved equal to the emer-

gency. If no spark could be wrung from the

firelock, he knew there was still the bayonet. He
caused his men to advance to the ' Barrier,' or

main picket wall, and there for the moment lie

down behind it. The enemy's masses approached,

* The left wing of the 30th Regiment, with a strength of 202
men.
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CHAP.
VI.

1»< Period.

His charge.

Overthrow
of the two
Borodiuo
battalions
immediately
confronting
liim.

and the head of his foremost colunin was already

within a few yards, when Colonel Mauleverer

himself, the Adjutant of the regiment Lieutenant

Walker, and indeed, as it seems, all the offi-

cers who were acting with this wing of the

30th, rose and mounted to the top of the wall.

Yet there they stood hardly a moment. With

scarce a glance back to tlieir people, they frankly

leapt down to the enemy's side of the Barrier.

In an instant, the men were up, and following

over the wall. Without further recourse to their

wetted firelocks, but welcoming with a joyful

hurrah the sudden time for the bayonet, they

sprang at the nearest battalion whilst still in its

company columns, and were presently tearing

their way through the loose, shapeless swarm.

Mauleverer himself was gravely wounded, and

numbers of his officers and men fell killed or

disabled;* but the encounter, if bloody, was

slioi't. The shreds of tbe enemy's company col-

umns, thrown back in a lieap of confusion upon

the solid mass coming up in support, seemed to

bring it to instajit ruin, for that last body also,

thougli it scarce could have felt English steel,

began to i'all back in disorder; and witliin a 1)i-icl

* 'I'he losses of fJic wlioli- rcgiinciit (which had a strength of

404) were in kiUwl and wounded 127, including Captain Conolly

and Lieutenant Gibson killed, and Colonel Mauleverer, Captain

Rose, Captain Dickson, Captain Bayley, and Lieutenant Lewln

wounded (the last of them mortally) ; and it is believed that

the particular encounter sustained, as above described, by only

a wing of the regiment, is the one in which Conolly, Gibson,

«nd Lewin were mortally, and Rayley sevciel)' wounded.
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interval from tlie moment when Mauleverer and chap.
tlie rest of the officers sprang up to the top of the

'

wall, the slender line of the 30th, with a remain- ^** ^*'"*^

ing strength of perhaps some seven or eight score

soldiers, was driving a broken thi'ong from the

head of the Quarry Ravine and up the slopes of

Shell Hill.*

The immediate consequence of this exploit was Retreat of

not its only result ; for the two unstricken bat- Borodino

talions of the Borodino regiment accepted the

defeat of their comrades as a blow which must

rule their own fate. They turned and began to

descend along the channel of the Quarry Ravine.

Thus all four of the Borodino battalions were now
in retreat.

XX.

In obedience to the instruction he had re- Advance

ceived, General Adams led the 41st Regiment Adams^iS*

towards the Sandbag Battery, and the almost Ki'st""''

entire battalion thus acting under his imme- ^"'siment.

° His defeat

diate orders had a strength of more than 500 of the 4000
° men before

men.f With his force extended in line he ad- ''i™-

* The defeated battalions apparently fled towards the hill-

top, in the hope of soon findincj themselves covered by the

fire of the Russian artillery ; but they afterwards turned, and
ultimately retreated from Mount Inkerman by descending the

Quarry Ravine. The Borodino rec^iment, of which the two de-

feated battalions formed half, had a strength of 2509. Major
Walker was brilliantly prominent in the charge, and ujjon the

recommendation of Colonel Mauleverer (who modestly ignored

his own part in the encounter) he received the Victoria Cross.

i 525. The strength of the entire regiment all told was 599,

out one company was out on picket in another part of the field.
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CHAP, vauced along the Fore Eidge to Mount Head,

descended thence to the Kitspur, and (after first

\st Period, uieeting the soldiery of our pickets there driven

in from the front) was at last face to face with

the Taroutine regiment, and the stray Catherin-

burg battalion, troops numbering altogether 4000

men.* For the first time on that day the Rus-

sians were met by a whole English battalion, or

one at least nearly complete ; and it seems that

at the very sight of this force approaching, the

buglers of the Taroutine regiment began to sound

' Left about
!'

-f*
But, whether obeying their bugles,

or yielding rather under the fire which presently

crashed through their ranks from the extended

front of the 41st, the loosened company columns

of the Taroutine regiment made haste to turn ; and,

Adams pressing on his advance, it not only re-

sulted that those subdivided masses fell back in

confusion, and abandoned the site of the Sand-

bag Battery, but that the three solid columns

which had stood in support were carried away

with the rest down the sides of the nearest

Tiie defeated declivitics. Adams warily marking the density

finally of the copscwood, and the steepness of the de-

fromthe sccnt by which the throng flooded down, would

battle. not suffer his men to pursue except with their fire,

and the enemy, finding cover from the rifle-balls

of our people in the fall of the ground, dropped

quickly out of their reach ; but panic then took

up the chase and made the retreat a sheer flight.

Thus the whole of the force which (including the

• 4150. t Chodasievitch, p. 198.
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Borodino corps before overthrown) had been 6600 chap.
strong, was now passing away discomfited from

the field of strife. By what further wanderings i*'^*^**-

the stray Catherinburg body made good its way
back to Sebastopol, no record before me lias told

;

but the eight battalions of the Borodino and the

Taroutine regiments descended to the foot of

Mount Inkerman, drew off along the bank of the

river, and were not again brought into action.

If here once again the thousands gave way to circum-

the hundreds, it must be remembered in excuse under win iii

for these Taroutine and Borodino regiments that uneandtiie

they were troops somewhat shaken in confidence regiments

by their experience of defeat on the Alma ; that

now on the Inkerman day they had adventured

almost at random across the ravines and the

ridges having no artillery with them ; that they

had been left to guess at their duty without the

guidance of any general officer ; that from the

first, they had had, as it were, the sensation of

being astray, and that plainly in the hour of trial

there was no fit commander to wield them.

XXI.

Thus, though having already brought u]) nearly comparison

25,000 infantry,* and 38 guns (of which 22 were engaged

XT .1 IT during the

12-pounders), the enemy received a cruel discom- ist Period;

fiture from forces which comprised altogether

only 3600 foot,+ with 18 pieces of field-artillery.

* 24,643.

+ 3622, as shown ante in footnote, p. 118.
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CHAP. And, as regards the numbers actively participat-
'

ing in that decisive series of combats which
ut Period, ^egan with Egerton's charge, the disproportion

and of those ° ^
. n l

actively was Bven morc huge ; for the twenty Russian
engaged in , ,

.

„
the decisive battalious throwu forward to assail General
conflicts.

Pennefather with the might of full 15,000 men*
were themselves assailed and defeated, nay,

brought to sheer ruin ; and (apart from the op-

portune aid contributed by Turner's three guns)

all the blows which produced this result came

from small and separated bodies of English in-

fantry scarce numbering altogether 1200 ; M-hilst,

moreover, the sixteen battalions which the enemy

held in reserve were themselves so far dominated

that they made no effort to avert or retrieve the

overthrow thus inflicted upon their comrades.

Inaction of Thosc sixtecu battalions, it is true, remained

Tesetvls7 unshaken, and had hardly, indeed, been subjected

to any special strain on their courage, for, besides

being kept out of fire, they all of them occupied

heights from which they could see little or nothing

of their fugitive brethren now draining off through

the ravines. But the loss of General Soimonoff

—the soul of the enterprise— and of General

Villebois, and an appalling number of other

officers—many high in command—was of itself

almost fatal to any hope of obtaining fresh ser-

vice from the remnants of the defeated columns
,

and, upon the whole, it resulted that this discom-

minofhis fiture of the twenty battalions which actively en-

batuiitons"" gaged in the attack was not a mere repulse, but,

• Their strength at the outset was 15,420.
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SO far as concerned those troops, an absolute and chap.

final defeat, which removed tlieni from tlie field of
'

battle, and ended their part in tlie day's fighting.* ^*' ^'^*<^

Nor can this strange result be ascribed to any

sudden panic afflicting the Russians, nor indeed,

speaking generally, to any want of devotion on

the part of their soldiery. The disasters to which

the enemy exposed his dense, crowded masses

might be soberly called ' overwhelming,' and in

some of his hapless columns, the havoc was actual

ruin. The Catheriuburg regiment suffered not

only a terrible slaughter of its rank and file, but

lost all its battalion commanders, besides two-

thirds of its other officers ; and two of the Koli-

vansk battalions, which had gone into action with

a strength of more than fourteen hundred men,

came out, after less than an hour, in charge of a

captain, with only, as he has reported, some ten

score of men between them.t All this carnage

had been incurred by attempting to overwhelm

a few steady, resolute soldiery with the weight of

gross columns; but the combatants stood shrouded

in mist, and it seems that the great bulk of the

Russian officers never knew the conditions under

which they fought. They imagined that their

* ' De tons les bataillons qui devoient attaqiier la position

' des Anglais, vingt avaient dejk quUU le champ de hataille

'

—
Todleben, p. 465 ; and the assertion is confirmed by tlie elabor-

ate plans accompanying the General's work, which are careful

to represent that after their early morning's fight all the twenty

battalions were finally withdrawn from the conflict.

t Kronsikoffs statement, Czarevitch's Collection. The writer

^\as a captain in the 1st Kolivansk battalion.
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CHAP, forces had been sacrificed for want of sufficient
VT.

numbers.*
1st Period. j^ ^^^g ^^^ about lialf-past seven o'clock.

XXII.

Comparison We saw that, to meet the 25,000 infantry and

upon a 38 pieces of cannon already brought up to Mount

which would Inkerman, our people had only been able to gather

aprroaching some 3600 foot with—at first 12 and afterwards

— 18 guns ; but it may be said that the Duke
of Cambridge and Sir George Cathcart were ad-

vancing to the support of Pennefather with

reinforcements which would sooner or later com-

prise some 3500 additional infantry,-f- that the

batteries on Home Eidge would ere loug be receiv-

ing an accession of 18 field -pieces, followed soon

by two heavier guns, and that the forces thus pre-

paring to act, though not yet on the scene of

the actual fight, should be counted as supports

* ' In .spite of the accumulated forces of the enemy our

' columns succeeded in occupying his batteries and fortifica-

' tions, and maintained themselves in that position hoping to

' get new supjiorts, but except the three regiments of our divi-

' sion [those tliree regiments alone had come into action with a

' strength of 9297] no otliers appeared. That bewildered us to

' the last degree. Having no possibility of maintaining our

' position any longer, we retreated.'— Kronsikoff, ubi ante.

The recent date of the statement and of its publication tends to

prove that the false impression of the writer must have been

one generally entertained in the Russian army, for otherwise,

apparently after so many years, it could hardly have remained

uncorrected.

t 3461—I.e.. tlie Guards, less Prince Edward's company

(already counted), and the 4th Division.
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5

and reserves already lending tlieir weight to the chap.

defence of Mount Inkerman. Such a comment '__

would not be unfair; but, if forces which were ^"^p*^^

only approaching are treated as part of the

strength, they must be counted, of course, on

each side, and under that mode of reckoning the

disparity of the compared numbers will still ap-

pear great ; for then, with a present and an ap-

proaching strength, comprising altogether scarce

more than 7000 infantry and less than forty

pieces of cannon, the English must be found to

have stood confronted by a body of 35,000 foot *

and 135 guns of which 54 were 12-poundGrs.

And it can scarcely be said that in this early The strength

part of the fight the English foot-soldiery made ground not"
• 1 • 1 r taken ad-

up for scant numbers by using their advantage ot vantage of

(Tround ; for those of their infantry who engaged English
o ' ^ ^ < ^ infantry.

the enemy's columns did not even in any one

instance stand still to await the attack behind

their sheltering heights, but always, on the con

trary, pushed forward, and chose the scene of

each combat by simply striking at the enemy

wherever they chanced to find him.

The mist was a circumstance which at first Efrectof

crave advantage to General Soimonoff; but it on the
" ° respective

afterwards proved a graver embarrassment to forces,

the Russians—engaged as they were on strange

ground—than to the troops of our 2d Division,

long camped on Mount Inkerman, and defending,

as it were, their own copse. The Russians, it is

true, had masses so great and so dense in pro
* 35,385.
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CHAP.
VI.

\8t Period.

Quality of
the English
ofBcer when
isolated

with only a
small body
of men.

portion to the ground they assailed, that despite

the dimness of the atmosphere, their cohimns

—

too huge to be lost—could in general be reached

by orders despatched from elsewhere, and the

whole of them might therefore, if steady, main-

tain that clear singleness of action and purpose

which makes the strength of an army ; wliilst

the English force, on the contrary, was broken

up into detachments so small and so far apart

tliat the mist which lay heavy between them

made their severance from each other complete

;

and at many a spot, as we have seen, a young

of&cer with a very scant following of soldiery

and strong bodies of Paissians before him, be-

came, as it were, the supreme commander in a

narrow field of action beyond the reach of con-

trol, and also cut off from all help. But this

kind of isolation proved not altogether uncon-

genial to the peculiar people who are said to have

been always warlike without having patience to

be ' military ; ' and for once, notwithstanding old

maxims, the slender and separate stems proved

stronger than the closely bound faggot. A force

which had greatness and unity gave way to a

number of spontaneous efforts by segregated

handfuls of men.

The result was, of course, in a great measure

owing to the high quality of the officers who thus

found themselves invested with power, and yet,

speaking generally, they were not selected men.

Prince Edward, Fordyce, Thornton Grant, Buller

(with Egerton under him), Hugh Olifiord, John

\
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Turner, Bellairs, Mauleverer, Adams—all these, chap
VI

one after another, found occasions for the separate L.

exercise of power, and used them with signal

effect; yet excepting Buller and Adams (both

Brigadier-Generals) no one of them came into

action with any extended authority such as that

which circumstance gave him. It seems hardly

unsafe to conjecture that a number of men thus

raised up into leaderships by the almost blind

chances of battle, yet proving, every one of them,

equal to the varying and successive emergencies,

were, after all, only fair samples of the body from

which they came, and that, as regards both its

officers and the soldiery under them, our army at

lukerman was rich in men able to cope with that

kind of emergency which can best be met by

sheer fighting.

The English came into action without having The En-iish

broken their fast ; and before the close of the fasting.

battle, there must have been many whose bodily

strength was a little impaired by want of food

and drink ; but the main need felt by our troops

was one of a more formidable kind. The cen- Wunt of am
iiiuiiition.

trifugal force exerted by Penneiathers peculiar

tactics carried with it of necessity a rapid expen-

diture of cartridges, and this, too, by troops so

far in advance, so dispersed in the copsewood,

and, besides, so shrouded in mist that, as long

as they remained fighting thus in the extreme

front, they were necessarily beyond the reach of

all measures for enabling them to replfMiisli their

pouches. Already, as we have seen, numbers of
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CHAP.
VI.

la( Period.

Effect of
the early

fire from
Home
Ridge.

The failure

of numerical
."itrengtli

in each
neparate
encounter.

the pickets and their immediate auxiliaries had

from this cause become almost powerless ; and

we shall find that, in spite of the valiant devo-

tion that was manifested by Turkish and Eng-

lish drivers who pushed forward with reserve

ammunition, the evil was one which for some

hours continued to increase.

Results proved that Percy Herbert had received

a happy inspiration when he divined that the

mere sight of a quickly opened fire from Fitz-

mayer's guns would tend to weaken the early

morning's attack ; for the enemy, thus led to

believe that our people stood ready to meet him,

became, it would seem, over-cautious. Under the

scaring effect of the artillery-flashes, which blazed

through the mist from Home Eidge, the twenty

assaihng battalions were made to bend aside right

and left from the open Saddle-top Eeach, and it is

plain that the expedient which thus caused them

to swerve, helped greatly to mar their attack.

From the moment when, with Egerton's ad-

vance, our people became the assailants, the Rus-

sians failed to draw any even temporary advan-

tage from weight of numbers, and indeed had to

expiate their gross method of fighting by the en-

durance of frightful losses. The ascendant of the

few over the many was for the time so decisive

that it scarce appeared to leave room for the

common element of chance. Every time it at-

tacked, and after strife always short, the scant

slender line had mastery over the column.

Under an almost unique concurrence of cii'cum-
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stances, it so happened that this overthrow of the on a P.

twenty battalions, however complete, still failed '

to exert that wide power over the minds and i««^«^-
^ Circum-

hearts of men which commonly attends upon stances
which

victory: for the Kussians, when driven back, marked the
J '

, defeat of thf

flooded down for the most part by the Mikriakoff twcntj
^ '' battalions.

Glen and the Careenage Ravine, or else by the

defile of the Quarry, and dropped away from the

Mount under cover of the brushwood and the

mist without being seen by their fellow-country-

men of the 11th Division then advancing in

support along the high ground to take their

places in the front ; whilst the English, on the

other hand, losing sight of their adversaries for a and im-
' ° ° 111 paired its

moment in the dimness of the air and the smoke, moral efre:t

and then quickly again finding themselves con-

fronted by similar masses, did not even, it seems,

imagine that they had finally driven off from the

field several thousands of the enemy's infantry

;

and, though facing anew big, grey columns, which

were really fresh troops, supposed themselves still

contending against the obstinacy of their earliest

foes. In short, this first hour's achievement,

though extirpating from the battle-field, as the

Russians declare, more than 15,000 of their in-

fantry forces, was nevertheless an event so little

known at the time by any other than the fugitives

themselves, that to the remainder of the assailing

army it brought no discouragement ; to the Eng-

lish, no new sense of power, and—except towards

the left of the defended ground— no rest, no

break, no change.
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SECOND PERIOD.

7.30 A.M. TO 8.80 A.M.

CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Fresh troops
and guns
brought
up by the
enemy.

Dannen-
berg'a
assumption
of the com-
mand over
both the
army corps.

Prince
Mentschi-
koff and
the Grand-
Dukes.

If 15,000 * of the enemy's defeated forces were

now altogether abandoning the Inkerman battle-

field, 10,000 1 fresh infantry, followed close by

no less than 97 additional guns, had made their

way round under Pauloff along the East Sapper's

Eoad, and up St George's Eavine to the higher

slopes of Shell Hill. General Dannenberg, on

gaining the heights, took command of not only

the force which marched under Pauloff, but also

of the other army-corps which Soimonoff had led

out from Sebastopol. It was evidently under-

stood that for all the purposes of the fight on

Mount Inkerman, General Dannenberg had an

independent authority which Prince Mentschikoff

would not supersede. When the Prince had come

up, he placed himself on the retired position of

St George's Brow, and there kept the Grand-

Dukes at his side.

By means of the fresh artillery brought up

under Pauloff, the enemy's array of batteries was

strengthened, but also prolonged, from Shell Hill

to the end of East Jut
; § and General Dannenberg

* 15,430.

t Computing the Sii^jper battalion at 750, 10,712.

X So prearranged, see ante, p. 8G.

§ At first tweiity-fonr, and afterwards, it seems, thirty-two

guns were established on Mast Jut alone.
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could now move his battalions under the cover chap.
of nearly ninety guns already in action,* well '__

planted on commanding heights, and extended ^'' Period

along a whole mile of front. -j- berg's dis-

General Dannenberg, for some reason, deter-

mined that, notwithstanding the long, toilsome

march which they had even then hardly com-

pleted, the troops of the lltli Division just

brought up by Pauloff should exclusively con-

stitute his attacking force, and that the sixteen

battalions, which had been hitherto employed as

inactive supports and reserves, should still remain

charged with like functions in the approaching

fight ; but the disposition of those last troops was

now so far altered as to make them extend their

protection to the batteries newly placed on East

Jut.

Though drawn up, from the first, on high

ground, and not, for the most part, at any great

distances in rear of Soimonoff's guns, the 9000 ^

men composing those supports and reserves had

been as free from the strain of actual fighting as

the battalions newly brought up ; and, upon the

whole, it may be said that (except the troops

assailed in their march by Goodlake's thirty men)

* At this moment, or very soon afterwards, there were

eighty-six guns in battery.

+ Of the enemy's 135 pieces, no less than fifty-four were of

the great calibre, belonging to what the Russians called ' bat-

' teries of position,' the guns being 12-pounders, with 32-

ponnder howitzers.

:J:
9036, without counting the 207 Sappers who, however,

were also on th(; ground.

VOL. VI. L
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CHAP, no portion of the 19,000 infantry * now about to
'

be wielded by Dannenberg had hitherto fired a

M Period.
gi^Qi-

With the 10,000 fresh troops of Pauloff's army-

corps, General Dannenberg undertook to engage

the centre of the English, but also to attack them

at the same time with great vigour on their right,

and to begin by driving in the little body of

soldiery still posted by the Sandbag Battery,f
Advance of So, after gaining Shell Hill, the Okhotsk regiment
Ilia 10,000

' & o ' to

fnvsh troops, and the Sapper battalion crossed the Quarry

Kavine and the Inkerman Tusk, descended into

St Clement's Gorge, and thence (by help of the

Sappers, who cut through the dense and tall

brushwood) made their difficult way up the Kit-

spur at a point near its northern extremity. In

this diagonal line of march, they were followed

some way by the lakoutsk and the Selenghinsk

battalions ; but the lakoutsk troops so shaped

their course that they would ultimately come to

the front in or near the Quarry Eavine and on

the right of the Okhotsk regiment; whilst, on

the other hand, the four Selenghinsk battalions

prepared to form the left wing of the assailing

forces. Before coming under fire, the troops were

already in that order of attack which had been

adopted by the Tomsk and three other regiments

in the preceding fight.J

• Taking the battalion of Sappers at 750, 19,748.

t The attack on our right was, at this time, the primary

object.—Todleben, p. 468.

X I.e., skirmishers first, then two lines of company columns,

then one line of battalion columns.— See ante, lat Period. Sec. I.
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During the latter part of their progress these chap.
fresh troops were not in reality separated from

^^'

the fugitives of the Taroutine and Borodino regi- ^'^ ^*^''

ments by any great interval of either space or

time ; but the formation of the ground was such

that the routed troops, as we saw, could pour off

by ways of their own without either obstructing

or discouraging the forces newly brought up ; and

indeed it is believed that the advancing battalions

had the singular advantage of not even seeing the

discomfited soldiery who only a few minutes be-

fore had been crowded over the same ground.

11.

What force could the English oppose to the Resources

19,000 infantry, supported by nearly ninety guns English.

already in battery, which Dannenberg was now
wielding against them, and how in particular

would they meet the attack of the 10,000 fresh

troops thus advancing upon their centre and
their right front ?

Before coining to the English numbers, it must The

be observed that Dannenberg was confining his part of
llicir force

onsets to a chosen part of the field, that down to

the end of the battle he continued to avoid any
second attack in the direction of Soimonoff's en-

terprise, and tliat by this exercise of his prero-

gative as the attacking commander, he neutralised

any bodies of men which our people might keep
for defence on ground no longer assailed. It was
on Pennefather's left rear and left front that the
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CHAP, maintenance of this safeguard was judged to be
'

needful.

Prince Edward, as before, with his picket at
2d Period.

One tliird

part of the Quartcr-guard Point, Major Fordyce (with Grant's
troops 8.6

Penne- forcc conjoiued) overlooking the approach by the
father's

disposal Wellway, Colonel Jeffreys on the Mikriakoff
left to watch '' ''

thewestern Suui" and bcsides, for some time, Colonel Egerton
skirts of ^ '

' ' ®
Mount established near the head of the Glen—these
Inkerman.

watched against any fresh onslaughts directed

from tlie west of Mount Inkerman. It is true

that in the course of this Second Period there

took place on Egerton's right a strong onset of

Eussian battalions which enforced upon him a

parallel movement to ground less advanced ; and

he was afterwards brought back to aid the defence

of the Home Ridge at a critical moment ; but on

the other hand, when reinforcements from the 4th

Division were approaching from the direction of

the Windmill, a wing of the 21st Fusiliers, 200

strong, under Lord West, was pushed forward to

a spot near the one which Egerton vacated ; and

upon the whole it may be understood that from

tlie opening of this Second Period until the close

of the action the troops thus thrown out to guard

the western skirts of Mount Inkerman numbered

always as much as one thousand. They wei«

troops which had come at the first with a strengtli

of nearly 1200, and constituted one-third part of

the 3600 infantry which our people had brought

into action.*

• Prince Edward, Fordyce, Grant, Ef,'prton, and Jeffreys came

Into action with a strenj^tli of altogether 1166 ; and the Eng-
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A Eussian column at one time appeared mov- chap.
ing up from the Mikriakoff Glen, but Lord West ^^'

with ease drove it down; and it may be almost ^ciP-Twi

unreservedly said that from the close of Penne-

father's first great fight until the end of tlie battle,

the thousand men guarding his left remained un-

molested by infantry. If still under artillery-fire,

they had earned the reward of hard toil, and there

were soldiery near the head of the Well - way
whose rest could not always be broken by the

occasional hum of a round-shot, or the roar of the

neighbouring fight. Many lay wrapt in sleep.

Yet one must not suppose that the rest thus continuea

enjoyed by many a soldier could well be shared sion
0^""

by his chiefs ; for our people did not know of the the^westT'"

ruin they had just been inflicting npon twenty of

the Eussian battalions ; and, the movements of

the enemy's infantry being still veiled by mist,

no Euglish commander could be sure, or even

with much confidence hope, that the great on-

slaught made under Soimonoff would not be in

some shape renewed. For example, as regards as, for

General Pennefather, it would seem that the thepart'of"

strain put upon him by his host of assailants
''""°'' '^''

was as yet unrelieved by any germing sense of

security against further attacks from the west

;

for to Major Maxwell who had come from the

Mikriakoff Spur with an anxious question from

Jeffreys asking where ammunition could be found,

lish infantry, including all the reinforcements wliicli came up
in time for the first fight, numbered, as we have seen, 3622

;

3ee note ante, p. 118.
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rj HAP.
VI

2d Period.

and of
Camobert

:

his direction
to the
Connaught
Rangers

:

their loyal

coniphanc.o.

the General answered that he 'did not know
' where to put his hand on a round or a maru
' and that the Rangers must stand their ground,

' and give the Russians the bayonet, or be driven

' into the sea '— words apparently importing a

belief that the next task reserved for our people

in this part of the field might be one of almost

desperate resistance ; and General Canrobert too

may be instanced as one of the chiefs who shared

the prevailing opinion, and anticipated more or

less surely a second attack from the west; for,

having ridden forward with Maxwell (then re-

turning from his errand) to the ground where

the Rangers were lying, he declared the position

they occupied on the Mikriakoff Spur to be one

of great importance, and not only urged them to

hold it fast despite their want of ammunition,

but to ofier a show of strength, and make their

bayonets visible above the stems of the brush-

wood.* The Rangers, one may mention in pass-

ing, did not fail to obey this direction ; and

when (being descried by the enemy) they began

to draw fire from Shell Hill, their commander

still deferred so exactly to the wishes of Can-

robert that he would not move them back to a

* To Maxwell who had told liim that tlie Kaiigers wfie with-

out ammunition General Canrobert answered :
' N'importe.

' Deployez en ligue, fixez les baionettes. Faites une appa-
' rence ;

' and upon coming up to the four companies on the

Mikriakoff Spur, he said :
' C'est une position trts impoi+ante.

' 11 faut faire une apparence. ' Of liis request tliat the bayonets

should be made visible above the brusliwood he has himself

been accustomed to speak.
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spot—though only a little in rear—where a bend chap.

of the ground offered shelter.*

The thousand men thus left in charge to guard ^<^ Period.

the west of Mount Inkerman could take no part maintained

in those struggles for the possession of the Sand- enemy's

t T-« 11 TT T-i • 1 1-1 artillerymen

bag Battery and the Home Kidge which now by some of

1 1 • 1 • 1 1
the 1000

were about to begin ; but it must not be supposed men de-

1 -1 1 11 • • . .
tainedon

that meanwhile they all were remaining inactive ; our left

because many of them, as, for instance, the four

companies of the 77th and of their successors the

21st Fusiliers—and of the Eangers, too, when sup-

plied with fresh ammunition f—were able to use

their rifles persistently against the Eussian artil-

lerymen at ranges of less than 800 yards ; and

the enemy himself has borne witness to the

cogency of the fire thus maintained during a

period of several hours. Still, though tending stiiifortbe

P T~v
purposes of

to weary out slowly the endurance oi JJannen- the nest
impending

berg's artillerymen, and in that sense to help fight the

towards the end, the rifle-balls tormenting his ingour^
left was

gunners could not actually exert any sway over neutraused

the issue of the now coming fights ; and for that

last purpose accordingly—whether idle or plying

* General Canrobert, 1 believe, often spoke with great satis-

faction of the readiness and constancy with which ' the Irish

' regiment' fulfilled his wish.

t The Rangers owed their supply of ammunition to the praise-

worthy care and alacrity of an officer left on duty in camp

—

namely, Quartermaster Moore. After listening for a while to

the vigorous and sustained fire on Mount Tnkerman, Moore

inferred that the Rangers might be exhausting their pouches,

and he not only hastened to load the bat horses with fresh am-

munition, but came himself into the fight with this infinitely

welcome supply.
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C H A P.

VI.

2d Period.

Tlio two
other third
jiarts of the
Knglish
infantry.

Tlie ' spent
' forces.'

their firelocks—the thousand men watching our

left must all be regarded as neutralised.

If one third part of the infantry which the

English had brought into action was thus sub-

stantially neutralised, the two remaining third

parts of it had suffered in the course of the fight-

ing a material diminution of their power. Gen-

eral Pennefather, it is true, had not yet sustained

crushing losses in killed and wounded ; but sev-

eral hundreds of his picket-men and picket-sup-

ports, after long and obstinate skirmishing in

copsewood overlain with thick mist, had become

disengaged more or less from the guidance of

their chiefs, and were merely now so many units

without any aggregate strength.* Many, it is

believed, including a large proportion of oflBcers,

long remained in advanced positions ; whilst

again, as we saw, there were numbers of the

men with dumb rifles who had come back loosed

from command, and savage for want of cartridges;

but, although the formation of the ground made
it certain that the soldiery thus driven in must

draw closer and closer together when approaching

the Isthmus, they were a medley from various

regiments, neither linked by a common authority

nor working any longer as skirmishers. Percy

Herbert strove hard to give them coherence, for

he judged that the moment might be near when

every bayonet would be wanted for the defence

of Home Kidge, and the reserve ammunition, it

* Sec in Appendix, Note VI T., a computation showing the

number of the pickets and their skirmi.sliing supports.
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seems, was broui^ht up in good time; but still chap.
VI

this ' spent force ' of combatants (which gathered
'

for the most part between Pennefather's camp and ^'^ ^^™'^-

Home Kidge) was not in such state as to be able

to take its share of the fights now impending.

There remained, however, to General Penne- strength
and (lisposi-

father for defence agrainst the coming attacks tionofuie

several organised bodies of infantry, which num- troops
" •' remaining tc

bered altogether about 1400 men.* It may be Pennefather

said that about one-half of these held advanced

positions ; for, near the scene of their victory in

front of the Barrier, there stood what remained

of the wing of the 30th which fought under Col-

onel Mauleverer; and General Adams, with the

41st Regiment (which was joined before long by

Bellairs with his three companies of the 49th),

still remained by the Sandbag Battery.

On the Home Ridge, four of Townsend's field-

pieces, now adding their strength to that of Fitz-

mayer's twelve guns, brought the whole number

up to sixteen ; }* and the reverse slope was occu-

pied by the remaining moiety of Pennefather's

disposable infantry—that is, by the 95th Regiment,

by a remnant of the 55th, and three companies

of the 47th—troops which came into action with

a strength of rather more than 700, but about to

be reduced to some 300 by the approaching re-

moval of the 95th Regiment. J

* See Appendix, Note VII.

+ Two of Townsend's guns had been spiked, though only with

wood, and were for the time disabled ; but we shall see them re-

stored to eflSciency, and bi-ought back into action.

t See Appendix, Note VII.
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CHAP.
VI.

2(J Period.

Tlie ap-
proaching
reinforce-

ments.

The reinforcements destined to reach Penne-

father in time to share, sooner or later, in the

now impending fights of this Second Period were

:

Two field-batteries despatched from the First, and

one from the Light Division * some 1200 of the

Guards,f and 2000 men brought up by Cathcart

from tlie 4th Division,]: so that ultimately the

1400 English infantry, before standing ready to

meet the next coming attacks, would be increased

to about 4700 ; and two battalions of French in-

fantry, with a strength of altogether 1600, were

also approaching.§ Of these succours, the three

English field-batteries, and more than 700 of the

Guards,!! with the Duke of Cambridge present in

person, were already so close that, for the purpose

of any fight on Home Kidge, they might be almost

regarded as present.

Coming after a victory which had expunged

from Mount Inkerman more than twenty Russian

battalions, these reinforcements, though small,

might still have sufficed, it would seem, to make

good the defence of a position in which nature

* The artillery furnished by the 1st Division was commanded

by Colonel Dacres, Captidns Paynter and Woodhouse command-

ing each a battery. The battery furnished by the Light Div-

ision was commanded by Captain Morris, but the captain's

chief was Colonel Lake. The troop of horse-artillery attached

to the Light Division was at Balaclava.

t 1244, in addition to the two pickets of the Guards—Good-

lake's and Prince Edward's—which were already in the field.

J Altogether 2217 were contributed by the 4th Division, of

whom 2066 (being all of them except 151) were in time for the

second fight.

§ 1665— viz., 6th of the line, 757, and 7th Leger, 908

i 757.
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had built up a stronghold well fitted to aid the chap.
exertions of a few thousand steadfast infantry,

'

with thirty or forty guns ; but our people, under ^'^ Period.

the guidance of Pennefather, did not even for a

moment fall back upon the modest task of merely

guarding their heights. Again, as before, push-

ing forward into advanced positions, they ac-

cepted the strife wherever it offered, and we
shall see them allowing their strength to be

drawn all away and consumed by the allure-

ments of a fight on wrong ground, where the

very success of a combat might jeopardise the

fate of the battle.

The English remained unacquainted with the continued

pji f , ^ •
-I •••,> ^ •

impression
aggregate oi the tacts which constituted their oftheEng-

, . . 1 T 1 , 1 •
lishasto the

morning s victory, and did not yet know or im- dimensions
of the

agine the dimensions of the fight in which they conflict.

were engaged. They understood well enough

that Pennefather's struggle for the defence of

his copse was one that must be tirndy main-

tained, and that, to that end, he ought to receive

all the succour he might need; but not having

yet come to suspect that a whole Eussian army,

numbered by several tens of thousands, had

really undertaken to mass itself upon the Inker-

man corner of ground, they still thought of the

trouble the Eussians were giving as something

far short of ' a battle
;

' and, Lord Eaglan and

Canrobert having both of them intimated to

Pennefather from the first that they came to
/v> 1 • 1 J. J. i 1 1 • • Conduct of

oner him succours, but not to supersede him m the fight

the management of his fight, the condition of Pennefathar
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id Period.
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CHAP, things thus established was still kept in force.

Even under clear daylight, it would have been

seemingly rash to overrule or disturb so valiant

a soldier as Pennefather, whilst defending the

familiar copsewood upon which he had long been

camped ; aud the density of the mist still made

it impossible for any other commander to obtain

such a glimpse of the battle-field as could war-

rant the interposition of his overruling authority.

Lord Raglan But whilst he gcucrously abstained from every

staff. word which might disturb Pennefather's arrange-

ments, Lord Eaglan, as may well be supposed,

was yearning after that knowledge of the state of

the field which the mist had hitherto denied

him ; and, his prime task of ordering up rein-

forcements having been performed long ago, he

was not recalled from the front by any work of

duty elsewhere. So he yielded to his natural in-

clination, and was always at this period on the

English Heights, or between them and the Sand-

bag Battery.

It was for this ceaseless exposure of his life

that he afterwards found himself affectionately

chided by the Secretary of State,* and compelled

* Duke of Newcastle, 27tli Nov. Lord Raglan in his answer,

18tli Deo. 1854, after acknowledging the kind feeling wliich

dictated the Duke's letter, .says :
' I can assure you, however,

' that I am not at all aware of having exposed myself either

' rashly or unncces.sarily either at Alma or at Inkernian. The
' enemy's artillery is so numerous and powerful that it is almost

' impossible to keep clear of the line of it unless I should deter-

' mine to remain out of action altogether ; and I can with truth

' .say that the impossibility of well observing the enemy was
' felt by rae as a great misfortune, I mean at Inkerman.'
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to excuse liiniself by saying tluit to keep clear of CHAP,

round-shot and shell would have been to avoid

the battle. Lord Kaglan's happy calm in action

was a quality which imparted itself to others. If

a spy sent forward by Dannenberg had, by some

clever artifice, penetrated to the part of Home

Eidge where Lord Eaglan sat in his saddle, he

might have observed the English Commander

conversing with Airey or Strangways ; but, if

speaking the truth, he must have reported that

—in spite of an unforeseen onslaught which had

burst, as it were, on Mount Tnkerman with the

might of 40,000 men—he had failed to detect in

the Headquarter Staff any sign of discomposure,

and perhaps might have had to confess that he

had both gazed and listened for minutes and

minutes together without, after all, learning any-

thing, except, perhaps, some such fact as that the

English mail had come in, and that the chiefs

right-hand man could find time to be deliver-

ing to this friend or that a welcome letter from

home.* Under conditions like those of Inkerman

it would be hard to overrate the advantage de-

rived from the visible presence of a chief un-

affectedly calm, and this quiet air of routine in

all the people about him.

The period of the first morning fight was

divided from that of the next one by a deep

mark of severance, which is perceived, of course,

at the instant by those who have learnt that the

* To Colonel Dickson, for instance, and at a critical ])eriod of

the battle, an officer of the Staff delivered a letter from England.
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CHAP, twenty Russian battalions engaged in the earlier

^^'
onslaughts were altogether withdrawn from the

2d Period
jjgj(j^ ^j^(j l,]-,aJ3 Dannenberg chose only fresh

entire
"^

" troops for the succeeding attacks ; but it must

hi^giuing not bc supposcd tliat the English could detect

not per- such a chaugc at the time. The increasing roar

tbe English of a heavily strengthened artillery intercepted or
at the time.

. i i n • i i .

weakened attention to the lull in the musketry-

fire ; and the defeated soldiery, when they van-

ished—dropping down out of sight by the steeps

—were so promptly replaced by fresh troops,

that our people marked no distinct break in the

tenor of the fight, except such as might naturally

occur between the repulse and the renewal of any

infantry attack. They indeed saw columns upon

columns brought up, as it seemed, in support, but

did not either know or imagine that the enemy,

when he once more confronted them, had changed

all his fiohting battalions.

Tlie error

wliich began
to entangle
our troops
on wrong
ground.

III.

Imagining, probably (as almost all the infantry

men did), that the parapet of the Sandbag Bat-

tery marked a part of the Inkerman defences,

General Adams prepared to resist the attack now

directed against it ; and from this time, accord-

ingly, the error which ascribed a great value to

the position of the Kitspur began to work mis-

chief. We shall have to see our people entang

ling themselves more and more heavily in obstin-

ate, bloody fights, for a worthless spur of ground
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seven hundred yards distant from their Home chap.
VI

Ridge, and thus not only wasting a huge propor- L_

tion of their scanty strength, but suffering their ^''
^***^'

front of battle to become distorted and forked,

nay, divided, one may say, into two.

Adams, still near the Sandbag Battery, was The force
' o </

' near the

joined, before long, by Bellairs with his three ^^^^^^

companies of the 49th, and had thus altogether

a force of 700 men ;
* but perceiving that the Annstrong-g

'- °
_ cominunica-

numbers against him were huge as compared with
J'|°°t^',*-^ ,o o ^ the Duke of

his own, he ordered his Brigade-Major—Captain, Cambridge

now General Armstrong—to ride back and learn

whether any supports were at hand. Armstrong

found the Duke of Cambridge with two battalions

of the Guards already drawn up in line on the

right of Hill Bend, and was at once assured by

His Eoyal Highness that he would advance in

support.

General Adams meantime held his ground, and 9^°"*^o ' Adams

:

soon became engaged with the masses approach-

ing his position. He did not, it is believed, at hisposuior<-'' ' as against

the moment apprehend the whole truth ; but, as the ap-
•t^r ' •" preaching

we now know, he was opposing 700 men in an forces-

outlying position to an enemy advancing against

the English centre and right with more than

10,000 fresh troops, and this at a time when there

were no forces present on either his right or his

left which could undertake to secure him from the

peril of becoming enfolded—enfolded by masses

* The strength with which the seven companies of the 41st

ind the three companies of the 49th had come into action was

710.
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CHAP, which of necessity would largely outflank him
'

so soon as they should come up abreast of the
w Period gyg foremost battalions. English troops, indeed,

were still holding the Barrier ; but between their

right and the left of Adams there lay that un-

occupied space which Pennefather a little later

began to call the Gap. For the moment, it is

true, the five nearest battalions with their strength

of little more than 4000 men* were the only part

of the approaching force which had come within

fighting distance ; but a present numerical supe-

riority of five to one, with the prospect of quickly

doubling the odds, was enough to warrant flank

movements against Adams, as well as attacks on

his front ; and if any one ask why our people

allowed a small body of soldiery to linger on such

a spot and there stand at bay under conditions

thus glaringly adverse, it must be answered that

their determination resulted from the mistake of

imagining the Sandbag battery to be a link in the

existing system of the Inkerman defences, and

one which they thought marked the value of the

ground on which Science had placed it. From

that cause, as well as from the natural inclination

of our people to remain fastened upon an object

for which they had once contended, the dis-

mantled parapet continued to exercise a ceaseless

fascination—not indeed lastingly upon the very

same troops, for any soldiery who had once

entered the Sandbag Battery soon learned to un-

* Taking the Sappers at 750 and including the 360 Riflemen,

4292.
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derstand its worthlessness, but—upon successive chap.
VI

bodies of men.
'

When at length the 4000 drew close, and began '^'^^^^o*-

The fiKlit

their attack, Adams drove in their skirmishers, maintained
by Adams

overthrew the company columns of the Okhotsk towards lua

regiment, and worsted, or at all events checked,

its two supporting battalions ; but, the Sapper

battalion coming up to the rescue with great de-

termination, the English were in their turn pressed

back a little, and thenceforth for a while the fight

heavily swayed to and fro. The Okhotsk and the

Sapper battalions were perhaps of harder material

than their comrades of the 10th and 17th Divi-

sions ; or it may be they fought more tenaciously,

because the now clearer state of the atmosphere

allowed them to obtain and enjoy a full conscious-

ness of their great ascendant in numbers. At all

events the discomfiture of the troops constituting

their front was not followed, as had happened in

the earlier morning, by a disruption of the columns

charged to act in support. Numbers fell under

the coolly delivered fire of the English line ; but,

this time, the disabled or discomfited soldiery in

front were continually replaced by men thrown

forward from the masses behind.

The hundreds at first held their ground against The flani

attacks

:

the thousands, but they soon felt the stress of that

leverage which the enemy could apply by getting

round their flanks. Whether the lakoutsk and

the Selinghinsk battalions had yet so closely ap-

proached as to be able to take part in these flank

attacks, or whether—as indeed was easy enough

VOL. VI. M
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CHAP.
VI.

their elfoct.

—the five foremost battalions spared some of their

men for the purpose, I cannot undertake to say

;

but our people from an early moment had been

threatened by troops curling round their right

tlank, and now Eussian skirmishers, strongly sup-

ported, began to come up, moving eastward from

St Clement's Gorge, if not indeed also from the

Quarry Kavine. In other words, the 700 English,

whilst they strove against the masses straight be-

fore them, and warded off the forces on their right

front, were now also challenged on their left flank,

and even towards their left rear. Under these

conditions the engagement by degrees resolved

itself into a number of separate struggles. No
sooner had one Eussian column been driven back

than a fresh one appeared approaching a flank,

and now it would seem, but certainly for the first

time that day, the idea of the ' company column,'

which Eussia had learned from the Germans,

proved more or less apt for its purpose by acting

as a powerful unit with the animation derived

from a separate, though not discordant volition.

At each extremity of their line the endeavours of

our soldiery to repulse flank attacks were made of

necessity by changes of front, and of course when

it happened that a column was already on either

the right rear or the left rear of our people, the

only way to attack it, or prevent it from cutting

off' the force, was by a more or less retrograde

movement. Accordingly these combats on the

right and on the left created at each flank a

side eddy whicli could not but tend to draw back
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by degrees that part of the force which was en- chai.

gaged with the eueniy in its front, and the English, 1_

though still fighting obstinately, and inflicting, it ^^ ^*'^''

is supposed, heavy losses upon the enemy, began

to lose ground. General Adams, however, it would Gencmi
°

_
Adams.

seem, had not recognised yet the full stress of the

operations undertaken against his flanks, and still

looked upon victory over the actual combatants in

his front as the object that had to be sought ; for

he was observed at this time neither turning to

parry the attacks on his right or his left, nor try-

ing to draw the troops off, but on the contrary

encouraging them to hold their groimd.

In the 41st and 49th Kegiments there were

many who long remembered with affectionate

tenacity those latter moments of their dear chiefs

presence amongst them. Of noble presence, great

in stature, and seated upon a big English horse,

he towered above the people around him, strangely

proof, as it seemed for a while, no less against the

common storm of the musketry-fire than the wil-

ful flight of the balls which came seeking the tall

rider's life ; and his form, half disclosed through

the smoke, had, men say, at the time a dim

grandeur, which dwells perhaps thus in their minds

because it was the form of one doomed. But his

hour, if nigh, was not yet. Armstrong, sent, as

we know, to learn whether succours were at

hand, had come galloping back to his chief with

the intimation he had just received from the

Duke of Cambridge ; and Adams, lifting his hat

whilst he cheered on the men of the 41st, now
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CHAP, told them that the Guards were comiuy; up in
VI. ,

^ ^

support.
^d Period. ipi^Q fiohtiiifT at this time grew closer, and here
Conthmanco

.

of tiio and there it was hand to hand. In some instances,
tigliting.

our people grew furious against the weight of

numbers which was beginning to heave them back.

Four young officers of the 41st—Captain Richards,

Lieutenant Swabey (already wounded, but refus-

ing to quit the fight), Lieutenant Taylor, and Lieu-

tenant Stirling, all these sprang forward, encourag-

ing their men, and then calling, they say, upon

one another, rushed into the enemy's ranks, and,

not being followed by their men, were slain.

Colonel Carpenter, the commander of the same

regiment, being struck down at a moment when

our people were losing ground, remained during

some cruel instants in the enemy's hands ; and,

though presently rescued by the valour of a private

soldier named Thomas Beach,* he afterwards died

from his wounds. Amongst those who fell on the

side of the Russians was Colonel Bibikoff, an officer

of, it seems, high distinction, commanding the four

Okhotsk battalions.

Even in an earlier stage of this conflict the

ranks of our soldiery had become much opened

out, for the gaps which losses occasioned could

not well be made good on such ground by order-

Adams ing the men to close up ; and from that cause in

part, but much more from the eagerness of the

* For this act Thomas Beacli—a man of the 55th Regiment,

and evidently one belonging to Barnstoji's picket—was rewarded

with the Victoria Cross.
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combatants, from the thickness of the brushwood, chap.
and the dislocating effect of the efforts to resist

^^-

flank attacks, the English line, before long, ceased 2(f Period.

to show any trace of formation. The interior of Third cap-

the Sandbag Battery having before it a parapet sandbag'*'

ten feet high without any banquette, kept the
'^

^^^'

bulk of any soldiery placed there in a state of

impotence, and was really of less worth to infan-

try than any other strip of land on the crest. Its

fate was not governed, this time, by any specific

struggle for the possession of the work itself, but

rather by the general result of the combat which

Adams maintained on the Kitspur ; and when
our people, overborne by weight of numbers in

front, and attacked at the same time in flank,

began at last to yield ground, the Battery, as a

necessary consequence, passed again into the

enemy's hands.

The loosened knots and groups now constitut- xhe force

ing the remains of the 700 men under Adams, Adams

still contested the ground foot by foot with the towa^ds'^^

advancing thousands, and thus caused them at Head,

last to desist from pressing their ascendant ; but

our people, when disengaged from their combat

with infantry, came under artillery-fire. Carrying

with them their wounded, they fell back to the

side of Mount Head.

The commander we saw in his saddle over- Adams

towering the eddies of the fight, had hitherto woumied.

seemed to ride proof against all the missiles of

war; but during the lull which now followed.

General Adams received a shot in his ankle.
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c H A ?. and the wound proved mortal.* He was a man

much honoured and loved by the troops which
VI

2d Period, formed his brigade.-f*

IV.

Arrival of Captain Hamley had come up with three guns,j

Haniiey and lie HOW SO placed them in battery on the
guns,

g^g^g^j^ slope of Mount Head, that whilst com-

manding a great sweep towards the front, their

left was well covered from the fire of the enemy's

His success- artillery by the crown of the hill. When our

the pieces, soldiciy had so far drawn off as to leave a clear

front for the gunners, it appeared that the troops

which had fought against Adams were more or

less hanging back, for none, or scarce any of them,

as yet could be seen moving up towards Mount

Head. Therefore bending his mind for the time

to a column 600 yards off on the farther side of the

Quarry, Captain Hamley plied it with round-shot,

and presently saw the force break, then turn to

its left, and drop hurriedly down into the shelter

* It was not till after the arrival of Hamley (with whom,

indeed, he conmiuiiicated) that Adams was disabled.

+ The brigade called in camp the 'Forties,' comprising the

41st, 47th, and 49th Regiments.

J Captain (now Colonel) Hamley was adjutant to Colonel

Dacres, commanding the two batteries attached to the 1st Divi-

sion, and it was with three guns forming the half of Paynter's

battery, that he thus opportunely appeared.

The above description of Captain Hamley's functions was

challenged in one of the public journals, but is strictly accu-

rate. ' In the battle, I was adjutant to the batteries of the 1st

• Division commanded by Colonel Dacres.'—Letter from Colonel

Hamley, 16th February 1875.
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of the Eavine ; but after a while, troops supposed chap.
to be part of the same force came climbing up on

^^^'

the right bank of the Eaviue, and at length also
^<^p^''^°'^-

some of the men who had combated Adams began

to appear on the slopes. They moved cautiously, Repression

and hung in the brushwood, undertakino- to skir- which had
*

11-11 •
fought

mish a little, but attempting no decisive advance, against

Upon such of the enemy's people as were near

enough to be worthy of fire, Hamley opened with
' case,' and they were quickly repressed.

Preceded, as it was, by the withdrawal of our The then

troops from the Kitspur, this happy use of three combat.

guns placed the contest for a moment on exactly

that kind of footing which was desired by men
basing their tactics on the strength of the Inker-

man ground. With the means of extending their

batteries to the Fore Eidge after the manner
just shown them by Hamley, and some 4000 in-

fantry * either guarding already, or else close ap-

proaching their heights, our people had at this

time resources that might have been not unhope-

fully used for the defence of their natural strong-

hold; and, if only they had resisted the lure of

the Sandbag Battery—now loved more than ever,

because in the enemy's hands—they must have

been thenceforth secure—not, of course, against

the chances of war, but—against the necessity of

having to fight under utterly desperate conditions.

• Present, at Home Eidge, troops of 2d Division,

about, 700

At Hill Bend, two battalions of Guards, . 757

Approaching, part of the Coldstream and of the

4th Division, totcether about . . . 2500
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

ThB
hatteries

newly
brought up.

Except as regards the brief and successful

operation thus conducted with three pieces of

cannon hj Captain Hamley, the commanders of

all the three batteries which had been newly

brought up found berths for their guns on Home
Eidge, and there kept them in action alongside

of the other artillery.*

V.

The The two battalions of the Guards which Arm-

andThe"'" stroug had found at Hill Bend were the Grena-

Fu°siiiersat diers, Commanded by Colonel Eeynardson, and
Hiu Ben

.

^^^^ g^^^^ Fusilicrs, under Colonel—now General

—Walker. Together, they had there a strength

of more than 700 men.f The Divisional General

—H.E.H. the Duke of Cambridge—and General

Bentinck, who commanded the brigade, were both

of them present with this part of the force. The

Grenadiers stood in front, supported, at some

little distance, by the Scots Fusiliers, and both

regiments were already in line.

To these high -mettled soldiery the message

delivered by Armstrong, amid the sounding

tumult of battle, had given a kind of impulsion

which could not be all at once deadened by the

ceasing of the ]jarticular combat for which aid

* General de Todlohen, vol. i. p. 474, attaches great import-

ance to the vigmir and boldness with which, he says, English

guns were thrown forward ; and, unless he mistook French for

English guns, it would seem that his impression must have

been caused by witnessing this operation of Hamley's.

+ 757.
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was asked, nor even by Hamley's repression of chap.
the troops moving up from the Kitspur; and men ^^'

seemingly took it for granted that there was still ^(i PeHod.

some emergency which required the Guards to

engage without Lord Eaglan's authority. The

Duke of Cambridge was not a man so constituted stei>s taken

as to be proot against the contagion oi surround- Duke of

ing opinion ; but at least, before moving forward,

he took some wise precautions. He sent Colonel

Brownrigg to Bosquet with orders to let the

French general know that the attack was serious

and request prompt support ; and desiring also

to learn something of the fight in which he was

going to mingle, His Royal Highness despatched

Sir Charles Russell of the Grenadiers with orders

to go to the front and see which way the enemy

was advancing.* Sir Charles ran up to a part of

the crest where Captain Paynter was trying to

bring some of his guns into play. When asked

where the enemy were, Paynter answered, ' They
* are all round us, but thickest there

;

' and so

speaking, he pointed to the right front of the

English position. The Duke, hearing this from Advance of

Sir Charles's report, moved his two battalions of battalions

Guards along the eastern slopes of Fore Ridge in

the direction of the Sandbag Battery.

The forces more especially designated by Payn- Array of
. , . 1 i 1 • the forces
ter s terse speech were the same we saw moving, opposed to

with a strength of more than thirteen battalions,

from the enemy's right hand to his left ; but the

* He also desiiatched Colonel F. Hamilton on a similar mis-

sion, but the colonel's horse was shot under him.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

The Duke
left un-
molested
on his left,

and con-
tinuing his

advance.

lakoutsk and the Selingliinsk battalions had by

this time dropped into their places on either flank

of the troops which came to close quarters with

Adams ; and when their march was complete, the

whole body of the thirteen battalions stood ranged

on a front which, though broken by a somewhat

wide interval where crossing the Inkerman Tusk,

may still be said to have formed an almost con-

tinuous arc—an arc carried back from its extreme

right at the head of the Quarry Eavine across St

Clement's Gorge, but thence again bending for-

ward along the interior of the Sandbag Battery

to ground even yet further south.*

That lair in the Quarry Eavine where the

lakoutsk battalions for the most part stood posted

M^as a fastness under the guns of Shell Hill and

East Jut, of infinite worth to the enemy. Thence

his troops could emerge at their pleasure, either

moving directly against the ' Barrier ' and the

centre of Pennefather's position, or bending aside

to their left, and cutting off any English who

might adventure too far on the Kitspur without

securing their flank. The first of these two

courses of action was the one for the moment

engaging the attention of the lakoutsk battalions,

which accordingly busied themselves, as we shall

by-and-by see, against the few score men of the

30th, then confronting them near the Barrier;

* The two lakoutsk battalions on tlio ri^'ht ; the four Seling-

hinsk battalions on the left ; iu the centre, the force which

most ilirectly combated Adams— viz. , the four Okhotsk, the

one Saii[)ers battalion, and the coiupauies of Rifles.
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Aud the advance of tlie Guards was thus left un- CHAP,

molested by any force showing itself on their left
'

flank. Deceived, as was natural, by this im- 2d Period,

inunity, the Duke of Cambridge seems to have

understood that the ground between the Barrier

and the head of St Clement's Gorge was held by

Pennefather's troops.* At all events, he con-

tinued his march against the Sandbag Battery,

and thus entered the concave of the arc which

Dannenberg had spread out before him.

The Guards moved under a fire of artillery

from the first, and of musketry afterwards.

Whilst they marched, they saw nothing of the

columns in the Quarry Ravine, nor of those in

St Clement's Gorge ; but they soon beheld, straight

before them, the Sandbag Battery and the forces

gathered about it, some covering the approach to

its gorge, some ranged at its flanks. A few of the

soldiery were standing on the top of the parapet.

The Duke of Cambridge was, in one sense, strength oi

, — T 1 T !• ^ T • ^'"^ forces

opposing his 700 men to the whole oi the thirteen directly

T 1 • i-f-iTi •• opposing

battalions directed against the EnGjlish position :t the Duke's
• T 1 1-11 1 700 men.

but the troops he more immediately challenged

were the nine battalions of the Sappers, the

Okliotsk and the Selinghinsk regiments—troops

brought into action with a strength of some 7000

men. j

* Tliis I think is to be inferred from an expression contained

in H.R.H.'s letter to Lord Rar^lan of the 20th December 1854.

t When we show the part taken against the Guards by one

of the lakoutsk battalions, the accuracy of the above statement

will be apparent.

t With the Sappers—estimated at 750

—

7129.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Charge
of ihe
Grenadiers.

Fourth
capture
of the
Sandbag
Battery.

The enemy
able to riUy
in safety

beneath the
ledee.

Tlie

Grenadiers
fronting
eastward.

Upon coming more near, the Grenadiers tried

to open fire, but the wetted chambers of their

rifles were proof again.st the spark from the cap

;

and during some moments, whilst snapping and

snapping in vain, the men growled out loud mur-

murs of rage, but in another instant they had

found their solace. Whether spontaneously or

whether by Colonel Eeynardson's orders, they

brought down their dumb firelocks to the charge,

and delivered their attack with the bayonet. The

enemy, not awaiting their assault, was swept out

of the battery, swept away from the ground at its

flanks, and driven back over the ledge in front of

the dismantled parapet, to the steeps lower down.

There, the fall of the ground withdrew him from

the sight of the English, who all remained on the

crest. To have pursued the fugitives down the

steeps and into the jungle beneath would have

been to commit an act of self-dissolution ; and

our officers, using great exertions to restrain their

men, were able to keep them back on the high

ground. Of course such restraint was most wise,

nay, vitally essential ; but still, with the greater

good thus insured, there were some disadvantages;

for the defeated masses, not being pursued, could

quickly stay their retreat, could rally and re-form

upon sheltered ground, and prepare to renew

their attack.

The Grenadiers, fronting now to the eastward,

with their right a little thrown back, prepared to

hold what they had won ; and they busied them-

selves in the task of drying their rifles with the
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fire of numberless caps: but the men in that chap.
part of the battalion which lined the Sandbag

^^'

Battery were cliating already at a discovery which 2d Period,

before had tormented the soldiery of the 41st

llegiment, and was afterwards destined to trouble

successive bodies of men.

The parapet of the Sandbag Battery—it stands The

to this day—is a monument of heroic devotion Bauery^

and soldierly prowess, yet showing, as preachers

might say, the vanity of human desires.* Sup-

posed, although wrongly, to be a part of the

English defences, and fought for, accordingly,

with infinite passion and at a great cost of life,

by numbers and numbers of valiant infantry, the

work was no sooner taken than its worthlessness

became evident, not, indeed, to the bulk of the

soldiery, but to those particular troops which

clianced to be posted within it. The new-comers

quickly learnt, that by the height of a parapet

rising nine or ten feet from the ground, and the

absence of any banquette, they were hindered

from delivering fire except through the two em-
brasures or from the shoulders of the work, and
that, therefore, whilst remaining within it, they

would be in a state of comparative impotence,

hardly tolerable to warlike men.

When the discomfited Russians had re-formed combats

under cover of the acclivities, they again moved b^the"^

forward to attack the Grenadiers, and again were
'^^°^ '*""

driven down below the ledge in front of the

* When I visited the fiehl in 1869, the parapet was still a
conspicuous object.
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CHAP, battery ; but there, once more under shelter, and
'

not pursued, they were able to rally. These
id Period, attacks wcre from time to time repeated, and

always, it may be said, with the same result ; for

the enemy was in every instance forced back

from the brow, but never pursued so far down as

to be prevented from reconstructing his force

upon ground close under the ledge.

VI.

Advance of Meanwhile, but at some distance in rear of the

Fusiliers Grenadiers, the Scots FusiKer Guards had been

advancing in line under a good deal of fire, and

already suffering losses ; but the battalion at

length was halted, and the men, after having

closed in, were made to lie down. When the

against two Grenadiers (as before narrated) had faced round
colunms on
the north to the east, they no longer covered the front of
front.

' '' °

the Scots Fusiliers ; and Colonel Walker galloped

forward to reconnoitre the now unguarded ground

which lay straight before him. On his right,

whilst he rode, the Grenadiers were successfully

fending back their assailants from the eastern

steeps of the Kitspur ; but presently when at the

crest, and looking down thence in the direction of

his own front, he saw two of the enemy's columns

coming up unopposed from St Clement's Gorge.

His orders had been to form on the left of the

Grenadiers, but the emergency emboldened him

for once to use his own judgment. He led his

battalion straight forward, and having soon come
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within range of the columns, was going to open chap.

fire, when violent words assailed him. '.

' Where the devil are you going to, sir ? Form 2d Period

1

" ' Iiiteri)osi-

' on the left of the Grenadiers! This perenip- tionofthe^ ^ Duke of

tory recall to strict obedience was from the Duke Cambridge,
^ and change

of Cambridge; and it seems that the vehemence of direction

of His Itoyal Highness intercepted explanation,

for Colonel Walker instantly faced his battalion

to the right, and marched in the direction required

for forming on the left of the Grenadiers. He did

what little he could to check the enemy from

whom he was thus drawn away, but the move-

ments required by a strict obedience to the Duke's

order were continued for about five minutes. At

the end of that time, General Bentinck, com-

manding the brigade, rode up much excited and

ordered the colonel to move his battalion to the

spot from which the Duke just before had with-

drawn him. The roar of the fight made it hard interposi-

. , ,
tionof

to gain the ear of the troops, and their colonel's Bentinck,
° ^ and counter-

voice, weakened bv a recent illness, gave wav march of tiu
' - ' o . battaUon.

under the effort ; but happily General Bentinck

(who exerted great energy) found means to make

himself heard, and the Fusiliers were at length

countermarched to the ground from which the

Duke had withdrawn them.

The Eussians meanwhile had pushed on their

advance, and the two solid columns apparently

became more or less interfused ; for what now
met the eyes of the Scots Fusiliers, and at a dis-

tance of only about 50 yards from the brow, way Thema.-*
•^ "^ opposed t«.

a single though far-spreading mass of the grey- tiie«»-
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CHAP, coated soldiery—a mass loosened out from the
^^'

efiect of its march through dense brushwood, but

2d Period. gtiU plainly held together as an organised body.

First charge When he judged that the moment was ripe,

Fu3iuere.°
^ Colonel Walker caused his Scots Fusiliers to de-

hver a volley and charge. The Russian throng,

stricken by tire, and not awaiting the bayonet,

rolled back in some haste down the steeps,

and the colonel was leading forward his men to

press its retreat when an aide-de-camp reached

him with orders to stay the pursuit.

Change of

front
effected

by the
Grenadiers.

Position of
the two
battalions
of the
Guards now
formed up
togetlier.

VII.

The Duke of Cambridge had learnt by this

time that he must fight with a front to the north

as well as with one to the east; and he strove

hard in person to effect the requisite change in

the line of the Grenadiers ; but the battalion at

the moment was eagerly engaged, and the din, the

roar, the tumult, intercepted words of command.

His Royal Highness, intent on his task, persist-

ently rode with his aide-de-camp, Major James

Macdonald, along the front of the battalion, ex-

posed to the fire of his own people scarce less

than to that of the enemy ; and, his visible pre-

sence and gestures much aiding the efforts of

voice, he succeeded in ejecting the change ;
so

that when the Scots Fusiliers, after having been

recalled from their pursuit, were at length drawn

up in their place on the left of the Grenadiers,

the two battalions together formed a line strongly
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bent near the centre, with a front spread out to- cilAP.

wards the north as well as a front towards the
^^'

east. 2d Period.

Against both fronts the enemy's masses were

still in a condition to advance ; for after their

previous discomfiture they had not been pursued, xiie enemy's

and such of them as were operating from the repeating

, , T T ir J.1 in liis attacks,
east stood dispensed from the need of any

lengthened retreat, because the abrupt fall of the

ground at a distance of only a hundred yards

from the face of the Battery enabled them with-

out going far to drop down upon sheltered ledges

from which, after forming anew, they could easily

repeat their attacks. Troops able in this way to

rally in safety after every defeat, and conscious

of their great ascendant in numbers, did not fail

to be making their onsets again and again

;

whilst, on the other hand, the two battalions of

the Guards, though inflicting upon the enemy conditions

a far greater destruction than they themselves the^ourrds^

underwent, were all this time suffering losses
'"^'^ ^" "^ *'

under the enemy's fire which, by reason of their

scanty numbers, they could ill afford. And,

since men of the Guards—not having been pro-

hibited from doing so by orders given beforehand

—were constantly busying themselves by twos

and threes in carrying off wounded men, there re-

sulted from this cause alone a large and increas-

ing deduction from strength, with besides all the

mischief and confusion occasioned by work of

such kind going on in rear of the combatants.

Moveover, it was inevitable that troops thus

VOL. VI. N
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C H A P.

VI.

2d Period.

The

Battery
vacated

:

entered
by the
Russiaus :

and
recaptuied
by Damer.

Second
cliarge of
the Scots
Fusiliers

:

ceaselessly fighting, and always in the very front,

should soon come to the end of their cartridges.

A column of Kussian infantry was advancing

npon the Sandbag Battery, when the few score of

Grenadier Guards then posted within it grew all

at once, so impatient oi' the state of impuissance

to which they had found themselves reduced by

the want of a banquette, that they would no

longer accept the paralysing shelter of the work,

and they came out leaving it empty, not apparent-

ly with a mind to retreat, but to look for a better

fiohting ground. Colonel Walker, however, see-

ing this abandonment of the Battery without

knowing the cause, was bitterly pained, and his

grief turned to rage when he saw troops detached

from the enemy's advancing column rush exult-

ingly into the work with triumphant hurrahs. At

this monient his horse was shot under him ; but

quickly regaining his feet, he sent some of his

Scots Fusiliers under Dawson Damer with orders

to turn the Eussians out of the Battery. Damer,

instantly attacking, swept the enemy out of the

work ; and during nearly the same moments

Colonel Walker, with the rest of his battalion,

fired a volley into the bulk of the colunm, and,

charging immediately afterwards, drove it down

the hillside, tlie enemy, this time, retreating in

disorder as well as in haste. Walker following

and pursuing with fire increased the confusion;

but again, as before, he was overtaken by an

aide-de-camp with orders to stay his advance.

The order which checked him was one riglitly
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conceived, but he chafed at tlie wholesome re- chap.
straint when he saw the beaten column enjoy

'

its immunity, and re-form at the bottom of the 2d Period,

hill.

The column when restored to order advanced Tiiiici charg*
- . , „ of the same

once more up to tlie crest, and again, as before, force.

Colonel Walker undertook to meet it with the

remains of liis Scots Fusiliers. The Fusiliers

delivered their fire, but the Russians, though

scathed, did not turn. "Walker ordered his bat-

talion to charge. Colonel Blair, riding onward

before the line—that horse of his, for its singular

beauty, is still curiously remembered—was struck

down mortally wounded, and Drummond the ad-

jutant (dismounted), who also had come to the

front, received a shot through the body ; but

already the Scots Fusiliers had sprung forward

with their bayonets down ' at the charge,' and the

enemy, shunning their steel, was driven pell-mell

down the hill. Walker, this time, was suffered to

continue the pursuit as far as his own judgment

warranted, and he afterwards brought back his

battalion to the left of the Sandbag Battery.

His successive defeats did not end the enemy's

trust in great numbers, nor hinder him from re-

newing his efforts ; but the Duke of Cambridge The Duke ot

at this time rode back towards Home Ridge in expedition*
, n r 1 1 1 f • in search

quest 01 reinforcements ; and, beiore going on ofreinforce-

with the story of all these fights on the Kitspur,

we must see how his efforts resulted.
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VIII.

CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Tho Gap.

Imprudence
of reinforc-

ing the
Guards
without also

securing tlie

Gap.

Reinforce-
ments
nevertheless
obtained.

Between the right of our troops engaged near

the Barrier, and the left of the Scots Fusiliers

who stood fighting on the brow of the Kitspur,

there was still that unpeopled slope which went

by the name of the Gap. Unless troops could be

found to man that hillside, there would always be

imminent danger of a turning movement against

the left rear of the Guards ;
* and indeed, if the

Gap were not closed, the fight sustained on the

Kitspur must continue to be one of a vain and

isolated kind, in which it could hardly be right to

entangle any more troops.

Few, however at this time, had freed them-

selves from the mistake of imagining that the

dismantled Sandbag Battery, and the ground

where it stood, formed a part of the English

position ; and besides, as was natural, the Duke
of Cambridge could ill bear that a combat long

* This diagram will perliaiis lielp to show what was meant

by 'the Gap.'

SANDBKG

I B/kTTEBY
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and valiantly iiuiiutaiiied l)y the Guards should chap.

end, after all, in discomfiture for want of a little
'

support.
^^^'^'^

To get this support for his troops, he pressed succours
drawn froDi

hard on the slender resources which our people tiio2d

.
Division:

retained at the Isthmus, and even, indeed, drew

some men from that unwearied 2d Division

wliich (with only such help as we saw) had

not only fought and won the great fight of the

earlier morning, but was now— in scant num-

bers— defending the very core of the English

position.

Pennefather, as we saw, had been retaining no

more than a few hundred of his organised infan-

try on that vital ground— the Home Kidge

—

which constituted the last bulwark of the English

on Mount Inkeriiiaii,— nay even, as he himself

thought, their last bulwark in all the Crimea

;

but the man was so fearless, so free from all

lurking desire to keep the troops to himself, and

still so enamoured of the idea which impelled

him to seek combats in front instead of awaiting

them upon the strong ground behind, that, weak

as he was in numbers, he now parted with the

half of his substance. He suffered one wing of

the Kifie battalion which Cathcart had placed at

his disposal, and also one wing of the 95th, to be

laid hold of for the purposes of the fight on the

Kitspur ; and when, also (as we shall afterwards

see), he had despatched to the Barrier the other

wing of the Rifle battalion, and the other wing

of the 95th, the force of organised infantry which
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period

from the
4Ui D'vision.

The waste
(if power
caused by
drawing
these
succours
to the
Kitspur.

then nunaiucd willi him on the Kn<^li,sli Heights

comprised less than 400 men.*

From those troops of the 4tli Division which

ah-eady had reached Mount Inkerman, there was

drawn for the fight on the Kitspur one wing of

the 1st Rifle battalion under Colonel Horsford,

followed soon by one wing of the 20th Regiment

under Colonel Crofton. So, altogether, three

wings were severed from three weak battalions

to sustain the fight on the Kitspur. No help

that such succours might bring to that outlying

part of the field could at all countervail the harm

done by thus maiming three organised bodies,

and drawing away half of each from what was the

true field of action. The 95th was a regiment

of such mettle as to be in its entirety a force of

great worth, though numbering scarce more than

400
; t the Rifles, counting only 270, were still

a famous battalion, and one on which Cathcart

relied with an almost enthusiastic trustfulness
; I

the 20th Regiment, with its strength of only 340,

and armed with the smooth-bore musket, was

yet of so high a quality that it had justly been

looked to as a force which might govern the

crisis in any fight undertaken for the defence

* See Appendix, Note VII. It was not till a later moment

that the right wing of the 21st and the 63d Regiment took

post on tliis ground, and that the four companies of the 77th

were brought from the left to strengthen the defence of the

Home Ridge.

t 443.

X He presented the battalion to Pennefatber as one which

could ' do anything.

'
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of the English position;* but to cut all these chap.

bodies into halves, and engage the six fractions
'

in separate tasks, was to 'waste more or less by ^rf Period.

dispersion the power of three prime battalions.

On a part of the crest facing eastwards, the Failure of

Duke of Cambridge had an interview with Sir api.iiciuon

George Cathcart, of which, by-and-by, we shall

have to say more ; but, for the present, it must

suffice to know that the Duke vainly urged Sir

George to advance by his left in support to the

Guards on the Kitspur with a body of nearly 400

men which he then had in hand, and was met by

a steadfast refusal.

Cathcart thus withholding his aid, by what An-ivaiof

,11 -1 ,1 TO two French

other means could the perilous gap be closed? battalions.

Two battalions of Bourbaki's brigade had by this

time come up ; and whilst one of them—the 6th

of line—stood posted in rear of Hill Bend, the

other—tlie 7th Leger—was also on the reverse

slope of the ridge, but on a part further west,

and, indeed, almost close to the Post-road. This

7th L^ger was 900 strong,-f- and consequently

much greater in numbers than any body of men

which the English had hitherto brought into

action at the same time and place. To the

* I find Sir George Brown, for instance, disclosing this re-

liance ou the 20th wlien he first became aware that the attack

was serious. The Duke of Wellington once publicly called the

20th the most distinguished regiment in the service, and pro-

ceeded to justify praise which, at first, of course, seemed in-

vidious, by saying that it had won aU its great store of fame

mth une battalion. It now has two.

t908.
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CHAP.
VI.

3d Period.

Their
reception
on the
battle-field.

Failure of

the Englisli

endeavours
to inalte

them
advance.

surprise of our people—for there was no ques-

tion of cavalry charges— the battalion was in

hollow square, a formation understood to be

chosen for the purpose of maintaining coherence

and preventing clandestine evasions. General

Bosquet, in person, had not yet come up, and

the brigadier, though conspicuous in the field

at a later time, was not at these moments pres-

ent with either his ' 6th of the line ' or his 7th

L^ger.

Those English spread about on the Isthmus

whom 1 called the ' spent forces,' had not yet been

brought back to so strait-laced a state as to be

altogether free from the boisterous attributes of

a populace, and when the two French battalions

came marching up gaily to the sound of their

drums and their clarions, they were welcomed

into the fight by vehement cheers ; but almost

immediately afterwards their popularity fell ; and

soon, our people were treating them with almost

savage disfavour. All this rage was for no better

reason than that the two French battalion com-

manders, without sanction from higher authority,

could not take on themselves to advance. Both

the Duke of Cambridge and Pennefather besought

the commander of the '7th L^ger' to move for-

ward, but they besought him in vain ; and if the

pressure applied by our people to the colonel of

the ' 6th ' was even more hard, it still proved

equally fruitless. The features of an officer tor-

mented by all this urgency might reflect hia

distress of mind, and from that cause, present
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the appearance which our people observed; but chap.

soldiers oi'ten harbour the fancy that impending L_

fate casts its shadow on the countenance of a man *""'

who is doomed, and General Pennefather, in the

midst of his wrath with Colonel de Camas, was

softened a little by seeing—for so he imagined

he did, and that, too, with absolute certainty

—

that the Frenchman ' had death on his face.'
*

The battalion under this treatment exerted a

hard self-restraint, but still through its ranks

there travelled a murmur of acrid rage.

The rudeness, nay almost the violence, with impatience

which some of our people permitted themselves people witk

to treat these two French battalions may be more battalions.

or less palliated by alleging the excitement of the

fight and the stress of crying emergencies, but

still was very obviously wrong, and even, more-

over, unjust. Our own reinforcements, it is true,

upon reaching the field, had suffered themselves

to be drawn into any part of the fight where they

heard they were specially needed, and this they

had done without waiting for the sanction of

rightful authority ; but, however brilliant the

feats which had hitherto resulted from this im-

petuous course of action, it was one of a danger-

ous kind, and very much less appropriate now
than in the earliest hour of the battle. The two

fresh battalions had come up at a season which

was ripe for well-planned operations under the

* A prophecy or rather 'prognosis' of this kind is not often

mentioned unless it has heen fulfilled. For the mournful ful-

filment in this instance, see post.
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CHAP.
VI.

8d Period.

Kie Duke's
return to
tlie Kitspur.

The results

of his

exjiedition

in searcii

of reinforee-

menta

orders of a conimander-iu-cliief; and if anyone

erred at this time in not moving forward French

troops to share the light with our people, it was

to General Canrobert, and not to regimental offi-

cers, that the blame would justly attach. At
this the Second Period of the action, our people

had no right to expect that the commander of a

French battalion, without the sanction of his

brigadier, or any higher authority, would follow

the example of the English reinforcements by

suffering himself to be hurried forward at once on

the plea of emergency, and become thus absorbed

into the fight.

But, however unwarrantable the impatient dis-

courtesy of our people, it still remained true that

no portion of the 1600 * French troops which had

now reached Mount Inkerman could yet be in-

duced to advance.

After the failure of his last entreaty, the Duke
of Cambridge said he must return to the front

;

and—whether in anger, or whether in mere haste

to shorten his road—he asked the Commander of

the '7tli L^ger' to let the troops make way for

him. Tlie officers, with ready and high - bred

courtesy, made haste to open the ranks, and His

Royal Highness, riding through the battalion,

moved forward once more to join his men on the

Kitspur.

It resulted from the Duke's expedition that,

irres})ectively of his own Coldstream, already mov-

ing forward to join its brigade with a strength

1665.
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of 300* he had succeeded in obtaining reinforce- CHAP.
VI

nients for his people to the extent of 500.-f- L.
2d Period

IX.

All this while, the fight at the Sandbag ]jat- Dannen.

tery had continued to rage ; and, indeed, after the preparations

failure of his last attack on the work. General attack.

Dannenberg seems to have determined that his

next one should be more resolute, more weighty,

and better combined. The path of the assailing

infantry was to be, this time, made smooth before

them by an unsparing fire of artillery ; the

Okhotsk corps, aided by the Sappers battalion,

would attack from the north, the Selinghinsk

troops from the east, and at intervals when they

could be spared from their conflicts with Penne-

father's centre, the lakoutsk battalions emerging

from the head of the Quarry Eavine were destined

to apply a new leverage by turning the left of the

Guards.

So now from Shell Hill and East Jut artillery- Fire of

fire swept slantwise across the higher slopes of artiiie^.

the Kitspur, both raking the position of the

Guards, and ploughing the unpeopled ground in

its rear as though to warn back any succours

*314.

t 521—viz.:

Wing of 95th, . ... 222

Do. of 20th, .... 160

Do. of Rifles, . . . . 139

521
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Advance of

the assailing

Imttalions.

Comparison
of numbers.

The great
column
advancing
from the
north.

approacliing to tlie aid of our troops. Then once

more the advance of the enemy's infantry began.

The nine battalions which were now to concen-

trate their power by attacking the Sandbag Bat-

tery from both the north and the east, had a

strength of 6000 ;
* whilst their adversaries were

the now thinned remains of those Grenadier and

Scots Fusilier battalions which, even before all

their losses, had numbered less than 800
; f and,

though also there were intermixed with these

Guardsmen, or otherwise taking part near them,

many yet unwearied survivors of the body which

had fought under Adams, the conflict, we may

say, was still one where the hundreds were en-

gaged against the thousands.

The air by this time had so cleared that the

ascending throng of the Okhotsk and Sappers

battalions could be seen from the first by our

troops, and the foremost of the assailants, when

near, could be plainly discerned ; but even then,

the murky grey overcoats, and the numberless,

numberless circles of the 'muffin caps' (as our

people expressively called them) had hardly a more

uniform sameness than the round, bullet - heads

closely cropped, and the broad, high-boned faces,

all young, but of a dismal, white hue, and dis-

* Giving the. Sappers Kattalion its estimated strength of 760,

these troops had come into action with a strength of 7129, and

their losses had certainly not reduced them to 6000. This

computation does not include the four Iakout.sk battalions,

which, however, as will he seen, were ultiniatel}' destined tc

contribute towards the uumhers acting against our Guards.

t757.
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slosing that blank, dazed look which our people chap.
had observed long before in the soldiery of other

^'

Russian battalions. 2dPerfod

Into the thick of the mass thus advancing the The iire of

Fusiliers strove to pour a fire which should be Fusiiicrs

ceaseless and rapid, yet sure. No longer new

to battle, they at this time toiled less like hot

combatants than careful, intelligent workmen.

When a soldier, displaced by some chance from

his own company, came ready to lend his aid

in another part of the line, he was not always

asked to ' fall in,' but more often to help towards

the business of quick firing in a less formal

yet workmanlike fashion.* He would so take

his turn with another man near as that the one

who was ready to fire should be for the moment
in front, and the one who was loading in rear.

Elsewhere, men resorted to 'division of labour,'

and so ordered the work as that some should

always be loading, and others constantly firing.

Here and there along the whole line, there were

little knots toiling thus in friendly, irregular con-

cert. When the assailing force had drawn near,

a man choosing to listen, they say, could hear

through the din of the fight that rewarding sound

of the ' thud ' which showed him where the ball

from his strong-shooting rifle had ended its flight.

Our soldiery, conscious of their power, and un-

derstanding the purpose of their toil, worked on

* Soldiers had been suffered to attend to the wounded, and

this was one of the ways in which a man might becoma ' di««

' placed,

'
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Continued
advance
of the
column.

Tlie Colonel
of the Scots
Fusiliers :

with a great alacrity, and amongst them it would

have been hard to find discontent or impatience,

except here and there in some man who might be

raging for want of cartridges.

What the real causes are which moderate the

devastation inflicted by such steady shooting as

this it may be hard to say ; but certainly fire-

arms in battle are not so largely destructive as

the processes of antecedent reasoning might com-

pute them to be. The Eussians, it is true, at this

time were falling in numbers ; but their column,

after all, was retaining its massive dimensions,

and still valiantly ascending in the face of the

Scots Fusiliers, without returning their fire.

Our rank and file liked a work in which each

man, for once, could feel himself to be separately

and distinctly effective ; but care pressed on the

minds of their chiefs ; and indeed for any officer

so high in command as to have to think of the

issue, it was hard to judge how, if at all, when

the last trying moment should come, this knotted

string of men on the crest might withstand, or

attem})t to withstand, the weight of the advanc-

ing thousands. When H.R.H. the Duke of Cam-

bridge, after his expedition in search of reinforce-

ments, had returned to the neighbourhood of the

Sandbag Battery, he remained, it seems, chiefly

with the Grenadiers. General Bentinck, the next

in authority, had been disabled by a wound in

the arm ; and upon the north front, where our

Scots Fusiliers awaited the heaviest onslaught,

their Colonel was receiving no orders. He him-
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aelf having met with two wounds, was for some chap.
VI

time disabled by one of them, but before the

moment now reached he had recovered his 2'*-^"^''-

Lis two first

powers of action. If refusing to harbour despair, wounds:

he at least confessed to himself that lie would

willingly know of some basis on which liope

might rest ; and seeking to learn how the few in

their strife with the many could best derive an

advantage from their hold of the Sandbag Battery, ins visit

he now, for the first time, entered the work. Once sandbag
'

Battery.

within it, he saw that any troops planted there

behind a tall parapet without the resource of

a banquette must of necessity be M'asting their

power, and then he understood why it was that

the Grenadiers wlien they held the work had

chosen to abandon its shelter. The Russians,

however, in general did not know that the w^ork

had this fatal defect ; and still believing (as our

people had done before them) that it was an

essential part of the English defences well worthy

of their most valiant efforts, they came on in

their strength, and, this time, with firm resolve.

Whilst the Okhotsk battalions still continued Seimgbwisk
troops on

to move up m gross numbers against the left the top

. .
uf the

shoulder of the work, the Selinghinsk troops paiapet.

made a rusli at its face, and numbers of them

having climbed up to the top of the parapet,

began to fire down almost vertically u])on those

of our soldiery who stood gathered along its base.

The commander of the Scots Fusiliers was now coionei

suddenly stript of the power which we saw him udrd*"^**

exerting victoriously in one combat after another
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CHAP
VI.

8d Period.

Devolution
of the
command to
Colonel F.

Seymour.

The measure
he took.

Relinquish-
ment of the
Sandbag
Battery
by the
English.

Their
change of
position.

Struck in the jaw by a musket-ball, he all at ouce

learut the warmth of his fast - streaming blood,

and, being now hardly able to speak, was forced

at last to confess that this, his third wound, was

disabling. He found means, though not without

effort, to signify a message, handing over the com-

mand of the regiment.

It was upon Colonel Francis Seymour—though

he did not yet know of his elevation—that the

command of the regiment devolved. Notwith-

standing the onsets made again and again from

the east by the troops of the Selinghinsk regi-

ment, Seymour judged that the heaviest of the

Russian attacks was the one aimed against our

north front, and perceiving (as his chief had just

done before him) that the parapet of the dis-

mantled battery must neutralise both the fire and

the steel of the infantry sheltered behind it, he

laboured to get the men out of the work, and bring

them more to tlieir left, in order to strengthen

the line which confronted the Okhotsk battalions.

When this object had at last been attained, the

instincts of the men on either flank of the work

made them seek to refasten their line ; whilst, on

the other hand, the advancing thousands exert-

ed their natural pressure upon a thin string of

soldiery, undertaking to change their array whilst

the enemy was coming upon them. From the com-

position of these diverse forces there resulted num-

berless movements — not all of them voluntary,

but yet on the whole opportune ; for within a

brief compass of time the remains of the two bat-
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talious of Guards had relinquished the paralysing c ii a p.

shelter of the Sandbag Battery, had fallen back L_

upon higher ground, had refastened their line at ^'^ ^^"^

some distance in rear of the work, had covered

the change throughout by a ceaseless fire, and

were now reunited in a convex array, which still

offered a front to the east as well as a front to

the north. About this time Neville fell, and

Napier Sturt, who carried the Queen's colour of

the Grenadiers, was severely wounded. Stagger-

ing under the blow, and hardly able to crawl, he

still held fast to the colour till he had placed it

in the strong, faithful hands whence it passed at

a later moment to the care of Lieutenant Turner.

After all, there was only a portion of the Eng-

lish thus newly arrayed who knew anything of

the evil which had attended the occupation of

the Sandbag Battery. Far from priding them-

selves on the wholesome change they had con-

curred in effecting, the great bulk of them saw

with indignation that the ground on which they

had just before stood was passing into the hands

of the enemy, and the Kussians, on the other

hand, gave unrestrained voice to the joy with

which they sprang forward to seize the aban-

doned work.

From the great column of the Okhotsk bat- Tiie

talions advancing against the north front, and Battery

also, although in less measure, from the Selin- by the
RussianB

ghmsk columns on the east, the Kussian soldiery

in great numbers rushed up towards the Sandbag

Battery ; and as many as could thronged together

VOL. VI.
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CHAP, under the parapet of the empty work with exult-
'

ing cheers, whilst others drew as near as the
2d Period.

Q^.Q^^Y(\[J^g of their comrades would allow to the

coveted goal ; and it resulted that the great Ok-

hotsk column, which in spite of a ceaseless and

murderous fire had long held on its steadfast way

from the bed of the gorge to the crest, was now a

This the 6th less shapely, if not a disordered mass. But the
capture. i. ./

enemy was flushed with a sense of his supposed

achievement ; and this was but natural ; for, ex-

cepting only the men who had themselves stood

behind the parapet, scarce any of the contending

soldiery, whether Russian or English, had yet

come to know that the Battery was a worse than

valueless prize.

The After further advancing some way, the enemy
opposed o ^ J

forces came to a halt; and, our people, on their part,
standing ' ' j. j- ' i. '

at bay. qq^ yielding up any more ground, the two hostile

forces—the thousands in a misshapen mass on

the one side, and the hundreds on the other in a

knotted, strongly curved line—stood at bay con-

fronting each other, and divided by a space which,

though greater elsewhere, was at one point to-

wards the right no more than about eight yards.*

The firing continued, and along the chief part of

our line the rifle was still working havoc in the

enemy's masses, but with some of the Grenadiers

on the right ammunition began to fail, and a few of

their immediate adversaries were feeling, it seems,

a like want; for the combatants on each side at

this spot began to hurl against one another some

* 'Six or eight yards.'—C. LiDdsay.
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of those loose pieces of rock which there strewed chap.

the ground.

By some of our officers this Homeric resource ^d^"^"^^-

was regarded as ' unsold ierly,' and it seems that

their disgust at the sight of such child's play

served to hasten the resolve whicli was presently

formed. The general result of the movements

just effected did not make itself instantly plain

to the bulk of our troops ; but as soon as they

came to know that they had abandoned the sub-

ject of a long-sustained contest, they chafed at

the thought of having thus yielded, and their

anger rose high when they saw the ' muffin-cap

'

soldiery flooding into the work and heard their

triumphaiit hurrahs. The Grenadiers were more

especially raging, because they imagined, though

wrongly, that theirs was the battalion which had

last held the Battery. All at once, men who

chanced to look southward saw a new line of

Bearskins fast cropping up over the brnshwood.

In a moment, many knew that the Coldstream The
-n p ,

•
1 J / 1 n Coldstream

was near, lar trom resting content (as less iiery approaching

troops might have done) to await the support

thus approaching, the Grenadiers were seized

with desire to recapture the work before the

Coldstream could come up. Colonel Henry charge

Percy, observing that the enemy's masses were Grenadiers,

writhing under the fire they had met, ran for-

ward in front of his men, as also did Colonel

Charles Lindsay ; and, the right flank company

under Captain Burnaby breaking out to the front

with a cry of ' Charge again, Grenadiers
!

' the
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CHAP.
VI.
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Sandbag
Battery.
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the enemy's
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battalion uttered its will in a burst of hurrahs,

sprang forward with bayonets down, and drove

straight at the hapless crowd of soldiery who,

instead of attacking, had submitted to be at-

tacked where they stood, with the parapet of

the Battery in their rear. They broke and fled
;

but this was not all that resulted, for the enemy's

forces on the north front, bending under the force

put upon them by the Scots Fusiliers, were in-

volved in the common overthrow. Of the men

falling back into the gorge of the Battery very

many were obstructed in their flight by its para-

pet ;
and, some of these standing at bay, it was

not without hand-to-hand fighting and slaughter

that the Grenadiers put down all resistance and

resumed their hold of the work.

Our men were not in so orderly a state that at

the will of a commander they could be brought

back from the false position of the reconquered

Battery to better ground in its rear ; but, for the

present, at least, their officers were able once

more to withhold them from a ruinous pursuit

down the steeps ; and the enemy understanding

the impunity thus conceded to him soon stayed

his flight. His retreating masses dropped no

further down the hillside than was needed for

the attainment of shelter, and the ground close

outside the Battery, if ever abandoned at all,

was quickly repeopled by troops crowding under

its parapet. Soon again, as had happened before,

there were Kussians firing into the work through

its two embrasures or over tlie parts of the para-
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pet which sloptul away low at each Hank. Before chap.

long, there came venturesome men, who not only
'

climbed up the parapet, but stood for a while on ^'^ ''^™^-

its top overlooking our people below, and begin-

ning to fire down upon them. Colonel Percy,

not brooking the sight of this trespass, clambered

up from his side of the parapet in order to drive

off the intruders, but was himself thrown down

backwards by the weight of a stone heaved

against him whilst turning to give an order

;

and when in spite of his hurt he again climbed

the parapet, he was so heavily struck on the brow

by a fragment of rock from the hand of some

Russian Ajax, that again, as before, he fell down

backwards, and, this time, the blow laid him

senseless.

Those of the Grenadiers within the Battery False posi-

who had found berths for themselves near one of Gnniidiers
within the

its shoulders, or by one of its two embrasures, work,

could engage more or less in combats ; but the

great proportion of the troops, though exposed

every instant to the chances of an overwhelming

attack on either flank, had to stand almost passive

at the foot of a parapet some ten feet high, and to

listen meanwhile with what patience they might

to the raging yells of a multitude fended off by

no physical obstacle except on one front, and

there, only by a pile of earth revetted with sand-

bags and gabions, which any one who chose might

climb.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

The actual
disposition
of the fresh

troops.

The succours despatched to this part of the

field now began to come up ; and it seems that if

the Duke of Cambridge had been obeyed, the

approach by the Gap would not have been left

unguarded, for, with a just apprehension of what

the occasion required, he ordered both Crofton's

and Champion's troops to ' take post ' on the left

of his Guards, and between them and the 2d

Division ;
* but the attraction of the strife going

on by the Sandbag Battery continued to exert its

old force ; and excepting Horsford's few riflemen,

whose chief kept tliem somewhat more clear, all

the succours now reaching the Kitspur were

quickly drawn into the fight. Upon the whole

it resulted that the perilous Gap still lay open,

and the ground there was not only left unguarded,

but even, it seems, un watched.

The Coldstream battalion formed line on the

right of the Grenadiers. One part of Crofton's

wing of the 20th Eegiment aligned on the riglit

of the Coldstream, thus prolonging yet further

the front which our people showed towards the

east ; and the other part went to strengthen the

* ' I confess I never saw the 20th Regiment again after the

' earlier part of the day, when I had myself directed them to

' take post to the left of the Guards, and between them and the

' 2d Division, as 1 did the 95th Regiment which followed in

' the same direction.'—Private letter of the Duke of Cambridge

to Lord Raglan, written from Constantinople, 20th December

1854. The Duke speaks of the 20th and 95th Regiments, but

must have meant a wing only of eacli.
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defence of the Sandbag Battery. Colonel Hors- chap
ford with one wing of his Eifles moved forward

to operate near the head of St Clement's Gorge.

The wing of the 95th under Champion was

happily placed at the first, for, whilst standing

in support to the Guards, it coukl, and did, fend

back the column then attempting to turn their

left flank ;
* but afterwards, the wing was sub-

divided, one part being sent into the Sandbag

Battery, whilst the rest, cut up into fractions,

moved hither and thither as occasion required to

prop the defence at weak points. Altogether,

the fresh troops brought up were more than 800

strong
; f but although the remains of our sol-

diery, who had fought all this wliile on the KLit-

spur, were mere hundreds engaged against thou-

sands, it is, nevertheless, true that a bare increase

of their numbers was not what they wanted the

most. Supposing that, for their pride's sake, they Tiie reai

were to go on with a struggle begun bv mistake not met

on wronfT oround, the kind of relief they most accession of
^ *=

' IT. reinforce-

needed was, first, support on their left to secure ments.

them from being cut off ; and next, such a change

in the general plan of the battle as might give a

set purpose to their hitherto aimless fight by ter-

* So far Champion seems to have been acting in exact con-

formity with H.R.H.'s direction.

t Coldstream, . . . .314
20th, one wing, . . • 160

95th, do., , . . 222

Rifles, do., . . . 139

886
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CHAP, filiating its isolated character, and combiniug it

^^- with other operations conducive in some way to

UPenod. good. The despatch of a body of troops to attack

the lakoutsk battalions at the head of the Quarr}'

Ravine might perhaps have supplied both these

wants, but neither the one nor the other could be

anyhow met by simply reinforcing the combat-

ants on the ground where they stood. The suc-

cours spared for this purpose— and remember

they were troops called away at great hazard

from tasks of far more vital moment—might pro-

long the defence of the Kitspur ; but our people

there planted were struggling under such con-

ditions that no real advantage could be gained by

merely bringing up other soldiery to fight along-

side them, and stand in the same predicament.

Aid in that shape was less fitted to retrieve the

mischief than to swell its proportions. The task

of repulsing attacks was one which, many times

over, the Grenadiers and the Scots Fusiliers, with

some intermixed troops of the line, had superbly

performed for themselves ; and if, in spite of the

adage, this often repeated success had hitherto

proved unsuccessful, the accession of reinforce-

ments to the actual scene of the conflict was not

a help of such kind as to make the anomaly cease.

Whether with or without such aid, our people

engaged on the Kitspur were still, as before, an

isolated, unsupported force, still liable every in-

stant to be turned in flank and cut off, and mean-

while so circumstanced that, although defeating

their enemy with all his masses again, and again,
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and again, they yet could not finally quell him CHAP.
without almost annulling themselves, because it

'

was plain that to pursue beaten troops far down 2d Period,

the acclivities, and into the thicket below, would

be in efi'ect to disband.

So, although the fresh troops of the English General

extended their line on each Hank, and perhaps fight <m the

nearly trebled its fire, they did not in other ways after the

1 • p 1 <-> 1 -r>
accession

change the mam tenor or course oi the nght. Kus- of the rein-

siau troops in vast herds might be falling back

after defeat, or rallying under the shelter of the

steeps, or formed once more for attack, and heav-

ing their painful way upwards under the torment

of fire, but always in one way or other they

thronged the hillsides, and always on the crest

above them there somehow remained adhering the

long, knotted string of our English infantry with

still that same bend in their line which from

almost the first had enabled them to show a front

to the north as well as a front to the east.

Like the force they had come to support, our

fresh troops were soon rudely disordered by the

peculiar exigencies of a close, ceaseless fight on

rough ground ; and it must not be supposed that

the entire English line now engaged on the crest

was susceptible of being wielded as an aggregate

body by any man's word of command ; but in the

components of the force, and especially in its

several companies, the principle of military co-

herence survived, and again if the ' company,' or

any less organism, broke up at last into units,

there was still a magnificent reserve of bravery
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ciiAi'. aud iH'esence of mind in the individual men.
VI.

From what I have called the 'knotted' part of
"^

" the string, men would come to ' bear a hand/ as

they phrased it, at any weak threatened point,

and there was a great intermixture of troops. If

a man chanced to find himself planted amongst

the soldiery of another regiment, he would not

only work heart and soul alongside them, but

even perhaps grow to think that he had won for

himself a specially good fighting berth ; and in

such case, being true Anglo - Saxon, he would

become tenacious of his supposed advantage,

much as though, after pushing his way in some

sight-seeing crowd at home, he had found at last

*a good place.' What struck the mind of an

officer newly coming into the midst of the strife

maintained in this part of the field was— not

merely the evident confidence of our men but

—

the good humour, and even the mirth, which

seemed to be reigning amongst them.*

The Coldstream at first could not get their wet

rifles to speak, but they dried them after a while

by snapping off numbers of caps, and soon the fire

of our people extended along their whole line. The

strife raged. Sometimes heavy masses thronged

howling against the face of the dismantled Battery,

sometimes against the part of our line which

looked down on St Clement's Gorge, sometimes

against that which faced eastward towards the

valley of the Tchernaya, and sometimes again they

• The ofiBcer alluded to is Colonel Cadogan of the Grenjidiere,

See a/nte, chap, iv., sec. ii.
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would troop away laterally in order to get round chap.

by a Hank.
'

The heaviest of the attacks at this time was one 2fZ/'ertod.

1 • 1 1 /~»i 1 1
Attack on

undertaken with great resolution by the Okhotsk tiie nort).

. Ill ''oiit and
battalions. Collecting on ground near the head the left° *=

shoulder

of St Clement's Gorge they so made their onset, of theo J ' Sandbag

that whilst hotly engaging the Scots Fusiliers with Battery,

the right of their column, they forced their left

into the Sandbag Battery by its northern shoulder.

Thence thronging heavily forward, they began to

roll up the line of our people ranged under the

parapet, and already had fought their way on as

far as the first embrasure, when some men of the

Grenadiers, and some of the 20th Regiment, and

some, too, of the 95th (with whom Captain Car-

michael was seen), collected themselves for a blow,

and then fell upon the intruding mass with such

impetuosity as to thrust it back out of the Bat-

tery ; and the rest of the column then bending its result,

under the power of the Scots Fusiliers, the whole

force was overtlirown, and driven fast down the

hillside.

For a while after this discomfiture, the Okhotsk AiuUon
tlie north

battalions kept aloof in great measure from the front,

fight, and two of them even quitted the Kitspur

;

but these sturdy troops, we shall find, soon proved

able to re-form, and gather up their strength for

fresh efforts. Still, it resulted that on the north-

ern front of the English there now was for some
,

time a lull.

From first to last, a distinct character adhered

to the combats maintained on the eastern flank of
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C B A P.

VI.

2d-PeHnl.

Distinct
character
of the fight

on tlie

easteru
front.

the Kitspur. There, the masses—the Seliughiusk

battalions—which fought on the steeps overhang-

ing the Tchernaya, found shelter in general after

every discomfiture by retreating only a little way

down ; and apparently they soon understood that

they were exempt from the worst consequences of

defeat because the policy of their English adver-

sary obliged him to abstain from pursuit. They

rallied so promptly, and delivered their assaults

so quickly one after the other, that the sum of

their eftbrts might be almost regarded in aggregate

as a single, unceasing onslaught ; for although at

one moment the ledge in front of the Battery, or

elsewhere in front of our line, might seem left to

the dead and the wounded over much of its space,

and only darkened beyond by crowds of men turn-

ing their backs, yet presently again it would

become overspread by that broad, deep, and heav-

ing expanse of white upturned faces which dis-

tinguished the times of attack from the times of

retreat.

Though in some places clear, the atmosphere

overhanging the steeps on this Tchernaya front

was still in such a condition as to be strongly

retentive of smoke, and from this cause, as well as

from the abrupt fall of the ground beyond the

ledge, it resulted that the enemy's columns when

advancing to attack from the east were often

unseen by our people until within some thirty or

forty yards. At about this distance, the mass

would in general raise a loud cheer, but a cheer

which our people detected as one delivered by
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order. After executing this shout, the hapless chap.

column would continue its advance, but under so

terrible a fire that flesh and blood could barely, if

at all, endure the ordeal. Whilst still at a distance

of several paces the column in general would stop

and waver. That moment of anguish and doubt

on the part of the enemy is the one which, in

general, an English commander would seize for

delivering a bayonet-charge ; but here, our officers

knew that to charge down the hill would be to

break in pursuit, and being still able to hold back

their men, tliey took care not to strike at the

column in this crisis of its fate. Therefore, the

heaving mass, though tormented by fire, was still

not bereft of free-will by the crash of a charge

tearing bodily into its ranks. Between the endur-

ance of yet more slaughter and yet another retreat,

it could choose. Then—their swords shining high

in the air, and waving as in passionate signal

—

numbers of Russian officers, with a valour our

people admired, would spring out to the front,

striving eagerly by voice and example to lead on

the mass. One young fellow, as though refusing

to live in the endurance of successive defeats, held

on his brave way to the face of the Sandbag Bat-

tery, climbed up to the top of its parapet, and

—

followed by only one soldier—leapt down upon

the death that was proffered him from a hedgerow

of bayonet-points.

These efforts of example and leadership did not

often so take effect as to draw on the suffering

column ; and, in general, the mass after more or
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CHAP, less of agony and wavering would turn and fall

'

back, dropping quickly down out of sight. But
td Period, sometimes the enemy's masses would persist with

a greater obstinacy, neither turning nor halting

till they had forced a part of the English line to

bend for the moment before them, and, if not to

break asunder, at all events to yield ground a

little and begin to bulge inwards ; but, in every

such emergency, our people gave proof—and this

was an almost new teaching—that if the column

(having been spared for some special reason from

the ordeal of a charge) has thus far prevailed

against the line, its task even then may not be

near its accomplishment ; for when it chanced

that the enemy thus pressed his attack almost

home, men would come from some neighbouring

part of our line to strengthen the defence at its

point of tension, or else a few of our people

gathering hastily together would spring with

their bayonets low at the front or the flank of

the intruding mass. Whether fended back I'rom

the crest by tough, sober resistance, or brilliantly

charged and routed, all the columns one after an-

other were driven back down the hillsides. In

the course of these struggles, it here and there

happened that opposing bayonets clashed, that

the sword of the officer was put to proof of its

quality in some close personal conflict for his

life, and tliat men struck at men with the butt-

ends of rifles or muskets ;
* but these collisions

• Swords furnished by tailors disclosed the frailty that mif,'lit

be almost considered appropriate to them if regarded as articles
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were the exceptional incidents of the fight ; for c H a i*.

in general, even here, though the fighting was un-

usually close, there remained interposed that dim,

changeful, elastic belt of space which commonly

divides the combatants in modern warfare.

Fighting under such conditions as these, our

troops of course did not form that rigid, opaque

wall of soldiery, with its edging of fire and steel,

at which English discipline aims, but a knotted

chain of men working all of them hard, witli

interchanges of strength "oin^ on here and

there whenever occasion required ; and, in gen-

eral, at some part or other of the line, if not

along its whole course, there was the writhing,

the swaying to and fro of undetermined strife.

From the ease with which the Eussians after

every defeat found shelter under the steeps, and

the determination of the English to hold fast the

crest, yet always abstain from pursuit, it resulted

that this singular fight on tlie Kitspur had been

hitherto raging entirely upon one narrow strip of

ground, and was, besides, more strictly physical

in its nature, or in other words less governed by

imagination, than the struggles that are com-

monly witnessed in a modern battle-field. There-

fore, also, it had lasted all this while without

decisive result. Eepulses not clenched by pur-

suit had proved hitherto barren of consequences,

and Panic was not yet imparting to successive dis-

comfitures the proportions of a headlong defeat.

f>l' costume ; but, so far as I have liappened to hear, the 'Wil-
' kinson' always proved true.
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CHAP. The last of the onslaughts which the enemy
•

here undertook was directed by one of the Selin-

idPeHod. giiinsk battalions against a part of our line on

tiie enemy's the right of the Saudbag Battery, and with such
attacks on ...
the Kitspur. resolutioii that the column persisted in its ad-

vance until within a few paces of the crest ; but

Its defeat Captain Townshend Wilson of the Coldstream,

i/en°o7the with part of his company and a few other men,

then attacked and overthrew the whole mass, and

sent it in hurried flight down the steeps. A few

of the victors, excited by combat, and no longer

restraining their eagerness, rushed down the hill-

Men de- side in full chase; and although the pursuers were

hillside in themselves pursued by their captain, who did all
chase.

he could to recall them, he was baffled in every

effort to make himself heard through the din,

and soon, both he and his people were all the

way down in the valley of the Tchernaya, and

even incurring fire from the skirmishers of Prince

Gortschakoffs corps.*

This outbreak of a few Coldstream men in un-

bridled pursuit marks the beginning of an entire

change in the tenor of the fight.

But another mind now intervenes.

XI.

Sir George When Sir Gcorge Cathcart reached Mount In-

arHvaf.'^^ kermau, he had close beside him his favourite

* The corps which our people in general (notwithstanding:;

Gortsohakoff's accession to its command) continued tc call

' Liprandi's.'
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'Kifles;' and presenting the battalion to Penue- chap.

father as a force that could be trusted to ' do any- '.—
' thinff,' he asked where its service was needed. „.°' His con-

Pennefather, olowiner with the excitement of a versatioii
' o r> with Pcuiie

fight after his own heart, answered simply ' Every- ^^^^'^'^

' where !

' and the corps, with its modest strength

of only 278 men, was soon split into two. Coupled

with the expedient of thus subdividing a body

already so small, that one-worded answer of

Pennefather's may be taken as showing the as-

pect under which he regarded the battle, and will

also account for the way in which Catlicart scat-

tered his troops. Owing partly to the mist, and

the nature of the ground, but in part perhaps also

to the peculiarity of our insular mind (which com-

monly abhors an integral and busies itself with

the fractions), neither Pennefather nor his people

had consciously felt, as an aggregate, the whole

united weight of their 40,000 assailants ; but

they believed that here, there, and there— in

many places at once—there was some special

emergency, an emergency sufficiently grave, but

still of such kind that it could be met at each

spot by so few as 200, or even 150 men. Their

labour, as understood by themselves, was that of

men anxiously stopping a number of troublesome

leaks. Yet, the problem really in hand was noth-

ing less than to dam back a torrent.*

* I cannot prove that there was any copy of the ' Novum
' Organum ' in Pennefather's tent, but some minds will find an

analogy between his way of fighting a battle and the Baconian

or ' Empirical ' philosophy.

VOL. VL P
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CHAT
VI.

2d Period.

The great
bulk of
Cathcart's
troops
distributed
piecemeal.

Ill compliuucc with the appeals of officers sent

back to ask for support from various parts of

the field, Cathcart suffered his men to be taken

from him with a generous readiness which shows

that the idea of selfishl}' reserving to himself

the means of personal distinction was altogether

absent from his mind. He even entrusted to

subordinate hands a power to meet re])orted em-

ergencies by parting with some of his troops ;
*

and it resulted tliat before Torrens joined him,

the whole force of near 1700 men brought up by

Sir George, had ])een already distributed piece-

meal. The destinations assigned to the left wing

of the 21st Fusiliers under Lord West,f to each

wing of the Eifies,| and to the right wing of the

20th under Colonel Crofton,§ we have already

seen ; but it now must be added that the con-

nected body of troops more than 600 strong which

consisted of the right wing of the 21st Fusiliers

under its colonel (Colonel Ainslie),|| with the men

of the 63d under Colonel Swyny,ir drawn up on

* To Winilliam, for instance, he delegated this kind of author-

ity.—Windham's Despatch to Headquarters, 6th November 1854.

t Strength, 201.

X Strength of the two wings together, 278. Colonel Hors-

ford commanded the battalion.

§ Strength 160. In speaking of the several parts of the 20th

as the ' right wing ' and the ' left wing,' 1 refer to their respec-

tive places in the battle-licld, and not to the places belonging

to them when the regiment was drawn up on parade.

II
Strength, 201.

Tl Strength, 466, as stated officially ; but see Note in the

Appendix, showing, upon the clear testimony of Major Robert

Bennett and Lieutenant Slack, that the actual strength of the

' rank and file ' was only 368. This regiment marched early
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its right, lay at this time extended in line, and chap.

occupying the western extremity of the Home
Ridge ; whilst General Goldie in person with the

left wing of his 20^1 regiment under the colonel*

(Colonel Horn), and the main body of his 57th

regiment under young Captain Edward Stanleyji*

was already preparing to operate on ground to

the right of the Post-road as well as on the Post-

road itself.

When Sir George had thus parted with no less Tiie smaii

than ten wings, or, in other words, five battalions, 400 men

he remained during some little time without any under°"'^'

troops at his side ; but Brigadier-General Torrens personal

was approaching him with another body of rather

less than 400 raen.J The force, although small,

was still destined to give Sir George Cathcart

a great opportunity ; and if he should well use its imiiort

his power, nay, even if he should simply obey

the timely commands of Lord Eaglan, it might

be given him to rule a crisis in this battle of

Inkerman.

As we long ago saw, our troops engaged on the

Kitspur were all this while holding wrong ground;

with the 21st. Colonel Windham, accurate in most other re-

spects, was mistaken in the part of his official narrative which

concerned tliis regiment.

* Strength, 180. t Strength, 196.

J Two companies of the 46th under Captain Hardy, and the

68th Regiment

—

i.e., four of its companies—under Colonel

Henry Smyth, making together 384. The forces above men-

tioned number altogether 2066, and comprise the whole force

furnished to the battle of Inkerman by the 4th Division, ex-

cept 151 men of the 57th Regiment who reached the Isthmu.«

ttt a later time.
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CHAP, and, unless they could he supported on their left,

'

it was scarce possible for them— with all their

2dPenod. p^owess—to achievc any wholesome result. If
The vice of

,
- „

the position they sliouki pursue the enemy down the steeps oi
maintained
at the Mount lukerman and into the jungle below, they
Sandbag

. nt^ n to
Battery. w^ould ceasB to exist as an effective force. If,

abstaining from such pursuit, they should go on

maintaining the struggle as an isolated fight, they

would be every minute consuming their strength

without either crushing their immediate adver-

saries or perturbing other portions of the enemy's

forces ; and besides, would be liable to find them-

selves at any moment cut off by a body turning

their left. So, had this been only a ' war game,'

the flat slips of lead representing our troops on

the Kitspur would have been long ago withdrawn

by any competent player. But Lord Eaglan, of

all living men, would have been one of the last

to forget that the rigid dictates of science must

sometimes bend to considerations of the kind

which people call 'human.' From a spot near

the right shoulder of the Sandbag Battery he had

witnessed this singular struggle during some of

Lord its phases ; and his judgment assured him that,

temination. howcvcr great the imprudence of originally ac-

cepting a combat in that part of the field, it was

now too late to retract. It would be breaking

the heart of good troops to tear them away from

the fight ; and to do this without the means of

enabling them to effect a steady retreat would be

to embrace actual disaster in prefeience to that

which as yet was only an ugly j^redicament.
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Still, if our people were to go on maintaining chap.
their hold, it was vitally necessary to support

^^'

them by the co-operation of troops on their left.
"^^ Period

Pennefather, with whom Lord Eaglan conferred, nee^doV^*

pressed strongly in this direction, and urged the the°Gap.

great need that there was to close, as he ex-

pressed it, the ' Gap ' which was left open be-

tween him and the Guards. Again, it was to be

remembered that, though hitherto isolated, and

therefore in great measure wasting their power,

our people engaged on the Kitspur had inflicted,

and still were inflicting, great slaughter upon the

enemy; and that even now, if they could be

supported on their left by a well-pressed attack,

they would be not only secured against a turning

movement, but at once become clothed with such

power over the battle that the sacrifices our

people had made might not, after all, prove bar-

ren. Therefore, to give this support at the Gap
was to avert a grave danger, but also perhaps to

wring good out of evil, and retrieve a costly mis-

take by making it conduce to victory. On the

other hand, the penalty that lay in wait for the

English, if they should omit to take the required

step, was obvious, and closely impending. Gen-

eral Danuenberg had been hitherto slow to apply

the easy leverage of a turning movement ; but

without providing a safeguard against such

manoeuvre, our people had no right to believe

that this forbearance would last.

After the obdurate refusal of the two French

battalions to advance in support to our troops.
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CHAP, it appeared that the only force which well could
'

be used for this vital purpose was the body of

zdPenod. 4()Q q^qq remaining under Cathcart. Sir George,

with this force in hand, was upon a salient bend

of the crest overhanging the Tchernaya valley, yet

commanding a view towards the north, when his

interview with the Duke of Cambridge took place.

The Duke, riding up to Sir George, strongly urged

him to move his troops to the left and support

the Guards. Cathcart seemed for a moment quite

Instances of willing to act in the direction required ; but pre-
H.R.H. with

'^ -1 > r
Cathcart to scutly, witli a Small double field -glass—he was
induce him ''

_

°
to act in the a uear-sifflited man—he be^an to gaze earnestly
required °

. .

direction, upou the steep, hanging groimd before him where

some troops of the Selinghinsk regiment were

making one of their efforts to turn the right flank

of the Guards. Then all at once he became ani-

mated, and assured heart and soul by one of those

mocking inspirations which resemble the false

Oneiros—the 'pernicious ' and yet ' divine' dream.*

He declared he would go down and attack the

His own troops he saw operating on the right front of the

andhFs^°" Saudbag Battery. In other words, he would

resistance to dcsccud from tlie heights to attack the extreme

left of the Eussian army. This imported that

being on strong heights with the enemy's left

wing outstretched before him, he would go down

and make war against the tip of its outermost

feather instead of striking the pinion. The Duke

of Cambridge strongly combated the idea, and at

* O{i\os—6fios. 'Pernicious,' because fraught witli mischief
—'divine,' because sent from on high.
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anotlioi- moment Pennefather did the like, but Sir chap.

George clung fast to bis plan. Still, Catbcart as

yet bad been only resisting entreaties and argu-

ments. He was now to receive an order.

When Lord Kaglan had ascertained that the Lord

only remaining body of inl'antry he well could orTcrto'
On.t'lic&rt

despatch to the Gap was the one of 400 men

under Brigadier Torrens, he sent General Airey

to Catbcart, the divisional general, with orders

which will be presently stated. General Airey

(who was accompanied by Captain Hardinge)

found Sir George on a part of the crest which was

only a little farther south than the extreme right

of our troops engaged on the Kitspur ; but observ-

ing that Cathcart's troops had begun to lire shots

into the copsewood below, and desiring that the

message he brought should not be robbed of its

weight by the semblance of a combat, he first re-

quested Sir George to cease firing, and then

delivered the order. Catbcart, strangely en-

amoured of his own idea, still sought to urge its

advantages, but General Airey in decisive lan-

guage conveyed the will of his chief, saying that

Lord Raglan wished Sir George 'to move to the

' left and support the brigade of Guards, and not

' to descend or leave the plateau ;
' and he added

—

* Those are Lord Eaglan's orders.'

That Catbcart at the moment of receiving these

orders could have harboured an intention to set

them at nought, few or none will believe ; for if

such a thought had then seized him, he at least

would have given to his commander the impor-
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t.liG Crimea.
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CHAP, tant, though painful advantage of knowing what

was to come ; but, supposing that at first he had

meant to obey, his change of purpose soon followed

The state of Siucc Sir George Cathcart knew the high des-

t^lnper in^ tiny which our Government under certain contin-

gencies had at one time reserved for him, it was

natural perhaps that, whilst deriving from this

circumstance an augmented confidence in his own

sagacity, he should have become more or less dis-

appointed when he found himself not called upon

to share in Lord Eaglan's deliberations ; and the

passionate complaint which he left one day at

Headquarters, is a proof that anger sprung from

this cause might for the moment overmaster his

judgment.* He moreover had harboured a notion

that both Sir George Brown and General Airey

were accustomed to act in the name of Lord

Eaglan without Lord Eaglan's authority ; and

now, as it happened, the order overruling Cath-

cart's opinion, forbidding him from following it,

and directing him in cogent terms to march in

another direction, was delivered to him by one of

these supposed usurpers. Here are circumstances

which may seem fitted to account in some measure

for the course Cathcart presently took ; but that

they did actually furnish the motive power which

drove him, there is not, I tliink, any proof.

Whilst General Airey and Captain Hardinge

were present, Sir George Cathcart's temper did

* See this paper of the (th October, and also some statements

on the .subject of the Dormant Commission, ' Invasion of the

Crimea,' vol. v. of Cabinet Edition, chap. iii.
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not strongly break out; for, though certainly he chat.

remarked to Hardinge that 'he had so good a —_J

—

' pack he did not want to he cautioned,' his 2d Period,

manner and tone at that moment were not merely

good-humoured, but joyous. Whether afterwards Question as
° ' J ./ to the cause

there followed an access of rage which over- which
induced him

powered his self - command, or whether he to disobey
'^ orders

:

imagined some great and novel emergency, or

some shining prospect of advantage which might

warrant disobedience of orders—these are ques-

tions which seemingly he did not leave means of

determining by any words uttered at the time to

those who rode at his side. What we know is

that his desire to go down the hillside, and strike

at the enemy's extreme left came back upon him

with a force which unhappily he did not resist.

He ordered General Torrens to attack. His his deter-
mination :

small force, when thus misdirected, lost at once

that exceptional power of swaying events which

Occasion— well seized by Lord Eaglan — had one of the

offered it the minute before, and became a resolve.

mere link added on to the chain of the soldiery

which had fought all this while on the Kitspur.

The column which Sir George undertook to His fatal

f ji o T 1 • 1 •
J.

descent from

assail was a part oi the belmghinsk regiment, the high^
,

^
.

' ground.

then working its way up the steeps against the

right front of the Guards, but still on ground so

low down that the attack, if immediate, could

only be made by descending. So now—in an evil

moment—Sir George Cathcart, with his 400 men
under Torrens, began to move down the hill-side.

He little knew that he was turning his back on a
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CHAP.
VI.

colunui of Eussians then already engaged in theii

march across the slopes of Mount Head, and pre-

2d Period, paring to take his place on the crest he had fatally

left.

Cathcart
merging his

troops in

tlie Kitspur
fight:

cliarge of

liis 40U men
under
Forrens.

XII.

By this determination of Cathcart's he aligned.

so to speak, on Crofton's right, and thus merged

both himself and his 400 men in that lengthened

fight on the Kitspur to which we are once more

returning. It is as one of the partakers in that

struggle that we must now see him act.

The four companies of the 68th, under Colonel

Henry Smyth, with the two companies of the 46th,

under Captain Hardy, formed up on their left,

had already deployed on a front towards the body

marked out for attack ; and, the brigadier, General

Torrens, now placing himself at their head, these

400 men * in line closely followed by Cathcart

and his staff began to move down the steep.

Cathcart some time before had caused them to

leave their greatcoats, and they were the only

considerable body of infantry who on this day

disclosed their red uniforms. Traversing difficult,

obstructed ground, and incurring after a while

heavy fire from artillery,f as well as from the

troops in their front, they still worked their way

down with a keenness which—even in the eyes of

an enemy looking up from some distance below

—

* 384.

t Their red jackets drew fire from 16 guns on East Jut.--

Todleben, p. 472.
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was expressive, it would seem, of a resolute pur- chap.

pose, for the troops which this attack threatened
'

were presently seen to waver, if not indeed to ^dPwiod

give way, and our people then no longer firing,

but setting their hearts on the bayonet, descended

with impetuous haste to strike at the shaken

mass. Colonel Henry Smyth, commanding the

68th men, had his horse shot under him, and

Captain Wynne fell dead in the midst of this

charge, being struck through the head by a mus-

ket-ball, whilst leading forward his company and

striving to keep it united ; but, if less than 400

in number, the English, extended in line and yet

further disparted in moving by the roughness

of the ground, had, by this time, spread out a

great front, and already the huddled and clustered

aggregate below was shrinking under this onset

as from the cast of a net, and flying down the

hillside. General Torrens, whilst striving to hold

back his too impetuous soldiery, fell grievously

wounded, and was lying on the ground disabled

when Cathcart rode down and spoke to him, say-

ing, ' Torrens, well and gallantly done !
' * Our

soldiers in their eagerness poured freely down
the steeps, and were, some of them, presently

mingled with those men of the Coldstream—the

men vainly called back by Townshend Wilson

—

who had reached the meadows of the Tchernaya.

Passing now from our right towards our left,

we come next to Colonel Crofton's wing of the

* Torrens died from the wound, but after an interval of

several months.
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VI.

2d Period.

Colonel
Crofton's
charge with
some men
of the 20th.

20th Eegiment, or rather to tliat fraction of it

which had aligned upon the right of the Cold-

stream, and was now divided by only a narrow

space from the scene of the charge led by Torrens.

Desiring, perhaps (as he naturally might), to act

in conformity with the operations of Cathcart

(who was his divisional chief), Crofton undertook

to assail the battalion directly confronting him,

but was wounded at an early moment. A staff

officer chanced to ride up who proved to be

Colonel Cunynghame, 'an old Twentieth man.'*

Lieutenant Dowling f accosting him said :
' Col-

' onel, all our mounted officers are killed, or

'wounded. Where shall we go T Cunynghame

accepting the leadership thus cast upon him by

the chances of battle, caused the troops to form a

well-knit line, marched them down to within a

hundred yards of the enemy's column, and then,

halting them, opened a fire which forced the bat-

talion to yield. The halt of these ' Twentieth

'

men was not long maintained. When Cunyng-

hame left them, they not only advanced in pur-

suit, but 'drove the Eussians like sheep,' and

were soon far below the crest, some getting down

close to the spot where Cathcart sat in his saddle,

and in this fortuitous way rejoining the com-

mander of their own division.

We before marked the kind of predicament

in which stood those Grenadiers and other in-

* He was A.Q.M.G. attached to the 1st Division, hut had at

one time commanded a battalion of the 20th.

+ This young offirer was souu afterwards killed.
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terniixed soldiery who were lining the Sandbag chap.

Battery ; and tlie physical conditions under which

we last saw them acting, still remained for the ^dPenod.

1 , , ., Impatience

most part unchanged; but, more angrily now of the troops

than before, men were chafing at the obstacle sandbag
' ° Battery.

interposed by a benchless parapet which con-

demned them almost to inaction without giving

them the least security against overwhelming

disasters. On tlie left of the work, some men sirCharies

said—' If an officer will lead, we will follow ; ' and on the ledU

Sir Charles Russell, of the Grenadiers, having follower.

chanced to be the only officer who heard this

appeal, was moved to accept the challenge, cry-

ing— ' Follow me, my lads !
' He sprang out

through the left embrasure, and the next instant

was busy with his revolver amongst numbers of

Russians standing clustered about on that part of

the ledge ; but he had been followed by only one

man—a private soldier named Anthony Palmer.

Palmer quickly shot down an assailant who was

in the act of bayoneting Sir Charles ; and some-

how the two—the Captain and his brave Grena-

dier—not only found means to defend themselves

for the moment, but even made good their way
fighting to a part of the ledge on their right

where they saw a few more of the Bearskins.

Russell was a man of slight build, not disclosing

great bodily strength, yet in one of his struggles

for the mastery—which also were struggles for

life—he was able to tear a rifle from the hands of

a Russian soldier, and he kept it to the end of

the day.
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Weakness
of the de-
fenders at
tlie flanks
of the
Battery

:

the enemy's
advance
against its

right
slioulder.

Captain
Bumaby.

His first

attempt to
make the
men charge

:

But those Bearskins seen on the right? We
must see whence they came.

At each shoulder of the work men not only had

to confront successive bodies of assailants, with-

out either taking or yielding ground, but to do

this with no better shelter than the flank of a

parapet which became less and less in height as

it approached its extremity. So disposed, they

had neither the advantage of fortified ground, nor

that of a fight in the open ; and at the right

shoulder of the work more particularly, the diffi-

culty of making them stand fast had already been

felt for some time, when an enemy's column was

seen coming up, with a mind to attack this weak

point. Our men there had few cartridges left.

Captain Burnaby was the officer in command

of the right flank company of the Grenadiers *

—

the company here lining the work. He did not

believe that a strong, determined body of infantry

could well be beaten off by the mere trivial fire

of his few men with nearly empty pouches, then

distrustfully manning the parapet at a part where

it dwarfed down to nothing, and that the column,

if suffered to keep its prerogative as the attacking

force, must ahiiost surely roll on over the feeble

obstacles in its way with resistless weiglit. He
therefore judged that, to defend the flank of the

work, he must charge his assailants. So, jump-

* The 3il Company, the 1st and 2d Companies being else-

where on picket duty For the authority on which I rely lor

the account of the fighting on the Ledgeway here about to bfl

given, see note post, p. 279.
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ing to the top of the ])iirapet he called upon liis CHAP,

people to follow, and ran forward a few paces, but
'

then finding himself alone on the outside of the si Period,

work, he came back to his men.

Other masses were presently seen undertaking

to turn the right flank of the Battery, but the

more instant peril still lay in the direction of the

body advancing against the right shoulder of the

work. That body, indeed, was now striking home,

for already one of its soldiery, a little in advance

of the rest, had begun to get over the parapet.

Captain Burnaby, raising his sword, laid the brave his resist-

Eussian dead, and then hastening to repeat the parapet:
^

appeal he had just before made in vain, he cried

out to his men, ' We must charge !' James Ban- ws charge

croft, a private soldier of the Grenadiers, was the seven men.

first to come after him, when he now for the

second time sprang up to the top of the parapet

and bade his people come on. Five or six other

men of his company sprang forward at the appeal

of their captain, and Burnaby, saying to Bancroft,

' How many will follow ?
' but not waiting, it

seems, for the answer, leapt down to the outside

of the parapet. Bancroft, following his captain,

was immediately attacked by several assailants,

of whom he killed one by a bayonet-thrust in the

chest ; but the ne.xt instant, he was so grievously

wounded by a Kussian bayonet tearing in through

his jaw and the cage of his teeth as to be made to

stagger back a few paces before he recommenced

his exploits.

Captain Burnaby had but just cleared the paiu
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id Period.

The Russi-
ans thrown
back some
paces

:

their rally

;

more men
of the
Guards now
out on the
Ledgeway

:

the fighting

there.

pet when he found himself met by a Russian

officer of great stature, who was heading the at-

tack at this spot, and vehemently calling forward

his men. Upon seeing Burnaby, the Eussian offi-

cer sprang at him sword in hand, but Burnaby

parried ; and before his assailant could again raise

the arm, brought him down by a cut so delivered

on the side of the head, that the tall leader fell,

and died at once with a groan. Then, still fol-

lowed by five or six men, and getting quit of his

two next assailants with nothing worse than a

shot through his bearskin, Captain Burnaby made

a dart at the thick of the troops confronting him.

Surprised, and for a moment confounded, the

mass of the Eussians fell back several paces in

avoidance of this sudden lunge ; but they present-

ly rallied, and a number of their people swarmed

forward in bevies undertaking to clear the front.

On the other hand, Burnaby's original following

of six or seven was by this time a little increased.

Before long, he had with him more men belonging

to his own company ; and, whilst also Sir Charles

Eussell, with his valiant man Anthony Palmer,

approached this part of the Ledgeway, there came

besides from the left Captain Kinloch and Captain

Eobert Lindsay of the Scots Fusiliers, with a few

more men of the Guards. All these springing

forward opposed themselves singly or in knots

to the thickening flakes of the Eussian infantry

thrown out in front of the columns ; and hence it

resulted that on the narrow belt of ground then

dividing our English line from the enemy's aggre-
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gate masses, many separate personal combats were chap.

sustained by private soldiers of the Guards. '__

Before liearing of these, one should ^uard one's
^di^erwd.

o ' '^
_ Causes of

self against unjust conclusions by acknowledging
*'/^^

^^°®°'^-

that the two opposed armies were not made up of ^y o.i^^;

such elements that they could afford means of fair '" "'eir
•^ separate

comparison between the individual Kussian and "s''t3.

the individual Englishman : for the first had been

one in a gang of weeping peasantry seized, shaven,

and torn from their homes by ruthless power;

the other, a sturdy recruit, choosing freely the pro-

fession of arms, and now realising, perhaps, on the

Ledgeway, the favourite dreams of bis boyhood.

A.nd, there is yet another reason which helps to

show why it was that our people in their man to

man struggles got the better one after another of

antagonists as strong as themselves. The Eussian,

like other foot soldiers, had been trained to use

his weapon in the way appropriate to aggregate

action ; and, remaining under the sway of long

barrack-yard lessons, he tried to maintain personal

conflicts by lowering his weapon and bringing it

' down to the charge
;

' whilst the Guardsman on

the contrary had been trained by our ' bayonet

' drill ' to make liis weapon serve for close con-

flict l)y raising it first high and far back over his

right shoulder, and then making the thrust, which,

by arms acting thus at advantage, could be de-

livered with great power.*

* Mr James Bancroft—tlie combatant whose name frequently

occurs in tliese pages— was so good as to give me the great

advantage of a personal interview ; and from him I received a

VOL. VI. Q
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Personal
combats.

Three Eussians acting together attacked Edward

Hill, but Hill's life was saveJ by Isaac Archer,

who ran his bayonet through one of the assailants.

Kichard Wilkins, when shot through the bearskin

by one of two Russians attacking him at the same

time, sent a ritie-ball into the breast of the man
who had thus barely missed him, drove off the

other assailant with the point of the bayonet, and

then re-loaded so quickly as to be able to shoot

the man running. Private Wilson, attacked by

two Russians, and trying to run one of them

through, chanced to stumble and fall ; but Joseph

Troy coming up bayoneted one of Wilson's foes,

and Isaac Archer killed the other. William

Overson, attacked by two Russians, killed one of

them, and, it seems, drove the other away. Ser-

geant Minor, confronted by five or six Russians,

ran one of these through the side ; and another of

them (who had that moment driven his steel

through Minor's greatcoat) being pierced in the

neck and killed by a bayonet-thrust from George

Bates, the two English made good their ascendant,

and were not, it seems, further molested by the

rest of Minor's assailants.* Our people had

learnt, or were learning, that the safest and best

way of fighting was to deliver their thrust at the

face or the neck, because it often proved difficult

careful and minute statement on the above subject. Tlie

Russians, he said, were fine men, but owing to the difference

in the handling of the bayonets, as stated in the text, had ' no
' chance' against our Guardsmen in separate personal conflicts.

* .'^ergeant Minor, it is true, was wounded, and George Bates

killed, but not, it is believed in this encounter.
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to drive a bayonet through ilie Russian greatcoat; chap.

and if piercing this tough, woollen armour a man '

should so use his strength as to transfix the trunk zd/^eriod

of his adversary, and drive the blade home to

its socket, this very success, it was likely, would

make him, for the moment, defenceless ; because

he might find—as did Hilton Sayer when he thus

killed his man—that it was a hard task to with-

draw the imbedded steel. Men speak to an in-

stance of two foes slaying each other, for a Grena-

dier named Sellars was run through, they declare,

by a bayonet at the moment when he with his

bayonet ran through that very assailant ; so that

one and the other alike fell back with a groan

;

and, the body of each proving tenacious of his

antagonist's steel, whilst the hands of both loosed

their grasp, it resulted that the two men in

dying made a ghastly exchange of their firelocks.

Private PuUen so fought as to win the admiration

of his captain for exceeding bravery ; and indeed

the man's coolness in danger left him time and

inclination to indulge his cynical humour; for

whilst still in the turmoil of the fight, though at

a moment when the pressure of close bodily

struggles was a little relaxed, he affected to

become fastidiously disdainful of the Russians

herded close in his front, declaring he would

shoot nothing less than a general, and sarcasti-

cally adjusting the sight of his firelock to a range

of 300 yards.

As for Bancroft, he had not been quelled ; for

although, as we saw, he staggered back a few
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CHAP, paces when grievously wounded by a second
•

assailant, he still kept his eye on the man, and
2d Period, presently shot him dead. His third assailant

he killed by running him through. A fourth

and a fifth assailant then set upon Bancroft at

the same moment ; and, one of them bayoneting

him in the right side, he fell ; but the next

moment he was again on his feet and driving his

bayonet through one of the two last assailants.

The Eussian thus pierced fell to the ground, but

without being killed or subdued ; and by clutch-

ing, it seems, at Bancroft's legs, he strove to

hamper him in his hand-to-hand struggle with

the other assailant. Bancroft— fighting for his

life with one upstanding antagonist, and clutched

at the same time round his legs by the one who

had fallen—could only repress the fierce energy

of the man on the ground by stunning him with

kicks on the head. Curiously—and one welcomes

the sentiment, even if it be wrongly applied

—

the sight of kicks given to a man on the ground

brought out, in tlie midst of the combat, an English-

man's love of ' fair play
;

' for, though Bancroft

was but one defending his life against two,

Sergeant Alger called out to him, from a spot

some way off, and forbade him to ' kick the man
' that was down.' It is believed certain that by

fire, by steel, and by the sole of his boot Bancroft

killed altogether five men.

Fighting thus—one or two of them singly, the

rest in very small knots—a few men of the Guards

proved able at length to break up the opposing
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clusters of Eussian soldiery and drive them down ch a i*.

from the Ledgeway upon the heads of the columns
"

below. Captain Burnaby himself passed through 2dP«7^od

this fight on the Ledgeway without any hurt

;

and of the thirteen men of the right Hank company

of the Grenadiers who are shown to have followed

him, two only were killed and five wounded ; so

that one exact half of the band remained still

alive, and unharmed.*

It was scarce possible that fights such as these Downward
,,„., I'll ^ ^ c rush of the

should tail to kmdle the ardour oi our troops troops on
• 1 1 • rrn 1

eacli flank

Within reach of contagion. Those men of the of the
Battery

Coldstream and other intermixed soldiery on the

right of the Sandljag Battery who had been hither-

to restrained, broke loose from their bounds on

the crest and descended ujDon the Eussians below
;

whilst on the left of the work, the line of the

Scots Fusiliers, no longer enduring to be kept

back by the exertions of their officers, became

so frenzied with zeal, and at the same time so

disordered, as to be in effect an impassioned

crowd. The gathered mass heaved itself over the

brow, carrying all the dissuaders along with it, and

tearing pell-mell down the steeps.

But now also, and almost simultaneously with

* In speaking of the thirteen Grenadiers of the right flank

company who are ' shown ' to have followed their captain, I

purposely leave room for the supposition tliat there may have

been more men of the same company who did the like, though

their names have remained unrecorded. There were also, as we
have seen, on the Ledgeway men of other companies, but I

don't know either their exact number or the amount of the

losses they there sustained.
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CHAP, tlie loosing of these torrents, there burst i'orth the
VI . [ . ."

passion that had been gathering in the Sand-
2d. Period. ^^^ Battery. There, opposite impulsions were

the troops clashincr. A supplv of ammunition, then newly
vithin the » ^ ^ •'

. .

work. brought up, furnished means of continuing an

attitude of simple defence on the crest. His

Eoyal Highness of Cambridge, with an immense

energy of voice and gesture, was commanding,

entreating, adjuring all the men who could hear

him to keep the high ground ; and the colours

of the Grenadiers remaining steadfast in the

hands of Verschoyle and Turner offered proof to

those who could see them that the battalion as a

body was not under orders to move. But then,

on the other hand, to men long enraged and

still chafing at the obstacle of a parapet without

a banquette, there was ineffable charm and temp-

tation in the sound of the tumult, the fray going

on close outside on tlie ledge—in the voices of

comrades engaged life to life with their foes,

and the moan of the columns beyond. Major

Champion of the 95th, ever vehement in fight

as in prayer, proposed to some of the Guards an

onset to be carried straight forward by climbing

over the parapet ; whilst Carmichael of the same

regiment was already undertaking to lead out a

mixed body of men from the left shoulder of

the work ; and it may be that these forces, in

making ready to spring, were the first to utter

the cry, but wliat we know is, that from numbers

and numbers of voices, and almost at once, there

abruptly burst out the word ' Charge
!

' Percy,
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lying in his blood, half- blinded and liitheito (jiiap.

tlisabled, caught new life all at once I'rom the
'

sound, was able to rise, was able to stand, was able ^Period.

to throw himself into the torrent of the soldiery of troops

now bursting its bounds. Except some ninety Battery.

or a hundred men, restrained by the commands

and entreaties of the Duke of Cambridge, and

standing fast by the colours, scarce any resisted

the impulse. The soldiery standing near Cham-

pion made haste to follow his counsel. Car-

michael led out his mixed band from the left

flank of the Battery. Lieutenant Alexander

Macdonald, the Adjutant of the 95th, rode out

through the left embrasure.* Whether climbing

over the parapet, or pouring through its two

embrasures, or swirling round by its flanks, the

bulk of the Grenadier Guards and other inter-

mixed soldiery within the work stormed out

upon the ledge ; and then—not resulting directly

from fire, nor from steel, but rather from a Flight and

moment's despair on the one side, and on the ortiie

• -nn 1 , T n- 1 Russians in

other a passionate will—ail seemed to be night front of the

, . T-, . T _ T
Battery.

and pursuit ; Russian masses descending tJie

steeps in headlong confusion— p]nglish soldiery

tearing down in full chase with a vehemence hard

to control.

Of the enemy's visible masses in this part of column

the field the only one not yet in flight was a element's

* An account of the strange ordeal tlirougli which this

indomitable officer passed when he afterwards fell wounded

into the hands of the enemy will be found in the Appendix,

Note VIII.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period

Gorge con-
fronted by
troops of
the 95tli

Regiment.

Cliarge of
the 95th :

its effect

column moving up from the bed of St Clement's

Gorge. Confrontinor this mass from the western

crest of the Kitspur, there stood the wing of the

95th, or rather that major part of it which, though

numbering little more than about a hundred men,

still constituted its main body.

From the edge of the steep, this fraction of the

Derbies was looking straight down on the front

of the column below. All at once, by some voice

still unknown, the word ' Charge
!

' was uttered

in a tone of command ; but the men instinctively

felt that a charge down the steep must be wrong,

and without yet obeying the order, they looked to

their officers for guidance. Those officers, how-

ever, believed that the word of command, if un-

wise, was spoken, nevertheless, with authority

;

and not enduring that an order to charge should

be met by mere criticism instead of obedience,

they repeated and began to enforce it. Led by

Captain Sargent—a man of powerful will—the

Grenadier company moved, and the whole line

of these 95th men charged straight down the

steep. Not awaiting their headlong assault, the

column below broke asunder, and turned and fled.

Our men followed in downward pursuit, and even,

indeed, pressed the enemy's heels part - way up

the opposite bank ; whilst some of them, turning

to their right, went in chase of a body which

had separated itself from the rest, and was de-

scending along the bed of the gorge. It was

whilst restraining the too eager pursuit of some

of the soldiery that the brave, pious Champion
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fell. To make his way down through the copse- oHAP.
wood at a part where no horse could well pene-

trate, he had just quitted his saddle, when a 2d Period,

musket-ball gave him his mortal wound.

So now, along the whole of tliat line which had True extent

extended from Cathcart's front on our right to overthrow
. . n 1 ni- 1 1

sustained

where Champion s wing ot the yoth thus charged by the

. Russians.

on our left, the enemy was in hasty retreat. It

is true that our combatants in this part of the

field had behind them, and on their left flank, a

curtain of dim atmosphere which might be con-

cealing unvanquished bodies of Russians ; but

towards the east and north-east, they commanded

a view less obscure, and nowhere within this

range could they now set their eyes on an enemy's

column which was otherwise than in a state of

flight. At some points, the Eussians when neared

by their pursuers made haste to throw down their

arms and fall prostrate in the attitudes of oriental

worship, calling piteously for mercy in the name
of ' Christos !

' The rout seemed complete.

It must be remembered, however, that this over- Tiie false

throw, though extending over the whole scene of by .mr
""*

the fight on the Kitspur, still did not involve
'^°'^^^'

those two Okhotsk battalions which had tem-

porarily withdrawn from the fight, nor yet those

four lakoutsk battalions which had, as we saw, their

chief lair at the head of the Quarry Eavine. And
in truth what our people had gained was a false,

unwholesome victory. By the very act of thus

routing the left wing of the Eussian army they

had lost the high ground.
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CHAP.
VI.

id Period.

Westward
direction
taken hy
a few.

Course
t^ken bv
tlie bulk.

Tlie higli

ground
almost
denuded.

The newly
approachinj:
battalions
seen by
Percy.

His
measures.

Tluue were some of our people, as, for instance,

the men witli Bellairs, and, besides these, a few of

the Guards, who in striving against assailants on

their left flank had been gradually drawn from

the Kitspur to ground further west. These will

be seen by-and-by rea])pearing on the line of the

Post-road ; but the bulk of the English forces

successively brought to the Kitspur were now
tearing down in pursuit towards the valley of the

Tchernaya, and it is plain that our troops could

not thus rush down from the heights and disperse

in the jungle below without forfeiting—at least

for a time—their power of further swaying the

action. Except the hundred men whom the

Duke of Cambridge had held back with the

colours of the Grenadier Guards, there was hardly

now left on the higher slo})es of the Kitspur so

much as even a remnant of the 2600 English who

at one time or other had combated in this part of

the field.

In chasing the eneni}^ down from the higher

slopes of the Kitspur, Colonel Percy had been so

drawn towards his left that he found himself soon

on the crest overhanging St Clement's Gorge;

and on looking to its opposite bank, he there

saw Russian columns descending, with an evi-

dent intention to cross the chasm, advance up the

side of the Kitspur, and attack our people in

flank. The troops he descried were those two

Okhotsk battalions which had been temporarily

withdrawn from the front before the general

overthrow sustained by their comrades on the
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Kitspur, and were now coming back in a reor- chap.
gauised state, to take part once more in the figlit. '__

By firing across the gorge to its opposite bank ^'^p^'"'^-

Percy's men caused tlie force there appearing to

bend away to its right, and vanish for a time in

the dimness ; bnt the columns, thus deflected in

tlieir course, inarched round the head of the gorge,

and when next they emerged into sight, they

were not only found to be advancing towards the

Uift flank of the Sandbag Battery, but already

drawing near to their goal. Percy, seeing that

lie was cut off from the crest above him by the

eohnnns which had thus got round his left flank,

formed up his men in line, with their front to-

wards the interposed mass ; l:)ut, his people say-

ing tliey had no ammunition, he was obliged to

abandon the idea he had entertained of attempt-

ing to cut through, and resort to the more feasible

plan of moving past under the ledge where the

enemy had appeared, and afterwards regaining

the topland at a point further south. He had

the good fortune to strike a bridle-path which led

him in the direction reqmred.

Besides the troops seen by Percy, a lakoutsk Movement

battalion was moved, as we shall after^^'ards see the bulk
^

more particularly, to a part of the heights further soidierj- whe

south, and when—in the midst of their chase— outhe

our people looked up to the crest behind them,

they saw that the enemy had come into their

vacated places on the high ground. In this strait

there were some—chiefly men of the 95th, under

Vialls and Sargent — who remained near the
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CHAP, ground tliey had reached when making the unwel-
VI .

L_. come discovery; whilst others—a few Coldstream
8d Period,

jjjgjj yj^jer Townsheud Wilson, and Carmichael of

the 95th with his following—were afterwards able

to find opportunities for reascending to the heights

they had abandoned ; but, except Captain Burna-

by with about thirty of his company, no collected

body of men climbed back to the heights in time

to anticipate the enemy ; and the great bulk of

the troops which had gone down the hill in pur-

suit chose the same course of action as the one

we saw Percy adopt. Without means of inter-

commvinicatiou, they took plain counsel from

circumstances, and comprehending that a soldiery

dispersed far and wide in thick copsewood could

not even do so much as collect themselves for an

effort to reconquer the heights, they resolved to

turn the flank of the position which the enemy

had newly gained on the crest by keeping at a

sufficient distance below him, and so making their

way through the brake to the right rear of Penne-

father's position. This they accordingly did.

Amongst the men of the Guards thus meeting

the exigencies of the moment Colonel Cadogan

was the senior officer. The fractions of the 46th

and 68th were drawn off together by a staff

officer of the 4th division, and in other parts of

the hillside the remains of companies, and many
small chance-gathered bodies, moved southward

under the guidance of officers; but elsewhere,

soldiers worked their way individually or in

knots. To say nothing of shot and shell from
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the ships, our soldiers moved thus, one may say, chap.
between two Eussiau army - corps ; for, whilst

•

some of them were a mark for Prince Gortscha- 2d Period

koff's batteries, and even drew fire from his in-

fantry collected on the bank of the river, there

were others within a few paces of General Dan-

nenberg's columns. Sir Charles Russell, for in-

stance, and the soldiery with him, scraped past

the interposed lakoutsk battalion by moving so

close under it as to get shelter from the abrupt-

ness of the ground.

For those who had not the fortune to strike into

Percy's bridle-path, a route which lay through

dense copsewood across the abrupt steeps of the

hillside was necessarily hard for the soldiery to

traverse, and some of them dropped from exhaus-

tion ; but nearly all, sooner or later, made good

their way back to the Isthmus ; and, upon the

whole, it may be said that the mischief these

troops inflicted upon themselves by winning their

false victory was not, after all, greatly aggravated

by the interposition of the enemy on their vacated

heights.

Colonel Percy with his Grenadiers—he and Percy's

.
return froa

they yearning fiercely after cartridges— was the fight,

amongst the first to come in. Seeing at length

a staff officer, and eagerly asking where his

people could obtain fresh supplies of ammu-
nition, he was answered, he says, with * Ton
honour, don't know,' unaccompanied by any oflfer

to meet the exigency by riding off to make in-

quiry ; but the man thus disclosing his useless-
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CHAP, uess was besides so provokingly sleek, that Henry

Z^' Percy—inflamed with the fight, bruised, wounded,

id Period, begrimed with wet earth, and reeking with sweat

aud blood—grew as savage as his ancestor did

under like conditions with the knight 'trimly

' dressed,' wlio drawled out his dislike to salt-

petre ; and it seems he indulged his temper.

But if a Hotspur, after five centuries, was ' pes-

' tered' again 'by a popinjay,' he soon drew the

Supplies of solace he needed from a tumbril of fresh ammu-

nition.* In this one respect, it proved easy to

restore the personal efficiency of the soldiery as

they came in from the brushwood below ; but to

reorganise them was of course a hard task, its

difficulty being greatly aggravated by the losses

Heorgaiiisa- the rcgimeuts had sustained in officers. At one

dupe°rse.r spot, whcrc no officer of the Guards was present,
Boid.ery.

^^ ^iigon of the 7tb Hussars did excellent ser-

vice by rallying some of their soldiery.-f* At

another. Sir Charles Kussell of the Grenadiers,

with the aid of Captain Greville Finch of the

68th, devoted himself to the task, and was able

at last to form a little battalion composed of men

from different regiments. Soon, a number of the

* Colonel, now Lieutenant-General, Lord Henry Percy never

knew who the staff oflficer was.

+ So .stated (with a grateful acknowledgment of the service)

by H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge in his private despatch

to Headquarters, 6th Nov. 1854. H.R.H. there says that Dr

AVilson for some time opposed these men of the Guards to a

body of the Kussians which sought to get through, but I do not

know enough of the service thus reported by H.R.H. to be in

a condition lor narrating it. Dr Wilson was attached to the

1st Division.
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men of the Guards drew together under Colonel CHAP.
1

• • VI
Cadogau, the senior officer present ; and this mam '

body, if so one may call it, was destined after 2(ii^mo(j.

a while to griher a strength of about oOU.

Still, for these and other like efforts applied to

the work of reorganisation, time of course was

more or less needed ; and, so far as concerns their state of

nn 1 • 1 1 11 ^''*' troops

efficiency at the particular hour now reached, uomingin

the remains of the Guards, and other soldiers com- Tchcm.aya
fl:iiik.

ing in from the Kitspur by the Tcheruaya flank,

must be numbered iii the category of what we

have called the 'spent forces.' Their false vic-

tory over the left wing of the Russian army was

indeed dearly bought.*

XIII.

Altogether, the few score of soldiers restrained Tiiesoostiii
OD liigli

by the Duke of Cambridge, and those whom we gioun.i.

shall see climbing back in time for fresh strife on

the crest, numbered only about 200
; f but the

conflicts these men sustained were of singular in-

terest, and must now in their turn be recounted.

It is only by the interposed task of pursuing

* The extent of the sacrifices resulting from the fights on the

Kitspur will be found indicated post, sec. xvi. of this Second

Period.

+ The estimate is of necessitj'^ a very rough one, but is thus

based :

—

Men held back by the Duke of Cambridge, . . 100

,, brought up the hillside by Cathcart, . . 50

,, ,, ,, by Burnaby, . . 30

Stragglers, 20

200
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CHAP, the false victory to its couclusion that we have
VI '

been parted all this while from Sir George Cath-
2d Period.

gg^j,|. When Sir George, indulging his dream,

rode joyously down, as we saw, to praise and

congratulate Torrens, he already was near to the

moment of finding himself rudely awakened.

cathcart He had followed his troops in pursuit some

by'^afire way down the side of the hill, when he all at

heights once heard from behind the outburst of a volley
behind him.

, . , i i xi • i.

of musketry, which tore through the air above

him, and swept down over his head in the direc-

tion of the red-coats below.

For a moment, Cathcart thought that this vol-

ley had been fired by mistake, and must have

come from the Guards ; but when the smoke

lifted, a glance dispelled his idea, for above him

on the crest from which he had so lately de-

scended was the head of a strong Eussian column.

The enemy had turned the position of the Kit-

Thein- spur by simply marching in through the still

ilSfufsk open ' gap ' which Lord Eagian ordered Cathcart
battalion. , ~,-t^..-, , ,^ •

''

• t j_

to close. Without firing or receiving a shot, nay

even, so far as I learn, without having been seen

by the English, a battalion of the liikoutsk regi-

ment had moved up from the Quarry Eavine

across the unguarded slopes which descend to-

wards the north from Mount Head, and now was

so placed as to be not only in the direct rear of

Cathcart, but also in the rear of the Duke of

Cambridge, then remaining, as we saw, with

the colours of the Grenadier Guards and 100 men

round them, by the gorge of tlie Sandbag Battery.
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The Russians tlius interposed could not doubt chap.

the opportunity they had gained, for Cathcart's .
'__

troops, as we saw, had abandoned their great- ^cirsnod.

coats, and were fighting in red. Heavy fire

poured down upon our troops from what had

been their own heights.

If Sir George Cathcart had obeyed Lord Eag- cathcart.

Ian, his organised body of near 400 men would

have been standing at this time well posted on

the northern slopes of Mount Head, and confining

to its lair in the Quarry Eavine that very same

Eussian column which had now stolen into his

ground. As it was, he had to sit in his saddle

with only his staff and a few straggling soldiers

about him, looking up at the hostile battalion

thus planted in rear of his troops.

When the men on the hillside near Cathcart

looked up and saw a grey column on the crest

he had just now abandoned, they could hardly

have failed to conjecture that their heights had

been lost through some commander's mistake

;

but our soldiers can be superbly indulgent of

faults committed by a general, and— if only

a rescue be possible—they often, as the great •

Captain said, will 'get him out of his scrapes.'

Trusting largely— if not indeed wildly— to uisicsoive

this generous resource, Cathcart yielded himself

to the impulse of his valiant and chivalrous

nature. So far as I know, he did not, for even

a moment, harbour any other idea than that the

Eussians, however many, must be attacked by

the English, however few. There were near

VOL. VI. B
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CHAP, liini, dispersed in the brushwood, some men
^^'

who, thougli busied like the rest of the troops

2d Period.
i,i pursuit, could still be reached by his orders.

mMin^™ They were only some fifty in number, but they

belonged to the 'Twentieth,' a regiment of his-

toric renown, which is famous for imparting

its aggregate quality to the individual soldier ;

*

and the chief, besides, had around him the de-

voted officers of his Staff, Colonel Windham,

Colonel Charles Seymour, Major Maitlaud, Cap-

tain Hugh Smith, and Captain Greville, and his

nephew, young Augustus Cathcart.

The attack After Ordering Windham to ride down and

fifty men of try to ' get back ' the troops on the hillside be-
the'SOth." J )r> r

low, Cathcart gathered together the fifty men

of the 20th, and with these— formed rudely in

line—undertook to move up against the over-

hanging body of some seven or eight hundred

men which stood on the crest above him.f

In ascending to make their attack, these few

' Twentieth ' men were obstructed, and, besides,

more or less thrown asunder by the varying

abruptness of the acclivity ; but, if aggregate

strength was thus neutralised, the individual

soldier toiled forward with a determination all

his own, and the twenty or thirty men who

formed the right of the line— Maitland forced

* The circumstances under whicli these men of the 20th

chanced to be near Cathcart are shown ante, pp. 214, 236.

t The lakoutsk battalion had no doubt sustained some casu-

alties ; but the regiment went into action with a strength of

8223, which gives an average of rather more than 8i>5 to each

of its four battalions.
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his horse up alongside them—had not long been chap,
VI

climbing the steep, when on the shoulder of the
'

hill they emerged all at once from below into
^'^^''^''^

the close presence of the enemy. Then, panting

after their effort, they sprang at the left of the

column, the part directly confronting them ; and

the Eussians there exposed to the onset began to

break and give way witliout awaiting the thrust

of the bayonet. But in the right hand part of

the column its troops stood their ground with

more firmness, and did not fall back. Even

there, however, the Russians though not turn-

ing round, still so far gave way to the English

ascendant that they ' accepted the files.' * Here

there, and in several places, they allowed some

strong wilful assailant to tear his way in through

their ranks, and every intruder thus received into

the hostile mass fought hard, as may well be sup-

posed, for life no less than for victory, using some-

times the point of the bayonet, sometimes the

butt-end of the musket, sometimes a ready frag-

ment of rock.-f*

A column which endures this kind of invasion

is commonly doomed ; but here, the disproportion

of numbers was overwhelming ; and, however for-

midable the intruding assailant might prove to

any hapless Russians so planted or packed as to

be within reach of his bayonet, the paths of blood

* With respect to the use of this phrase in our army, see ' In-

vasion of the Crimea,' vol. v. of Cabinet Edition, pp. 120, 121.

t From the vantage-height of his saddle, Maitlaud was able

to see the combats thus maintained on his left.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Result of

the attack.

he thus opened were after all so narrow, so few,

and so far apart, that the body, in spite of such

stabs, was able to hold together ; and one must

infer, though no witnesses speak, that of the brave

' Twentieth ' men who thus engulfed themselves

bodily in the depths of the column, a large propor-

tion fell slain. Still, if Eussian narrators speak

truly, there were some, at least, of our soldiery

who cut their way out through the column.*

Upon the whole, it resulted that the column,

although for some moments forced back at one

part, and at others pierced, riven, and torn by

individual assailants, was able to maintain its

ground on the crest. There were some of the

English who had not either cut their way
through, or fallen in the struggle. These de-

sisting at length from their singular onslaught,

dropped back one by one, or in small knots,

under the shelter of the steep, some remaining,

it seems, within a few paces of the enemy, some

choosing their berths lower down. They had ex

hausted their cartridges, and could not vex the

column with fire.

The Russian commander apparently was con-

* The Rus.sian.s, indeed, seem to have thonght that the main

body of their desperate assailants succeeded in cutting through.
' At this moment,' says General de Todleben, 'confusion began
' in the ranks' [the ranks of Cathcart's soldiery], 'but being
* tjuickly rallied, these brave troops made a supreme effort,

' and throwing themselves with desperation [en de.sesperees]

' upon the liikoutsk regiment, thej' succeeded in forcing its

' ranks, and cutting for tlunnsidves a way through the midst of

' our .soldiers,' p. 473. My own sources of information do not,

at present, enable me to eonfirni tliis on Knglisli authority.
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tent with the iiuiiiiinity his troops now enjoyed, CHAP,

for he not only hehl ))ack the column, but ab-
'

stained from throwing out soldiery to clear its
^^p^^<^

front ; and, the steepness of the ground being

such that men not many paces asunder might be

out of each other's sight, Sir George Cathcart re-

mained with his Staff on the broken hillside at a

distance of only a few yards from the column

planted above him.

On each side for once there was a sense of dis-

comfiture. The Russians considered that they had

failed to prevent Cathcart's troops from cutting

through their column. On the other hand, our

people had been the assailants, undertaking to

drive off the force in their rear by means of an

up-hill attack, made with numbers as one to four-

teen ; and not to perform the prodigy, but, on the

contrary, allow an enemy's column to remain on

the English Heights, was to fail. So, at all events,

Cathcart thought. With Maitland at his side, he

rode up and down for some moments, and pre-

sently said, ' I fear we are in a mess.' Malt- cati.oarfs

land said he yet hoped that our people would Maiti.uui

drive the enemy back ; and then seeing some men
coming up from the foot of the hill, he rode down

to get them together, and hasten their ascent.

These soldiers, however, when addressed by Mait-

land, complained that they had been fired upon

by their own fellow-countrymen ; and, until they

had come back to within some thirty yards of the Maitiami's

. . further

Russians, they persistently maintained their be- efforts,

lief. Maitland entreated them to form a blended
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Death of
Cathcart.

Beymour
killed and
Maitlaiid

wounded.

The remains
of the fifty

assailants.

line without regard to diversity of regiment; but

they dechired that any such ei'lbi't wonhl be vain,

because they had no cartridges left.

Maitland having thus failed in his purpose

turned back towards Sir George Cathcart, and

found him sitting on his horse in a small sheltered

nook within some fifteen or twenty yards of the

Russians. Seeing his favourite staff officer ap-

proach, Cathcart moved a step or two towards

him, and—being already in anguish—he now, as it

seemed, upon hearing Major Maitland's report,

would have to endure a new pang. But in an

instant, the conditions of his welfare so changed

that the bulk of God's reasoning creatures might

well enough envy him ; for the great Deliverer

came, withdrawing him from the agony of discom-

fiture, from censure, from controversy, from all

the torments of life, and surrounding him at the

last with a halo which the everyday world cannot

give. Whilst moving towards Maitland, and thus

partly quitting his shelter, Cathcart all at once

dropped from his saddle, and was blest with a

soldier's death. A musket ball had passed througli

his heart. Colonel Seymour—Charles Seymour

—

fell slain by the side of his chief, and Maitland

was grievously wounded.

Our soldiers left standing on tliis part of the

acclivity became stragglers again as before, mov-

ing whither they chose in the brushwood, till at

last—with the troops further down—they came

under the guidance of Windham.

The position thus mainlaiiud by a Russian bat-
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taliou on that Fore Ridge which formed part of chap.

the EugUsh Heights was plainly one of great value ^
2(i Period.

as a means of swaying the battle ; but it is difficult

to infer that General Dannenberg perceived the of the
ISkoutsk

advantage which fortune had placed in his hands, battalion on

1^ ^^ 11- thoFore

for he made no visible effort to follow anu drive RiJge.

in the wedge. Still, a trophy at all events, if not

indeed a prize of great brilliancy, was lying almost

within reach. Adhering to the crest they had

been suffered to occupy, the troops of tliis lakoutsk

battalion kept watch on what still could be seen

of their late assailants, and the other small bevies

of red-coats dispersed lower down in the brush-

wood; but some of their men fronted northward,

and these spreading out on the north-eastern

slopes of Mount Head, looked down into the rear

and right flank of the Sandbag Battery. There,

surrounding the colours of a regiment, they saw,

besides some led horses, a few score of tall foot-

soldiers, distinguished by their black, lofty head-

gear. This lakoutsk battalion had not before m(<t

the Guards.

XIV.

Without as yet knowing their peril, the Duke Troops on

of Cambridge and the hundred men near him were Caiubiuige's

(PIP • 1 • 1 •
^'^^^ frout

thus cut on by a lorce interposed m their rear ; as weii as

but also two other battalions—the two battalions

of Okhotsk which Percy had seen— were now

coming up to attack them from the direction of

their left front.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Buinaby's
measures.

Critical

position of
the Duke of
Cambridge
and tlic

colours
of the
Grenadier
Guards.

Captain Burnaby also had witnessed the ap-

proach of these Okhotsk battalions ; but it hap-

pened that at the moment of making his discovery

he was not so far down on the Kitspur as Percy

had been, and he judged that, by dint of hard

climbing, it might be possible for him, with the

twenty or thirty men of his company still gathered

about him, to regain the high ground behind him
before the Russians could seize it. He did not

misreckon ; for, after a short, though severe exer-

tion of bodily strength, both he and his people

were up on the ledgeway, and much nearer to the

front of the Sandbag Battery than the Russians

yet were to its flank. No other collected body of

men came back from the chase in time to co-

operate with the remnant still holding together

under the Duke of Cambridge.

Upon the whole, then, the predicament of the

Duke of Cambridge was this : Still remaining

near the gorge of the Sandbag Battery, with

about one hundred men and the colours of the

Grenadier Guards, he had a lakoutsk battalion

established on the high ground behind him, that

is, on the slopes of Mount Head, whilst the

two Okhotsk battalions were advancing upon

him from his left front ; and (except from the

accession of perhaps ten or fifteen stragglers

attracted towards the colours) the only help

within reach was that which Burnaby might be

able to give him with some twenty or thirty

more men.

The three Russian battalions had together a
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stioiigtli wliich may be computed at about 2000;* chap,

whilst the English, including the stragglers and '__

the remains of the company with which Burnaby ^'^p*''^-

was seeking to interpose, numbered only, it is

believed, at most about 150 men.*}*

With a few of the surviving staff officers

—

Colonel Brownrigg, Lord Balgonie, Captain Ham-

ley, Macdonald and others—H.E.H. the Duke of

Cambridge was still near the colours, and as yet

unaware of the perils now closely surrounding

him, when he all at once heard a voice saying— Theinter-
. posed force

' Sir, you Will be taken ! Then came fire pouring discovered

down from Mount Head. ' Holloa ! holloa ! our

own people firing upon us !

' These, or words of

like import, were uttered at the same instant by

many, and amongst others by Captain Higginson

of the Grenadier Guards ; but at this moment

—

with a midshipman on a pony beside him—there

came up on foot a ship's captain, no other than

Peel of the Diamond. With the aid of a field-

glass he carried, the seaman's calm gaze had en-

abled him to speak as one certain, and he instinc-

tively saw how advantageous it would be if the

ugly truth could become known to so able an

* The three battalions had come into action with a strength

of 2il6, and, if the casualties they had sustained up to this

time were not very much greater or less than 416, the above

estimate of 2000 would be a tolerably close approach to

accuracy.

+ Captain lliggiuson's estimate puts the numlier at only 130.

I attain the rough estimate of 150 by allowing (in addition to

the 100 gathered round the Duke) the full numbers of 30 for

Burnaby's strength, and 20 for stragglers. The 50 who madp
up ' the 200

' were, as we have seen, with Cathcart.
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VI.

ill Period.
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queucc.
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and of tln'
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officer as Captuiii Higgiiisuii a. few monieiits be-

fore its discovery by the men. Tiierefore speak-

ing so as to be heard by the captain and none

other, he pointed by a slight gesture to Mount
Head, and said that the body thence firing was

Kussian. It was owing in part to this thought-

fulness of Captain Peel's that the general dis-

covery of the truth, which presently followed,

caused no confusion. The men had scarce learnt

tliat they were cut off, when already the voice of

authority was telling them what they must do.

Several officere gave out or repeated a word of

command, which imported that the men were to

keep the high ground and force their way up the

hill in the teeth of the interposed force. All

seemed to understand in a moment that this was

their task.

As though eager to seize their prey, the troops

of the lakoutsk battalion began to move down

the hillside ; but they remembered, perhaps, that

their line of retreat was towards the head of the

Quarry Eavine, for, by spreading out men towards

their then left, they disclosed a slight westerly

leaning ; whilst, on the other hand, tliose of our

people who were with the colours undertook to

move by thi; Ledgeway, keeping always as close

as they could to its eastern margin. There was

therefoi'e, with a part of each force, a tendency to

incline towards its then left ; thus observing, at

some points, that very same 'rule of the road'

which obtains on an English highway. The

lakoutsk battalion, however, though disclosing
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this tendency, still did not for a moment abandon chap.
VI.

2d Pei-iod.

the obvious duty of endeavouring to overwhelm

the little band of English soldiery, and, upon the

whole, it resulted that the task of our people was,

at some points, to scrape their way past ; at others,

to cut their way through.

The Duke of Cambridge, not being personally TiioDukeof

obstructed by any hostile mass directly barring ana some of... . . . .
, . his troojis

his path, was able to ride past the enemy with swaiiing

his ever blithe aide-de-camp, Major Macdonald ;* interposed
force.

and although, as may well be supposed, he drew

abundance of fire, he finally made good his way

with only the loss of a charger shot under him

and the graze of a ball in his arm.

As with the chief, so also it fared with a part

of the soldiery under him ; for they scraped past

the Eussians without being ilatly obstructed. But

another part of the remnant which had come up

from the gorge of the Battery took a route which

lay more towards the west, and became thus a

separate band, consisting in great measure of

Coldstream men, with other troops intermixed. The band

They had not yet moved far up the hill, when direcuy'^

they found themselves directly confronted and and attacked

fired upon by a part of the interposed battalion, Russians,

which—because of the smoke and the mist—our

people had not before seen.

* The indefatigable ' cheeriness ' of Macdonald on the Inker-

uiau da}' was mucli remarked, and in particular, I believe, by

Lord Raglan, who liked to see his officers in that mood during

an action. In bis despatch of the 11th November, he adduced

his personal testimony— a, rather unusual step—in support of

th(.' praisu accorded to Macdonald.
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CHAP. These Russians were disposed iu no order that
'

wt'll could be traced by the eye, but they formed
2dPeitod. ^ thick belt of infantry at a distance of only

about twenty or tliirty paces from our people. It

chanced that with the English soldiery thus

challenged no combatant officer was present ;

*

yet amongst them they had that kind of leader

which the stress of the moment required. As-

DrWoise- sistant-sui'geon Wolseley, of the 20th Regiment,

had marched with Crofton's wing of the regi-

ment. He was one who lived, heart and soul,

under the dominion of the Christian faith; but

the heraldic motto of his house was expressive,

perhaps, of the tendencies handed down to him

by his warlike ancestors, and the theory which it

bade him remember was this one :
' Man to man

' is, and must be, a wolf.' f Unconsciously

biassed, perhaps, by his inborn fighting propen-

sity, he had contrived to persuade himself that

the spot where his medical services would prove

the most useful was—of all places on earth !

—

the Sandbag Battery ; and there, strange as it

may seem, he had established his field hospital.

When afterwards ' the hundred ' fell back, he had

moved along with them, and was now one of those

whose retreat appeared to be blocked by a part

of the lakoutsk battalion. He had come into

* Men maiulj' belonging to the Coldstream might well be

thus circumstanced, for they had lost a huge proportion of their

officers either killed or wounded ; and I am not aware that any

Coldstream officer was with ' the hundred ' who had adhered to

the Duke of Cambridge, and abstained from pursuit.

t Homo hovfiini lupus.
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action without his sword, but he uttered a self- chap.
. . 1 VI

inspiriting prayer for the welfare of his soul,
'

without deigning to ask from God any mere pro- -'^^^''^^

longation of life ; and when he had got his hold

of a firelock—choosing one, by the blessing of

Heaven, which had the bayonet fixed—he was a

formidable antagonist for even the most pious

soldier of Russia's orthodox Church. Here and

there, some moments before, he had heard orders

given or repeated; and, as they were all to the

same effect, and all consistent with the dictates of

his own soldierly instinct, he had one at least of

tlie requisites for conducting a difficult enterprise,

—that is, a clear, steadfast idea.

Wolseley spoke a few words to the men within

range of his voice, and told them what they now

had to fight for was—not victory only, but—Life.

Then, the minds of his hearers being ripe, he

gave them the word of command :
' Fix bayonets,

' charge, and keep up the hill
!

'
* The soldiery

answered him witli a burst of hurrahs, sprang

forward to the charge, and in the next instant

were tearing their way through the thicket of

Russians. They suffered, it is believed, heavy

loss in proportion to their scanty number ; -f-
but

they achieved their purpose, and came out at

length on the southern or English side of the

* It may seem .strange that amongst soldiers long engaged in

close figliting, and still in the close presence of the enemy,

there should have been men witli their bayonets uiifixi d, but

so it was.

t The loss was estimated by l^octur Wolseley at not less tlian

one hair.
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CHAP, force which had undertaken to block their
VI. ,,

path.

M Period.
-piie soldiery who moved along the margin of

the Ledgeway with the colours of the Grenadier

Guards had already, by this time, made some little

way towards the rear ; but they were only a part

of ' the hundred ' which had abstained from pnr-

suit. With a streugtli of perhaps some three score,

they were moving against a battalion of which

one part directly confronted them, whilst the other

swirled past them on their then right, and they

had no troops thrown out to cover them in rear

or in flank. They still went on forcing their way,

but only, as it seemed, to thrust themselves more

and more absolutely into the enemy's power. The

two colours had become separated, the regimental

colour in the hands of Verschoyle having made

some twenty paces more way towards the rear

than the Queen's colour, carried by Turner. The

group immediately surrounding this last standard

was in general very small, and though having at

one time a strength of about fifteen, numbered

during some perilous moments only five or six

men. It occurred to some one that the sight

of the colours in danger would be likely to

draw stragglers towards them, and this, it seems,

was the real purpose of the shout now all at

once heard ; but the words, as it happened—the

words, ' Carry high the colours !
'— had a brave

welcome sound, giving strength to the resolve

of the men, and inflaming their soldierly pride.

Whilst our people thus strove to open a path
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for the colours in the teeth of an interposed force, chap,

tlieir otlier and even more formidable adversary
'

2d Period.was api)roacliiug them from the opposite quarter.
^, , , T -IT- • Tlio double

The two Okhotsk battalions by this time had pcnito
wliicli the

neared the left shoulder of tlie Sandbaff Battery, colours
^ were now

and were now moving forward with a great alac- exjiosed.

rity, for their soldiery saw the colours retreating

with only a small band around them.

Captain Burnaby, however, as we know, with Bumaby
, . , - . ,

.

and liis men
Ins twenty or tnirty men, had succeeded in climb interposing

ing up to the now deserted Sandbag Battery

before the two Okhotsk battalions could reach

it, and thus found himself able to interpose

between the retreating colours and the enemy

advancing to overtake them. The bodily effort

he made to effect this rapid ascent had been so

violent that, when at last on the crest, he allowed

himself to sink to the ground and rest his lungs

for some moments.

He had not yet overtaken his comrades, when their service

already he saw that the small clumps of men bating rear

round the colours were without any rear-guard

in the folds of a hostile battalion, and that the

prospect of their saving the standards by means

of their own was almost null. So, to cover their

retreat, and if possible ward off the impending

disaster, he called out to the twenty or thirty men
near him, and drew them more closely together.

Then he told them the purpose for which they

must fight. By firmly retarding their own retreat

they must win time for the retreat of the colours.

They were to be in effect a diminutive rear-guard,
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c fi A P. fending off, i f they could, the weight of two llus-

J sian battalions.

Of some such measure as this there was soon

crying need ; for wliilst the small clumps of our

people round the colours still wrestled with the

lakoutsk battalion in front, and fended it off their

right flank, the two Okhotsk battalions came on

past the Sandbag Battery—one moving along in

front of its parapet, the other along its gorge.

They were both pressing eagerly forward, the

officers vehement with their swords in the air,

the men shouting and rabidly yelling. For once,

there was an absence of that air of doubt and

hesitation, and that looking about for guidance,

wliich elsewhere had characterised the Russian

masses when brought into the close presence of

our people ; and indeed the mere sight of English

standards in retreat with only a small band around

them, might well give assurance and purpose to

troops pressing on in pursuit. The foremost of

the Okhotsk battalions was at length within

pistol-shot of our people ; and, if it should close,

all hope of saving the colours must seemingly

come to an end.

In this strait, Burnaby remembered what he

had been able to achieve on the Ledgeway by

striking there at a column with only a small knot

of men, and perceiving that now mere defensive

resistance was hopeless, he judged that by com-

parison with so l)lank a resource as that, an

attack whicli would ho. wild niulor other condi-

tions, might be in icnlity ])rudent. ITis men at
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this moment were falling back very fast, but still chap.

he did not despair of being able to rally them and

get them to charge.

He had no brother oflficer near him ; but Ban-

croft—the hero of the fight on the Ledgeway

—

stood yet at his side, as did also a sergeant of the

Line who had mingled with the Guards, and was

doing splendid service. Isaac Archer, Joseph

Troy, John Pullen, Edward Hill, and William

Turner were near. With these, besides ten or

twelve more—some Guardsmen, some men of the

Line—'there gathered and fronted under Burnaby's

appeal some eighteen or twenty men.* Burnaby

told them to close together, and then said, ' Are
' you ready ?

' The men answered by their act.

They sprang forward. In front of them all at

that moment, giving splendid example to others,

were Isaac Archer and the sergeant of the Line.

There were some Eussians in loose order advanc-

ing in front of the column, but our people, as

Archer expresses it, ' knocked them out of the

' way,' and then there was nothing except air and

smoke between the solid column and the little

knot of its English assailants.

Men in the foremost of the enemy's ranks

brought their firelocks down to the charge, but

did not spring forward ' at the double ' in advance

of their comrades. The whole column, however

—and of course the front ranks along with it

—

continued to advance against the English. Yet

* One man says about eighteen, another about twenty, and

no one gives any other numbers as his estimate.

VOL. VI. 8
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UHAP. down to this moment, the little bevy of English
•

was still advancing against the column. Of the
uperua.

i-^yQ^ which would halt or hold back? Not the

Ptussians; for, this time, at least, with English

colours retreating before them, they came on with

set purpose ; and, whilst their people in front

gave a voice to the eagerness of the force by their

shouts and fierce yells, the whole mass was kept

in glad consciousness of its overwhelming num-

bers by the multitudinous strains of a hymn
roaring up from its depths. Must it then be the

eighteen or twenty English who, as was natural,

would have to yield ? Not they, if their Captain

could choose, for his shout was now again heard

:

' Get close together and charge them once more,

* my men !
' Desperate as his appeal might sound,

he was obeyed. ' I thought it perfectly useless,'

says Bancroft, with his soldierlike simplicity ;
' I

' thought it perfectly useless so few of us trying

' to resist such a tremendous lot ; but, for all that,

' I did so.'

In modern war the clash of two hostile forces

does not often occur at a moment when each is

advancing against each ; but here, certainly, the

still persisting column was met in its onward

course by the still continuing onset of the small

English band, and for once, troops whilst charg-

ing were charged. Could a score of men survive

hostile contact like this with a strong, well-

ordered, and resolute battalion ? To one looking

back as did Richard Minor from ground close

beside the Queen's colour, the small English
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band .seemed to drop, and become altogether ex- chap.
tinguislied, the actual truth being, however, that

^^'

whilst several of the twenty were indeed at this ^'^ Period.

moment laid low, some others, including the Cap-

tain himself, yet remained unstricken, though

being now fewer than ever and disparted, and

mingled in close strife with their adversaries,

they had ceased to be discernible at even a few

paces distant. These survivors fought hard.

Burnaby receiving the bayonet thrust of an eager

assailant in the folds of his cloak, gave the point

of his sword to two others ; and, his men closing

fast and wrestling, as it were, with their nearest

antagonists, the column, without being for an in-

stant disheartened or turned from its purpose, was

still so hampered and baffled by the hindrances

resulting from these bodily combats, as to be

either stopped dead, or at all events grievously

retarded in its onward course, and this at a time

when moments were precious, for our troops in

charge of the colours had been all this while

forcing their way through or past the intercept-

ing battalion, and having now shaken it off,* they

were gaining upon the other—the Okhotsk—body

of infantry, thus obstructed in its eager pursuit

P)ancroft, Archer, and Turner, by this time had

been all three of them wounded ; whilst Troy

and PuUen and Hill were not only living, but

* The intercepting — the lakoutsk — battalion had been

maimed, as we saw, by the defeat which a part of it suffered

when charged and cut through by Wolseley. The line of re-

treat for the lakoutsk troops was towards the head of the

Quarry Ravine.
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CHAP, each of them fighting aggressively in the midst

L_ of the Kussians, and even, it is said, gaining
8d Period, ground. Engulfing those foremost assailants, and

now laying its weight on the tormentors who still

obstructed its front, the column at length re-

covered its powers of movement, and began to

draw forward once more. Then, however, its

troops all at once undertook to deploy ; and the

evolution had begun, when Burnaby, happening

to slip upon the wet barrel of a musket, fell to

the ground ; and the Eussians passing on over

him, it presently resulted that he and the re-

mains of his men—namely, Bancroft, Archer,

William Turner, John Pullen, Edward Hill, and

Joseph Troy, with besides a few more then living

but afterwards slain—were in the wake of the

enemy's advancing battalions, or, in other words,

upon the Russian side of the column with which

they had fought ; but besides that Bancroft,

Archer, and Turner were all three of them

wounded, and tlie Captain himself lying pro-

strate, John Pullen, though afterwards rescued,

stood surrounded at this moment by Eussians,

and was for some time held prisoner. On the other

hand, three, if not more, of the English survivors,

namely, Hill, and Troy, and James Archer—in

spite of his wound—were yet upstanding in arms,

and still ready, as they presently showed, to en-

gage in fresh personal conflicts.

Cast thus by the chances of war into the wake

of the enemy's advancing battalions, our people

perforce became witnesses of tlie tilings lie there
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did. Kussiim soldiers detached from the ranks chap.
went about IVoiu spot to spot despatching the

wounded English they saw on the ground, and 2dP«riod

even in their superlative carefulness transfixing

men seemingly dead.* A Russian lying wounded

at Burnaby's side malignantly invited the atten-

tion of these fell destroyers to the English Cap-

tain, but Burnaby had a loaded revolver and

could speak the Muscovite tongue. He silenced

his neighbour by pointing the pistol at him and

telling him that if he spoke again he would shoot

him. Then, pistol in hand, he awaited his des-

tiny with a determination to sell his life dear.

Despite the still combative energies of Archer

and Hill and Troy, both they and their Captain

and the rest of the seven survivors must have

been soon despatched or made prisoners if no

succour had come from without.

Succour came. We saw how on the right of opportune

Hill Bend a French battalion of infantry—a bat- theFrencL

talion of the Sixth of the Line—stood resisting Line,

the entreaties of all who would then drive it into

the fight, and we learnt that our people, in the

rage and impatience provoked by this lengthened

recusancy, had suffered themselves to use bitter

words. Well, now this very battalion—this much

* There is no proof that the Russians in general refused quar-

ter to men who remained upstanding. It was against prostrate

soldiery that their homicidal mania raged. They probably had
an idea—and it was one not always ill founded—that a recum-

bent soldier, whether wounded or not, might retain, and would

be likeljf to exercise his power to harm them. In Burnaby, no
doubt, though prostrated, they still had a dangerous foe.
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CHAP, be-damned * Sixth of the Line'—did good, loyal

^^'
service, which will long be remembered in Eng-

2d Period,
lo^j^^ Its fixed attitude of expectancy had been

owing to no other cause than the want of due

sanction for a forward movement, and was con-

verted at once into opportune action by the

authority of General Bourbaki, now apparently

giving impulsion to this part of his brigade.*

Retreat of The Eussians in their eager pursuit of the colours

battalions, had been so led to shape their course that at this

moment they were laying open their right to the

French battalion, and De Camas began to advance

against their exposed flank. Thus all at once

threatened, whilst moving, with an attack on their

flank from a fresh, strong, and organised force, the

Russians, it seems, first endeavoured to form up

a new front with which to oppose their new

enemy, and next— as though discontented with

the result of their efforts— began to turn and

retreat,f
Extrication Captain Burnaby, with the rest of the seven

and hTs'in'Jn. survivors, was still where we saw him in the

wake of the enemy's columns, when he found that

the ebb had set in, and that those of the Eussians

around him who had not yet moved off were

going nevertheless to retreat. Hill, Troy, and

James Archer acting all three together at a well-

chosen niouient, rescued Pullen and Turner from

* 80 I gather ; but tlu; language on wliicli I have to rely is

not so distinct as I could wish.

+ Apparently the deploying movement before mentioned Wiie

a jiart of that cHoit fo show a new front which was made when

the French ap])uared.
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the Russians surrounding them. The enemy's chap.

retreating movement proceeded ; and Captain [_

Burnaby himself with, besides, the six other sur- ^'^ ^'^'^"^

vivors of his little rear-guard—that is, with Ban-

croft, Archer, Turner, Pullen, Hill, and Troy

—

became parted at length from the hostile multi-

tude in which until now they had been mingled.

No longer molested, and exulting in the now

completed salvation of the colours, they met the

advancing battalion to which they had owed their

deliverance and gratefully passed through its

ranks.*

Without venturing to adopt any estimate of its success of

actual duration in minutes, one may say that tliis f,'uar(i

. . ^
. opcralioua

struggle agam-st encompassmg uiimbers was main-

tained during all the time needed for the achieve-

ment of the purpose in hand.f A rear-guard

spontaneously formed by some twenty of the

* As regards the achievements of this little rear-guard, and

also—iu chief measure—the fight on the Ledgeway, I owe my
knowledge to a most valuable little record called ' The Right
' Flank Company at Inkerman,' which contains the separate

statements of Captain Burnaby himself, and nine of those who
took part with him—viz.. Colour - sergeant Minor, Wilkins,

Gilbert, Morris, Sayer, Overson, Bancroft, Archer, Troy ; the

three last, it will be observed, being three of the seven sur-

vivors of the rear-guard. Each of the statements is an entirely

independent one, not copied or borrowed from the others, and

all, as I think, bear the evident stamp of truth.

•t" One of the partakers in this singular fight estimates at no

less than ten minutes the duration of what was only a part of

it—namely, that close wrestling between the few and the many
which followed upon Burnaby's charge ; but it is difficult for

any man engaged in such strife to measure the flight of tiiii<e

by a mere effort of mind.
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CHAP. Grenadier Guards ])roved able to fend off great

^^-
masses. It shielded the men with the colours

id Period,
fj-oiii all the vehement onsets directed against

their then rear, and by setting their energies free

for combats in the opposite quarter, enabled them

to fight on, and fight through in tlie teeth of the

intercepting battalion.

The survivors of the men who cut through

under Wolseley had already come in ; and, the

final success of their movement being added to

that of the small band with the colours, as well

as to that of ' the twenty ' who assumed the task

Complete of a rear-guard, it results that the enterprise of

ofthri^o'' the 150 soldiers who broke out of the circle

h^d beeir
° drawn round them by 2000 men, was now at all

by^he"
" points complete. They, or those who survived

enemy.
ungtrickeu, had victoriously fought their way

home.

When the Duke of Cambridge, after brushing

his way past the lakoutsk battalion, got to find

that he had become separated from his troops, he

Anxiety began to endure bitter anguish, and was driven

theD?ikeof almost to distractiou when minute after minute

elapsed without his being able to learn what had

happened. He became possessed with an idea

that the Guards were perhaps lost ; and his grief

—roused to phrenzy by this cruel thought—was

hardly allayed when Percy Herbert said cheerily,

though in language almost harshly prosaic
—

' The

' Guards, sir, will be sure to " turn up."

'

As respects the great bulk of not only the

Gunrds, but also all the rest of our soldiery who

Cambridge.
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seized and pursued their false victory, we before c ii a p.

had the means of observing that Percy Herbert's ^^'

rough prophecy was destined to receive its fulfil- 2d Perwd

nient ; and, so far as concerned that small remnant upon'the

of troops M'hich fovight round the colours, the Duke tiie men

of Cambridge had been already prepared by Cap- colonic.

tain Burnaby himself for the joyful sight now
awaiting him.* Still His Eoyal Highness was not

a man so constituted as to be able to gaze with

restrained emotion when he saw, coming out of

the dimness and slowly approaching him, a little

body of unformed soldiery—mainly Bearskins

—

but a few of the Line—and with them two stand-

ards, the colours of the Grenadier Guards. The

apostrophe that broke from his lips was marked

with religious fervour, and indeed he half bor-

rowed church language for the utterance of his

soldierly joy. But the Duke, if more vehement

than others, was not alone in his rapture. From
all—and many stood near—there was an outburst

of admiration and praise and thankfulness, to

greet the small band of Guardsmen and other

intermixed soldiery coming quietly in with the

colours, and driving before them the prisoners

they had been able to take whilst fighting their

way home from the Battery.

* After the retreat of the Okhotsk battalions, Buriiahy

ceased to move in the exact wake of the troops with the Lolours,

and came in by a route further west, which brougnt him into

contact with the Duke of Carabi-idge. He apprised H.R. H. of

the safety of the colours, and showed him the part of the field in

which they might be met.
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XV.

CHAP. The Okhotsk Ijattalious continued to retreat

'. before the French ' 6th of the Line,' and descended
jd Period.

^^^^^ g^. Qiymjp„t'3 Qorge ; but a number of the
Continued °

n,!,'oui?nt,v
enemy's troops—not, however, in a state of for-

mation— still remained showing front from the

gorge of the Sandbag Battery. Between these

and the French battalion there had become inter-

file Okhotsk

posed a weak thread of English skirmishers

—

other men belongina; to different regiments—and near
Russians

• ,
i

still showing tliem a Single horseman.
a front °

General Bourbaki, it would seem, had ridden

forward in the direction of his left front, and was

not at this moment present with the battalion of

Colonel de Camas. The battalion—extended in

line—had been hitherto maintaining its advance,

Hesitation but HOW, fi'om souic causc, it faltered. The men
French 6Ui did uot fall back, but they would no longer come
of the Line.

/-< • »

on. Captain Armstrong—the horseman we saw

with our skirmishers—was an able young officer,

accustomed to wield authority, and not wanting

in that soldierly sternness which the need of the

moment required.* He rode up to the front of

the French battalion, and spoke to its officers in

language which perhaps might be harsh, but was

cai.taiii nevertheless opportune. Our few men extended

exe'rtio'i^s'.^ " ill frout saw his purpose, and gave him a cheer.

Seizing the moment, he adjured the French bat-

* Ciiptaiu James Arm.strong (uow Major-General and Deputy

Aeljutaut-Geueral at tlie Horse Guard.s) was General Adams's

Brigade-Major at the time of tlie battle.
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talion to advance. By gesture, by words, by ex- CHAP.

ample, the officers strove to draw their men for-
'

ward ; and the drums of the battalion, brought ^"^
^'*^''-

together in rear of its centre, broke out into a fury

of sound with their hurricane ' jpas de charge.'

The battalion resumed its advance, and, the Recai.turo

enemy's soldiery then withdrawing from the aandbag

gorge of the Sandbag Battery, it presently re-

sulted that the dismantled work changed masters

once more, and was now in the power of the

French, though not actually kept in their hands.

Colonel de Camas avoided the error of clinging, continued

as our people had done, to the site of the dis- the French

mantled battery, and moved on in a westerly Line,

direction towards the head of St Clement's Gorge,

where General Bourbaki, it seems, was already

present in person.

There the General found Colonel Horsford, who Meeting
between

had so manoeuvred his small band of Eifles as to oeuerai
Boiirbaki

be able to remain in this advanced part of the -^"^^ coiouei
^

_ Horsford.

iield, whilst Eussian battalions moved past him

in either direction. Some conversation took place

between the two gifted officers thus meeting

in the front of battle. General Bourbaki's object

apparently was to continue his advance, and at

the same time take care not to quit the high

ground. Addressing the ' 6th of the Line ' he

said :
' Come, my lads, the English are in your

' front.* Forward !
' He then led the battalion

* There were no English troops at the time in front of Bour-

baki and Horsford, and I do not know liow the General derived

the impression diselosed by his words.
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CHAP, some way, in an almost northerly direction, across
^^'

that rib of high ground which ends in the Inker-
u Period, man Tusk.

XVI.

Retrospect In their Struggles thus maintained on the Kit-
of the fights -J. 1 1 • 1 J

• ^

on the spur agamst hugely overweighting numbers, our
'
''^"''

soldiery passed through a fierce ordeal ; but from

almost every one of their fights they came out

victorious.* When the enemy appeared on the

north they attacked and defeated him ; when he

appeared on the east they attacked, defeated, and

chased him ; and when at last he appeared on the

south (where lay their line of retreat) they at

some points turned his flank, at others attacked

and cut through him. Though beset by hostile

forces in their rear as well as their front, they so

well delivered themselves from the usual conse-

quences of being cut off, that—far enough from

any dream of a surrender in mass—they hardly,

it seems, lost a prisoner.^

* General Adams, with a strength of 700, was pressed back,

after hard fighting, by 4000 ; and Cathcart's attempt to drive

oflf a whole Russian battalion with SO men was not crowned witli

success. But except as regards these two instances, I know of

no combat on the Kitspur in which our people failed to achieve

their purpose.

+ The Coldstream, the 41st, the 46th, the 49th, and the 95th

had not, any of them, one single man ' missing.' In other regi-

ments contributing to the English force on the Kitspur, the
' missing ' were— Grenadiers, 2 ; Fusilier Guards, 4 ; 20th, 6

;

68th, 8 ; Rifle battalion, 6. No man could have been taken

prisoner without coming into the list of the ' missing j ' but

men might well be, and undoubtedly were, in the list of the

'missing' without having been taken prisoners.
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Brought ahout, as wc saw, by mistake, tlie chap.

fights which raged on the Kitspur were a mere

waste of strength in so far as concerned the old 2d Period

battery, or the ground where it stood ; and their results

sway in the battle was owing to no other circum-

stance than the havoc they wrought in the

numbers and organisation of the contending

forces.

That havoc, however, was great. Out of some

2600 * English engaged on the Kitspur, near a

thousand, it is believed, were killed or wounded
;-f-

and besides, though victorious, the remains of the

forces thus mangled had not come out of the fight

in an orderly or collected state. From the nature

of their strife on the Kitspur, but more especially

from their unbridled pursuit down the steeps and

through copse -wood, our battalions and demi-

battalions had become broken up ; and although

we shall find them re-forming, and returning to

the front with an excellent promptitude, it is still

very plain that for the purpose of immediate and

organised resistance to the next impending attack,

we hardly can now count on any of those magni-

ficent troops— 2600 in their original number

—

* 2646.

+ The casualties which occurred in the several regiments con-

tributing to the force on the Kitspur were 1275, but that re-

turn includes the casualties in the three wings which fought

elsewhere, with also those losses which were sustained by the

combatants of the Kitspur in other parts of the field ; and,

upon the whole, [ conceive that the estimate of 1000 cannot be

far from the truth. It must not be supposed, however, that

all the wounded were disabled.
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CHAP, which fought so hard on the Elitspur. By means
'

of comparison with other numbers, we shall by-

id Period, and-by see the full import of this ugly deduction

from the present strength of the English. The

Eussians, it is true, and especially the Okhotsk

battalions, sustained heavy losses in both offi-

cers and men ; but it is evident that the enemy

with his great numerical preponderance over the

English could bear deductions from strength

much better than they, and that, even though

losing very many more men, he might still be a

gainer in relative power.

XVII.

But meanwhile, our centre— and there, the

ground was of vital worth—had been undergoing

incessant attacks. At the very moment when

this Second Period began, and thenceforth, again

and again, the enemy moved up in strength to

The centre, assault our liucs ou Homo Ridge, and was every

time met before gaining the crest by some little

band of our infantry thrown forward to dispute

his advance.

To encounter the enemy thus in advance of

Home Ridge was, indeed, to forego all advantage

afforded by the natural strength of the ground,

and to neutralise the power of our artillery by

combating in front of the guns ; but Pennefather

still clung to his plan of making the Russians

fight hard for every foot of ground they might

gain ; and accordingly he ahnost always ojjposed
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to them when emerging iVom the Quarry Eavine chap.

a body of English infantry. The force so thrown '

forward, however, was in every instance so small, '^ Period.

that its task, as defined by Circumstance, if not faiiici's

method of

by actual directions, was scarce other than that fiefending it

of a strong picket. The mere hundred or two

of combatants so employed for the moment on

ground far beyond the Home Ridge, could not

plainly stand bound to do more than trouble the

enemy in his advance, and take care that the pro-

cess of driving them in should cost him some-

thing in men, and something also in time. If

we see their resistance protracted beyond those

natural limits, we must ascribe its excess to the

valiant stubbornness of our soldiery"", and not to a

preconceived notion of defending any ground near

the Barrier as a part of the English position.

The first body of troops thus employed against

Dannenberg's fresh battalions was that wing of

the 30th which we saw under Colonel Mauleverer, Mauieverer-s

defeating and driving before them the two Boro- tiie sotii

dino columns. Indeed the men were still pant-

ing with the efforts attending their victory and

the consequent pursuit, when they had to form

up anew and meet the fresh lakoutsk battalions

already descending Shell Hill. These Thirtieths its pro-11- • • 1
tracted

had come into action with a strenyth ol only 200, resistance

f 1

-^
' tothe

and now, as may well be supposed, their numbers enemy's
^ ^ advancing

were grievously lessened, but there remained to columns,

them valour and zeal. In the strife which ensued

the officers gave themselves to their work with

absolute devotion, whilst the men on their part
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CHAP, stood carefully shoulder to shoulder, always eager
^-

to obey every word they could catch from the lips

Id Period. Qf their chiefs ; and even when the communica-

tion of orders was baffled by the mist and smoke,

by the roar and tumult of the fight, there did not

then follow any collapse of the fighting power, for

what happened in such case was that ' every man
' worked for himself, and did the best he could.'

The fire of these few resolute English in line was

more deadly than any that the enemy could de-

liver from the heads of his bleeding columns ;
but

the Russians burnt abundance of cartridges, and

our people could not help wondering how it was

that they were more or less able to live and to

thrive under a pattering hail of lead ever thud-

ding into the earth, and cutting the oak twigs all

round them.

The fight was characterised by a recurrence of

effects curiously uniform. In every one of the

many charges they made, these men of the

Thirtieth were for the moment victorious, always

driving before them the front ranks of their an-

tagonists, and, of course, more or less gaining

ground ; but the moment they ceased to be the

assailants, they lost their ascendancy, finding

always that when they stopped, and lapsed into

an attitude of sheer defence, they could no longer

bear up against the weight of the hostile throng

;

and substantially, it came to this, that they must

be always either gaining or losing ground, either

charging or falling back. Now, the same men of

course cannot always be charging; so our people,
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having no supports with which to hold fast an chaf.

advantage once gained, and the Enssians, on their '

..

part, not proving irresolute, there resulted, for
^d/'erio^.

some time, that swaying to and fro which is the

characteristic of hard and close infantry fighting

in modern battles. In such a conflict, if long

continued, weight of numbers could not but tell,

and after a while, the alternations of the swaying

movement began to disclose on the whole a slow

progress southward ; for in general, after charging

and defeating the foremost of its antagonists, the

little band of the Thirtieth was sooner or later

forced back by the other encompassing soldiery

among.st wln^n it had penetrated, and these re-

coils, taken together, extended over more ground

than all the intervening attacks.

In this way, at length, after a foot to foot re- The soth

sistance lonec maintained against heavy cohimns lengui

by only a few score of soldiery, the men of Maul- back to the
erestwork.

everer s force were pressed back and back till they

found themselves at last behind the erestwork on

the top of Home Ridge, and aligning with other

fractions of their Regiment under Major PatuUo.

By that time, their bodil}' fatigue had become so

great that the belt of ground where they lay was

to them a very haven of rest, and they tlioiight

with gratitude of Colonel Percy Herbert, to whose

zeal and forethought the erestwork mainly owed

its creation. These brave men, if absolved for a The mo-

moment from the toil of close lighting, were still resttiiey

in a hot part of the battle-field, under constant

artillery-fire, and liable, as the event soon proved,

VOL. VI. T
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CHAP, to be attacked by infantry ; but Nature can be
•

divinely imperious when she ordains perfect rest

2(1 Period, ['q^ the weary. There were many who slept.

Continued The mass which had been thus obstinately re-
advanoe

• . 1 1 -H/r 1 > 1 • •

of the sisted by Mauleverers people was pursuing its
lakoutsk

, , , , , 1 . .

column : deaiiy earned advantage, and making its way up

the slopes of Home Ridge, when Pennefather

launched against it the left wing of Horsford's

Rifle battalion—a fresh and united body with a

strength of some 140 men * The wing formed

already in line advanced through our guns, and

was presently confronted by the enemy at short

till attacked distaiicc. During a minute or two, both column
and defeated

i • i
hy a wing of and line stood face to face firing their hottest ; but
Horsford's ® '

Hific then the column began to fall back, and was close-
liatt-ilion.

°

ly pursued by the Rifles. The Russians, if not

dispersed, were still so far broken up that the

spectacle they presented was that of a force

retreating in numbers of large, heavy clumps.

Whether most of their people then falling were

men really stricken, or whether there were some

who ' downcharged ' in avoidance of the balls that

pursued them, they at all events dropped in large

numbers under the fire of the Rifles ; and the

column, now driven back into the Quarry Ravine,

left the ground in its wake thickly strewn with

the prostrate soldiery of Russia. Numbers of

them were in a state of great terror, imagining

that they would be put to death by the victors.

* I.e., half the battalion, which had a strength of 278.

Colonel Horsford himself, as we saw, acted with the right wing

of his battalioji.
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To the oflPioers of the liifles (as, for instance, to chap.
Bramstou, wliose description is the one now be- ._^i_
fore me), they addressed themselves on bended 2(J Period

knees, with hands clasped in prayer ; and ' extra-

' ordinary,' says Bramston, was the sudden change

of every suppliant's countenance when he all at

once learnt from kind gestures that there was no

danger of his being despatched.

The troops composing this wing of the Kiflea

became parted in the course of the pursuit, the

right flank company (or a part of it) bending off

towards its right front, whilst the rest of the wing
inclined away to its left ; but when the liussian

columns once more emerged from the Quarry

Eavine, they were met liy another small body

of English soldiery, that is, by Hume's wing of Hume'-s

the 95th, a force numbering 200 men, which S'throwi

(pursuant to orders delivered by Pennefather in towards the

person) was marching in line towards the Bar-

rier.* The two hostile forces were yet advancing

each against each, when Hume, a splendid officer

— we saw how he fought on the Alma— was
wounded and disabled ; and it seems that thence-

forth the wing acted rather through the separate

energies of its component parts than in its capa-

city as an aggregate unit.f

* Hume's wing comprised the half of a battalion which had
come into action with a strength of 443.

t When Hume had been wounded and taken from the field,

there was no longer, I believe, any mounted officer with the

wing
; and it is obvious that under dense mist and in brush-

wood, it would be difficult for any officer on foot to exert a per-

fectly eflective command over troops extended in line.
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CHAF
VI.

2d Period.

Column torn
.uul driven
hack by
some of
Turner's
guns.

A Russian
column on
the crest

of Home
Rldce

:

but charged
and driven
back by the
men of the
SOth.

Scantiness
of the
English
forces in

front of
their centre.

The mist.

Tlierc came one liussiau cohiinii moving up on

the enemy's i-iglit whicli a])])voaclied the crest of

Home Ridge witliout being there met by infantry,

but then all at once it was torn by the merciless

case-shot delivered from the left part of Turner's

battery, and driven back down the hillside.

We left the weary men of the SOth reposing

after their fights, and blessing the name of Percy

Herbert for the welcome moments of rest which

they owed to his little field-work. They had lain

for some time undisturbed, and now, when a body

of soldiery was seen ascending the slope in their

front, they still did not rise ; for in the absence

of all firing and shouting, their officers took it

for granted that the approaching troops must be

English, and accordingly suffered them to come

unmolested even to within a few yards ; but

then suddenly— ' Up, SOth, up ! '—the newcomers

proved to be Russians. The men of the SOth

sprang to their feet, bounded over the crestwork,

and were presently driving the enemy in a dis-

persed state down the slopes of the ridge.*

Few indeed were our people thus combating in

front of their centre nt any one time ; but the

scantiness of their numbers was more or less

compensated by two circumstances,—the density

of the mist charged with smoke ; and the often

recurring presence of General Pennefather in this

troubled part of the field.

* It i.s evidf^iit tliat this Kussiaii coluiiin had made good its

way to the cre.st by tniiiiiif,' the flank of any interposed force.s,

for otlierwisc, of coiir.si', it could imt. have conic up so quickly.
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The favourit(_' ricl(i of the General, when lie lell oil a P.

his place on Home Ridge, was into the thick oi'
"

the tumult inviting liim on the line of the Post- ^-uv/iorf.

1 -ix- !•• i> ^ • 1 General
road. During these expeditions of his, he never PennefaUiei

had near him in advance of Home Eidge so much
as a single battalion with which to encounter

great masses ; but always undaunted, always

kindling with warlike animation, he was a very

power in himself. To the eye any liorsemau

approaching the Barrier in the then state of the

atmosphere was a blank, unrecognised phantom,

and not even that radiant, exulting countenance

—an ideal almost for the lineaments of a soldier

truly loving the fight— could now shine out

through the dimness ; but for men who had ears

to hear there was comfort and even a smile

when the shadowy form of the rider brought

with it the sound of a familiar voice, and the

* grand old boy's ' favourite oaths roaring cheer-

ily down through the smoke. Irrespectively of

the value attaching to any orders he gave, the

mere energy he exerted in battle was of such a

kind as to mask his numerical weakness, and

trouble the heart of a column groping up through

the dimness in ignorance of what lay before it.

He had partly apprehended that truth which the

enterprises of Burnaby brought still more clearly

to light, and had got to perceive that the colunni,

if met at close quarters by even a very small band

of resolute men, may prove, after all, to be only a

fragile and sensitive piece of mechanism which

—

especially under dense mist—can be trifled with
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CHAP, and tormeuted and grievously checked, if not in-

deed finally baffled. In the tumult, he was all

joy or all anger; but whether in joy, or whether

in anger, his bearing disclosed sense of power.

Nay, despite all the tens of the thousands that were

challenging his reign on Mount Inkerman, lie had

even an air of ownership. With the command of

the 2d Division, he had received, as it were, a

dominion co- extensive with the range of its pick-

ets. The camp was his ; the ground was his

—

he knew it every foot—and, because of the hordes

of trespassers, he was not the less in his seigniory.

When his horse was shot under him, and he had to

struggle some moments before he could extricate

himself from its overthrown trunk, the emotion

he disclosed was sheer rage, as though the enemy's

gunners who had dared to go and kill his first

charger were guilty of some lawless outrage for

which they must speedily suffer, and in the mean

time be damned. As from the first he had ac-

cepted, so now he still held the theory which in-

deed had been conceded to him by Lord Eaglan

as well as by Canrobert, and understood that, the

ground being his, he therefore had charge of the

fight. With magnanimous imprudence he had

allowed the troops to fly ofl" to tlie Kitspur on an

enterprise wluch was of no moment at all as com-

pared with the vital object of defending Home
Eidge, and now it was for him—for him with

what men he had left, but still for him, before

all—to clear his domain of invaders. The hot,

merry, riotous blood that flowed in his veins may
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liave been the true inotiv(3 power, and perhaps C!HAP.

he was really obeying the impulses of a tempera- '_

ment which the 'Sacred Isle' gave him, whilst 2</ftr£od

he fancied himself guided by policy ; but it is

strictly true that at any particular moment when

i'rom the poverty of his resources in men or cart-

ridges he was almost unable to strike, he liked to

have the interval filled if only by the shouts of a

few men. The English soldiery— more austere

than the General—did not always indulge him in

what some called his * Donnybrook ' tactics ; but

—considering always the mist, and, besides, the

brilliant result—it would be rash to say that he

erred. On the ground between Home Ridge and

the Barrier, our people now and then for the mo-

ment might be almost entirely wanting in the

means of immediate physical resistance ; but still

no enemy's column could drive its way far up the

road without encountering that reserve of Spirit-

ual force—the Soul, as it were, of the storm

—

which hovered round every spot where ' old Pen-

' nefather ' chanced to be riding.

It was thus that against mighty numbers a

resolute man held the ground taken specially

under his charge ; and, whatever may be said of

the tactical method he followed, his purpose was

so well fulfilled that, as in the earlier hour of

the battle, so also now during this its Second

Period, the Russians attacking our centre were

repulsed in every effort they made ; and the

Barrier, though oftentimes turned, still remained

in the hands of our people.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

The ' Gap

'

left open

:

and not
closed by
Colonel
Upton's
manoeuvre.

It must be understood, however, that the small

bands of English soldiery which thus fended oS

the successive attacks on our centre had no pre-

tensions to do or attempt more. They could

neither dislodge the enemy from his lair in the

Quarry Eavine, nor molest nor even detect him

if he should choose to move up thence by his

left to the northern slopes of Mount Head. In

other words, though they were able with their

hundred or two of men at a time to fend him

off from Home Pddge, they still did not and

could not perform a second miracle by closing

the Gap.

It was apparently with the judicious purpose

of closing or watching this chasm that H.RH.
the Duke of Cambridge despatched Colonel Upton

with two detached companies of the Guards.*

Upton moving in the direction which he under-

.stood to be the one indicated by His Eoyal High-

ness's gesture, soon found himself confronted by

what was apparently the whole lakoutsk regi-

ment, for he saw two huge columns moving up

from the Quarry Ravine with a strength which

he estimated at about 1500 each. Upton ex-

tending his men sought to combine the object of

cliecking the enemy M'itli that of taking ground to

* Wlien met by tlie Duke of Cambridge, Colouel Upton (now

liOiil Templetown) was riding forward from the ground on

which wc l.'ist saw liim (cmtc, cliaj). iv. sec. ii.) to take part with

the Guards in tlieir light at the Kitspur. The two detached

companies of the Guanls Imd been just relieved from picket

duty, and were advancing to join their comrades when the Duke

gave the above order to Upton.
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his left (where a body uf English troops could be chap.

seen) ; and although, after losing some men and '.

having his horse shot under him, he was so far
2d/'eriod

coerced by troops outflanking and working round

him as to be obliged to fall back to Hill Bend

and take shelter under the field - work, there is

reason for believing that the presence of his little

force deflected the course of the advancing masses

by making them incline towards their right, and

prevented them from then seizing the advantage

presented by the open Gap.

This manceuvre of Upton's, however, was only

a brief one, not preceded or followed by any other

like efforts ; and (having before seen the failure

of every attempt to get troops for the Gap from

either the French or Sir George Cathcart) we now

know completely the circumstances under which

it became possible for a liikoutsk battalion to

move up unimpeded from the Quarry Ravine and

plant itself in the rear of both Cathcart and the

Duke of Cambridge. The handful of English

maintaining their unequal conflict in front of

Home Eidge could do nothing to check such a

movement; but, on the other hand, the very niusion

stubbornness with which they fought became a bj^tife stui.

p . , . 1 l^ f ,• bonniess of
source oi misapprehension, and thereiore oi theflgutat

danger, for their lengthened resistance made it

seem that they must be in strength near the

Barrier, and could answer against any flank move-

ment proceeding across their right front. Men
imagined a line of battle where in truth there

was only an outpost.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

The united
line formed
by the 63d
regiment
and the
right wing
of the 21st:

the guns
this line had
to support.

The enemy
assailing the
left of
Penne-
father's

main
artillery

line, and
already
gaining the
crest.

Penne-
father's

address to

the 63d
regiment

XVIII.

When the 600 raeu under Swyny and Ainslie

formed line on the west of Home Kidge, their

right had before it the extreme left of Penne-

father's artillery front, and on their opposite

flank too they presently had some guns to de-

fend, for three pieces of cannon under Boothby

were at this time withdrawn from Turner's bat-

tery, and moved so far down along the western

slope of the ridge as to be almost, if not quite, at

its foot.*

It was, however, on the right of the line formed

by these 600 men, that the next storm would pre-

sently burst. Strong bodies of Eussian infantry

which had been hitherto concealed by the brush-

wood emerged all at once into sight, swarmed up

to attack the extreme left of Pennefather's main

artillery line, and were now almost close to the

guns. General Pennefather rode up to Colonel

Swyny (whose regiment formed both the right

and the central part of the line) and said to him,

' Let me see what mettle the 63d is made of In

' a moment, the enemy will be upon you. As
' soon as you see him, fire a volley, and charge

!

'

The General was obeyed to the letter. Swyny's

regiment— already upstanding— discharged its

fire into the crowd of Kussian soldiery now all

but touching the guns, and then not only these

* This nioveiiient was not one directed by Turner, but by

Colonel Fitzmayer, who commanded the whole of the artillery

attached to the second division.
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'Sixty-thirds,' but the wing of the 21st under chap.

Ainslie (which aligned with them, as we saw, on
'

their left), cliarged down driving all before them ;
^'^ Period.

thus delivering from all present danger not only delivered by

the threatened left of Pennefather's main artillery men of the
'-1st and 63d

line, but also the three detatched guns. regiments:

The victors moved on in pursuit until they position in

came under the fire of Russian guns on Shell halted when

TTMi nil 1 1 T 1 1 •
they stayed

Hill. ihey then halted, and the men lying their

down upon ground where the brushwood grew

thick, were withdrawn in great measure from

the sight of the enemy's gunners, but the colours

of both the 21st Fusiliers and of the 63d Eegi-

ment remained always standing erect, and drew

fire on those who were near them.

In the course of its charge and advance, this

body of 600 men under Swyny and Ainslie had

considerably brought round the left shoulder, and

whilst now lying halted in line, it fronted towards

the north-east.

XTX

The next of the enemy's efforts was directed xiie enemy's

1 ^ PTT T->-i -r^ 1-1 undertaking
against the right oi Home Kidge. From his lair to attack

in the Quarry liavme he heaved forward again Home
. , . .

^ Ridge.

two or more of his unwearied lakoutsk battalions
;

but, avoiding the line of the Post-road, and inclin-

ing a little to his left, he, this time, kept clear

of those obstinate, out-fighting soldiery who had

hitherto baffled his enterprises. When he neared

the part of Home Eidge which he chose as his
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V II A P.

VI.

2d Period.

To bo met
by iio,ir400

fresh troops
under
General
Goldie.

Combat
fought by
Colonel
Horn and
his wing of
the 20th.

goal, he was found to Le uioviug upon a coucave

front, the central mass of his force being covered

at each flank by a protruded claw.*

But the part of the position thus threatened

had been strengthened, as we have seen, by the

accession of Brigadier - General Goldie, with a

wing of the 20th Kegiment counting 180 men,

under Colonel Horn, and the approach of the

57th, nearly 200 strong, under Captain Edward
Stanley,

"f"

Lord Eaglan ordered an aide-de-camp Captain

Somerset Calthorpe to bring forward the wing of

the 20th, and take it at once up to Pennefatlier.

This was speedily done. After moving up the

Home Eidge by ground on the right of the Post-

road, Colonel Horn, J with his men of the 20th,

there came under fire, and he at once deployed

into line, then began to advance down the slope.

The state of the atmosphere had by this time in

some measure changed, and was clear enough to

* It would be rash to speak confidently of the numbers

which the enemy engaged in this attack ; but considering

that he acted, as usual, in heavy columns, and that he could

afford to throw out a massive claw on each flank, there seems

to be almost a necessity for believing that the whole force

must have numbered fully 2000. The liikoutsk battalions had

no doul)t suffered by this time heavy losses, but it will be re-

membered that they went into action with a strength of 3223.

Towards the close of this Second Period, however, one of the

four liikoutsk battalions was engaged, as we have seen, in

another part of the field.

t Colonel Powell, who comiuanded the regiment, being on

duty with a part of it in the trenches. The exact strength

under Stanley was 196.

t Now General Sir Frederic Horn, K.C. B.
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disclose a massive body of Eussians pressing up chap,
through the brushwood, at a distance of about a '__

hundred yards. The men of the 20th delivered ^d Period

their fire, and thus manifesting their presence to

the enemy's gunners on Shell Hill, drew upon

tliemselves a storm of artillery missiles. Whilst

still a good way off from Ihe column they under-

stood that they were ordered to charge. They

briskly worked their way forward under a power-

ful fire of both artillery and small-arms, which

was continually lessening their scanty numbers
;

i)ut the obstacles interposed by rugged ground

and thick brushwood soon distorted their line, and

by making rapid movement impossible, precluded

them from executing as yet what an English-

man means by a ' charge.' Thus circumstanced

tliey advanced firing. Before long, the exigencies

of their hastened progress over obstructed ground

had brought them into what one may call close

skirmishing order. Their colours drew towards

them some stragglers from other regiments, whom
they welcomed into their fellowship. Presently

they found that the enemy, whilst directly con-

fronting them with his masses, was also overlap-

ping their line on each of its flanks ; and there

was obvious room for question as to what in such

case they .should do ; but in the absence of any

directions proceeding from higher authority, it

was judged that their right course must still be

' to force the enemy back down the hill,' and

therefore fight on to the utmost against the troops

straight in their front. There ensued a combat
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CHAP, maiutained for some time by an industrious use
^^'

of the firelock, and Colonel Horn's people at length

sd Period,
j^g^^ g^ nearly exhausted their cartridges as to be

driven to the expedient of taking ammunition

from the pouches of the dead.

But a change of temper came on ; and at the

thought of the bayonet, these men of the 20th

seemed all to have but one will. Despite the

hostile masses on their flanks, they were glowing

with that sense of power which is scarce other

than power itself To men of their corps and

none other had been committed the charge of a

sacred historic tradition ; and, if they were to use

the enchantment, they must not, they knew,

endure that, in their time, its spell should be

broken. The air was rent by a sound which

—

unless they be men of the initiated regiment

—people speak of as strange and 'unearthly.'

After nearly a century from the day when their

cry became famous, and forty years after the time

when last it resounded in battle, these men of the

20th once more had delivered their old'Minden

' yell.' * Disregarding alike the force on their

right and the force on their left, they sprang at

the mass in their front and drove it down the

hillside. In pursuit, they inclined to their left,

* It was of course by steady practice in the regiment that

the art and mystery of the ' Mindcn yell ' had been faithfully

preserved. The elder officers of the regiment had generally an

idea that tho practice might be regarded as 'irregular' at Head-

quarters, and they did not openly sanction it, but the young

officers did. In England—so o]>posite in that respect to the

Continent—youtli is strongly tcn:icious of custom.
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and were presently on the Post-road. Following chap,
its course tliey passed over the Barrier, and de-

^^'

seended some hundreds of yards into the Quarry 2d Period.

Ravine, hut by that time they were in a dispersed

state.

Lieutenant Vaughan chanced to be with tlie

foremost of the pursuing soldiery, and he found

himself in command of ahout a score of men
belonging partly to his own regiment—the 20th

—but partly also to the Guards and regiments

of the 2d Division. With the aid of a volunteer

officer (Lieutenant Johnson of the Indian Irregular

Cavalry) he formed up his men across the road,

and moved steadily forward, pushing always be-

fore him the enemy's disordered troops. He was

approaching the part of the Quarry Eavine where

it makes a sudden bend in its course, when, on

looking towards the crest straight before him, he

saw a Russian light battery brought rapidly on

to its edge ; and presently he and his men were

under its plunging fire. In a moment he saw

what to do. Choosing out a few of the Guards

and other men armed with the rifle,* he bade

them disregard altogether the enemy's infantry,

sight their pieces for 300 yards, and steadily shoot

at the battery. He was so well obeyed by his

marksmen—they knelt down and took aim with

studious, deliberate care—that the battery, after

* It should be remembered that not only the 20th, but all

the infantry of the 4th Division (except Horsford's battalion

of Rifles) was armed almost entirely with the 'smooth-bore,'

there being only about 35 rilles in each of the ' red regiments.
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CHAP.
VI.

2d Period.

Coiiiliat

fought l)y

tlie 57th.

firing another ronnd, linil)ere(l \ip and made o(f Id

great liaste.

It was only on the approaeh of fresh columns

that the now scattered fragments of Horn's vic-

torious soldiery, and, with them, Vaughan's little

band, began to fall back from the far advanced

ground they had reached in the eagerness and

heat of pursuit. Colonel Horn's wing of the 20th

was never forced back to the crestwork. Some-

times losing, sometimes gaining ground, it re-

maijied fighting out in the front.

The Russians thus overthrown drew with them

into retreat the force which had constituted their

left claw ; but the colunm which had formed their

right continued to hold the grotmd gained, and

was still on the slopes of Home Ridge.

Against this the 57th was destined to act.

The regiment coming up under young Captain

.Stanley, wa^s placed on the left of the ground

from which Horn's attack had proceeded, and some

way in front of the crestwork, but lying down

on the ground to let our gunners fire over it.

General Goldie approaching spoke proudly of

Colonel Horn's charge to the men of the 57th,

and then launched them against that protruded

column which stood in their front. It is sup-

posed that when these 200 men of the 57th were

nearing the massive column, Stanley saw, or

imagined he saw, in his people some tendency

to waver. At all events, he thought fit to utter

an inciting apostrophe. Forty-three years had

passed since the day when—encompassed on all
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sides but one by the enemy's hosts—this I'egi- chap.
ment had heard from its colonel the word-s— ^^'

' Fifty-seventh ! die hard !
' but the remembrance ^'^ ^'^'"^

of that dismal, that valiant command had been

cherished in the corps with tenacious affection,

and young Stanley knew v/ell what choi'd it was

that he touched when he said— ' Men, remember
' Albuera !

'
* then ordered the regiment to charge.

He fell mortally wounded, but was obeyed to the

letter, for his little regiment charged home. The

enemy's column, if breaking under the onset of

bayonets, still did not at first turn in flight, and

the meeting of the Line and the Column was fol-

lowed by a good deal of obstinate hand-to-hand

fighting ; but at length the 57th, now commanded

by Captain Inglis, had absolute mastery, and not

only defeated the opposing mass, but ])ursued it

down the Quarry Eavine to that same bend in its

course which not many minutes before young

Vaughan and his people had reached.

Thus, against the whole weight of the forces Result of

attacking the right of Home Eidge, our people sianattaou

made good the defence with less than 400 men.i* the right^
' of Home

* The men ot the regiment prided themselves on being called Ridge.

the ' Die-hards. ' Tlie cherished remembrance had probably

been rendered more vivid than ever, if it i.s true, as 1 think I

have heard, that one of its captains at Inkerman—Captain

Inglis, who succeeded to the command of the regiment, and

brought it out of action—was the son of the Colonel Inglis "ivho

at Albuera in 1811 had bade it 'die hard.'

t With regard to the Russian strength engaged in this at-

tnck, see the grounds (stated anie, note, p. 300) for putting it

at fully 2000. The English troops engaged were fresh, and

tlicrefore their numbers can be given, as we saw, with exact-

ness—viz., wing of 20th, 180; 57tli, 196; total, 376.

VOL. VI. U
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UHAP.
VI.

2(1 reriod.

Upon tlie appearcance of a fresh and heavy

column of Kussians the companies of the 57th

were drawn back. Keeping up all the way,

whilst retreating, a well-sustained fire, they re-

gained the top of Home Eidge, but were this

time, at its western extremity, being placed, and

made to lie down behind the left part of the bend

there formed by the line of the crestwork. From

time to time Russian troops came up approach-

ing the spot, but not at this period with any-

thing like a strong purpose ; and without being

gravely molested, the 57th here continued to

hold its defensive position.

Tlio result
of the con-
flicts wliicli

took jiLice

(luring the
Seconil
Period

XX.

Two hours of liard fighting had passed, and the

Russians were now at the close of this Second

Period without having yet gained any ground in

advance of Shell Hill. Far from crushing Penne-

father by their huge numerical preponderance,

they had failed to drive in his main picket.*

After the efforts they had made, and the blood

they had spent, this grievously disappointing

result might at first sight appear to involve the

sure failure of their enterprise.

But, on the other hand, there was ample room

for considerations of an opposite tendency. Ex-

cept a truant body of Zouaves allured by the roar

of the fight, no fresli infantry reinforcements,

* 'The Barrier,' it should be constantly remembered, waa

aimply a picket station.
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whether English or French, were so nearly ap- chap
proachiug Mount Inkermau as to be in time for '__

the next great conflict. General Dannenberg's ^^irerfcj

artillery, with nearly 100 guns by this time in

battery, was rampant from east to west along a

wliole mile of front ; and, though mangled and

cruelly lessened in numbers, the battalions with

which he had fought during this Second Period

were still in an organised state ; whilst his

infantry supports and reserves, to the number

of more than 9000, were altogether untouched.

And another whole corps, he well knew, was

awaiting the preordained signal. If only he

could force his way on over the opposite hillock,

and show the head of a column on ground as far

south as the Windmill, he would instantly un-

leash Prince Gortschakoff, and soon find himself

joined on the toplands by more than 20,000

fresh troops

But above all. General Dannenberg could draw

comfort from the weak state to which our people

had been reduced at the close of this Second

Period. Though not gaining ground, and con-

stantly worsted in combat, he had nevertheless

provoked fights which not only wrought bloody

havoc in the too scanty force of the English, but

disorganised— at least for the moment—a large

proportion of their troops still remaining alive

and unwounded.

The decomposition resulting from victory and

unbridled pursuit may of course be more easily

remediable than that brought about by defeat

;
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CHAP, but after the dispersion of iutermixed soldiery
'

over a great breadth of copsewood, their sponta-
2d Period

jjgQ^^g re-asscmbly and their subsequent restoration

to order were processes that would necessarily

occupy the greater part of an hour ; and accord-

ingly, for some time to come, the remains of our

troops engaged on the Kitspur were, almost all,

destined to rank with what we called the ' spent

' forces.'

A moment's comparison of numbers M'ill show

the full import of this change. Before the Sand-

bag Battery had yet lured on the Guards to vic-

tory, pursuit, and dispersion, the Allies, after duly

providing for the defence of their left, had in

hand, or else closely approaching, several organ-

ised bodies of English infantry with a strength of

4700,* and, besides, two battalions of French

infantry comprising 1600 men. f Well ; those

French battalions, it is true, were still nearly

intact ; but of the 4700 English one half .| had

been either destroyed, or otherwise, for the mo-

ment, annulled, from the effects of their fight on

the Kitspur : and when, also, allowance is made

for the losses which Penuefather had sustained

* See ante, p. 170. t 1665.

J Except the small remnant of the companies of the 49th still

acting under Bellairs, none of the 2600 men who fought on the

Kitspur were so circumstanced that they could take part, as

organised troops, in resistance to the coming attack on Home

Ridge. There were about 200 of them who still retained mili-

tary cohesion—viz., a f(!W of the Rifles under Horsford ; the

95th— rather more than 100—under Vialls and afterwards

Sargent ; and some—Coldstream men - under Townshend Wil-

son ; but all these still remained far away on our right front.
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whilst duleiiding Home liidge, it becomes appar- CHAP.

cut that at the close of this Second Period a very . 1

Riiiall number indeed would suffice to represent
2'^^'*'^'

tlie whole strength of the organised English in-

fantry then ready to meet the next blow.

Under every aspect this enormous diminution

of the immediately effective strength was a change

of grave import ; but more especially so in its

bearing upon the fate of the next hour's conflict

;

and upon the whole it must be judged that, in

spite of the incessant defeats he had been sustain-

ing, the enemy might at last fairly hope to con-

quer fortune by a resolute use of his power.

It was now half-past eight o'clock.

THIRD PERIOD.

8.30 A.M. TO 9.15 A.M.

The battalions thrown forward by Dannenberg zdPeriixL

when he made all the recent attacks had suffered of thT'^

losses in battle which largely reduced their original ^^Mount

number of 10,000 ;
* but they continued to be in luhi"um,

a well-organised state, nay, were even so little

disheartened as to be already judged fit for the

effort of another great onslaught; and, the 9000 f
men in reserve being yet quite untouched, it may
be taken for granted that at the opening of this

Third Period, the enemy still had on Mount
* 10,712. t 9036 without tlie Sappers.
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CHAP. Iiikuriuau coherent bodies of infantry with a

L_ strengtli of about 17,000. He retained all his

8d Period, g^^g i^tact, and, as before, had nearly 100 of

them in battery.

Besides what we called our ' spent forces,' but

including the men set apart to guard their left

strength of flank, the English had of troops held together in

an organised state some 3300 foot with 36 guns,

and to these there had been added rather more

than 1600 French infantry. So, besides a little

truant body of Zouaves, which was already ap-

proaching, the Allies may be regarded as having

organised bodies of foot arrayed at this time on

Mount Inkerman with a strength of altogether

5000,* and, including Boussiniere's 12 pieces

—

for these were now close at hand—as many as 48

guns.

General Dannenberg was not destined to re-

ceive any further accession of troops ; and it

proved nearly the same with the Allies. Lord

Eaglan, one may say, had no more infantry left

that he could fitly bring up to swell his strength

on Mount Inkerman ; whilst General Canrobert,

with abundance of troops and a real determination

to use them, had still somehow failed to provide

for the speedy support of his two battalions already

taking part in the action; and upon the whole

it resulted that (excepting the truant body of

Zouaves) no fresh reinforcements of foot were as

* See ill tlie Appendix, Note IX. Of the 3300 English in-

fantry lOUU at thu least were still guarding the unassailed left,

leaving only 2300 for the impending fight.
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yet SO ueai'ly approachiug that they could be in chap.

time for the next conflict.
'

9d Period,

II.

The Eussians now gathered their strength for a pian of ti.e

Russians.

concentrated attack on Home Eidge,

Whatever their earlier movements, the great

bulk of the troops undertaking this onslaught

came emerging at last from the Quarry Eavine.

Percy Herbert indeed saw great columns which

started at first from Shell Hill and began to pour

down its side in a state of excitement and hurry

ill suited to the then long distance between them

and their foes ;
* but it is believed that these

masses soon bent away towards their left in avoid-

ance of the Saddle-top Eeach, and afterwards

made their way up by ground where their march

could be but little observed till it brought them

within a few yards of the Barrier. -j- Movements

* On account of the smoke these movements on Shell Hill

were not visible to Pennefather, but the accident of being at

the moment on the Fore Ridge enabled Percy Herbert to dis-

cern them. The cynical speech he was heard to utter when he

saw the Russians beginning their 'double quick' so prematui-ely

was characteristic of the cool sportsman as well as of the cool

soldier :
' Nicely blown those poor devils will be !

'

+ A question as to the routes by which the enemy in this

great attack made good his advance to the foot of Home Ridge,

was long the subject of discussion in the camp of the 2d Divi-

sion ; but I believe the statement in the text to be accurate, and

at all events it is the one supported by the authority of General

Pennefather. He 'always tliought,' as he once assured me,

that the Russians effected their advance almost entirely 'by
' the line of the Post-road.'
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CHAP
VI.

3d Period.

Their dis-

positions
for the
attack.

The great
trunk
column.

The flanki

troops.

resting thus largely upon the advantages of the

Quarry Kavine were much favoured, of course, by

the circumstance of its offering two parallel roads

for the advance of the columns.*

The central or great trunk column of the as-

sailing force consisted of two heavy masses, one

moving in support to the other, and containing

each two battalions.f Our people from some

cause had hitherto seen very little of Russian

colours in action
; X but with the four battalions

constituting this trunk of infantry, the enemy

was now visibly carrying a standard, and one

of great size.§ It was in charge of the second

mass. The other forces advancing against the

Home Ridge consisted of single battalion or single

company columns with skirmishers covering their

advance; and these detached bodies were so

placed and so moved that they shielded the great

ng trunk column on both ilanks, and ultimately

spread out far in front of it a moving thicket

of bayonets, which thus practically, if not by

design, was destined to act as tlie 'vanguard' of

* The old road in the bed of tlie ravine, and the new one

scientifically carried on terraces along its left bank.

+ These, it is believed, were the four battalions of the

lilkoutsk regiment.

+ Though foriiiin.i,' only the fourth part of a regiment, each

Russian battalion had its ' flag,' but our people, I believe, rarely

if ever saw these minor standards in action. They were pro-

bably small, and ' cased.'

§ The standird, 1 suppose, of the whole regiment— i.e., of all

the four battalions. The evidently abnormal appearance of the

standard made one question whether it might not have been an

' Icon,' that is, a flat 'image'—a picture, or a basso-relievo— of

some protecting saint.
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Danuenberg's present enterprise. When uearing chap.

its goal, tills vanguard, if so one may call it, will
'

be found several hundreds of paces in advance of ^'^ '^«'^''

the great trunk column, and then showing a front guard.

uneven and not without breaks—but coextensive

with the whole length of Home Eidge.

The forces thus advancing against the Allies on strengtii

Home Kidge, comprised, it is believed, about 6000 assailants-

men.*

Of coherent infantry forces so disposed on the of the forces

ground, or so closely approaching it as to be able them,

to take part in resistance to this coming attack,

the Allies had some 2000 English, and (besides

the truant body of Zouaves) a battalion of 900

French.-f-

Of the two thousand English, some 600

—

* The combats uudertakeii by the Russians durin<; this Tliird

Period were perhaps on tlie whole more creditable to thorn than

any of their other endeavours on this Inkerman day ; but,

whether from losses of officers or from whatever other clause,

they have entirely I'ailed to record what they did in this stage

of the battle ; and the number above indicated is attained by

accepting— with, however, some reduction— the estimate of

skilled English observers. Officers on Hill Bend or on the

Fore Ridge had a commanding view of the enemy's advance

when it neared the Home Ridge, and they describe it as a

force which must have comprised some twelve battalions. I

may add, however, that the interest of the strife during this

Third Period does not turn so much upon comparison of num-

bers as was the case in those earlier struggles where t!ie great-

ness of the odds was in reality a main characteristic.

+ 2027 English and 908 French, tlie rest being either at a

distance on the right or right front, or left in charge on the

opposite flank to guard the Careenage Ravine and the Wikria-

kofT Glen. See Appendix, Note IX.; where the coinj)onents of

the forces thus divided are given in detail.
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CHAP, broken up into several small bodies—were rang-

L_ ing out far and wide to harass the enemy's ad-
idPenod.

yance, in conformity with Penuefather's favourite

system ; whilst another portion of the two thou-

sand, having also a strength of about 600, and

commanded by Colonel Ainslie and Colonel

Swyny, stood drawn up in line between the

left of the Home Eidge and the Barrier with

a front that looked towards the north-east ;
* but

the 800 English troops which remained after

deducting those two bodies of 600 each were

either on the Home Kidge itself or else closely

approaching it.*}*

In the judgment of Pennefather, as we saw,

the loss of this little hillock would involve the

sheer ruin of the Allies ; but apparently he still

trusted much to his plan of fighting out in the

front, or else put his faith in the steadfastness of

the ' 7th L^ger,' now closely approaching ; for

certainly the English troops that he had at this

time on the Home Eidge itself were not only few,

but all placed so exclusively on the flanks as to

be leaving the crest at its centre altogether un-

guarded by infantry.

On the right at Hill Bend, Colonel Upton re-

tained his position with some 120 men of the

Guards; but it will be seen that all the rest of our

infantry disposed at this time on Home Eidge were

gathered towards the opposite flank ; for some

* As shown ante, p. 299.

+ About 590 (as presently shown) on the Ridge, and 200 ap*

[)roaching under Egertoii.
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vvay tu the left of the Post-road, there lay the chap.
reumaiit of the 55th computed to number 100, '__

and next it, though so far towards the west as to ^^p^^*°^

range within the bulge of the crest-work, some

170 men under the colours of the 57th Regi-

ment ;
* whilst yet further again towards our

left, the wing of the 47th with a strength of

about 200 still held its accustomed ground.

Thus what little of infantry strength General

Pennefather now had on the Eidge was accumu-

lated almost all on his left. The enemy's present

design had taken such shape that the weight

of the coming attack, if pushed home, must

fall plainly on the centre of the crest, and yet

there, for the moment, no infantry at all could

be seen.

However, the 7th L^ger with its strength of

900 was already approaching the Post-road from

the right of Pennefather's camp, whilst the truant

body of Zouaves was coming up from the opposite

quarter, as were also the four companies of the

77th under Egerton
; f and it may be said that

the Allies on the whole were awaiting their 6000

assailants with a strength of about 3000.

Pennefather— still recognised as the General

* Under the colours of the 57th there were the companies of

the 57th itself, and on its left some men of the Rifles, includ-

ing Lieutenant Tryon, the officer of that name whose achieve-

ment on a later day won him great distinction.

+ He was coming, as we saw, from the duty of guarding the

Mikriakoff Glen, having been there relieved by Lord West's

wing of the 21st Fusiliers. His force was now about 200

strong.
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VI.

Sd Pei'iod.

more especially in charge of the battle—was at

the centre of the I'idge, and near its crest ; but

lower down on the reverse slope of the Ridge,

Lord Raglan sat in his saddle. General Can-

robert during the battle was often at the side of

Lord Raglan, but not at this exact time.

Russian
artillerj'-

lire.

Circum-
stances

III.

The enemy did not neglect to smooth the path

for his colunms by a raging fire of artillery ;
and

indeed we shall find him persisting in the use of

this arm with an indiscriminate zeal, at the risk

of mowing down his own soldiery.

The clearer state of the atmosphere, the unity,

ditSish- simplicity, and wisdom of the enemy's now set-

luack* tied design, and the skill with which he was

covering the trunk of liis assailant force under

a thick outer sheath of close-gathered soldiery

—

all these new conditions distinguished his present

attack from every former enterprise. We shall

not see him baffled, this time, by any small

obstinate bodies of men resisting his advance

from the first and disputing the ground step by

step.

Owing rather to chance, or the ideas of the

moment, than to any general or foregone design,

the small slender threads of English soldiery

thrown out in advance of Home Ridge were in

such positions at the outset of this attack that

the enemy in great strength could move steadily

forward between the bramble of combatants which
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'h\\\\\i on liis riyht, and the one wliicli hunn on his CHAP.
. . VI

left, thus, no doubt, exposing the thick sheath of

soldiery with which he covered his flanks to

incessant though petty attacks, hut encountering

only slight obstacles in his direct front. Acting

under such conditions, the enemy at some points

bore the fire on his flanks with such excellent for-

titude as even to seem unconscious of the inflic-

tion. At others the ensheathing columns were

roughly handled and closed in upon by our out-

fighting troops ; and it is curious to observe that

these English—even whilst the great onset pro-

ceeded— were tearing batches of prisoners from

the enemy's flanks, and quietly marching them

in ; so that Russian assailants and Russian cap-

tives were now and then seen to be moving, not

only at the same time and in the same direction,

but so close to one another as to be actually at

some moments intermixed. Except on his flanks,

however, the enemy encountered no grave resist-

ance. He was not entangled, this time, in any

long, obstinate fight, arresting or even retarding

his onward march ; and if he did not at once

deliver his vanguard from the few score of Eng-

lish soldiery who had stood direct in its path, he

at least forced them ceaselessly back without once

being brought to a halt.

Thus Pennefather's beloved plan of fending off pennefathei

the strife from Home Ridge by seeking it out in his'own
°"

the front was, this time, destined to fail, or rather,

to speak with more strictness, it did not fairly

come into play ; and not having been able to
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VI.

Hd Period.

kindle any more of those long and obstinate

fights near the Barrier which had so gloriously

signalised his former struggles, he now all at once

found himself assaulted on his own denuded

heights by great masses brought up with despatch,

and in solid unbroken strength, from the Quarry

Ravine to Home Ridge.

The enemy's
vanguard

:

the attacks
it delivered.

Attack on
Bootliby's
demi-bat-
tery at tlie

western ex-

tremity of
the Home
Ridge.

IV.

The troops of the enemy's vanguard were not

moving upon a front so closely connected and

straight as to be in the order for making an

absolutely single attack along their whole line,

but at nearly, if not quite the same time, they

might burst upon the threatened hillside in several

waves ; and the onset now first to be witnessed

is the one which broke over the western extremity

of the Home Ridge.

It was there, as we saw, that a demi-battery

under Second-captain Boothby, which formed part

of Captain Turner's command, had been placed

by Colonel Fitzmayer. For want of room on

the crest, the leftmost of the three pieces — the

one under Sergeant - major Henry — had been

placed upon the westward slope of the Ridge,

where it not only stood lower down than the

rest of the demi-battery, but upon ground en-

compassed by tall brushwood, which indeed at

the first reached so close to the mouth of the

gun that, until the oak-boughs had been, some of

them, lopped, it could not be biought into action.
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The assailants were advancins^ in strength chap.
VI

against both the front and the right front of !

—

Boothby's guns, but it was from another direction ^^ ^''^°^'

that the enemy delivered his home thrust ; for one

of his columns, whicli had made a bend round by

its right in order to approach unobserved, now

all at once flooded in from the west upon the

left flank of this half-battery, and in an instant

Henry's gun was surrounded by Eussians. From

the other part of the half-battery men found time

to fire a round of case,' but not, it would seem,

with any great result, for the weight of the attack

was in the flank. I cannot undertake so broad a

negative as to assert that no English infantry

were witnesses of this attack, but it is certain

that none came up in time to avert the capture.

An order was given to limber up, but the drivers,

it then appeared, had already retreated with all

the limbers and teams ; and Eussian troops then

breaking in upon the two upper guns, the officers

and artillerymen present with that part of the

demi-battery fell back several paces, or rather

moved up by their right to a higher part of the

Eidge.

When the foremost of the enemy's troops had

so closely surrounded Henry's gun as to be already

but a few paces off, they charged in with loud

shouts, undertaking to bayonet the gunners ; but

by Henry himself, and one at least of his people,

they were encountered with desperate valour.

Henry called upon his men to defend the gun.

He and a valiant gunner named James Taylor
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VI.

3d Period.

Ca]>ture of

the demi-
batterj'.

Jjiinitcd

efTect of tlie

cajiturc.

drew their swords and stood firm. The throng

of the Russians came closing in, very many of

them for some reason bareheaded, and numbers

of them, in the words of a victim, 'howling like

' mad dogs.' Henry with his left hand wrested

a bayonet from one of the Russians and found

means to throw the man down, fighting hard all

the time with his sword-arm against some of his

other assailants. Soon, both Henry and Taylor

were closed in upon from all sides and bayoneted

again and again, Taylor then receiving his death-

wounds. Henry received in his chest the up-

thrust of a bayonet, delivered with such power

as to lift him almost from the ground, and at

the same time he was stabbed in the back and

stabbed in the arms. Then, from loss of blood,

he became unconscious, but the raging soldiery,

infiamed by Religion, did not cease from stabbing

his heretic body.* He received twelve wounds,

vet survived. For the most part, the gunners

drew off in time to save their lives, but those

who lingered were bayoneted. The Russians, now

undisturbed masters of the demi-battery, were

presently doing their best—though only with

pieces of wood— to spike the three captured

CTuns ; but they disclosed no larger ambition, and

did not undertake the real conquest that might

seem to await them, if they should move on by

their left along the crest, to attack in the flank

an inviting line of artillery scarce supported by

300 foot.

• See post, rrince MciitscliikoflF's lo.spalcli, rhap. viii. sec. ii.
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The enemy had been in possession of the demi- chap.

battery about three minutes when there all at '

once appeared on the left rear of the Home Eidge 3<*-f'«"o«'-

a truant little body of Zouaves.* These brave, ofthetiiree

11 111 f 1 • English
lawless men had stolen away irom their camp— guns by

1 • 1 • 1 1
^ triiiuit

or even perhaps irom their duty in the trenches body of
Zou.'ivcs—that they might take part in the fight they

heard raging on Mount Inkerman ; and there is

reason to believe or surmise that in the earlier

stage of their onset they were led by Sir George

Brown in person.-j- What we know with full

certainty is that, whether obeying Sir George,

or spontaneously seizing their moment, they

sprang at the Russians they saw in possession

of the demi - battery, thrust them out at the

point of the bayonet, passed on between the

* I cannot give the strength of these Zouaves, but they were

probably the same whom we shall presently see at the side of

I'ennefatlier, and the number of that body was computed by him
at about 60.

t Sir (Jeorge Bro\vii was a rigid disciplinarian, and would

have been horrified to learn, that whilst making himself the

leader—the ringleader, may one not say?— of this brilliant at-

tack, he was abetting a body of soldiery who were ' absent from
' their post without leave.' In his private despatch to Head-

quarters, 12th Nov. 1854, after speaking of the English position

as 'greatly denuded of troops,' he says :
' It was that circum-

' stance which enabled a few of the enemy to break through to

' take temporary possession of three or four of our guns, which
' rendered the arrival of the French infantry so opportune. It

' was in leading on them that I received a musket-ball in tlie

' left arm, which compelled me to quit the field.' Supposing

Sir George's language to have been strictly appropriate, this

must have been the French advance which he led ; but he

does not say that the troops were Zouavca. I have never seen

any one who observed him at tlie time when he received h\f

wound.

VOL. VI. X
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CHAP. ,<iuiis iu pursuit, again defeated their enemy
^^'

when they found him striving to rally, and thus

3d Period, finally made good their recapture of the three

English guns.*

We now move along the crest towards our right

till we come to the bulge which marks the western

extremity of the crest-work. There, there lay

Thp57tiL the men of the 57th f so placed, that upon receiv-

ing— as they would presently do—an order to

advance beyond the crest, they must either climb

over the parapet, or else fall back a few paces in

order to get out to the front by passing round the

shoulder of the work ; and accordingly, if we soon

hear their buglers sounding the "retreat," it

must be understood that, though momentarily

retrograde, the march thus enjoined is the first

stage of a forward movement.

Within the bulge also, Colonel Warren com-

The55ih manding the 55th was at this moment present

on horseback, and beside him—on foot, for his

charger had been lately shot under him—there

stood Lieutenant-Colonel Daubeney of the same

regiment, whilst on ground to the right of the

bulge, but closely adjoining it, there ranged that

small renmant of about one hundred men which

* Since this brilliant exploit involved an outrageous breach

of disci] iline, it was to be expected that French authorities

might observe a rigid silence on the suliject ; and I cannot state

the numbers of the valiant culprits, nor even mention with

certainty the battalion to which tliey belonged. Time, how-

ever, effaces the reasons for silence ; and I am not without hope

that these pages may elicit a tardy avowal.

+ See ante, pp. 300, 315.
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constituted at this time the main body of Colonel ciiaf.

Warren's regiment.
'

The bank of smoke lying between Shell Hill ^cZPenod

and Home Eidge owed its source almost all at stances

, „ . 1 T 1
• tending to

this time to the fire ot the contendmg batteries, mask the
enemy's

and of foot-soldiers waging their war along the advance.

flanks of the assailant force ; for in his direct

front, the enemy was so weakly opposed as to be

able to make good his advance without any diffi-

cult fighting ; and the score or two of English

receding before him had long since expended

their cartridges. So circumstanced, those few

English soldiers were hardly distinguishable in the

battle-field at even a few yards' distance ; and on

the other hand, being sullen and weary and brave,

they did not come hastening in with the speed

that is commonly used by men who no longer

resist. So, upon the whole, this great Eussian at-

tack was not only proceeding through its present

stage with a quiet and unostentatious despatch,

but even under such conditions that observers look-

ing down from Home Eidge might mistake what

were really some portions of the enemy's loosely

formed vanguard for English troops in retreat.

Colonel Warren, having Lieutenant- Colonel The loo

T>,i !• •! -11 1- 1 Mien of the
Daubeney at his side, was still within the bulge .')5thsur-

prised and
of the crestwork when some grey-coated soldiery 'i"ven back

were observed coining quietly up from the front.

The Colonel however believed, as did indeed all

his people, that the men he saw were English

troops slowly retiring, and went en undistracted

with the task of the moment—namely, that of
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CHAP, providing for the removal of a gun and a howitzer
^^'

which had become clogged, and remained drawing

Ed Period,
fiy-e ypQij this part of the crest without being in a

state to return it.

The remnant of Warren's regiment drawn up,

as we saw, on his right, was as little suspicious as

its colonel of any closely impending attack, when

there all at once fell on the ear an undefined

foreign sound as of multitudinous life, and then

suddenly on the top of the Eidge, there rose up

before the eyes of our men a strong Eussian

column which instantly came closing in upon the

front of this 55th line, and at the same time

flooding on past its right flank. At some spots,

the enemy when first recognised was within five

yards ; at others even nearer, and indeed quite

close. Taken thus by surprise, and hearing too

at almost the same moment—for so by sheer

chance it occurred—that the buglers of the 57th

on their left were beginning to sound the 'retreat,'

the hundred men of the 55th were some of them

enveloped and made prisoners and the rest driven

back several paces, leaving all that part of the

crestwork which had been in their charge to be

held or overswept by the enemy. The Enssians

however then found that they were under fire from

their own batteries, and this discovery so embar-

rassed them, that they hastily marched off their

prisoners without taking from them their arms.*

• Those prisoners afterwards attnckcd their guards, and such

of them as were not struck (l<nvn in tlie fray recovered their

lib<rty.
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All this while, Colonel Waneu and Lieutenant- chap.
Colonel Daubeney remained where they were at

^'

the first without becoming personally involved in ^ I'^noa.

the momentary overthrow of their regiment, for

the enemy's attack scarce extended to that bulg-

ing part of the crestwork by which they chanced

to be standing. The only assailant—an ofticer

—

who there broke in over the parapet, undertook a

sword encounter with Lieutenant- Colonel Dau-

beney, but was bayoneted by one of our soldiery.

On the crest some way more towards our right, Attack on

but still not so far east as the Post-road, Captain haifof
Turner's

Turner was present with that half part of his battery,

battery which had been left under his personal

control. Before him, and on his right front, a

part of the enemy's vanguard was already ascend-

ing the slope. Turner, seeing that he was alto- Thenre

gether unsupported by miantry, well knew that umedwiti:
(Irawal of

he must presently move ; but meanwhile he plied its three

the assailants with ' case,' and it was only at a

very late moment that the gun commanded by

Hesketh delivered its last shot. All three of the

guns were limbered up and withdrawn in time to

save them from capture.

Before many moments, loose bodies of troops Russian
troops

forming part of the enemy s vanguard began to overrunning

appear on the crest, and soon indeed they broke of Home

over it, not only at the part just then vacated by

the right half of Turner's battery, but also by the but con-

line of the Post-road, and over ground yet further bytiu-

east. The assailants having come on thus far oftheTtii

. Lfiger.

could look all the way down the hillside and
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Hesitation
of the
French
battalion

:

loeyond over Pennefather's camp without seeing

so much as one body of English infantry formed

up to oppose their advance ;
* but a French bat-

talion was approaching—the battalion of the 7th

L^ger. This force halted in front of the camp,

and formed line with its left on the Post-road.

Met thus by a body confronting them with a

strength of 900 men, the Piussiaus at some mo-

ments stopped, at others moved doubtfully for-

ward. They had the bearing of soldiery who

knew that they were strongly supported, and were

not in such a state of hot zeal as to disregard the

advantage.

The battalion of the 7th Leger began to ad-

vance up the slope, but all at once came to a halt.

Plainly something was wrong. An English staff

officer rode galloping down to the battalion and

stopped when he reached its left flank. From

this part of the battalion there presently arose

a low murmur which swelled and ran along its

ranks. The murmur perhaps meant no more than

a protest against fighting in line ; but in another

moment the battalion was visibly faltering. Then

the English staff officer undertook nothing less

than to harangue the battalion in French, asking

all within reach of his voice whether they were

indeed of that nation which had so nobly con-

tended with ours in the Peninsula. The men

listened, nay listened with favour. The battalion

took heart, and once more began to move for-

• Nor indeed could they see the approach of Egertou then

ooming up from tlio west with iiome 200 men.
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ward. Soon, however, the English staff officer chap.
was struck by a shot which not only put an !l

end to his efforts, but forced him to quit the ^apenod.

field, and again the battalion .stopped. Then it

broke, began to fall back, and retreated down the its retreat.

hillside.

At this moment, there came up by fours, under

Egerton, that victorious wing of the 77th which

had been withdrawn, as we saw, from the left.

The wing marched in such a direction as to be

almost running its head against the flank of the

retreating French, and one of Egerton's captains,

in the heat of the indignation he felt, did not

scruple to lay his hand on the collar of a Erench

officer retiring across his front. The arrested

officer explained his retrograde movement by

pointing up towards the crest, and saying— ' But,

sir, there are the Eussians !

'
* The indignation

of our people did not all at once stay the retreat

of the French battalion, and for the moment, it

fell back into Pennefather's camp.

Thus the enemy almost unresisted, and with perii re-

only the help of his vanguard, was grasping that the Ud-eut
"'

very Home Ridge which the Allies, as some French

thought, could scarce lose without forfeiting their

hold on the Chersonese,—nay, even on the Crimea

itself. Great issues had been seemingly trusted

to the steadfastness of a young French battalion,

and when the prop broke, there was little at hand

to replace it.

Excepting Egerton's little column of some 200

* ' Mais, Monsieur, voilb, les Russes !

'
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Anger of
Lord
Raglan.

The step
he took.

The enemy's
artillery fire.

men just brought round, as we saw, from the left,

no succour was near. The air at this time had so

cleared that a man looking south from the crest

of Home Eidge could see on as far as the Wind-

mill—a distance of nearly a mile—and yet he

might search to the utmost the whole of the

interposed space without being able to see even

one fresh battalion approaching.

When Lord Eaglau saw the French falling

back, he for once, they say, suffered his counte-

nance to disclose the vexation he felt, and even

uttered an exclamation of 'astonishment and
' annoyance.' * Then he sent off an aide-de-

camp—not in the direction of the retreating

French battalion, but—to the spot where the

remnant of the 55th was re-forming its line."f"

The enemy, not seeing apparently that his

soldiery had crowned the Home Ridge, was still

plying it all this while, with indiscriminate fire,

* 'Letters from Headquarters by a Staff Officer.' Colonel

Calthorpe the author of the, woik, was present, it seems, at the

moment, and witnessed both the retreat of the French bat-

talion, and the effect which the sight produced upon Lord

Kaglan.

t At least so I infer. The ' staff oilicer ' who saw Lord

]{aglau despatch the aide-de-canij) conceived certainly that the

message was sent to Pennefather ; but Pennefather, when he

conversed with me on the suliject, liad no recollection of hav-

ing either received a message from Lord Raglan at this par-

ticular time, or of having himself sent an order to Colonel

Warren ; and on the other hand, wlien wc look to the men of

tlie 55ih we find them remembering and recording the arrival

of an aide-de-camp, though they don't undertake to say whence

he came. Upon the whole, therefore, the inference I have

drawn seems fairly warranted.
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SO that Kussian assailants at one spot, and our c H a p,

Headquarter Staff at another, were ' molested,' as

Lord Raglan would say, by the round-shot and sd Period

shell which came flying low over the crest.*

The officer conversing with Lord Raglan—the

one on his right with the long, silver hair—was

the Commander of the English Artillery,— a

veteran whose ennobling experience—he fought

at Leipsic and Waterloo—had linked him with

England's great days. While still conversing General

witli Lord Raglan, General Strangways was mor- moruliy^^*

tally wounded by a round-shot or shell, which

tore off his leg ; and the brave old nmn tran-

quilly asked that some one would help him to

dismount, but did not fall from his saddle.-}- A
live shell at nearly this moment passed into the

trunk of Colonel Somerset's charger, and there,

at once burst, doing no grave harm to the rider,

yet scattering abroad the torn vitals of the horse,

and splashing the bystanders with blood. Colo-

nel Gordon's horse, too, was killed under him.

Other horses were overthrown by the fall of those

killed, and for a moment, it seemed that the

* Our people, I believe, consider that for the purpose of the

fire he maintained against the Home Ridge, the enemy's

charges of powder were well adjusted. Missiles which had
cleared the crest were often so obedient to the design of the

gunner that they skimmed down over the reverse slope at only

a little distance above the ground.

+ The task of helping the wounded general to dismount was

rendered to him with affectionate care by Colonel, now General

Sir Jcihn Adye, R.A., K.C. B. General Strangways died before

the close of the battle. He desired—and was, of course, obeyed

—that his last resting-place might be amongst the gunners.
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Wliat Oie
source of
Lord
Raglan's
ajiparent
confiilence

at this

crisis ?

Tlie, lOU iiicii

of the 55th
rallied 'ilid

re-foriuii>i.

enemy must have wrouglit a great havoc iu the

Headquarter Staff; but none of them in reality,

except General Strangways, were either killed or

much hurt ; and after the few moments spent

in extricating fallen riders from their overthrown

chargers, this little cluster of horsemen remained

undisturbed.

If any man, appalled by the void which now

yawned in the very centre of the Allied defences,

were inclining to harbour despair, he might turn

to the Headquarter Staff and there come under

the spell that is wrought in moments of trial by

a. commander who seems free from care. After

seeing the Kussians break over the crest, Lord

Raglan had to witness their gathering on the

reverse slope of the Ridge, and this at a time

when he had not in hand one battalion with

which to beat back the assault. Was his calm a

sheer quality or mood of the soul scarce de-

pendent on outward circumstance ? Or, was it

perhaps a mask concealing—for the good of his

people—all outward signs of care? From the

spot where he sat in his saddle on the reverse

slope of the Ridge he could see the small remnant

of the 55th, but this body was scarce 100 strong,

and moreover had just been surprised and driven

back from the crest. In so scant a number of

discomfited men, did he still see a power of resil-

ience that might work the needed miracle ?

When the Russians surprised and drove back

that small remnant of the 55th, they lingered as

though well content with the ground they already
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had won, aucl the huudred discomfited P^iiglish, chap.
. . VI

not being pursued, were able to begin their rally '.

at a distance of only a few yards from the crest- ^^ ^^"^^

work. Besides Colonel Warren, and Lieutenant-

Colonel Dauben(!y, they had with them Lieutenant

Warren (the son of their chief). Lieutenant George

Morgan, and Ensign Henry Burke, the Adjutant.

The value of the exertions made by these officers,

and the quality of the men they commanded, will

be inferred from what follows. Whilst still at only

pistol-shot distance from the Russian swarm, the

rally was so promptly, so completely effected, that

within a period of some three or four minutes

from the time of its discomfiture, this small band

of men stood formed up anew in good order. An
aide-de-camp galloped up at that moment with an

order to attack.* The line first poured its fire TLeirvic-

into the body of Bussians which hung on the charge:

crest, then charged, and charged home with the

bayonet. There ensued an intermixture of the

English with the enemy's soldiery. Our officers,

no less than their men, became engaged in per-

sonal conflicts, which put them to the use of their

pistols ; and, during some moments, the fighting

was close ; but at length the Bussian mass, after itsnsuit

loosening out into clusters, began to fall back,

and the remnant of the 55th once more took

possession of its old ground under the crest-work.

The enemy's soldiery covered their retreat by a

continuous fire, and moved slowly with the air

* This order, as I infer (see the last note but two), was from

Lord Rafflan.
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of troops feeling and knowing that although re-

pressed for the moment, they were strongly and

closely supported.

At the centre of the Ridge, there yet stood

those troops of the vanguard which had there

broken over the crest, for they had not been

tempted to descend the hillside in pursuit of the

retreating French battalion, and still chmg to

the ground they had won. But Egerton, we saw,

marching eastward by fours, had come round

from our left to the part of the Post-road close in

front of Pennefather's camp, and now changing

his column of march into a line fronting north

towards the enemy, he at once advanced up the

ridge-side. Before long, he was supported on his

right rear, for the discomfited battalion of the 7th

L^ger had been rallying in Pennefather's camp

with admirable despatch. The experiment of

advancing in line after the manner of the English

had been abandoned, and the battalion when

formed up anew was in double column of com-

panies. In that last state of formation it once

more marched up on the right of the Post-road,

and, Egerton being on the left front of the French,

the two movements together constituted an ad-

vance in echelon of nearly 1100 Allies. Under

this pressure, and especially, perhaps, at the sight

of the French column, the enemy's troops on the

crest began to fall back, and soon, the whole crest

of the Home Ridge was free from its Russian

assailants. Whilst still on the reverse slope of

the Ridge the battuliun of the 7th Ldger, and the
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/ittle force under Egerton, were both of them chap.
VI.

brought to a halt.

The readiness with which the enemy's van- 3^^«*^

guard thus surrendered the crest, was owing in

part to the overthrow which their comrades on

their right had been just before suffering when

attacked by the 55tli Regiment ; but it is evident

that they must have been also discouraged by the

sense of having come under fire from their own

artillery.

V.

A change, which brought back to the Allies continued
° ^

1 • 1 advance ol

their half-lost advantage of ground, was i)lainly the great
^ <^ ' ^ -^ trunk

one of great moment ; but it did not result after column.

all from any hard struggle, and the real trial of

strength was yet to come. The Russians who had

yielded so easily were only at most the advanced

guard of a powerful force, and had scarce, perhaps,

seen the vast good they might have done to their

cause by holding the crest a while longer, if only

during three or four minutes. The trunk of the

assailant force, enclosed in its sheathing of lesser

columns and skirmishers, had not ceased for an

instant to heave its way forward, and it came

fraught with power. A central mass 2000

strong which came guarded in the way we have

seen by ensheathing columns was even at the

first a formidable assemblage of infantry, but

much more so now, because Fortune lending her

aid to the tactician's skill had shielded this huge
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compact trunk from all the earlier perils of the

advance, and brought it in unimpaired strength

home up to the foot of the Ridge. How would

this great trunk column be met by troops so dis-

posed near the centre of the Eidge as to be able to

take part in the struggle ? France and England

were there ; but in what proportion and strength ?

France had on the Eidge her battalion of the

7th L^ger, and some 60 fresh soldiers approach-

ing would bring up her numbers here gathered to

little short of 1000. As regards our own people,

we shall not find that Upton's 120 men on our

right, or Farren's 200 on our left, were withdrawn

from their posts to meet the attack on our centre;

and the only English troops destined to act in

this threatened part of the field were the remnant

of the 55th, now counting about 80 or 90, and

the 170 men under the colours of the 57th, with

besides Colonel Egerton's 200 coming up the

ridge-side in support. These 450 English, when

added to the numbers of the French, would bring

up the Allies now awaiting attack to a strength

of rather more than 1400. The remnant of the

55th, as before, was some way to the west of the

Post-road, and on its left, though thrown forward

diagonally a little beyond the crestwork, the men

under the colours of the 57th were on that more

advanced .strip of ground which we saw them

directed to occupy ;
* but the 7th L(jger on the

right of the Post-road and Egerton's force on it-s

left were still on the reverse slope.

* See ante, p. 322.
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With these somewhat disjointed resources at chap.
hand, and surrounded by the officers of his Staff,

'

General Pennefather was scrutinising the advance ^'^ ^*"**

Accession
of the enemy's heavy trunk column from ground of a truant

near the right of the 57th, when there all at once zouaves

rushed to his side a young officer of Zouaves, a men:

man of so fiery a spirit, and so kindling with the

joy of battle, that he seemed to be invested—so

Pennefather said—with a singular radiance. The

officer had brought with him some 60 Zouaves,

and it is believed that both he and his men were

a part, if not the entirety, of that same truant

force which we saw in their glory recapturing

Boothby's three guns. With an air of enthusiastic his oppor-

devotion, the young officer placed both himself tance!'^'*""

and his men at Pennefather's disposal ; and it

presently appeared that he brought with him

something more than the aid of sixty brave,

fight - loving soldiers ; for— as though he were

armed with authority by virtue of some Zouave

prerogative—he audaciously undertook to provide

that—not merely his own men, but also—other

French troops should conform to the English

General's pleasure. He accordingly asked Penne-

father how he would like to liave the forces

disposed.

Pennefather gladly caught at the opportunity penne-
-I'lii n, fvy n n f i.' father's dia

which thus seemed to oner tor fighting once more position of

(as we always saw him yearning to do) in advance French^"'

of the crest. Looking back in the direction of

his right rear he saw the 7th Leger on the reverse

slope, and he said lie would like that this battalion
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CHAP, sliniild move forward to L;rouiid on the right of the

.
57tli ; that it sliould there take its stand ; that

id Period, tiie go Zouaves sht)uk] link it to the English regi-

ment by taking post between the two ; and that

by these united bodies of French and English the

trunk of tlie enemy's forces should be met before

reaching the crest. The heaven-sent captain of

Zouaves proved able to fultil his bold promise.

At his impetuous bidding the French battalion

advanced, and the array desired by Pennefather

was soon completed. On ground some way down

in advance of the crest the 900 men of the 7th

Leger formed the right and the centre of this little

order of battle ; whilst the 60 Zouaves, and the

170 men under the colours of the 57th, constituted

its left wing. The array showed a bend at one

part, because the 170 English (who were drawn

up in line) had brought their left shoulders for-

ward. The 7th L^ger was still in column, but

placed at deploying distance from the 60 Zouaves

drawn up on its left, and ready to extend into

line.

In anticipation of a later moment, it may here

be said that upon the near approach of the great

trunk column, a staff officer* galloped up to the

part of the crestwork where lay the remnant of

the 55th, then from 80 to 90 strong, and asked

why the force did not charge ; and that thereupon

Colonel Daubeney, springing over the parapet

with some 30 of the men, moved rapidly off to his

* Captain Harding, unless I mistake, aide-de-camp to Penne-

father.
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right front in a direction for making the attack, chap.
of which we shall by-and-by hear. Still latur,

'

but in time to take part in their movement, the ^dreHod.

last remnant of the 55th, with a strengtli of

from 50 to 60 men, moved forward and aligned

on the left of the men gathered under the colours

of the 57th,* thus swelling a little the numbers of

what we call the ' left wing.' Colonel Egertou

with his 200 men of the 77th was not brought to

the front at this moment ; and, omitting his force,

the number of the Allies now immediately about

to engage, comprised in all rather more than 1200,

of whom nearly 1000 were French.

So at this central part of the Ridge, where 2000 strength of

Russians were about to be met first or last by combatants

nearly 1200 opponents, with 200 more in support,

there was not that huge disparity of numbers

which had characterised the earlier fights of the

morning ; but of these 1200 Allies no less than

900 were troops which we saw showing signs of

weakness, whilst these, as it chanced, stood so

placed as to be directly confronting the advance

of the great trunk column, and were therefore

apparently destined to bear the brunt of the en-

counter. It seemed that the fate of the combat,

carrying with it the fate of the battle, if not of the

Invasion itself, might after all come to depend

upon the hitherto uncertain quality of a young

French battalion.-f*

* So that (see footnote, p. 315) they had the few riflemec

uuJer Tryon on their immediate right.

t That Penuefather himself so thouglit is shown by the ex-

tract from his despatch given in the Appendix, Note X.

VOL. VI. Y
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VI.
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Before witnessing the advance of the great

trunk column, we must see what troops stood

confronting it at the head of the Quarry Ravine

;

and in reference to that last subject some few

words of elucidation seem necessary.

Tiiose portions of the enemy's vanguard which

gained and held for some minutes the crest of

HcJine Ridge were, all of them, troops which had

avoided the Barrier by turning one or other of its

flanks ;
* and when they pushed on their advance

beyond that part of the Post-road, they there left

behind them a ribbon of ground whicli neither

they nor any other of their people had as yet

overswept. Without knowing this, it might be

hard to account for the presence of English

soldiery, interposed (as we shall presently see

them) between the head of the great trunk column

and the enemy's more advanced troops.

After the close of his fighting on the Kitspur,

Bellairs had worked his way across to the Barrier,

and was now lying posted behind it with only,

indeed, a small remnant of his three companies

;

but having near him some officers of other regi-

ments and several little knots of soldiery who

brought up the whole number of men to about

150.

Preceded by a thick line of skirmishers, the

head of the great trunk column was now seen

approaching the Barrier. Bellairs and the other

* As explained ante, p. 312, where it is shown that the

'vanguard' was furnished exclusively I'v what Iiad been the

flankinf; I'uluiinis.
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officers were preparing to make a stand at this chap.
spot, when a field - officer, whose name is un- ^^'

known, called out suddenly, 'Ketire!' He re- -di'erioit.

peated this order several times, and then rode uiefeW

11 rm 1 English

hack at a gallop. i hereupon, as was natural, uoopsin

1 , 1 P 1 nn -1 this part of

the men connected the words of the oiiicer with theueii.

the example he seemed to be giving them, and

at once began to run ; but Bellairs said, ' Don't

' run, men !

' and, other officers repeating his

words, the greater part of the soldiers were

promptly restrained, and thenceforth ceased to

move otherwise than at a walk. When ordered,

however, by Bellairs to keep up their firing, they

could only answer, ' We have no ammunition,

' sir.' Without means of firing themselves, they

yet had to move under ceaseless blasts of mus-

ketry which struck down some of their number,

and almost made it seem strange that their de-

struction should so long remain incomplete ; for,

wherever they looked, they saw the twigs and

the shivering leaves of the brushwood cut and

tossed by the pelting lead ; but, on the other

hand, they now found themselves sheltered from

artillery-fire by the close presence of the pursuing

colunm, and, upon the whole, this change was felt

as a relief. Other knots of our soldiery became

linked in retreat with the troo])s near Bellairs,

liiiuging up their full number to nearly, perhaps,

200 ; and amongst the accessions on the right

—

[iroper right—of our line was that score of men
under Vaughan (clnefly men of the ' 20th ' and

Giiardsmen), whom we saw doing venturesome
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service in an earlier stage of the battle. From

time to time after retreating a little way, Vaughan

caused the men with him to turn and show front;

and, there being amongst them a few who had

some cartridges left, he was able to vex the

assailants with occasional shots ; but of course

no such efforts as these could retard for even an

instant the march of the heavy trunk column

;

and, indeed, at this time our interposed soldiery

must have been doing the enemy more good than

harm, because they screened him from artillery-

fire.

The 200 English retiring from before the great

colunm might well cast their eyes up the slopes

of Home Kidge in wistful search after some force

brought forward to meet the attack. At first

they looked southward in vain ; and indeed it

does not appear that they, at any time, saw the

' left wing ' of the Anglo-French force collected

by Pennefather in advance of the crest; but

somewhat suddenly, and with great joy, they

found that they were retreating upon a strong

column of red-capped soldiery drawn up in good

order at a distance of no more than about a hun-

dred yards. This force, as we know, was the

battalion of the 7th L(^ger.

The interposed distance was lessening every

instant ; and it soon became fit that without an-

other uioment's delay our people should cease to

linger between the French and the Russians ; for

whilst being themselves ahuost harmless for want

of cartridges, they wen; screening the eneiny from
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the fire of a strong battalion. Accordingly, the CHAI'

kuot of men under Vaughan, with the rest of L.

those forming the right— proper right— of tlie ^<^ ^'«'"*<'<*-

interposed English troops, fell back into the rear

of the French column, and then briskly re-front-

ing formed line ; but towards the centre and left,

our men, though preparing to do the like, had

become so weary, so sullen, so callous by this

time to danger, that they were provokingly slow

in their movements, and they remained inter-

posed between the French and the Kussians even

down to the time when the head of the enemy's

column was within pistol-shot of the 7th L^ger.

With natural impatience the commander of the

French battalion rode forward crying out to

Bellairs and the English soldiery near him :

—

' Come ! do retire : we are going to open
;

'
* and

his appeal somewhat quickened the movement of

the English to whom he was speaking.

They at length fell back into the rear of the

French battalion, and there, formed up in support

as Vaughan's men on the right had already done

;

but by the time that the front had been thus at

last cleared, the head of the Russian column was

so near that its soldieay, if so they should choose,

might charge home, and offer cold steel without

first having to suiter under more than one round

of fire.

Therefore the task now engaging the troops of

* ' Mais retirez vous. Nous allons ouvrir.' The word

'mais,' I think, discloses the impatience which I have sought

to express by ' Come !

'
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CHAP, this young French battalion was one more than
'

commonly difficult. Fi'om out of their column
3d Period, formation they undertook nothing less than to

effect a deployment in the face of a powerful

enemy now only a few paces distant. The bat-

rho couitat. talion passed bravely through that trying part of

the ordeal, and meanwhile was able to exert a

formidable power of destruction, unhampered as

yet apparently by any approaching mistrust. The

file-firing executed by the ranks already in front

was excellent, and 3^et hardly more sure than that

of the soldiery in the deploying companies, who
steadily delivered tlieir shots one after another as

each man ranged into line. The calm prowess of

the French during those moments of file-firing is

proved by the havoc they wrought. Under the

fire which poured down from their extended and

still extending front the Russians fell in numbers

so great—some dropping together in knots, and

even in clumps—that before many moments the

shattered face of the column had sunk down into

an almost continuous bank of prostrate soldiery.

With the bodies of their slaughtered and wounded

comrades thus loi)ped down before it in heaps, the

unstricken part of the column disclosed a rare

fortitude, and, though staggering, did not yet

break ; but it is evident that a body thus appal-

lingly maimed and stopped dead in its path of

attack could hardly be in a state for resisting an

instant charge with the bayonet.

A respite, however, was given. Strange as the

interniptiou nui}' seem where the two opposed
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forces were only a few paces asimder, there fol- chap.
lowed a moment—nay, moments—of suspended _J}i_
action. From some cause or other it happened sarerioij.

that, with victory almost in its grasp, the young

French battalion was seized with misgiving. One

solution represents that its soldiery had trusted to

the prospect of being able to reload for another

round of fire, and then all at once came to see

that, whilst they were still handling their ram-

rods, the enemy might be on them with the bay-

onet. Be that as it may, the battalion lost its

moment for charging, then visibly loosened in

structure, then ceased to stand fast. From several

parts of the line, and more especially from its

(lank companies, men began here and there to

drop out, with a tendency to gather in towards

the rear of the centre. It is true that towards

the centre and the left of the battalion the sol-

diery who had begun falling back stopped short

in their retrograde course when they found them-

selves confronted by the English line under

Bellairs, which now stood formed up in stiff

order across their line of retreat ; but the evil,

if not beyond remedy, was beginning, remember,

in the direct front and in the close presence of

a powerful enemy, was involving a body of no

less than 900 men— full three-fourths of the

whole allied strength here placed in array—
and thus threatening to end every hope of de-

fending the Eidge against its present assailants.

Once again, therefore, much seemed depending

upon the way in which this young French bat-
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CHAP, talion might pass through its next moments of

_Z^. trial.

Si Period. rjx^
Understand what now happened, it must be

borne in mind that not only Pennefather himself,

but even the more cool-blooded staff officers act-

ing under his orders, had been wrought up by

this time to a high pitch of zeal. Elate with

the keen, ceaseless work of fight after fight—too

incessant to leave room for care—and glowing

with the sense of a victorious ascendant long

maintained over hosts of assailants, they all more

or less had upon them that flush of the soul

—

that Faith as the Prophet would call it—which

gives power over herds of men. They were en-

tering, however, upon a singular task. Within a

few paces of a powerful enemy, they undertook

nothing less than to rally a young French bat-

talion which was withstanding the comniands and

entreaties of its own officers, and to do this by

mere force of words shouted out in a foreign

tongue.

It was upon the left of Vaissier's battalion that

General Pennefather had placed himself at this

time with a number of other horsemen near him

—

with Colonel Wilbraham, with Captain Thackwell.

Captain Glazbrook, Captain Harding, Captain

M'Donald, and several more who belonged for the

most part to the staff of the 2d Division. Facing

east for the moment, and from the vantage-height

of their saddles, the General and his attendant

staff officers looked flankwise along the French

ranks ; and, when tlie line faltered, they all at
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once burst down upon it in a torrent of vehement chap.

speech. ' Brothers/ ' Comrades,' ' My brave fel-
'

'lows,' 'Forward!'—these turned into French, and S'^-''^'*^

repeated again, and again, and again—were some

of the more predominant words which they hurled

at the shaken battalion. The phrases they chose

might be simple, and spoken perhaps more or less

in the accents of the barbarous north ; but the

great trunk column was close, and the hearers of

this eager appeal were after all men of a race

deeply prizing its honour in war. The French

soldiery listened, nay seemed to acknowledge,

and acknowledge with favour, the value of a

fresh motive power. They took heart. They

ceased to fall back, and perhaps if the whole bat-

talion had been under the same wholesome sway,

it might have not only rallied completely, but

even passed into the mood for undertaking a

bayonet-charge.

But with the right of the battalion, meanwhile,

all seemed to be going on ill. There, the soldiery

were not within hearing-reach of Pennefather or

the officers near him ; and despite all the vehe-

ment efforts of the French officers (who were

striking their men right and left with the fiat of

the sword), numbers not only turned and broke

in disorder, but fell back so heavily upon the

friendly line of the English as to burst their way
through it. This occurred at the part of the line

where Vaughan had drawn up the small thread of

soldiery under him.

Yet, even in this the most disordered part of
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CHAP. Vaissier's battalion, there were some who refused
'

to yield. A young French officer hoisted his cap
M Period. upoQ t;he point of his uplifted sword, and ran out

several paces to the front. An English officer

sprang forward, and stood at his side. Another,

and another darted out to the same advanced

spot, and there, the four remained steadfast, pro-

voking a great flight of musket -balls without

being even once struck.

But all this devotion did not yet turn the

hearts of the broken and retreating French troops,

and those of the enemy's soldiery who directly

confronted this scene of disorder and ilight, now
joyfully saw their occasion. With exultant ' hur-

' rahs ' they sprang forward to clench the victory

which fortune seemed to be proffering.

But then all at once those same Russians

stopped dead.

Why the enemy thus retracted his purpose we

shall presently see, but the effect of the change

must be first for a moment observed. It gave

respite to the discomfited French, and enabled

the officers to make at the least an endeavour

towards staying the retreat of their men, and

bring them once more to the front. With excel-

lent zeal they seized the opportunity thus hap-

pily offered them. The four French and English

officers we saw springing out to the front were

still on their ground ; and now from the rear of

the spot where Vaughan stood, a voice was all at

once heard crying out in French :
' Drums to the
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• front!'* At this bidding, not only the drum- chap.

niers, but with them also the buglers, ran boldly
'

out to the front, and in another moment they '•'^i'^"^-

were storming and storming at the conscience

of the troubled battalion with their passionate

* Double quick, charge.'
"f*

Nor altogether in vain.

Men could not indeed at the instant recover for-

mation, but they could and they did stay their

flight one after another, and front once more to

the enemy. The few English soldiery whose line

we saw broken by fugitives remained intermixed

with their friendly disturbers. Some here, and

some there, wherever they most fitly could, they

all now aligned with the French, and stood with

them shoulder to shoulder.

But what was the sudden constraint which

held back the exulting enemy in the midst of

his charge, and gave the French time for this

rally ?

Without firing a shot, Colonel Daubeney, at the coionei

liead of his thirty men of the 55th, had been all this singufw^'

while approaching the right flank of the great ^
'^'^^**'

trunk column ; and perceiving, when near, that

the head of the column was engaged M'ith troops

in its front, he resolved to attack its second bat-

talion, the battalion which, at quarter distance,

was next in rear to the one standing foremost.

That second battalion, as it happened, had been

ordered the moment before to deploy to its right,

and the evolution was beginning accordingly,

' Avancez, les tambours !

'

t The ' \ms de charge.'
* <
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CHAP, when Daubeney sprang at its flank with the

thirty men he was leading ; and along with his

people he not only wedged himself in between

the 2d and 3d companies of the riven battalion,

but tore his way on and on into the centre of

the mass. There, at one time, the assailants and

the assailed stood so closely locked together that

their power to hurt one another was almost for

some instants suspended, and with one Eussian

officer thus pinioned by the weight of the crowd.

Colonel Daubeney— then compressed in like

manner himself— exchanged a smiling acknow-

ledgment of the duress suffered by each. In

the earlier moments of this audacious attack,

the colour-sergeant Charles Walker—a man of

great size and great strength—had wielded the

butt-end of his rifle with prodigious effect ; and

now when English and Eussians became so

jammed up together that none could make use of

their weapons, this huge colour-sergeant was still

fiercely driving a rent through part of the close

compressed crowd, doing this more or less by the

power of his mighty shoulders and arms, but also

by dint of the blows he laid in right and left with

his fist, and the war he maintained with his feet

against the enemy's ankles and shins.* Our

men held to their leader's design. Some were

* Colour-sergeant Charles Walkei* is now one of tlie Yeomen
of the (iiiard. Sjieaking of his exploits in this charge, Sir

Charles Daubeney writes :
—

' He used tlie butt of his rifle with

* prodigious effect until we got jammed up, and then with fists

* and by dint of pushing and kicking assisted me and those

* with me most materially in our passage through.'
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wounded, some slain, and some—one or two— chap.
taken prisoners ; but the rest of them still held '__

their course, still went on forcing their way be- ^f^^^""^^-

twixt the howling ranks of the enemy ; and this

singular charge did not end until Daubeney with

the remains of his ' tliirty ' had cleft a path

through the battalion from flank to flank, and

come out at last into open air on the east of the

great trunk column. Besides Colonel Daubeney

himself (who was not even wounded in the course of

this exploit), there came out alive a number of men
who had charged witli him through the battalion,

and amongst them the strong and resolute Colour-

sergeant Charles Walker, Thomas Layland, Donald

M'lntosh, William Smith, Jeremiah Ready, John

Stokes, James Ryan, John Prindiville, William

Casterton, Thomas Gale, Edward Mallard, Michael

Kilbride, Thomas Sanders, and William King.

Sergeant Ashe became separated in the throng,

and did not emerge with the rest on the further

or eastern flank of the column, but he too was

one of the thirty who took part in Daubeney's

charge. If I knew the names of the rest, I would

place them on the same honoured roll.

Although suffering perhaps but small loss in its effect

killed and wounded from the steel of its thirty issue of

assailants, a body some 600 strong could hardly Ije

thus torn and riven from flank to flank without

falling into confusion ; and confusion in this

second battalion at such a moment, imported a

yet wider mischief. Its effect upon the Russian

battalion engaged all this while in the front may

tlie combat
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CHAP, be imagined by all, and by soldiers will be even
'

inferred. No soldiery whilst closely engaged
3d Period.

.^iQj^g their whole front could well help being

palsied upon hearing the roar of fresh tumult

burst out in their rear, and presently coming to

learn that the battalion which had there been

supporting them at quarter distance was itself

now engaged with some new enemy tearing in

through its ranks ; and accordingly, when Colonel

Daubeney emerged on the east of the colunm,

he had not only worsted the body which directly

received his attack, but had frozen the rush of

the torrent let loose on the broken French sol-

diery, and was now so coercing the foremost Rus-

sian battalion that some, if not all, of its troops

already began to fall back.

Cheer from What was happeniuo' thus in the rear of the
Pennefather
taken up by forcmost Russiau battalion could neither be seen

by the men of the 7th L6ger, nor by the English

staff officers near them ; but perhaps General

Pennefather, although not knowing the cause,

still was able to discern signs of weakness in

the ranks directly confronting him. What we

know is that he now seized his moment. To the

cries, the commands, the entreaties of the French

officers, to the swelling appeal of the clarions, to

the trebled roll of the drums, there acceded a

joyous ' hurrah
!

' begun by General Pennefather

himself, and the horsemen around him, taken up

by our troops on his left, taken up by the men

near I'ellairs, and carried along the thread of the

English soldiery to where, on the right uudei

his people
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Vaughan, our men stood intormixcd with the chai-.

French. Thackwell's cliarger was at this nio-
^'

ment shot under him, but Peunefather and the sdPerfod.

rest of the horsemen around him were still in

their saddles, and now achieving their purpose.

Aided on their left ])y the simultaneous advance victorious

of the troops that we there saw disposed—the thlF'ron(''ii

900 men of the 7th L(^ger, and the few English
'^" "^'*"'

soldiers supporting or combating witli them, passed

over the interposed bank of prostrate Eussians,

and victoriously made good their advance in the overthrow-

wake of the great trunk column now slowly re- tmaii coT-'*"

treating before them.

The pursuit was not orderly, and with every Exultation

step in advance the French and the English be- Fiench

. .
®

. Boliliery

came more and more intermingled. Great indeed

during these happy moments was the exultation

of the French soldiery, and they liked, whilst

they moved on and on, to be both giving and

inviting congratulations. The sixty Zouaves, now
broken into several clusters, were more especially

eager for these interchanges of sentiment ; and

over and over again whilst bounding merrily for-

ward one or other amongst them would find time

and breath to accost some Englishman near him.

' Ah well, come,' they would say, J we French, you
' see now, we are good for something after all.

' Are we not ?—are we not ?
' They felt that

now at last, if never before, they could honestly

speak to our people in this tone of soldierly

fellowship.
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VI.

CHAP. Wheu the great trunk column advanced, its
'

flanks, as we saw, were well covered by ample
3d Period.

\)q^[q(3, of infantry ; but these, although moving

regiment, abrcast of it, were so far sundered from the con-

wing of tral line of march by distance, by the obstructions
the 21st

^ ''

Fusiliers: of the copscwood, and finally by the dimness of

the atmosphere there heavily laden with smoke,

that they did not become involved in the fight we

have just been observing. Now, however, they,

some of them, approached the right hank of that

force under Swyny and Ainslie whicli still lay

extended in line on the ground where last we

observed it, and still fronted towards the north-

east.

This body united comprised, as we know, a

wing of the 21st Fusiliers, and the main body

of the 63d Regiment, troops numbering altogether

more than 600 men. The Fusiliers were mag-

nificent troops, men of the finest natural quality

and highly trained, whilst the 63ct was a body

which owed a great proportion of its numerical

strength to lads newly and hastily recruited in

the city of Dublin, who, until they moved down

to the port for embarkation, had never executed

so much as even one march. But the love of a

fight was a passion which might move the young

Irish recruit no less than the proud Fusilier, and

give singleness of purpose to two dissimilar bodies

engaged side by side in the same conflict. Their

united array was about to face round to the east
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in resistance to the body advancing against their chap
right flank ; but, a fresh mass of Eussians appear-

ing, they presently found themselves challenged

along: their whole line, and therefore did not

change front.

During the earlier moments of the combat now

beginning our soldiery were bitterly vexed, for

tlie wetted chambers of their firelocks refused

every spark that was offered, but at length, by

help of the flame-jets from many and many a cap,

the muskets were warmed into life and power,

and the fire of these 600 men extended in line

soon became so destructive that before long, tlie

Eussian masses showed signs of being in torment.

Then, whether by word of command, or under the

force of some impulse growing suddenly common
to all, the whole of this united body began to

move forward in line. The exulting soldiery

were obstructed and disjoined from one another

by the interposed brushwood, but they tore their

way on in full cry, as though madly chasing the

fire which shot out in numberless jets through

a dim bank of smoke. The wild joy of the Irish

recruits infected the rest of the line, and the

superb Fusiliers, hardly less than the young 63d,

were seized and carried away by the phrenzy of

battle.* Against this tornado of warlike passion

the Russian throngs could not stand, and their

joyful assailants—now extended even more than

* In speaking to Colonel Ainslie of his regiment, the Ro5'al

North British Fusiliers, the Duke of Wellington once described

it as ' all that a regiment shonld be.'

VOL. VI. Z
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VI.

3d Period.

their

diagonal
advance
into tlie

central part
of the field:

their en-

gagement
with troops
there as-

sembled.

at first—swept on driving all before them. Still

fronting towards the north-east (as they had done

when beginning their charge), they held on diagon-

ally across no small part of the battle-field, till

their line was at length astride the Post-road, the

63d on the right of the road, and the wing of the

21st on the left. Even then, they did not long halt,

but the direction of their continued advance so

far changed as to lose all its eastward tendency,

and they now moved due north along both the

sides of the Post-road.

These 600 men in effect had so ordered their

course of action that having first overthrown

the whole force which encountered them in their

appointed part of the battle-field, they afterwards

crossed obliquely into the ' fighting ground ' of

other troops, and were now the foremost of the

Allied infantry in that central part of the field by

which the great trunk column had advanced and

retreated. They here found themselves closely

confronted by heavy bodies of Russians which

had ceased to retreat, and were undertaking, as it

seemed, to make an obstinate stand.

Our people still pressing forward, the enemy's

masses gave way ; but, this time, with evident

reluctance, and, even when the columns had

yielded, there remained many clusters of in-

dignant soldiery standing out against the shame

of retreating, and trying to hold their ground.

The enemy at one moment tried to make a stand

at the Barrier by defending it from the reverse or
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noiili side ; but all liis efforts proved vain, and the chap.

defeated masses, still pursued by the men of the
'

21st and G3d, poured down by the line of the ^<^i'«riod.

Post-road as well as by the old country track pursued by

through the entrance oi the Quarry Iiavine. tinougii tim

p 1 /-.o 1
eiitiaiRe of

On his chestnut near the colours oi the bod, the Quarry
Ravine.

and exposed to the fire they were drawing, Colonel

Swyny had been welcoming Dalzell (his senior

Major), saying genially, ' Yes, I knew you were

' on duty in the trenches, l)ut like a good fellow

' you've come, and I'm glad to have you here.

'Go and bring up the left;'* and then—little

thinking, perhaps, that the officer he had greeted

would presently become his successor—he gave

the ear to his Adjutant, Lieutenant Robert Ben-

nett, who rode up to ask for instructions. Bennett,

pointing to the unbridled rush of our soldiery

past both the flanks of the Barrier, said :

—

' Had we not better stop them?' The Colonel

looked keenly ahead, as though weighing the

answer he would give, then suddenly dropped coionei

out of his saddle ; and, the adjutant being at kiued.

this moment stricken, and his horse too receiving

a shot, and ramping up into the air, there was pre-

sently a wreck on the ground, the colonel lying

slain by a ball through the head, the adjutant

severely wounded, the charger dying or dead.

* Major tlie Honble. Robert Dalzell had been the field-officer

in the trenches during the day and the night of the 4th November,

and when relieved from that duty on the moniing of the battle,

had come up in time to take part in the charge described anil.

Second Period, sec. xviii.
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Colonel Swyiiy— a cliiet' much beloved— was

succeeded in the command of the 63d Regiment

by Major Eobert Dalzell.*

The victors by this time had become broken

up in pursuit, and their foremost body of troops

was one led by Colonel Haines of the 21st,

who had acting under him some forty men of

his own regiment, with besides a few men of

the 63d.

Colonel Haines pushed on his advance till he

reached the part of the Post-road which our people

had long before cut by digging a trench across it.

There he came to a halt, and conceived the hardy

idea of maintaining a post at the spot. His chief,

Colonel Ainslie, adopted the plan, but whilst rid-

ing down with some men to carry it into effect,

this, the able and honoured commander of the

21st Fusiliers, received a mortal wound. His in-

terrupted task was completed by another. Haines

not only established the post, but at once began

to make use of it. Sheltered from the Eussian

artillery by the steep hillside on his left, he not

only plied with his musketry the bodies of troops

standing oathered on the line of the Post-road

* It is believed that of the ten oflBcers of the 63d who were

stricken in this battle so many as nine met their deaths or their

wounds in the course of that lengthened advance which bega^

vvitli the charf^e we saw executed on the left of Home Kidge,

and was now drawing towards its close in the jaws of the Quarry

Ravine. The one officer who fell at a later moment was Ca))tain

Curtois. The names of all the ton killed or wounded oflScers

will be lound in the Appendix, Note XIV.
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VI.
below, but also (from over the parapet of the chap.
causeway) dropped a plunging fire down on bat-

talions in the bed of the Quarry Kavine.

VII.

The separated masses of Eussians which consti- The left

tuted the left wing of the assailing force had been Tssmu'ng
'^

marching up nearly abreast of the great trunk back by
^^^

column, and they began their ascent of the Home fire.

Ridge without finding themselves there resisted

by infantry ; but from this alluring immunity

they drew, on the whole, no advantage, for the

absence of any interposed soldiery laid them open

to the fire of our ordnance. For a while, it is

true, they were spared. The gun on our right of

Home Ridge which their foremost column directly

confronted was one worked at the moment by a

young artilleryman who had failed to depress it

sufficiently for striking at troops which, though

fast coming up, were still some way below the

crest. His firing was so high that the head of the

column ascended to within some thirty or forty

yards of the gun without as yet suffering harm.

But Captain Yelverton chanced to be present with

this part of Pennycuick's battery, and the vantage-

height of his saddle enabled him to see the exact

position of the approaching column. Dismount-

ing from his horse he ran forward to the gun,

depressed it with his own hand, permitted himself
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CHAP, to deliver one iinirderous blast of luitrail into tlie
VI '

thick of the advancing mass, and then, with such
3d Penod.

j^[i^i^\q command as was given in the words, ' Stick

' to that!' lianded over the writliing column to

the mercies of canister-shot no longer wasted in

air, but tearing through flesh and blood. By the

time he had regained his saddle, the soldiery of

the stricken mass were retreating down the hill-

side. As before, when advancing, so now also,

whilst falling back, they moved parallel with the

great trunk column, which had been receiving its

final overthrow at nearly the same moment.

VIII.

Tlius the enemy was not only worsted at every

point he assailed, but driven back signally and

with slaughter, and followed down into the lair

from which he had made his spring. Boussiniere,

we saw, had come up with a splendid and power-

ful force of horse -artillery, and, to sustain the

Allies in their victorious advance, he now, with

great spirit and alacrity, pushed forward some of

his guns.

However momentous in character, the opera-

tions we have seen taking place in the course of

this Third Period filled no great compass of time
;

and when they came to a close it was only about

a quarter past nine.
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FOURTH PERIOD.

9,15 A.M. TO 10 A.M.

I.

Although signal, complete, and extending along chap.

the whole front of attack, the repulse thus sus-
'

tained by the Russians was not in itself such a *'''
^*'"""^"

•'
liiinits of

blow as must needs rule the fate of the battle, tue advan-
tage ob-

No panic ensued ; and indeed the retreatiuo taimMi by
^

.
° the Allies.

masses were in a more collected, more orderly

state than the troops which pursued them. From

the failure of this his last onset, it resulted, of

course, that the enemy's prospect of a victory

was again for the time overcast, and that his

grounds for going on Math the struggle were more

or less weakened ; but he quickly began to dis-

play his faculty of courageous resistance ; and

the footing he had gained on Mount Inkerman

was unshaken. Still firm on Shell Hill and the

Juts, still plying the powerful batteries which

had given him his overwhelming ascendant in

the artillery arm, and always keeping in hand no

less than 9000 foot-soldiery, who had not as yet

fired a shot, he was scarce to be swept from a

stronghold thus guarded and armed by the few

and disordered soldiery now following the retreat

of his columns. And the pursuing troops were

without support. Lord Raglan had not in hand

so much as even one fresh battalion with which

he could press the advantage, and the remains

of his 2d Division and of the Guards w^ere now
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CHAP.
VI.

Uh Period.

busied in reorganising their strength * Large

French reinforcements, indeed, were approaching

under Bosquet in person ; but for the purpose of

seizing the particular occasion now offered, they

had marched forty minutes too late. Nor did the

Allies find it practicable to carry forward the

weight of the battle by moving their ordnance

arm. The French guns that we saw gallop down

in advance of Home Eidge were very soon stopped

in their course, for the long teams which drew

them began to lose horse after horse when they

came under fire from Shell Hill ; and Boussin-

i^re's bold, eager attempt to support the pursuit

with artillery was thus speedily brought to a

close. Before long, the enemy had ceased to re-

treat, and was turning upon his pursuers. Far

from seeing their latest achievement expand at

once into a vict(jry, tlie Allies began to lose

ground ; and the French battalion then operat-

ing on the right front of our centre underwent a

disturbing reverse.

Tlie French
6tli of tlic

Line driven
back.

II.

We left the French ' 6th of the Line ' on the

right bank of the Quarry Ravine. There, during

some time, the battalion maintained an extremely

* More especially in supi)lying themselves with fresh car-

tridges. Amongst the 2d Division men 'word was passed'

that they were to go to an indicated sjiot in rear of the camp

where the amnmnition awaited them. From this cause it was

at least from this in great ])art - that men were so frequently

seen walking qiiii'tly Itaclc from the front.
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advanced position without being involved in com- chap.
bat ; but it now was assailed by a strong Eussian

column, and began to fall back. The brave Col- ^th Period.

one! de Camas himself, however, was still person-

ally fronting towards the enemy, when a musket-

ball entered his chest, and by thus inflicting a

wound which was soon to prove fatal, fulfilled

that mystic prognosis of Pennefather's which had

been able to read ' death in his face.' Presently,

the standard-bearer of the battalion was killed,

and the eagle, falling with him to the ground, lay

in danger of being captured by the enemy ; but

Lieutenant-Colonel Goze, who had succeeded to

the command of the regiment, sprang forward,

plucked up the fallen banner, raised it high over

head, and appealed to the men of the battalion,

exhorting them to stand by their flag. Many
gathered around him. Whilst still holding the

flag-staff he was wounded in the arm ; but with-

out suffering the colour to fall a second time to

the ground, he committed it to the charge of

Lieutenant Bigotte, and the standard was saved

from capture. Colonel de Camas, was carried

some way with his retreating battalion upon the

back of a soldier, but after a while, and, as is

said, at his own request, he was laid upon the

ground, and suffered to fall alive into the hands

of the enemy.* The battalion, still falling back,

* In this instance happily there occurred, it is believed, no

ill treatment of the wounded man. He was found dead after

the battle with no other wound than the one he had received

in the chest whilst bravely confronting the enemy.
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coluinu
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Tlie nil
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to act witli

the 6tli of

the Line.

LanKuagi,'

held by
the Frcnoli

staff ollicer

sent to ask
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descended to lower ground on the riglit bank of

the Quarry Ravine, and the enemy's victorious

column continued to advance, but not in the very

wake of the French. It moved southward along

the high ground, thus turning instead of pursuing

the defeated battalion.

By this fiankiug movement the Russians at

once put great .stress upon their adversaries,

(icneral Bourbaki withdrew the 900 men of the

7th Linger from the fellowship of the English on

the west of the Post-road, and placed them near

the 6th of the Line, thus providing that the two

battalions which he had in the field should now

act together, and be ready to afford to each other

a mutual support. A French battery brought up

at this time to the top of Mount Head gave wel-

come support to the infantry, and also drove back

a column which was undertaking to reoccupy the

Sandbag Battery ;
* but General Bourbaki, it seems,

now considered that all hope of avoiding another

retreat must depend upon the speedy accession of

reinforcements. "f An officer of the French staff

—bareheaded and extending his naked sword in

the air— came galloping back to the Isthmus,

came vehemently asking for Bosquet, said his

people were turned by the movement made on

their Hank, and declared that unless they could

be supported— nay, supported by two or three

* Tlie 1st battery of 17tli artillery brigade.

+ I infer thi.s from wliat follows, ami assume that the staff

officer spoke with due authority from the IJrigadier.
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regiments—they must be again falling back.* To chap.

give such a message to Bosquet was to declare au
'

instant need for some thousands of fresh troops.f 4"'^«"«'-

There were no reinforcements so near as to be

able to meet this exigency at once, and appar-

ently it now lay in the power of the enemy to

thrust back both the 6th of the Line and the 7tli

L^ger, thus ridding the field of all Frenchmen,

except the truant body of Zouaves. But happily oi.i.oituniiy

the Russians did not see the occasion presented enemy.

to them, or at all events did not seize it.

III.

The state of the atmosphere was such that the giouiki
*- yielded liy

victorious advance of the enemy's column on the tiie EngUsii
^ on the line

right of the Quarry Eaviiie could be seen by of the post-^
_

-^ -^ road.

troops acting in the more central part of the

field ; and our people there, when they ob-

served that their flank was thus turned, could

hardly help seeing that the positions they held

were somewhat too far in advance. Though

slowly and sparingly, they nevertheless yielded

ground.

And now too on the opposite flank the enemy

threw out a column which turned the left of our

* This was .stated by the staff officer to one of our artillery

captains as the pur])ort of the communication he was wanting

to make to Bosquet.

t The strength of the French regiments was such that to ask

for ' two or three ' of them would be to ask for from 3000 to

50CO men.
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;
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tuting the
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troops engaged on the line of the Tost-road. Ex-

cept against that one expedient, the position laid

hold of by Haines in the jaws of the Quarry

Kavine was one of singular strength ; for whilst

aifordiug his men perfect shelter from the enemy's

batteries it enabled him to fend back the masses

confronting him on the line of the Post-road, and

at the same time to harass the troops on his right

which stood crowding beneath him in the bed of

the chasm ; but he had perceived from the first

that he must withdraw his small band from this

advanced spot if the eneny should push forward

infantry to turn his left ; and, that movement

now taking place, he fell back to the main picket

wall, or, as most people called it, the Barrier.

There, finding himself the senior officer present

—for General Goldie was busied at some little

distance— Haines prepared to renew that ten-

acious defence of the Barrier which others had

maintained without ceasing in the First and the

Second Periods of the fight.

After examining the features of the adjacent

ground, he not only consolidated the defence of

the Barrier itself, but also planted troops at each

flank to protect it against turning movements.

Upon ground a good way advanced in the direc-

tion of his left front he moreover established an

outpost by placing an officer and some men of the

68th under the shelter of a broken wall found

standing in that part of the field, with orders to

observe the enemy's movements on Shell Hill,

and harass his artillerymen there by a careful,
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^vell-su stained fire.* When this lengthened chain chap.
. VI

of soldiery had been formed with tlie Barrier as
'

its chief link and centre it constituted the ' Main- nh Period.

' picket line.'

General Goldie, however, though not present Oenp.rai
'

. , Goldie.

for the moment in person at the Barrier, was the

supreme commander engaged in this fore-central

part of the field. A brigadier from the first with-

out any collected brigade, he had succeeded to the

command of the 4th Division without for the

moment acquiring any actual increase of power ;
-f-

but he was not the less a general officer ; and

irrespectively of his normal command over Haines,

and the wing of the 21st Fusiliers, he here made

himself a chief of larger authority, by giving

fixed purpose to the small bands of soldiery of

different regiments who were drawn within the

sphere of his power, by wielding them, as occasion

required with unfailing good fortune, and, above

all, by maintaining the heroic assumption that a

picket wall of loose stones, which chanced to be

standing in very contact with a hostile army,

might be indefinitely defended against it with the

help of a few hundred men.

In obedience to the orders we have already ob- withdrawal

served, the ' 7th L^ger ' had moved gaily across French from

the front of the Barrier to join the French 6th of ceutraipart

the Line, which was acting on the opposite flank

;

* The presence of 68th men in an organised state near the

Barrier so soon after the false victory of the Second Period is

obviously highly creditable to the regiment.

+ He had become aware of Cathcart's di';ith, and imiiarted

the tidings of it to Major Ramsay Stuart.
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CHAP, and, as before the last fight, so also now and hence-
^^'

forth to the end of the day, our people fought^

m reriod. xmaided by others at this their favourite post.

Russian Whcii Haines relinquished his lodgement within

ascending tlic Quurrv Eaviue, all the enemy's forces below
from the

-^ J j

Quarry rccovcred tlieir freedom of action ; and soon, a
liavino:

great column appeared movmg up along the course

of the Post-road. Major Dalzell—not governed

as yet by the policy of holding back within the

main picket line—brought forward the part of his

Major 63d reo'iment then gathered about him, and from
Dalzell's

"
, • r i i^ i

vainendea- (rrouud witliiu the opeuuig 01 the Kaviue poured
vour to re- ^

i

^
* i i t> •

press it. fire upon the ascendmg column ;* but the Kussians

placed under this ordeal did not stay their ad-

vance. Dalzell's horse before long was shot under

him; and, when at length— after some toil— he

drew himself out from beneath the trunk of the

dead or dying charger, he found that the ascend-

ing mass of Kussians had made great way in the

interval. His men, scant in number, yielded

ground under the now close pressure of the weighty

column; and, whilst always keeping busied against

it a competent sprinkling of skirmishers, fell back

to rejoin their comrades within the main-picket

line.

Under cover of artillery fire, the colunm brought

* It seems that under tlie influence of persuasions applied at

the time when the contest at the Sandbag Battery was raging,

two companies of the 63d had been sent off to our right ;
and

it must not be supposed that all the other companies remained

down to this time united. Like every other battalion forming

our wing engaged in this part of tlie fiehl, the 6-'.d had become

divi(U-d into fractions.
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thus far successfully along the course of the Post- c ii a p.

road came on marching straight for the Barrier to '.—
attack its defenders in front, whilst moreover, to *^^^^^'>^-

Attack

turn their right flank, another column emerged <iireeted
<-' ° against tlifi

from the bed of the Quarry Ravine, by the line of Barrier an.i

the old country track. The defenders, however, ou its right;

whilst sheltered at one place by the Barrier, were

advantaged elsewhere more or less by the thick-

ness of the brushwood around them; and the fire

of resolute soldiery thus disposed upon an ex-

tended front, proved so terrible to the dense bodies

of infantry debouching from the Eavine that, after and re-

enduring the ordeal for a while, they lost the heart

or the power to drive their enterprise home ; and

no determined body of troops at this time brought

its onslaught so close as to come hand to hand

with our people at their favourite ridge of loose

stones. On the right of the Barrier our troops

had no other cover than that which the brush-

wood afforded, but by fire poured into the column,

and the bayonet either used or in readiness against

every closer assailant, they found means to throw

off the weight of the mass directed against them,

and drove it back into the gorge.

Thus our people altogether defeated the two-

fold endeavour to force their main-picket line
;

but at the very time of his discomfiture, the enemy Need of
succours

made himself formidable by not only shelling the

victors, but throwing out a large number of rifle-

men, whose fire proved destructive ; and although

for the moment victorious, General Goldie could

not help seeing that the small force he wielded
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CHAP.
VI.

ith Period.

Steps taken
for obtain-
iug small
rcSiforco-

ments.

The succour
etitained by
Ramsay
Stuart.

must soon become almost null unless he could

have some little succour.

The order he thereupon gave conveys of itself

some idea of the way in which our people were

maintaining this struggle. Saying, ' If we don't

' get support we shall be cut to pieces/ he directed

Major Eamsay Stuart—the only mounted officer

remaining who was not in command—to gallop

back to the 2d Division camp and ' send up the

' "camp-guard," or any other available men he

' could find.' Those words breathed the very

spirit of Inkerman. There it was, only there,

that an officer with a handful of troops would

hang fastened upon the throat of a hostile army,

would confess his dire need of reinforcements, and

yet somehow think to make shift with perhaps

about one hundred more men. Stuart found in

the camp when he reached it a little body of in-

fantry, of about 150 strong, already drawn up

under two or three officers, to whom he gave

Goldie's orders, and they at once began moving

their force towards the scene of the fight at the

Barrier.* Riding back into the heat of the fight

with this reinforcement, Ramsay Stuart met a

body of some thirty English soldiers walking

tranquilly back from the front. He asked them

why they were retreating, and they answered

(through the sergeant who was one of their num-

ber), that they had no one to lead them. Stuart

ordering them to align with the reinforcement he

* It is believed that this body of 150 men was a reorganised

portion of what had been the ' spent forces.'
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brought, they did this at once with great willing- chap.

ness, and afterwards fought very well.
'

Colonel Haines, too, at nearly this time, made '*"' ^*"''*

a separate effort in person to obtain some small

reinforcement, as also a supply of ammunition,

and not without a result ; for Pennefather (with

Egerton's assent) gave him an augmented com-

pany of the 77th Eegiment under Lieutenant

Acton, and at once sent forward some cart-

ridges.* Pennefather, (who had told Colonel jraich of

Egerton that the men he required were to skir- men^under
pGnnG*

mish in front), rode across from the left with fauier;s

Acton's company till it reached the Post-road.

Then—as though it were really his policy to mask

the scantiness of the reinforcement by tumult

—

he sent the men into the fight by bidding them

to go fast down the Post-road and shout as loud

as they could. English soldiery engaged in deter-

mined, yet orderly fighting, are famed for their

* terrible silence,' interrupted only at cardinal

moments by the roar of an opportune cheer ; and

* Haines requested Major Rooper of the Rifles to execute

this mission, but Rooper, not knowing the ground, doubted

whether he should be able to find Pennefather ; and there

being no other mounted officer within reach, Haines himself

galloped back to see Pennefather, leaving Rooper for the mo-
ment in charge at the Barrier. The force which I have called

'an augmented company of the 77th,' comprised the company
which Acton had been commanding all day with the half of

another company added to it. The first supply of ammunition
sent down to the Barrier comprised only Minie cartridges, and
proved useless to the greater number of the men there engaged,

because they were armed with the musket ; but the mistake

was afterwards remedied.

VOL. VI. 2 A
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CHAP, these superb 77th men—we saw how they fought

against Soimoiioff's masses— were disconcerted,

it seems, by an order which struck them as wild,

but also by a feeling that they did not know what

they were to do. Except Lieutenant Acton him-

self, who moved at their head whilst they marched

down the Post-road by fours, they had no officer

with them ; and there were not only many who

grumbled, but some who even tailed off. Acton

not being cautioned by any one, or otherwise

guided, continued to move down the Post-road

till he had entered the Quarry Ravine ; but when

there, he soon found his right turned by a column

moving up in the bed of the ravine along the old

carriage-track. The rush and the whir of round-

shot and shell Hying over his head at this time had

become so loud, that he could not audibly convey

any order except by bawling into the ear of some

one soldier at a time ; and it was not without some

difficulty and loss that he found means to draw

his men back into the rear of the Barrier. There,

however, the accession of this little force, with

besides an importation of cartridges, proved ex-

ceedingly welcome to our people, for it showed

them that, despite their isolation, they had been

The 'hay ueitlicr cut off uor forgotten. They were aided

brought up. too before long by a company of the 49th which

Lieutenant Astley had made bold to withdraw

from its post on the right of the camp.* Haines

* The company until thu.s withdrawn was furnishing what

men called ' the hay picket ' ou ground overlooking the Tcher-

naya valley.
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obtained yet one more reinforcement, comprising chap.

a few score of men ; for it chanced that, by the
'

course of the fioht, Colonel Horsibrd, with the ^^^p^"^

remaininfj fraction of his Rifle battalion, had been of uorsfoid
witli a few

gradually drawn from our right to this fore-central score of
n J o men.

]iart of the field, where he found himself along-

side of Colonel Haines, who was his senior officer.

Haines at once claimed the right to command

him, and Horsford lost his independence, but

gained the advantage of acting in a sphere where

every man's help was precious.

General Goldie came to visit his people at the General

. . , . GoMie
Barrier, and there, before many minutes—having siain.

first had his charter shot under him— he was

struck down mortally wounded. Nowhere else

on that day could a general fall with more lustre;

for to be holding this singular post under the fire

of Shell Hill, and in very contact with the jaws

of the Quarry Ravine doubly garnished with

infantry columns, was to stand grappling with

Danneuberg's army, and that, too, on the central

ground where its main strength always stood

gathered.

In the absence of Haines, Major Rooper, of the

1st Rifle battalion, was for the moment in charge

at the Barrier, but he also presently fell, and his

wound proved mortal.

From the moment when Goldie fell, Haines Haineain

exercised an undivided command m this tore- maud.

central part of the field. Again and again as- His con-

sailed, he so .surely beat l)ack all the masses fence of thf

, , . . „ ... Banifr.
surging up to attack him m iront, or striving to
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CHAP.
VI.

4th Period.

The enemy
once more
in the as-

cendant.

turn his right fkiiik, that at the close of this

Fourth Period he was still holding fast at the

Barrier.

The Barrier, however, was now the very fore-

most spot near the centre of the field to which

the Allies remained clinging, and on their right

front they were not even trying to maintain the

conflict. The enemy still oppressed them with

his overwhelming artillery ; and upon the whole,

it, before long, resulted that despite his last sig-

nal discomfiture he once more had the ascendant.

But now—and with what to the Eussians seemed

absolute suddenness— a new power came into

action.

IV.

Execution In the earliest hour of the fight, Lord Raglan,

Bagian-8 we saw, Ordered up a couple of eighteen-pounder

bring up two guus ; and, if he refused to be thwarted by the

pounder usc of such a word as ' impossible,' his firmness

now met its reward. It was only in fact from an

error affecting the transmission of the order that

his purpose encountered a moment's obstruc-

tion.* Far from interposing any hindrance,

* The order, instead of being carried to Colonel Gambler

—

the officer in command at the Siege Park—was brought by mis-

take to Fitzniayer, who commanded the two field-batteries then

defending the vital position of the Home Ridge. It was of

course quite 'impossible' that Loi'd Raglan could have meant

Fitzmayer to abandon his command in the heat of the battle,

to go out of action at a specially critical time, and repair to the

distant Siege Park for the purpose of superseding the able offi-

cer there in command, and arranging means for dnigging up the

two heavy guns. Accordingly, it was to that notion that Fitz-
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Colonel Gaiubier and all our officers and men
standing gathered on the ground where the siege-

guus were parked had been eagerly expecting the

summons long before it arrived. Ever since the

2Gth of October, they had been keeping prepared

for field-service a pair of their eighteen-pounder

guns ; and when the outpost-firing at last deep-

ened into the roar of a battle, they at once

understood that the foreseen occasion had come.

There was even amongst them a theory that

without waiting for an order, they might take the

sound of the cannon for guidance as well as for

warrant ; and they did indeed so far anticipate

Lord Eaglan's wish that from an early hour they

kept themselves in readiness to move forward

their two eighteen-pounder guns at a moment's

notice, with the ammunition-waggons and all the

equipments required for effective fighting. They

had not draught - horses at their command, but

they brought out their man-harness, and prepared

to drag their great guns by the power of human
muscle. Every rope was in its place before

Gordon rode up with the order, and he had scarce

mayer riglitly enough applied the word 'impossible.' He did

not add, ' Ride to the Siege Park. The guns Lord Kaglan
' wants are there. You must give the order to Gambler ;

' and,

the original mistake still remaining for the time uncorrected,

there resulted an actual, tliough momentary, hindrance to the

execution of Lord Raglan's design. This actual hindrance Lord

Raglan naturally connected with the unwelcome answer 'im-

' possible,' and he hastened to overcome by his firmness what

seemed like obstruction ; but it must be understood that neither

Fitzmayer nor any other officer attempted to interpose diflBcul-

tics in the way of bringing up the two guns.

ith Period
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CHAP, delivered his message when already the eager

'___ artillerymen were harnessing themselves tu the

Uh Period. onTis

These men were in number about 150. The

body of officers with them included Colonel

Gambler, their commander, Colonel Collingwood

Dickson, Captain d'Aguilar, Captain Mowbray,

Captain Chermside, the Adjutant of the siege

train,* Lieutenant Sinclair, Lieutenant Harward,

and George Symons. Excited by the roar of

battle, and chafing at the physical conditions

which set bounds to the rate of their progress, all

—officers and men alike—had their heart in the

work. After finding that the labour of their task

had been aggravated by a provoking mistake

which led them for some time in a wrong direc-

tion, our artillerymen by continued exertions

succeeded in dragging forward their guns to the

verge of the battle-tield, and presently came under

fire. Colonel Gambler, struck down by a round-

shot, was forced to give up the command, and he

ceded it to Colonel Collingwood Dickson.

By laying an embargo upon some teams of

draught horses which he saw coming out of the

fight with a part of our disabled artillery, Colonel

Dickson found means to accelerate the advance

of his two eighteen-pounders ; and he then gal-

• Tlie official Record, I see, does not .simply say that Captain

Cliermside was the adjutant of the .siege-train, but adds that in

this liattle he acted as staff-oUieer to Colonel Collingwood Dick-

son. It contains {inter alia) these words :
' S] ecially mentioned

' to Lord Raglan by Colonel C. Dickson, R.A., to whom he

• acted aa statt-officer, for his conduct at the battle of Inkerman.'
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1(j|)(hI forward witli Cliernisidc in order to deter- chap.

iniue the spot where these two guns could be best ^"^ „

placed in battery. Accepting alter careful ex- ^''^ Period.

amination the opinion offered by Chermside, he pianteu in

f
,

battery by

judged that the right spot to choose was that crest coionti
'' "

.
CoUiiigwood

at the bend of the heights which, uniting the nickson.

Home and Fore Eidges, looks down in a north-

west direction along the Saddle-top Reach, and

faces against Shell Hill. The natural form of the

ground must alone have sufficed to govern Colonel

Dickson's decision ; but at this very spot, as we

saw, the foresight of some of our officers had

begun the construction of a thick gabionade, with

a front wide enough for three pieces of field-artil-

lery ; and, although the work at this time was

only about two feet high, it still offered cover,

which was far from being valueless* Here in

place of three field-guns which had just Ijeen

withdrawn to make room for them, the two

eighteen - pounders were planted ; and, to give The Guards

,
.

1 T 1 1 J
ordered up

them some support, it was ordered that what re- in support.

mained of the Guards, when collected after their

fight on the Kitspur, should be brought to this

part of the field.

Was it possible that Lord Raglan might exeit Tiietrreat

a great sway over the course of events by merely i.owerof
lllGSG £111119

bringing into the field a couple of additional guns ?

The enemy, we know, had in battery a hundred

pieces of cannon, including a large proportion of

twelve-pounders, with also some 32-pound howit-

zers ; and it may well appear strange at first sight

* Especially for the wheels of the guns.
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ith Period.
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guns and
the bat-
teries on
Shell HiU.

that the accession of only two heavy guns should

suddenly enable his adversary to work a cardinal

change. The truth is that, as compared with

the heaviest of the enemy's ordnance on Mount

Inkerman, these two English guns had a mastery

which was not of such kind as to be measured by

the difference between eighteen and twelve. They

were long iron guns, weighing each 42 hundred-

weight, bearing very strong charges of powder,

and—at any such ranges as those now about to be

tried—they threw their eighteen-pound ball with

precision and terrific power.

Of these two eighteeu-pounders the first was

under Sinclair, the second under D'Aguilar and

Harward ; and at half-past nine o'clock, the one

first in readiness opened. That first shot was

fired to try the distance, and fell short, but the

next one found out the enemy, and tore into one

of his batteries.

The aggression of course did not fail to provoke

counterfire, and from battery after battery a storm

of round-shot and shell came pelting at the crest

of Hill Bend. From some unexplained causes it

happened that a large proportion of all this iron

and lead flew at just such a height as to come

striking against the embryo parapet in front of

the two eighteen-pounders, and a great deal of

slaughter was thus warded off by an obstacle no

more than about two feet high. Still there were

quantities of the enemy's artillery missiles which

shot clear of this dwarf gabionade, and some

besides which broke through it. From moment
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CO uiuineut, the round-shot ciuiie upturning the chap.

ground on ull sides of our gunners—came crash- 1__

ing tlirough the underwood and tossing branches '*'''^«"°''

and roots into the air—came striking down men,

and strilving down horses, and smashing artillery

tumbrils; whilst—sometimes overhead, sometimes

on the ground — the thirty- two-pounder shell

would tear itself into fragments and send them

crying for blood with their harsh, grating, trucul-

ent ' scrisht '—the most hated of all battle-sounds.

By the fire thus raging against it from a numerous

and powerful artillery. Colonel Collingwood Dick-

son's small band of 150 men was at first some-

what heavily stricken, and in one quarter of an

hour there fell seventeen of their number—a pro-

portion of more than one-tenth ; but, as often as

any man dropped whilst working one of the guns,

his place was eagerly taken by another. All

were glowing with zeal, and exulting as only

gunners can do in a sense of artillery power.

Each of the guns was laid every time by an officer

—one by Sinclair, the other by Harward—and

visibly, every shot carried havoc into the enemy's

batteries. Lord Eaglan (who had come to this

spot and descended from his saddle) stood watch-

ing the development of the new artillery force he

had been able to bring into play, and admiring

the ardour and the skill with which our men

fought their two guns against all the ordnance

strength on Shell Hill. To the eye of an English

artilleryman engaged in this struggle the batteries

he especially challenged were more or less on the
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CHAP, sky-line ; and from time to time when the smoke
^^-

lifted, or the blaze of an enemy's gun shot out

ith Period,
ii^g column of light, he could see the dark, busy

figures of the opposing gunners, and catch fitful

glimpses of havoc in the wake of his eighteen-

pound shot.

No extraneous force interposing to turn the

scale either way, this conflict between a numer-

ous field-artillery on the one side and two heavy

cTuns on the other, was left to work out its own

conclusions ; and at first, there seemed ground for

believing that the fire of several batteries con-

verging upon one narrow spot, must sooner or

later overcome the little band of artillerymen

who were working their two eighteen-pounders

from behind a mere embryo parapet some twenty-

four inches in height ; but at the end of a quarter

of an hour it could be seen that our gunners

were conquering for themselves a comparative

immunity. The slaughter, the wreck, the con-

tusion they spread in the enemy's batteries had

by that time weakened his fire, and henceforth

every instant it began to seem more and more

plain that this was an unequal conflict. The

liann our iirtillerymen suffered was only, after

all, ' severe loss,' whilst the harm they inflicted

might rather be called * devastation.' Every min-

ute, the ascendant they already had won was

gaining them an ascendant yet greater. During

the second quarter of an hour they only lost two

or three men
;

yet, whilst thus lightly stricken

themselves, thcv were able, no less than at first,

Ascendant
obtained
by tlie two
eiglitccn-

poimders.
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to go Oil destroying and still destroying. Whether chap
tearing direct through a clump of the enemy's

'

gunners or ligliting upon some piece of rock, and *'^ ^'^rioA

flinging abroad, right and left, its murderous

splinters ; whetlier bounding into a team of artil-

lery-horses, or smashing and blowing up tum-

brils, the terrible eighteen- pounder shot never

flew to its task without ploughing a furrow of

ruin.*

The havoc was fast becoming so dire as to be

more than the enemy's gunners could steadfastly

endure. It may be that their officers did not

yet harbour even a thought of altogether aban-

doning the struggle, but they soon began longing

to shift their positions, and battery after battery

was moved from one spot to another in the hope

that the fell eighteen-pounder might not come to

search out its prey on the new and less exposed

ground.

From the moment when the enemy resorted to

this flinching method his artillery power on Shell

Hill began to wane fast ; for the gunners of any

battery which had shifted its place proved always

unable to recover their former efficiency. Within

half an hour from the time when he brought into

action the two eighteen -pounders, Colonel Col-

lingwood Dickson had made his ascendant coin-

* The traces of the ravages left by these shot were observed

by our people after the battle with much interest, and even

—

80 great was the devastation—with surprise. It was probably

by the violence of the friction that the eighteen-pound shot had

power to blow up a tumbril of ammunition. Of the fact that

it did this there is no room for doubt.
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CHAP, plete, iiiul it was with almost perfect impunity

that his gunuei'S thenceforward continued to

4th Period, pixvagc the encuiy's batteries.*

The scope Froui this ruin of the enemy's artilleiy power

change thus ou Shell Hill many hastened to infer his ap-
wiougi

pi-oachiug defeat ; and in truth the change

wrought was one of great moment. This will

seem plain to all who remember the nature of the

enemy's footing on Mount Inkerman. He there

indeed had a lodgment and magnificent vantage-

ground from which to deliver his successive

assaults, but this was not all; for his hundred

guns established in battery along a range of com-

manding heights upon a front scarcely short of a

mile, and his ample masses of infantry drawn

up in support, were forces so placed as to be in

reality constituting that instrument of tena-

cious power which soldiers call an * army in

' position ; ' and it was in the centre—the culmin-

ating centre—of a line of battle thus puissant for

either attack or defence that the two eighteen-

pounders were now fast breaking its strength.

What the enemy had suffered before was a

succession of calamitous discomfitures, which

nevertheless, after all, were only so many ' re-

' pulses ; ' but the force now exerted against him

* As some proof of tlie importance which Lord KugUin attaclied

to the action of the two eighteen-pouiiders, I may mention that

he took the unusual course of ordering that it shoukl he spe-

cially commemorated in the official records of service. The

words are :
—

' Present at the battle of Inkerman with the two

' 18-pounder batteries [battery] which rendered such distin-

' gnished and splendid service.'
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was tearing at the very foundations of the power chap.
he had seized on Mount lukerman. '_

Boussini^re, too, planted first six, then the rest *t^^^o<i-

of his twelve heavy guns on the crest of the Fore nieie-s suns

Kidge, and thence opened a fire which promised on tiie Koro

to act with great power against batteries hitherto

spared.

It is true that, to grasp the victory which Arrival of

might thus seem to shine within reach, the Allies Bosquet

had need of fresh troops ; but General Bosquet in forcemcnta

person had now reached the verge of the battle-

field, close followed by 450 infantry,* and—at a

little distance— by nearly 1500 more.f These

again were followed by several squadrons of

French and English cavalry. Moreover, the

last vestige of any anxiety occasioned by Prince

Gortschakoft's attitude had at length passed away,

and General D'Autemarre, now fully released from

the duty of watching him, was advancing in per-

son to the scene of the real conflict with 2300

foot.J accompanied by an additional battery.

* Four companies of the Chasseurs k pied belonging to Bour-

baki's brigade,

t Algerines, 2d battalion, , . 757 \

2d battalion of the 3d Zouaves, . 703 I D'Autemarre's

( brigade.

1460^

t 1st battalion of the 3d Zouaves, . 703 \

SCne Regiment, .... 1601 / D'Autemarre'-:

( brigade.

2304
'
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CHAP. Thus, in time for prompt action, Bosquet would
'

have at his disposal (with artillery and some horse
ith Period.

i-Q support it) a body of more than 3000 foot;*

whilst, if choosing to play at fence with the

enemy and give time for D'Autemarre to come

up, he would be able to deliver his attack with

a united force of all arms, comprising between

five and six thousand infantry with a powerful

field-artillery and several squadrons of cavalry.-f-

Conditions Siuce the Eussiaus, after numberless discom-

Dannenberg fiturcs, and whilst Suffering the destruction of

have to act. their artillery power on Shell Hill, were now to

have Bosquet upon them with all these French

troops at his back, it might seem that, unless

General Dannenberg could at once undertake

another assault, he might fitly abandon the am-

bitious pait of his enterprise, and content him-

self with the measure of entrenching his baffled

forces on the ground they had long ago won.

Yet for Dannenberg (as for any other com-

mander in battle who has not already succumbed)

it was possible to entertain one last hope. His

adversary might commit some huge fault.

It was now about 10 o'clock.

* Subject to deduction for the losses which had been m
curred by the two battalions—those of the 7th L6ger and the

6th of the Line—which had been for some time in action, the

number would be 3575.

t Subject to the deduction indicated in the last footnote, the

atrenf^th of the bodies of infantry here referred to would b«

5879.
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FIFTH rERIOD.

10 A.M. TO 11 A.M.

When Bosquet lieard of the fighting by which chap.

a too scanty soldiery had long been defending
"

Home Ridge, his first impulse apparently was to ^"' ^'^"'"'

• PI ^ ^ ^ •
Bosqucl's

reinforce them without the loss ot a moment, and original

intention

to act in wholesome concert with our people ; for to support
^ ^ ' Lord Raylan

he sent an aide-de-camp to Lord Raglan entreat- and act in
'- ° concert with

ing him ' not to let the Ridge be abandoned by wm-

' his troops, however exhausted they might be,

' until his ' (Bosquet's) ' troops could come into

' line and replace them.' Lord Raglan answered

quietly, ' You are right
;

' adding afterwards, as

a motive for despatch on the part of the French,

that his men had not broken their fast and were

without cartridges.*

Thus the understanding between Lord Raglan Tie appeal

and Bosquet was for the moment complete ; but changed his

r8solvc t

there soon came a fatal disturber of plans and

promises in the person of that flurried staff officer

whom we saw riding back bareheaded with his

sword in the air. By him or by the message he

brought General Bosquet was so eagerly peti-

tioned to provide instant help for the two French

battalions already engaged under Bourbaki that,

whilst hastening forward in person, he sent back

an order requiring the 450 chasseurs to come on

* 'Souvenirs de la Guerre de Criinee,' by Fay, aide- de camp

to Bosquet, p. 137.
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CHAP, at a ruu ;
* and it was owing perhaps to this sup-

'

posed need I'or actual bodily hurry that—notwith-
5th Period, standing the promise so lately made through his

aide -de - camp— he suffered himself to adopt

another distinct plan of action, and even to

pursue it at once without first seeing Lord Raglan

or communicating with General Pennefather.f

There were hardly at this time any circumstances

to warrant precipitate haste ; for not long after

the moment when Bourbaki's flurried staff ofi&cer

galloped off to ask for support, a great change, as

we know, had been wrought in the state of the

battle by the ascendancy of Lord Eagian's two

guns ; and the enemy, though still wrestling with

our soldiery at the Barrier, was exerting little

and hurried forcc iu otlicr parts of the field. But the cry

an isolated for help had been loud, and General Bosquet
course of
action. apparently still felt the impulsion it gave him.

Dispensing with all English counsels, he sur-

rendered himself unreservedly to the supposed

exigencies which drew him towards his right

front, and it was in the false direction of the

Sandbag Battery that he determined to throw his

weight. In that part of the field, as we know,

our people—taught at last by a costly experience

—had ceased to waste any fraction of their small

remaining strength, and therefore General Bos-

quet's resolve was one that engaged liim—though

* At the 'pas de course.'—'Souvenirs de la Guerre de Crimec,'

p. 136.

t Pennefatlier himself iissurod me that this was so. If one

did not allow for the perturbing effect of the message above men-

tioned, Bosquet's omission would seem beyond measure strange.
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certainly wiLluMit lii.s knowino it—in an isolated chap.
VI

course of action.
'

General Bosquet has not veiled the surprise
^ffci'ewd.

^
Sur[iriso fell

with which he first looked upon the field of byuosquet
*

uiion cntcr-

battle. In comparison with what his imagina- ingthcfleid
^ » of battle.

tion had pictured, there was but little, to see.

Informed by words so elastic as ' division,'

' brigade,' and ' the Guards,' he plainly had failed

to conceive the exceeding scantiness of the num-

bers with which our people were maintaining

their hold ; but, if he at first looked out wistfully

for the gathered thousands of an English army,

the scenes which now opened before him as he

rode on and on, were scarce such as to sustain Ins

illusions.

Of the very existence of that English infantry Thcscenea
presented to

which had long been defendnig Mount Inkerman Msobser-,.,.., vation.

the indications he was able to see proved slight

and obscure. He says he observed sentries pac-

ing amongst the ruins of Pennefather's camp, and

from time to time came upon soldiers M-alking

back one by one from the front.* High above

on the right, where there sauntered a red-coated

officer with a singularly unconcerned air, some

* This spectacle was one that prevailed more or less during a

great part of the day. The bulk of the soldiers thus walking

back were men who had exhaustr-d their cartridges. At first,

there were numbers of men who, finding themsclve.s without

ammunition, and without the guidance of their officers, fell

back of their own accord, but afterwards, as we saw, ' word was
' passed * directing those who had emptied their pouches to go

back and replenish them. A keen observer has assured me
that amongst the whole number of men he saw thus walking

back from the front there was not one officer.

VOL. VI. 2 B
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CHAP. iTieii who must be men ol' tlie Guards, because thev
VI . .

"'

.

'. had on the ' beai'skin,' could be seen lying down
5fA Period.

^^^ ^j^^ biushwood ;
* and, if only from the pre-

sence of many staff officers on horseback, and

artillerymen busy with their guns along a great

part of the crest, General Bosquet was able to

learn that the English still reigned on the Home
Eidge, and were there for the time undisturbed

;

but for ' divisions ' or ' brigades,' for ' regiments

'

or even ' battalions,' he looked in vain. He in-

deed might infer, though without being able to

see them, that Lord Raglan had troops on the

border of the Careenage Ravine, whose hold was

at the moment unchallenged, for all in that quar-

ter lay quiet ; but by the evidence of his own eye-

sight he convinced himself that in front of the

ground forming the right of the English position

our people had no troops at all.'f

It was only at one chosen spot half a mile in

advance of Home Ridge that the battle never had

rest. From out of the smoke always gathered in

* The officer was Colonel Upton (now Lord Templetown),

who had been operating, as we saw, with two companies of the

Guards. His horse, as we saw, had been shot under him, and

he was consequently on foot. So few on that day had omitted

to wear an overcoat, that his red uniform was singularly con-

s]ncuous.

t The result of General Bosquet'.s survey in this respect is

given very distinctly and very broadly in his official account

:

' A son arrivee sur le champ de bataille le General Bosquet vit

' tout le terrain en avant de la droite des Anglais ^vacue par

' nos Allies ; il n'y avait plus d'occu]iee que la crSte qui pre-

' cfede de vingt pas le premier rang des tcntes.'
— 'Journal

' d'Operations de la 2""^ Division.'
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that central part of the field there sounded (as chap.

there had sounded all day) the tumult of a fight ; L
for Haines and his men were still combating at 5<A.Peric(i

Ths real

their favourite Barrier. But although they de- dimensiont

fended their post from turning movements no less at the

than against front attacks, they had neither the

pretension nor the power to control distant ground

on their flanks, still less to guard the acclivity

which divides the Inkerman Tusk from the bed

of the Quarry Kavine. On their left front, there

were generally some of our riflemen in the brush-

wood who, having crept up very near to the

enemy's batteries, were persistently vexing his

gunners ; and no doubt on both the flanks of the

Barrier small bands of English infantry were often

moving this way and that in the course of their

desultory combats. Thus, for instance, during

the Second Period, Colonel Horsford with a few of

his Eifles was frequently skirmishing on the right

bank of the Quarry Bavine ; and, at a later hour,

Colonel Horn with a remnant of his ' Twentieth'

men, and Vaughan, too, with his knot of soldiery,

were from time to time fighting on the right of

the Post-road ; but—sometimes advancing, some-

times falling back—these few score of soldiers

did not even endeavour to fasten upon any par-

ticular ground, and their efforts, though ceaseless

and brilliant, can scarce have led any one to mis-

take them for powerful bodies of infantry main-

taining a set line of battle.

Upon the whole, it may be said that the English

thrown forward in advance of Home Ridge were
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C HAP.
VI.

5th Period.

General
cliaractor

of the
English
fore-front.

'Tlie gap.'

Bosquet'.s

erroneous
iniiiression.

exerting the same kind of })ower and performing

the same kind of dnty as if they had been the men
of the pickets not yet driven in. They combated

upon a front which—by help of the Barrier

—

was riveted fast at its centre, but shiftinfr at all

other points.

Our people had ceased to be under that stress

which was felt by Pennefather when in the earlier

hours of the morning he used to speak of the

' gap.' It is true that the ground some way off

on the right front of the Baiiier was still (as it

always had been) without troops undertaking to

guard it ; but this circumstance was no longer a

source of danger ; for when our people abandoned

their error of maintaining a force at the Sandbag

Battery, they freed themselves of course from the

burthen of having to cover its left flank. Yet if

Bosquet, as he was now minded to do, should

bend off to his right front, there w^as likely to be

an ugly interval between his left and any other

Allied troops. In such case, the void wf)uld again

be a ' gap,' and again there might follow some such

troubles as those that resulted from the same

cause in the Second Period of the fight.

From the recurrence of the same error at differ-

ent times it may be fairly surmised that there was

something in the aspect of the battle-field or in

the sound of its tumults which tended to deceive.

Just as numbers of our people, when fighting at

the Sandbag Battery, made sure that Pennefather

must be holding tlie ground in strength on the

right front of the r>ari-i(M-, so also now General
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Bosquet gave a welcome to the same I'ond belief, chap.

He made to himself a false picture of the state of
'

the battle-field, and imagined that he might bend ^t^.i'ericd

off to the Sandbag Battery, or even to the Inker-

man Tusk, without ceasing to have his leit cov-

ered by the close presence of an English force.*

II.

Owing mainly to the stress put upon him liy Bosquets

Lord Eagian's eighteen-pounder guns, the enemy oi7iTe"45o"

had retracted the movement by which half an

hour before he came on to press his advantage

against the French 6th of the Line ; but General

Bosquet, still under the sway of the message

which had hurried him forward, was especially

drawn on by that part of it which craved protec-

tion for J3ourbaki against the column then turn-

ing, or threatening to turn, his right flank. So

the moment his Chasseurs came up, Bosquet

ordered them to advance upon the Sandbag Bat-

tery, and at the same time he directed Bourbaki

to resume the offensive.

By the movements resulting from these orders

the enemy's skirmishers were pressed back : but

the 450 Chasseurs (who had inclined towards the

left of the Kitspur, instead of marching straight

on the Battery) were met before long by two

strong Eussian columns. The columns, whilst

* This (H-ior of Bosquet's seems the more curious wlien one

lumeinhers that the evidcucit of liis own eyesight mu.st liave

tended to jruard him agiiiust it. See the last footnote.
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CHAP, they advanced, were slowly forcing back what
^^'

remained of that little band of the ' Twentieth

'

ith Period, vvhich (under their chief Colonel Horn) we long

jiinction ago saw fighting hard in the central parts of the

'Twentieth- field. Coloncl Hom having fronted, the Chasseurs

formed up on his right, and these 450 Frenchmen,

Thecoinbat Nvith the fcw scors of English beside them, main-

lowed. taiued their ground for some time against both of

the enemy's columns. The officers, French and

English alike, devoted themselves to the task of

personal leadership with a zeal unsparing of self;

but the favourite hero of the moment—at least in

the eyes of our people—was a particular French

captain — a man distinguishing himself by his

bravery, but conspicuous also from his excessive

corpulence—who, by moving far out to the front

with his cap on the point of his sword, gave the

troops both a valiant example, and the cheering

advantage of a laugh.

But though fighting for some time with excel-

lent steadiness, the men of this Anglo-French

force did not so hotly follow their officers as to

be undertaking any of those resolute bayonet-

charges ])y which a few companies, and even in

some instances small knots of soldiery, had

wrought their wonders in the earlier hours of the

morning ; and, this time, weight of numbers

proved able to get the ascendant, or at the least,

to avoid discomfiture. Failing any determination

of the united Anglo-French force to try the bay-

onet, it was only by fire that the conflict could be

sustained ; and our few soldiery had nearly ex-
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liausted their pouches, some not having one cart- chap.
ridge left. Colonel Horn, too, at this time was ^^'

wounded, and for several minutes disabled. 5<;i, Period

Presently, the French Chasseurs separated tlieni-

selves from our people—not, however, by falling

back to the rear, but rather by drawing off to

their right flank as though summoned to other

duties.* Thenceforth, it is plain, the two col-

unms were virtually masters ; but they ceased to

press their ascendant against either the French ur

tlie English, and the combat came to an end.

III.

All this while, the foremost columns of D'Ante- Amvai of
more French

marre s brigade had been lessening the distance infantry
reinforce-

which parted them from Mount Inkerman ; and ments

:

at length there came up the 2d battalion of the

3d Zouaves and the 2d Algerine battalion, the

Zouaves under commandant Dubos, the Algerines

under Colonel Wimpfen.i* These troops were ana of

French
followed by cavalry—that is, by the 4th regiment cavalry:

of the Chasseurs d'Afrique ; and these again—at

* They had inclined too much towards the Post-road, and

were now apparently told that, to obey the orders directing

them to march on the Kitspur, they must bend sharply off to

their right.

t The French commander vehemently entreated H.E.H. the

Duke of Cambridge to give the troops thus advancing the sup-

)wrt of the ' bonnets de poll,' that is, of the men of the Guards

whom we saw once more getting together under Colonel Cado-

gan, after having disper.sed in the copsewood ; but, though

favourably entertained for a time, the proposed measure did

not take effect.
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CHAP.
VI.

bth Period.

supported
by Lord
George
Paget with
the Light
Brigade.

The great
power now
iu Bosquet"!
hands.

supporting distance—by another and much smaller

body of horse upon which people looked with an

admiring, though mournful interest, for—compris-

ing five regiments, yet numbering only 200 men

—it represented what now, after the battle oi

Balaclava, was the whole nunmted strength of the

famous ' Light Brigade.' In the absence of Lord

Cardigan (who had slept and tarried too long on

board his yacht), the brigade was commanded by

Lord George Paget. In obedience to the order

he had received through Nigel Kingscote, and

complying too with a peculiarly urgent entreaty

addressed to him by General Canrobert, Lord

George Paget felt bound to take care that the

brigade should be always within supporting dis-

tance of the Chasseurs d'Afrique ;* but, to do this,

he was forced to keep his troops for some time

under fire, and endure to see yet further losses

sustained by that remnant of horsemen which the

battle of Balaclava had spared.-f-

Bosquet now had assembled on the right of the

Post-road, and ready for united action, full 3000

foot with 24 guns, supported by several squadrons

of cavalry : and, considering not only the losses

* Nigel Kingscote was one of Lord Rnglaii's aides-de-camp,

and those who conveyed the request of Canrobert were Colonel

Claremont and a French staff officer. It may seem strange

that Canrobert should have made such a point of having his

own cavalry supported by this small remnant of the Light Bri-

gade ; but certainly to this measure (if his messengers accu-

rately re])resented him) he attached unbounded impoitance.

t Out of his 200 men lie lost five killed, including one oilicer

(Cornet Cleveland), and live wounded. At a later hour, Lord

Cardigan presented himself.
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and repeated discomfitures already sustained by chak
the Eussians, but the now actual state of tlie L_

battle as altered by the interposition of our two st'i/'mod

overmastering eighteen-pounders, there was reason

to trust that his forces, if wielded with vigour and

skill, might prove able to end tlie conflict.

Indeed many who witnessed the coming of the Demeanoui
•^ *^.

.
oftlietwo

two fresh battalions under Dubos and Wimpfcn fresh bat-
^ taiions.

made sure that by those troops alone—irrespec-

tively of Bosquet's other resources—the repression

already suffered by the enemy must soon be turned

into defeat. And it was not in quiet obscurity,

with their light hidden under a bushel, that the

two fresh battalions came up. Borne along in

that swift storm of sound that bursts at such

moments from unnumbered French bugles and

drums, they came on in two colunms, the black

Algerines on the right, the Zouaves on the left

:

the Algerines bounding like panthers—soWimpfen

their commander described them— and crying

already for blood ; the Zouaves now spiinging,

now crouching, but always making swift way, for

they were led by their vivandi^re gaily moving

in her pretty costume fit alike for a dance or

a battle, and she did not seem minded to loiter

whilst taking her lads into action.

IV.

But—apparently not knowing the ground and Bosquet's

1 •
r. n 1 ? i-i 1

advance to
' hankering alter Hank movements — lieueral UieSaudbag

.
battery;

Bo.squet persisted in the resolve which first made
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CHAP.
VI.

bth Period.

and thence
on to the
Inkennan
Tusk.

His array
when there.

liini incline to his right ; and, as already he had

despatched his Chasseurs in the direction of the

Kitspur, so also he now moved thither with his

two fresh battalions.* Leaving there in reserve

some companies taken from Dubos as well as

from Wimpfen, he threw forward the rest of

their two battalions, as also the four companies

of Chasseurs (which had now joined his left), and

halted them on the Inkerman Tusk. There he

ranged them in an order of battle extending

some way down the Tusk, with a sheer precipice

on his right. His extreme left was at a distance

of no more than about 300 yards from the Barrier;

and, if Bourbaki's two battalions had come up

abreast of the Chasseurs, they would so have

tilled the interval, as to make General Bosquet's

whole force one continuous array, prolonged to-

ward the west by our people still combating at

their favourite post. As it was, the two battalions

of Bourbaki had not so come up to the front as

to be ready to align with their comrades ;
but

Bosquet apparently did not suffer himself to be

disquieted, because, as we know, he imagined

that the right bank of the Quarry Kaviue at this

upper part of its course was guarded by English

* It was seemingly about this time that the No. 2 t^oiiipiiny

of the Coiinaught Rangers, tlien newly brought into the held

under Cai)tain Bourke, was sent by an unknown staff officer to

the extreme right of the position. .Vfter remaining some time

a little in rear of Uie Sandbag Battery, and losing several men

without being actively engaged, Captain Bourke was ordered

to march to the left, and rejoin the other companies of the

liangers. This he did, but by that time the action was dr.'iw-

ing towards its close.
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troops. That one liallucinatiou, however, will chap
hardly suffice to account for the extraordinary

measure of forming a line of battle upon the

Inkerniau Tusk. The troops there arrayed had

no Eussian infantry before them. With a deep

ravine in their front, and the batteries of the

East Jut beyond, with deadly precipices on their

right, and their uncovered left standing helpless

on the very edge of the lair from which the

enemy liad been accustomed to spring, they were

so circumstanced as to be themselves in grave

peril without means of doing to the enemy any

manner of harm.

Bosquet, separating himself from his infantry

thus strangely arrayed on the Tusk, and having

with him Colonel Fourgeot, Captain Minet, an

aide-de-camp, and a small escort of horse, rode

some way aside towards the bank of the Quarry

Eavine as though wishing to have a look at

the English force which he thought must be

there, and perhaps to exchange words of counsel

with its imagined chief.* For the English

his eyes searched in vain, but upon coming to

the edge of the Eavine and looking down into

its bed he saw a Eussian column ascending to-

wards the part of the ground where he stood.

He instantly sent for artillery, and before many

minutes, Boussini^re came up in person with

* I believe that the aide-de-camp with Bosquet was Captain

Fay, the author of 'Souvenirs de la Guerre de Criniee,' an able

work from which—more especially as regards this part of the

narrative— I have derived material aid.
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CHAP. Toussaint's six guns. Two of the guns were im-

,

'

limbered and planted in battery, but then sud-
ith Period.

(Jenly Fourgeot cried out saying, 'General, here

' are the liussians !

'

The exclamation was no false alarm ; for a num-

ber of skirmishers thrown out in advance of the

column had been quietly working up for some

time under cover of the steep, wooded ground,

and were now within fifteen yards of the two guns

that had been just placed in battery. An order

to limber up was instantly given, and Boussiniere's

artillerymen obeyed it with excellent coolness and

valour; but, the foremost driver of one of the guns

being inopportunely shot down, it was suffered tb

fall into the hands of the Russians. They took

their prize down the ravine, and left it by the

edge of the quarry.*

At the moment when this gun was lost, General

Bosquet, with his staff', with his escort, and even

with his pennon-bearer, was %\'ithin lifty yards of

the Russians whi) had effected the capture, but,

from some unexplained cause, those simple-minded

soldiery rejected the opportunity of killing or tak-

ing a Fiench general, and suffered him to ride off

unmolested.f The whole of Toussaint's battery

* It was found there after the battle, and brouglit back of

course into tlie French cainj).

+ One explanation of the circumstance is that the Russians

were so busied and excited by their capture of tlie French gun

that they could think nf nothiuj,' else. —Fay, p. 140. Genera]

Bosipiet says, T think, that tli' Russian .soldiery all but saluted

bini. The poor fellows a])])arpntly had been strongly .sidiooled

into the duty of never forgetting the respect due to a general
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also, except the oue gun we saw captured, found chap.
means to make good its escape.

'

The column, liowever, meanwhile (it was oue of ^^^ ^"'""'

the lakoutsk ])attalions) moved up unopposed to

the crest, and was presently on the left flank of

the French still extended along the Inkermau

Tusk And now, too, that same French array was

threatened in another direction.

From the time when they came into action the

vSelinghinsk battalions had tenaciously clung to

the Kitspur, ascending sometimes to the Sandbag

Battery, then undergoing discomfiture and lapsing

back under the steeps, but always after a while

proving able to stay their retreat and make ready

for another attempt. It so happened that at

this very time they were in one of their ascending

moods ; and when their skirmishers once more

toiling up towards the Sandbag Battery looked

over their right shoulders across St Clement's

Gorge, they found themselves gazing upon the

rear of a little force drawn up in order of battle.

They were looking, in fact, on the rear of that

singular array which Bosquet's infantry formed

along the Inkerman Tusk. Perceiving the oppor-

tunity oifered them, they bent to their right, and

began to operate against the rear of the troo}>s on

the other side of the gorge.

Still the gravest of the perils encompassing

Bosquet's troops on the Tusk was the one which

officei, and did not at the moment comjireliend that the circnm-

stance of Bosquet's being a hostile general might constitute an

exception to tlie rule.
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CHAP.
VI.

5th Period.

Advance of
a Russian
coluiiiii on
Bosquot's
loft.

Peril and
escape of
Bosquet.

DivergRnt
retreat of
tlie Frenth.

now closely beset them on their left flank ; for

the lakoutsk battalion by this time had made

good its way up across the right bank of the

Quarry Ravine, and was already on the topland

above. The movement, however, it seems, was

not one originating in any special design against

Bosquet's troops on the Tusk ; and from the sloth

of the column when this gift of Fortune was

offered, one may infer that its commander was

as thoroughly taken by surprise as the French

general. He apparently could scarce understand

that it had suddenly became possible for him to

make Bosquet's people his prisoners, or to roll

them up fighting with their backs to a frightful

precipice ; and whilst happily he stood losing

time, the more lively intelligence of the French

made them swift to acknowledge their peril, and

seize the best means for eluding it. Opportunely,

and with brilliant despatch, the Zouave troops

made a spring which checked their Selinghinsk

assailants, nay, caused them indeed to stop dead,

and then by a timely rush to their left flank and

rear, the nimble and quick-witted soldiery who

had been brought into this ugly predicament

found means to get clear of the Tusk without

having to fight for their lives.

Though the two battalions with Bourbaki had

not become linked to the force which Bosquet led

on to the Tusk, they still, it seems, reeled under

the shock which their comrades received. They

fell back, and continued to retreat till they found

themselves behind the Home Itidge, and on the
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left of the Post-road. There, they halted and took chap.
up a position in rear of the English field-batteries.

^^'

Wy this movement to their left rear they separ-
^'>>- Period

ated themselves very decisively from the Chas-

seurs, the Zouaves, and the Algerine troops which

liosquet had been leading in person ; for all these,

after the peril that had threatened them on the

Inkerman Tusk, fell back to the reverse slope of

the Fore Kidge, and the bulk of them ultimately

halted behind Boussini^re's guns. Upon the Zou-

aves, along with discomfiture, another misfortune

liad fallen. The vivandihre we saw gaily leading

them was killed at the head of her battalion.

With unsparing zeal the French artillery on the The havoc

,-, TT 1 1 1 • 1 1 1
wrought

h ore Kidge devoted itseli to the purpose of check- in Boussi-

ing pursuit ; but it was not in rear of Bous- batterie.s

sinifere's guns that troops compelled to retreat

could now find a scene of repose. Piussian bat-

teries so placed on the heights as to be free from

the dominion of the two eighteen-pouuders were

assailing Boussinik"e with a fire of great power

;

and his twelve heavy guns, his artillerymen, his

long teams of horses, his limbers, his tumbrils,

and, in short, all his ordnance resources, had been

gathered within so narrow a space that they

presented a rich offering to the enemy's cannon,

and underwent frightful havoc. Speaking to

Collingwood Dickson, who, as we know, was his

' next gun neighbour,' he said, ' We are getting

' massacred ;
' but he cheerily added, ' Well, after

' all, this is war,' and continued to hold on with a

courage much praised by our people. Still, it
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CHAP.
VI.

5(h rerinii.
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:

Q18 cavalry
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:

soon became evident that' if he would save his

batteries from becoming disabled, Boussiniere

must shift their ground. This at last he accord-

ingly did. Keeping one of his batteries for op-

portunities of service on the right, he sent off

the other one to operate beside the English field-

artillery on the left of the Home Eidge.

The discomfiture suffered by Bosquet was not

one that the Eussians had planned ; and having

stumbled, as it were, upon Fortune, they scarce

knew what they had done, still less what they

ought to do next. Whether owing to the restraint

put upon them by Boussini^re's guns, or from

ignorance of the advantage they had gained, or

from a sense of the danger they might incur if

they were to push far their advance without first

having captured the Barrier, they did not attempt

to urge the retreat of the French infantry by a

vigorous pursuit.

But notwithstanding the absence of any such

physical pressure, the French were swift to under-

stand, and even indeed to overestimate, the re-

verse that had befallen them. General Canrobert,

their anxious, devoted commander-in-chief, was

already at the true seat of danger— that is, the

Fore Eidge—the ground on which the enemy's

columns might come sweeping on in j)ursuit. As

we saw, he had taken the precaution of bringing

cavalry into the field ; and now, to cover the

retreat of Bosquet's infantry, and avert the

threatened disaster, the Chasseurs d'Afrique were

brought up. Half despairing, perhaps, but stiU
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ready for an act of brave self-devotion, General chap.
Ganrobert seems to have felt that the moment '

was one for extreme resolves, and even used words ^'^ ''*"'"*

which were thought to import a determination to

lead his horsemen in person. But there now came

a shell which burst close to one of the squadrons

of the Chasseurs d'Afrique, and they immediately

retreated.* Lord George Paget conformed to its retreat,

their movement.

Thus, without any strenuous effort on the part

of the enemy, and, indeed, without his quite

knowing it, the French troops— horse, foot, and

artillery — had all encountered discomfiture.

There followed, as may well be imagined, a tem-

porary prostration of spirit. Despairing of their Dcsjiairof

own power to retrieve the mischief, and not im-

agining that Lord Raglan, after all the heavy loss

he had suffered, could for a moment dispense with

their aid, the French hastened to conclude that

the battle was irretrievably lost. One of their Their con-

officers considerately rode up to apprise Colonel intimation

-f-\ • 1 r> 1 J ^ ^ ^ ^ i ''° DicksoE
Dickson of what was, as they understood, the real

condition of things, and advise him to withdraw

his guns. ' My officer,' said the horseman, ' save

' your guns ! all is lost !

'

Dickson having received no corresponding in-

timations from his own chief, and being in the

full enjoyment of the great artillery power which

his guns were exerting, felt loath, as may well be

supposed, to accept the proffered counsel. See-

* This was the French regiment which did excellent service

at the bnttle of Balaclava.

VOL. VI. 2 C
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CHAP.
VI.
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effect of
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by the
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ing this, the French officer again pressed his

warning, and again gave assurance of tlie hopeless

condition to which the Allies were reduced. At

last, upon finding Dickson still immovable, he

resorted to that singular figure of speech which

has so fastened itself into the language of the

French camp, that for the purpose of expressing

the complete ascendant of one power over another

it seems to have become really essential.* When
even against that utmost phrase Colonel Dickson

stood proof, the French officer found no more to

say, but at least he could ride oft' with the con-

sciousness of having told the worst.

In bringing about this reverse, the enemy had

taken small part, and General Bosquet sustained

110 huge losses in killed or wounded ; but, if the

blow he had received was in a sense self-inflict-

ed, and but little destructive of his numerical

strength, it fell, nevertheless, with great weight
;

for, as we saw, it caused his troops to despair

;

and to despair was to be, for the time, without

power. Nor was it certain that the mischief

could be speedily cured by appealing to the bare,

simple truth ; for to tell a quick-witted, sus-

picious, and highly critical soldiery that they had

* 1 could cite an instance of a French general officer who,

after an interview with the English commander, came out into

the aide-de-camp's room, and there disburthened his soul of the

indispensable phrase, doing this—not lightly at all, for he was

in a distressing state of anxiety, but—on the expressed ground

that his omission to venttire upon a coarse word in Lord

Raglan's presenco had prevented him, he feared, from fully

conveying his meaning.
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not been really mucli luirt—that they had hardly oiiap.
VI.

indeed been attacked—and that their discomfiture

was nothing more than the consequence of their 5«?iPmod.

leader's mistake, would be to aggravate distrust

;

whilst any allusion by Bosquet to that facile

theory which would cast all blame on the Eng-

lish might deepen the ominous curses of disheart-

ened French troops, and cause them, perhaps, to

be followed by that cry of ' treason ' which often

precedes headlong flight.

If the Russians, disdaining the thorn that had

vexed them all day at the Barrier, had come on in

their strength against Bosquet's retreating troops,

would the French have proved able to recover

their confidence in the moment of trial, and to

make, after all, a good stand ? If not, could

Lord Eaglan have broken the torrent of Russian

battalions by pressing upon it in flank with the

few English troops within reach ? These are

questions inviting surmise, without foreshadow-

ing answers ; but at least it may be taken for

granted that Bosquet's discomfiture now placed

the Allies in jeopardy. A great change in the TheAUies

state of the battle had been almost suddenly
'"•'®°^*'''^

wrought. Little time had yet passed since that

moment when the Algerine and the Zonave bat-

talions came bounding into the field with what

seemed an evident mission to enter upon the

triumph already prepared for them ; and now,

the French were disclosing—nay, even incul-

cating — a belief that the battle was utterly

lost. From what seemed all but contact with
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CHAP, victory, the Allies, though since hardly attacked,

! had come to be on the brink of disaster.

&th Period.
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What reason there was for despondency stood

based, after all, upon a fear that the enemy must

be pei-ceiving his opportunity and preparing to

seize it. With every minute of his continued

inaction the peril grew less, and it might cease

altogether if the French should but wait for plain

signs of the apprehended pursuit before lapsing

into further retreat.

And, fur any among Canrobert's people who

could read the dim features of this Inkerman

battle, some comfort might be found, after all, in

the actual state of the fight ; for on the part

of the English there was a continuance, nay, a

further development of the power we saw them

exerting at the close of the Fourth Period.

The two eighteen-pounders were exercising an

almost uncontested dominion over the opposite

batteries, and it was only on ground yet un-

searched by these powerful guns that the enemy

with any advantage still used his artillery arm

At the Barrier too, all remained well.

And the aspect of 'things on Home Kidge was

such, on the whole, as might tend to put down

despondency. It is true that the English com-

mander could point to no organi.'^ed and collected

battalions in proof of his yet remaining strength,

could show of fresh troops little more than 200
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men,* caiid could speak of no succour approaching chap.
hiui, except indeed one small body, 150 sirong ; "f* [_

but, after a now long experience of combats 5"'^«"0''

upon combats, sustained during several hours,

the English had become so well accustomed to

the scantiness of their numbers, so strong in tlie

sense of their past triumphs, and, besides, were

so blissfully ignorant of what had befallen tlieir

Allies on the Inkernian Tusk, that—unconsciously

and without any notion of acting a part—they so

spoke and acted and looked as to convey the idea

of stability.

VI.

Our people thus seeming to prosper, and iicturniut;

(jreneral J)annenberg stilJ making no eiiort to of the
French

pursue his advantage, the despondency of the troops.

French passed away ; and when D'Autemarre

came up in person with three fresh battalions.

General Bosquet resolved that he would make
one great effort to retrieve his recent discom-

fiture.J Trusting apparently to the elastic spirit

* General Codiingtoii, Loiisideriiig that lie might venture to

weaken his force on the Victoria Ridge, had sent ofl' from it

the wing of the 50th, under Major Wilton, with a strength of

225, and this force was now at hand. See ante, chap. v. sec. iv.

t This was a remnant of the 57th, numbering 151 men,

which ha\'ing been in the trenches during the previous night

had been prevented, by the terms of Cathcart's orders, from

marching off to Mount Inkerman with the headquarters of the

regiment under Captain Stanley.

t The three fresh battalions numbered altogether 2304- -viz.,

1st battalion of 3d Zouaves, 703 ; 50th Regiment, 1601. Tlie
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CHAP, of his men, he resolved to keep all his fresh

'__ troops in reserve upon the ground about to be
5th Period, vacated by their comrades in front, and to de-

Bosquet's liver an attack with the same battalions that had
measures. , , , t -r. i • i t i

lately been worsted. By his orders, accordingly,

the Zouaves under Dubos, and the Algerines

under Wimpfen, were again thrown forward on

the Kitspur to assail those Selinghinsk troops

which now occupied the gorge of the Sandbag

Battery and the ground on its flanks.

The wing of The wing of the 95tli which we long ago saw
the 95th in

.

°
. ^ c f^^ r^

St Clement's charging down into the bed ot St Clement's Gorge
Gorge. Ob o

was still near the ground it then reached ; and

this body was for the moment cut off, because

some of the enemy's forces were barring its retreat

by the low ground, whilst another mass now in-

terposed was blocking its leturu to the heights.

These hundred men of the 95th under Vialls and

Sargent and one or two other officers were pre-

paring for an act of desperation and resolving to

sell their lives dear, when there all at once reached

them a new, foreign outburst of sound. What
they heard was the cry of the Zouaves, and the

howl of the African soldiery. The men of the

interposed Russian column could already be seen

looking round as though distracted and troubled

by some peril threatening them in rear.

Advance of The Zouavc battalion was advancing against
the Zouave

i r , n ., , i

battalion, the band bag Battery when—as tliough come to

t'leiicli had been so deeply impressed by their late discomfiture

that they candidly speak of this eudeavour of Bosquet's as 'ud
' 8U])renie ell'ort.'—Fay, p. 141.
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liauiit the old ground where men of the Guards chap
had been dying—the Bearskin all at once re-

^^'

appeared. It was from the wooded steeps of
s^''^*'^'-

1 1 -n • 1 1 r Rcappcar-
tne hillsides that the spectre uprose. Since anceofsoina

. Coldstream
the time when last we observed it during men under

" Towiisliend

the Second Period of the action, the small band wiison.

of Coldstream men collected by Townshend

Wilson had been toiling in the brushwood

below, and watching for some such occasion as

the one that now happily offered. Amid a roar

of joy and welcome— for the Zouaves and the

Guards were close friends— tliese Coldstream

men joined the advance, aligning on the right of

the French.

Having first fronted round to the east, tlie two

assailing battalions—each gathered in column

—

moved forward abreast of one another, the Alge-

rines on the right, and the Zouaves, with their

little adjunct of Guardsmen, on the left.

Witli this fragment of the Guards alongside it,

the Zouave battalion marched straight at the Sand-

bag Battery, or rather at the body of Eussian

troops which stood thronging the gorge of the

work with their backs to its parapet.

It was scarce to be imagined that Kussian in- Defeat of

fantry so unhappily posted would prove able to iiinsk iia'ti

make a good stand against the coming assault

;

but, having the constitutional bravery of their

nation, they were slow to acknowledge the neces-

sity of retreat, and stocjd facing the onset so long,

that, although at the last they sought to take

llight, the Zouave battalion was on them l)efore
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CHAP, they could get away by the Hanks of the woik

,
'__ The raging pack had so closed that all lateral

bth Period, outlet was blocked, and when the hapless Rus-

sians at last had turned their backs to the foe,

they faced against the parapet—a parapet nine or

ten feet in height unprovided with any banquette.

To a great and compressed throng of men encum-

bered with coats long as gowns, and cut off in

flank and rear, this parapet in most places was as

a prison wall, and the best hope of escape that

a man could well have was by one of the two

embrasures. These two outlets were presently

crowded—were choked. It was upon a pen of

helpless Russians that the furious Zouaves sprang

in with their bayonets. What followed was

slaughter. The standard of the victorious bat-

talion was plantuil upon the top of the parapet.

Colonel Wimp fen had before him a somewhat

less easy task, because his adversaries, however

embarrassed by disadvantage of ground, were not

at all events fighting with their backs to a high

parapet, and accordingly tlie Algerines he com-

manded were for a while fended back ;
but the

flight of the Russians defeated at the Sandbag

Battery carried with it before very long the dis-

comfiture of their comrades, so that those who had

combated the Africans no less than those worsted

by the Zouaves were forced down the steeps in

retreat. The Zouaves pursuing dciscendcd at

length to the ground where the 95tli had stood

fast, and completed the deliverance of the hun-

dred men who, ever since the period of the ' false
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' victory,' had fuuiid lueuiis to keep t\n'.\v place in chap.
this advanced part of the battle-field.* __I!l_

In the earlier niorniug, we know, these Seling- 5</t i^eHoc'

hinsk battalions liad been more than once over-

fclirown
; but, this tinie, they wei-e chased down

with fury, and by a soldiery trained in African

warfare, who, with tiielocks held up overhead,

knew how best to strive tlirough tall brushwood.

The remains of the hapless Selinghinsk bat-

talions were not only hunted down over the

Aqueduct, but finally driven out of the battle-

Held; and for this reascni the triumph of the

Zouaves and the Algerines proved less barren

than the ' false victory ' obtained by our people

in the Second Period of the action over much
greater numbers of men. Still the conditions

were such that no advantages obtained by the

Allies on this outlying spur could well react

with much power upon the course of the tigliting

elsewhere; and indeed we shall learn that the

achievement of Dubos and Wimpfen wrought no

such effect upon the mind of Canrobert as to

draw him into vigorous action.

* One of the Zonaves came up to a .soldier of tho O.^ith, and
patting the man on the back addre.ssed him in good English,

saying :
' Thei'e ! it's our turn now : you go to the rear : you

' have had your share.' Captain Sargent, who heard tlie

words, says that the accent and address of the Zouave were

such as to show that he nnist have been an educated English-

man. This was probably the same Zouave who, when compli-

mented by one of our ollicers upon the purity of his English

accent, said simply, 'I am an old Eton fellow.' The wing of

the 95t]i moved back along the low ground to take its place on

Home Ridge.
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CHAP.
VI.
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When Bosquet gave the order for the advance

of the Zouaves and Algerines, he also appareiitly

meant that Bourbaki's brigade, and in particular

the 6th of tlie Line and the 7th L(^ger, should

execute an attack on the enemy's centre;* but

the actual result was that these two battalions

advanced by the line of the Post-road, and there

they had our people in front of them.-f*

For Haines at the Barrier still maintained his

dominion. As during the First, and the Second,

and a part of the Third, and the whole of the

Fourth, so also throughout this Fifth Period, the

enemy's attacks there delivered were defeated one

after another, and the favourite ridge of loose

stones, now yet further endeared to our people as

the object of numberless fights, remained in their

hands to the last.

It was now only eleven o'clock, but the con-

flicts we have been witnessing were the last that

the French infantry undertook in the battle of

Inkermaii.^:

* Their advance was to be a part of the ' supreme effort.'

+ The Frencli official accounts represent l)oth these battalions

to have advanced down the Post-road, and nevertheless use

language importing that tliey had come into contact with the

enemy and 'forced back his troops,' tluis i<;noring the fact that

tile English all this time were holding the Harrier. As though

to reconcile geography with this statement, the official framer

of the 'Atlas de la Guerre d'Orient ' has Imldly moved away

the IJarrier to ground some way west of the Post-road, thus

applying, as it were, to geography the [iriiiciple of 'taut pis

' pour les faits.

'

J See post, Sixth Period, and notes, and Appendix, Note XI.
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SIXTH PERIOD.

11 A.M. TO 1 P.M.

I.

Bosquet's troops, when drawn in, were rc-foiiii- chap.

ed ; and Monet now coming up with three fresh
'

battalions, General Canrobert at length had in "^"^
^'''™'^'

'

r ^, 1
strength

hand between 7000 and 8000 infantry.* Of these, and disposi-

tion of tlie

two battalions were posted behind the Home Frenciiand
^ liUglish

Eidge in support to the English there ranged, the infantry.

rest of them occupying the right of the position,

that is, the Fore Eidge, and the now quiet slopes

of the Kitspur.

Of tlie English infantry, a large proportion was

still kept apart to guard the ravines on our left
; i"

and tlie remainder of them, with a strength some-

what .short of 3000, were in the centre, some

occupying the Home Eidge, and all the rest fight-

ing in front of it. A large proportion of them

had belonged to tlie number of what we called

the ' spent forces,' but the efficiency of these

scattered soldiery had been in a great measure

restored by collecting them into bodies com-

manded each by some officer ; and having been

now supplied with cartridges, the men were for

the most part in good humour and willing enough

* These troops liad come into action witli a strength of more

than 8000 (sec Appendix, Note IV.), but allowing for losses, the

numbers given in the text would be approximately right.

t The force thus disposed comprised troops whicli came into

action with a strength of 1208, and we have spoken of them ac

afterwards numbering about 1000.
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CHAP, to fight under any officers, whether strangers or

! not* The troops occupying the extreme right of
m Period.

^|-jg jjyjjjg Kidue, and acting- as a sup])ort to the
Position ° ® ^ ^

occupied by two 18-pounders, were the now collected remnants
tlie Guards. * '

of the Guards, of which what I called the ' main
' body' liad moved up under Colonel Cadogan,

their so-nior officer present, f Altogether, the

Allied infantry now on Mount Inkerman com-

Theap- prised between 12,000 and 13,000 men. Besides
parcutly
great power his 8000 French infantry (which retained an un-
aud oppor- "^ ^

timityof broken organisation, and comprised 5000 fresh

at this time, troops). General Canrobert had under liis orders a

powerful artillery, with also 700 horse. Suppos-

ing that his troops could be trusted, all men will

agree that to command such a force as this in the

sixth hour of a bloody and exhausting fight, was

to wield a mighty engine of power. It is for tlie

possession of just such a force at just such a time

that the commander.s of great armies yearn.

* I lielieve that the merit of causing these stragglers—these

victorious stragglers— to be reorganised, belonged in a very

large measure to the indefatigable Colonel, now General, Sir

Percy Herbert.

+ After the combat whii^h he and his Coldstream men had

victoriously shared with the Zouaves, Colonel Townsheud Wil-

son came back and reported himself to General Pennefather,

who ordered him to go to the Windmill and hasten the advance

of 'the Guards' to the Ridge. One of Pennefather's staff—

I

believe Harding—said :
' Let me go, sir, for tliis officer seems

' much tired, and I can go quicker, being mounted.' Harding

rode off" accordingly, but must have met ' the Guards,' already

advancing ; for before the time adverted to in the text, they

had appeared on the ground, coming up under Colonel Cado-

gan. Colonel David Wood, when he saw the Grenadiers—his

brother's regiment—on the Ridge, brought u]) to ground on their

right a couple of guns—guns belonging to Townscud's battery.
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General Caiirobert had been struck in the arm chap.

by a shrapnel, but happily without being disabled, '__

and before long, he was conversing once more with ^^^ ''"'^

Lord Kaglan. No two men could be easily found lan and

more unlike one another in temperament than the

French and the English commanders, now again

side by side on Home Eidge—the one consumed

by anxiety, the other enshrouded by some mys-

terious quality of his nature which seemed to

keep troubles aloof from him. Not unwilling,

perhaps, to do something which might divert

General Canrobert from his anxious thoughts.

Lord Raglan chose this time for directing an

aide-de-camp to learn how it fared with General

Pennefather on the part of the ridge where he was,

and to find out, besides, whether all was still well

on the left.* Captain Somerset Calthorpe—the

aide-de-camp despatched on this mission — has

never ceased to remember the joyous glow of

Peunefather's countenance whilst giving and en-

forcing his answer. The answer imported that penne-

all was going on well, but Pennefather added that message
. , . . to Lord

at that very time he saw an opportunity opening, Bagian:

and that, if reinforced, he felt sure he could

bring the fight to an end.-f* He has declared

that he did not adorn his actual message to Lord

* As regards the order of events witnessed in battle, the

memory of the most accurate observers will often deceive them
;

and being now guided by a chain of circumstances, which seems

to leave no room for doubt (see footnote, post, p. 415), I place

this incident at a period later than the one assigned to it by

Captain, now Colonel, Somerset Calthorpe.

+ This, he assured me, was the answer he sent.
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CHAP. Raglan with any rough expletives,* but to the
'

aide-de-camp he spoke, as was natural, in a free,

cth Period, conversational way. So, when Calthorpe came

back into the presence of Lord Raglan and Can-

robert, he conveyed the full import of the answer

meant for Lord Raglan, and added, besides, the

assurance which Pennefather had addressed to

himself—an assurance that, if he. General Penne-

father, were now reinforced, he could end this

fight with the Russians, and ' lick them,' as he

said, ' to the devil. ' i*

Lord Raglan archly rendered all this into literal

French, and Canrobert, enchanted, cried out

—

' What a brave fellow ! what a brave man ! what
' a good General ! Lord Raglan, perhaps, may
have thought that if Pennefather's rough, eager

words could produce this happy effect, his pres-

ence mii^dit be even more powerful ; but, be that

as it may, he sent at once to request that the

his inter-
General would come. J When Pennefather, obey-

Lo^Rn^kn ^^^S ^^^® summous, cauic beaming and radiant into

robert'" ^^^® presence of the two commanders, he found

Lord Rau'lan in his saddle, and Canrobert on foot

* He asstired me tliat he never sent the expletives as part of

his message, but I have found no difficulty in reconciling his

statement with that of Colonel Somerset Calthorpe.

[ I\I}' first knowledge of this incident was derived from the

Staff Officer's interesting ' Letters from Headquarters,' p. 375
;

but I have also had the advantage of receiving communications

on the snhject from Colonel Somerset Calthorpe, tlie author of

the work.

X This the General informed me, and added that he attended

forthwith.
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close beside liim readjusting the bandage of his chap.

wounded arm. Lord liaglan asked Pcuuefather [

what he would propose to do. Pennefather 6«/'ferio,i

answered to the effect that he was for pressing

upon the liussians, who already, he thought,

showed signs of yielding. Then Lord Ptaglan

said
—

' What have you left ?

'

There was nothing, perhaps, that Lord Kaglan

less expected or wished than an arithmetical

answer to his question, but it happened that

Pennefather only a few minutes before had been

furnished with a report which proved that one

portion, at least, of the infantry remaining to him

was stronger in numbers than he had ventured

to believe, and armed with the knowledge thus

fjained, he stated that his 1st brigade alone still

numbered 750 men present under arms.*

However ioyouslv uttered, this announcement canrobert's
*^ continued

of hundreds to set against the enemy's thousands inaction:

* This report had been made to him by Colonel Daubeney of

the 55th. When Colonel Warren's wound forced him to quit

the field, Daubeney, as next senior officer, succeeded to the

command of the 1st brigade of the 2d Division, and he there-

upon took measures for ascertaining the then actual strength of

the three battalions which had thus come under his command.

Going up for this purpose to the 95th, he found it on the Home
Ridge under the command of Captain Sargent (for Vialls as

well as Champion and Hume had by that time been wounded),

and from Sargent as its commander obtained the numbers he

sought. If any one connects these facts with those mentioned

ante, pp. 408, 409, he will see tliat the Zouave battalion under

Dubos must have gained its victory over the Selinghinsk troops,

and that Sargent and the 95th must have had time to come all

the way back from St Clement's Gorge, before Pennefather's

interview with Lord Raglan and Canrobert took place.
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CHAP, was not SO encourafnnj:^ to Canrobert as the con-
VI . .

L_ ficlent, dare-devil sentence translated to him a few
6th Period.

„^ji^^j(-,gg before, and the French Commander re-

sisted all efforts to engage him in aggressive

action * With that large force of all arms which

hisdcfinitive wc found present under his orders, he subsided
abandon- . •

n r •

mentofthe into au attitude 01 passive expectancy. After
offensive. t t it

dividing the whole strength of his infantry be-

tween the English Heights and the now peaceful

slopes of the Kitspur, he thenceforth kept it un-

moved, allowing our wearied soldiery in his front

to go on as they might with their struggle. His

batteries, though oftentimes moving, and seeking

in vain for good berths, were worked valiantly

under a fire which inflicted upon them grave

losses ; but liis infantry not attacking, nor being

attacked, remained altogether inactive, and took

no i'urther part in the conflict.-f*

* During' a part of tlie conversation between Lord Raglan

and Canrobert, Colonel, now Sir David, Wood was present,

and he says that Canrobert spoke thus :
' Mais, ma foi, milord,

' qu'est que je puis faire ? Les Russes, ils sont par tout'

(pointing with his uuwounded aiTn), 'ils sont, Ih, Ik, et IJk.'

At that moment, a round-shot from a new quarter caused Sir

David to decide that he must instantly go to the front to

'see after' Townsend's battery, and he therefore of course did

not hear the rest of the conversation.

t I need hardly say that the statement in the text is not

meant to negative the fact that soldiers, whether Russian or

French, continued here and there to amuse them selves by trying

long shots with their rifles. The fact that the French infantry

desisted from further fighting at eleven o'clock, is acknowledged

by the French authorities. See extracts from some of them in

the Appendix, Note XI. What the French say is—not that

their infantry fought after eleven o'clock, but—that at tliat

hour the battle came virtually to an end.
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Of course it was good for the English to have chap.
VI

their right covered by powerful forces, and to be
'

well supported by troops in their rear ; but, so far ^'^ ^"'''^

as concerned any active exertion of infantry power,

our people were now left to fight on without any

aid from the French.

General Canrobert's determination cannot be Theimiior;
of this

justified by saying that the task attaching upon i-e.soive.

the Allies was essentially one of defence ; for the

enemy still held his dominion along the whole

range of Shell Hill, including the Juts, East and

West, and already, it seems, was entrenching him-

self on the ground he had won, with the purpose

of including a great part of Mount Inkerman

in the system of his Sebastopol defences.* To

suffer him to do this was to yield him a victory

* ' The siege-artillery of the latter [the English] was placed

' in position on the field of battle, and it was not possible foi

' our field-artillery to contend against them with advantage.

' The superiority of the enemy's long-range rifles occasioned

' heavy losses amongst the horses and men of the artillery.

' This circumstance did not admit of our completing, without
' a great sacrifice of life, the redoubts which we had commenced
' during the fight upon the points which command the enemy's
' position, with the intention of connecting them with the

'works of the town of iSebastopol. '— Prince Mentschikolf's

Despatch, 6th Nov. 1854. The Russians, however, did not do

so much towards ejitrenching as the Prince seems to have im-

agined they did. The battalions which brought gabions M'ith

them encountered defeat, and Todleben, who was charged with

the duty, did not consider the attempt at entrenchment as

being even worth mentioning. The ground after the battle

showed few or no traces of the work indicated by Prince Ment-

schikolT. Still, if the English had consented (as the French

were doing) to leave the enemy in possession of Shell Hill for

the day, the hand of Todleben might have made the ground

formidably strong within a very brief compass of time.

VOL. VI. 2 D
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CHAP, from which the magic hand of Todleben might
•

q\iickly evolve great results. In short, it is plain

6th Period,
^j^g^i- |.]^g |.g^gjj Qf dislodging him was one from

which the Allies could scarce shrink, if still they

clung to the enterprise which had brought them

over the seas. And, whatever General Canrobert

may say for his plan of abandoning the offensive,

there is at the least one circumstance which

affords a presumption against it. The inaction

of the Allies was what Dannenberg most had to

desire, and tliis we shall presently see.

II.

Thceuomy'8 The enemy's pretension to attack the Allies on
coiulition

, /-,, t t ^ i
• • i

and pros- the Chersouese had been one resting mainly on

his command of gross numbers ; but, strange to

say, he considered that even that source of strength

had now failed him. He had prepared himself,

as we saw, to throw upon Mount Inkerman full

40,000 men, and upon the adjoining ridge occu-

pied by the Duke of Cambridge's camp, as many

as 20,000 mcire, thus invading the north-eastern

angle of the Chersonese with troops 60,000 strong,

wliilst the infantry the Allies brought against liim

on Mount Inkerman rose slowly from only 3000

at the first to less than 13,000 at last. Under

such conditions, a complaint of want of numbers

on the part of the Russians may at first sound

almost absurd
;
but, if we assume, to begin with,

that the Russian method of fighting required

heavy, massive formations, we shall find that
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General Dannenberg at tliis time was really chap
.straitened. After the conclusion of the First

Period, when more than 15,000 of his troops were

extirpated, he had been driven to the necessity of

executing his successive attacks for the most part

with tlie same twelve battalions, and it is believed

that, besides the wrecks of the 10th Division (re-

garded as almost valueless), the infantry which

now remained to him on Mount Inkerman may
be computed at no more than about 14,000, a

number not largely exceeding the infantry strength

of his adversaries.* Of these 14,000, 5000 were

tlie survivors of the battalions which he liad been

keeping in the front of battle from the time he

came into the field, whilst the remaining 9000

were troops hitherto held in reserve, as though

consecrated to the one object of covering any re-

treat which the fortune of war might necessitate
;

and it would seem that, whether fettered by orders,

or by his own caution, the General did not venture

to use them for any other purpose. Upon the

whole, it is clear that, so long as he might con-

sider himself bound by that restriction, he could

not undertake any further attack without having

aid from elsewhere. Thus circumstanced, he

might be pardoned if he felt, and felt bitterly,

the want of reinforcements, or of help in some

other shape.

* Urosoff (who was an aide-de-camp of Mentschikoff's, and

may be supposed to speak his chief's views) ascribes to Dannen-

berg at this time as many as 18,000 men ; bnt the statement is

one made nnder an apparent bias, and with a view to blamo

Dannenberg for retreating on insufficient grounds.
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CHAP. Had no reinforce ineuts been inovided ? Yes,

'__ lavislily. Eeinforcements stood ready to the

m Period. nunil)er of more than 20,000, and were, some of

them, so near at hand as to be within slionting

distance; but the hitherto inflexible Plan had, up

to this time, interposed, and in strictness no

doubt it was true that having failed to lay open

a path of ascent for Prince Gortschakoff by driv-

ino- back f)ur men to the Windmill, General

Dannenberg liad not entitled himself to the suc-

cour of even one fresh battalion. Still he evi-

dently did not imagine tliat the predicament in

which he was placed had remained unobserved or

unheeded. Prince Mentschikoff was present in

person at a distance of only a few hundred yards;

communication witli the Tcheruaya valley was

practicable ; and, upon the whole, General Dan-

nenberg could not, and did not, believe that

Gortschakoff would really forego the opportunity

Dannen- of placing the AUics between two fires. What he

attiifs°tirae. hoped, accordingly, was, that he might be able

to hold his ground on Mount Inkerman, until the

happy moment when the Allied troops now ranged

in his front should be compelled to move off by

the pressure of Gortschakoff's troops on their flank

and right rear. Then, he might well believe,

victory would be assured. On the other hand,

Dannenberg was fighting with declivities at his

back ; and what above all else in the world he

had to dread, was the contingency of being at-

tacked, and defeated, and fiercely pursued on

Shell Hill ; for then the result to him and his
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people could hardly be other than an appalling chap.

disaster. Thus, by all the strongest motives that
'

could actuate a commander, General Dannenberg ^<'''' ^^^'^^^

was impelled to desire that he might not only be

able to keep for some hours the footing he had

gained on Shell Hill, but that also by some happy

chance he might be suffered to hold his ground

without having to light in defence of it.

General Ganrobert commanded two - thirds of Camobeifs
course of

the troops opposing General Dannenberg; and, action in

. accordance
so tar as concerned that large i)urLiun oi the wuii Dan-

whole Ailed force, he fulfilled the heart's desire of wishes!'

his adversary, by abandoning the offensive against

him.

III.

For our ijeople to agree with General Cani-obert Non-con-
^ ^ "^ currence of

in abandoniii'' the offensive against Dannenberg the English
° ^ in Oanro-

whilst he held seven-eighths of Mount Inkerman twrt'si.ian
^ of aban-

would have been to make a final resolve, con- Zoning tiie
' orTeusive.

ceding to him the victory ; but in this truce, if

so one may call it, between the French and the

Russians, Lord Eaglan did not concur, and within

those contracted proportions to which the contiict

had now been reduced, it was destined to last two

hours more.

The French thus standing apart, we shall have

to follow the conflict betwixt the Eussians and

the English alone ; but before going on, it seems

right to mention an occurrence which, however

trifling in itself, is still a subject of interest to tlsf

Czar's loyal people.
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CHAP.
VI.

6th Period.

The shot
thrown to
St George's
Brow.

Prince
Mentschi-
koff and tilt

l.wo young
Grand-
Dukes.

When Colonel Collingwood Dickson liad so fai

over-mastered the opposite batteries that he could

welcome the sight of some new object to strike at,

an officer, using his field-glass, and looking to-

wards the north-west, discovered a clump in the

distance, which on further examination proved to

be a small gathering of horsemen a mile and

three quarters off. A shot aimed at this dark

little target from one of the eighteen-pouuder

guns dismounted one, if not two, of the distant

horsemen, and caused the rest to withdraw from

the sight of our artillerymen by dropping back

under the fold of the hill.* The group thus

disturbed (as our people afterwards learnt) was

the one we saw formed on St George's Brow by

Prince Mentschikoff with the Headquarter Staff

and the two young Grand - Dukes. To those

princes the shot brought salvation. Prince Ment-

schikoff had formed so poor a conception of the

duty devolving upon him as to imagine that,

whilst making believe to take the young men

into action, he ought to keep them quite out of

fire. He has even imputed to himself a belief

that it was his duty to watch over their safety

in person, and indeed has caused men to under-

stand that, for that absurd purpose, he deliber-

ately abstained from taking his natural place in

the battle. I myself disbelieve that last part of

* The shot seems to have struck one if not two of the horses,

and in that way to have caused—not wounds but

—

contusions

resulting from falls to two of the riders—viz., MentschikofT

the younger and Greg.
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his confession ;
* but whatever his motive, the u H a p.

VI
course he actually took is known beyond ques- L_

tion. He kept the Graud-Dukes at his side on 6«AP«rio<i

ground where they could not be harmed by horse,

foot, or field-artillery
; f and was still in this way

doing all that seemed needed for exposing them

to the ridicule of Europe, when happily for theni

a ball, discharged at long range from a siege-gun.

enabled him to say—and this too with literal

truth if not with absolute candour—that the two

sons of the Czar had been under fire. There

appears to be no gi'ound for doubting that the

demeanour of each of them, when the missile

swept past him, was such as would become a man

twenty-three or twenty-two years of age.J

* My conclusion is that, although retaining the ostenbihle

command, Prince Mentschikofi', in consequence of hi.s failure at

the Alma, was peremptorily forbidden to meddle in the Inker-

man enterprise, and that that was the one sufficing cause which

kept him from his place in the battle ; but apparently he was

unwilling to let men know or infer that his authority had been

abridged, and liked better to have it supposed that he acted as

a mere guardian or attendant of the imperial princes.

+ At that time, the Grand-Duke Nicholas (the general now in

1877 commanding the invaders of European Turkey) was in his

24th year, having been born in July 1831 ; and the Grand-Duke

Michael (the general now commanding the invaders of Turkey

in Asia) was in his 23d year, having been born in October 1832.

What strikes one is, that to submit at such ages to the r6le

which Prince Mentschikoff intended for them they must have

been remarkably tractable young men.

t In his report. Prince Mentschikoff went further, and in-

judiciously reported thus :
' The Grand-Dukes Nicholas Nich-

' olaievitch and Michael Nicholaievitch were in the midst of

' the terrible fire which prevailed, and set an example of coolness

' and courage in the fight. ' He afterwards petitioned the Czsr

to decorate them, and this w^as done accordingly.
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IV.

CHAP. Excepting the small tract of ground at its

'

soutliern extremity, the enemy still held all

6th Period JVfouut Inkci'man ; and from the moment—11

iiouinow o'clock—when his French adversaries abandoned
only to ^e

1 pp . . , . ,
challenged the ofiensive arrainst him, the only forces remam-
l.ySOOO

. .

English and ins to challenge his dominion were the 3000 Eng-
t)ie 18- .

° °
. _

°
pounders. Hsh soldicry we saw on Home Ridge or in front

of it, supported by the two 1 8-pound ors. And

even tliat last power was now for a time in abey-

ance, for Dickson's ammunition had begun to fall

short ;
* and, pending the arrival of a fresh

supply, he suffered his artillerymen to share the

repose which enwrapped the eastern part of the

battle-field.t Of course, this suspension of a

hitherto overmastering fire contributed to deepen

the lull.

state of the The troops uudcr Haines at the Barrier, and
field on a

,
. -n/r- • ^ t>

large part of aioug the whole 'Mam -picket Ime, were too
the ground , ., i i i i -i i

occupied by busily engaged with tlie enemy to be capable
the Allies.

n n -, ^ ^ i i-
of finding repose ; but elsewhere, speaking gene-

rally, the Allies at this hour had rest—rest not

* Tlie two guns had come into action with a supply of 100

shot for each.

+ Captain Chennside was the very able officer chosen for the

task of brini^in;^ up fre.sh ammunition. The physical difficul-

ties of the task were so great (as compared with the scanty means

available) that niucli energy and resource were needed in order

to overcome them. Captain Chermsido succeeded in bringing

up anotlier hundred shot for each gun. In the second period

of his activity Dickson seems to have consumed even more am-

munition than during the first one, forwhen he ceased tiring there

only remained, out of all the 400 broiight up, about 25 shot.
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often broken by work, and little disturbed by chap.

anxiety.

People naturally though wrongly imagined

that the enemy must have been yielding from

the time when he abandoned the offensive, for

tliey did not either know that he sought to en-

trench himself on the ground he already had won,

or that—dreaming of aid from Prince Gortscha-

koff— he desired to stand firm and gain time.

< )ur soldiery in most parts of the field had leisure

to be conscious of their weariness, and to remem-

hev with sensations of faintness that they had not

yet broken their fast.

It would be a mistake to imagine that under The, way in

these strange conditions there arose on the part English

of the 3000 English a deliberate resolve to attack aiiy drawn

the position of Shell Hill without any aid from theoffen-'

the French; for our people, in truth, did not

know that the abstention of the French infantry

was really destined to be permanent ; and, besides

—English like—they toiled in a great measure

separately, each man at his own special combat

—

without much bending their minds to other parts

of the field. We shall see how, without having

vowed themselves beforehand to any heroic enter-

prise, they were gradually drawn on and on.

It was in full consistency with his determina-

tion to stand henceforth on the defensive that we

shall find the enemy still trying to possess himself

of the Barrier ; for the post was a clear encroach-

ment upon his Shell Hill dominion. In the hours

of his strength as an assailant the post at the
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CHAP.
VI.

6th Period.

Haines's
2ontinued
defence of
tlie Barrier.

Skirmishing
on the left

front of the
Barrier.

Transition
from the
task of

defence to
that of
attack.

Barrier had been practically an ' obstinate picket,'

which he sought to drive in ; and now, when his

aim was defence, this same post at the Barrier

was a ' lodgment' which he ought, if he could, to

disperse.

Thus it happened that the combat at the Barrier,

though animated by different motives, went on

very much as before.

Haines, however, as we saw, had been con-

stantly augmenting his strength in this part of

the field by welcoming or commanding the acces-

sion of other troops ; and, whether the Kussians

came on by the line of the Post-road to attack

him in front, or whether swarming up from the

bed of the Quarry Ravine they strove to turn his

right Hank, he always found means to repress

them, and drive them back into their lair.*

Forming part, as we saw, of the Main-picket

Line, there had long been a chain of English

soldiery on the left front of the Barrier, who, lying

ensconced in the brushwood, carried on a studious

war of their own against the opposite batteries

;

and our riflemen in this part of the field, now

increasing in numbers and boldness, made it

more and more perilous for the artillerymen thus

assailed to go on working their guns.

Our soldiery, whether combating at the Barrier

or on its left front, passed gradually and almost

unconsciously from the task of defence to the

* They were so sensible of their advantage in making all at-

tacks from the Quan'y Kaviuc that tJicy never once trid to turn

his left flank.
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task of attack, for in truth the same kind of acts chap
which before would have been acts of defence '_

had now an aggressive force. To fight for the ^"'p«"<"'

Barrier in the hours when Dannenberg was an

assailant had been to defend the Home Ridge by

fighting half a mile in its front. To fight for the

Barrier now was, as it were, to hold open by force

the gate of the enemy's castle, and grievously

embarrass his defence. It was rather as a con-

sequence of the enemy's having abandoned the

offensive than from any abrupt change yet made

in their own measures that the efforts of oui'

people acquired an aggressive character.

But a power somewhile in abeyance now again

came into activity. The strength of Shell Hill,

after all, had been mainly owing to the magnificent

vantage-ground it afforded to Dannenberg's bat-

teries ; and in proportion as it might become

more and more difficult for the artillery there

planted to hold its ground, the position of course

would not only become less and less tenable, but

less and less worth defending. It was therefore,

as we said long ago, that Lord Eaglau was sub-

stantially taking the offensive when he began to

subdue the enemy's batteries by means of his

heavier metal. After the interval of comparative

repose occasioned by want of ammunition, this

distinctly aggressive power was called into action

once more, and again the 18-pounder shot flew,

tearing into the enemy's batteries, and compel-

ling them—not indeed to retreat altogether, but

—

to writhe and to shrink and to shift their ground
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CHAP. Thc^ liussians held on with a fortitude which
VI '

was akiu to martyrdom, for they could offer no
6th Period,

effective resistance to the tyranny of the two 18-
Tenacity

"^ ''

of the pounders, nor even to the fire of our riflemen,
Russians
despite their aud vet Were suffering cruelly. Of their batteries
shattered -^ b j

state some were gallantly though hopelessly remaining

ill action, whilst others moved, flinching from the

unequal encounter, without lapsing into retreat

;

but all of them, more or less, were loading the

ground with horses and men killed and wounded,

and the wrecks of a disabled artillery. Whether

owing to the desperate energy of the gunners,

toiling hard to the last, it might be difficult to

say ; but more here than elsewhere in the field

men bit at the ground as they died, seizing

mouthfuls of earth and herbage with their teeth.*

The battalions still kept in the front were all of

them troops which had been defeated again and

again, and had suffered frightful losses. The

orders to entrench the position had produced

no results of such kind as to be a help in the

existing emergency. General Dannenberg had

liad two horses shot under him, and almost the

whole of his staff and otlier attendants had been

killed or wounded.f Yet, sustained it would

seem by the faith that Prince Gortschakoff sooner

or later must surely come to the rescue, he

maintained his ground with a firmness which

was the more deserving of praise since he had to

go on enduring without being able to attack, and

* Sec note iu the Ai»peiiil:x, ofTerina; some explauation of this

t Prince Mentschikoff in hi.s despatch says literally all.
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without even doing anything effectively in the CHAI".

way of aggressive defence.

Such was still the condition of things, when the "'^ ^«"'"'

energies of Haines and Lord West brought about

an attack on Shell Hill.

Whilst Haines stood defending the Barrier .unbitionof
. . . , , Haines in

against every successive attack, he was never tiie directioc

. , , . . . .11 of his left

Without some ambition to wm a signal advantage front.

in the direction of his left front. There, from

almost the beginning of the action, and with but

little intermission, our riflemen ensconced in the

brushwood had been harassing the enemy's artil-

lerymen engaged on the nape of Shell Hill ; but

the fire thus directed became more destructive

than ever when Haines extended his power to the

part of the field whence it came, and gave our

men there engaged the support of his troops at

the Barrier.

At length the time came when, perceiving, as

he thouglit, signs of weakness in the forces

opposed to him, Colonel Haines conceived the

idea of operating in the direction of his left front

with means somewhat more powerful than before,

and a purpose more distinctly aggressive. He
threw forward a few score of soldiery—all armed

with the rifle—and assigned them a task which

was other and greater than that of merely liaras-

jing the enemy's batteries, for they were to work

their wav forward until they could deliver such a
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OH A P.

Vf.

6 th Ptnod.

Ijord West

fire as must make it hard for the Russian artillery-

men to go on serving their guns. This measure

was far from representing the utmost of what

ITaines sought to accomplish ; but his desire to

undertake a more weighty attack with the soldiery

assembled at the Barrier had been baffled by

opposing counsels.

Now, however, it happened that—apparently

without any concert—the wish of his heart was

in some measure compassed for him by one of his

personal friends, an officer of great vigour and

ability, not shrinking from what some might

think an undue assumption of power.*

From his undisturbed post by the Mikriakoff

Glen Lord West came across to a spot in the

more central part of the field where Lieutenant

Acton was standing with the remnant of his little

detachment of the 77th—troops some 50 or 60

in number— and said to him, 'I see several of

* Lord We.st (the late Earl De la Warr) commanded, as we

saw, a wing of the 21st Fusiliers, the regiment to which Haines

belonged. In anticipation of a probable conflict on Mount

Inkennan these two gifted officers had had the forethought to

go over the field some days before, and it may be inferred that

the important part they both of them took in the action was in

some measure owiug to a knowledge of the ground thus wisely

acquired beforehand. Though communicating to me full in-

formation on other subjects, the late Earl abstained from vol-

unteering any statcTuent of the part he had taken in bringing

the Inkerman battle to its final crisis ; and I am assured tliat

this abnegation of self conjoined with the fearless assumption

of power above recorded was thoroughly characteristic of liis

exalted nature. ' A splendid soldier
!

' writes one brother oflScer.

' No truer gentleman, no more lionest, or braver man ever

' lived.' Lord "West's military rank was that of a Brevet Lieu

tenant-Colonel.
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'your men here; get them together,' and then chap.
—pointing whilst he spoke to the westernmost of

^^-

the Russian batteries disposed on Shell Hill— a (^th Period

battery which was firing on the position where to'ictor

Acton's men stood — Lord West ordered Lieu-

tenant Acton to go and join two companies which

he said would be found on a spot that he indi-

cated, a spot lying some distance off, and added

:

' Order them to join you and advance against the

' battery.' Lord AVest went on to intimate that

Acton's object must be to take the battery or

drive it off'.

Lieutenant Acton having formed up his men Thecombai

marched off in the direction assigned, and found hyActoi^"

the two companies indicated by Lord West on a

spot at the edge of some brushwood, from which

the ground sloped up towards the battery over a

distance of about 800 yards. The battery was at

this time throwing round-shot, which passed over

the heads of our soldier3^

Acton drew up his men in a space which he

found between the two indicated companies, so

that these, with the one thus joining them, formed

all three together one line, and were facing the

batteiy which Lord West had marked out for

attack.

Acton then called to his side an officer from

each of the two companies which formed respec-

tively the right and the left of the line, and told

them wliat Lord West's orders were, saying, ' If

' you will attack the battery on either flank, I'll

' do so in front;' and he recommended that the ad-
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CHAP, vance should be immediate. Both the officers

_____ thus called upon to act refused in plain terms
mperio,i

f(^ (Jq gQ^ saying that they [the three companies]

were not strong enongh. Then Acton said, ' If

' you wont joiu me, I'll obey my orders and attack

' with the 77th;' and so saying, he ordered his men

to advance ; but not a man of them moved, for

they were checked, as was not unnatural, by find-

ing that their captain was seeking to act in de-

fiance of the opinion given by the two other

officers, and with only one company instead of

' all three.

Acton said, ' Then I'll go by myself,' and moved

forward accordingly ;
but he soon found himself

quite alone, at a distance of some thirty or forty

yards in front of his men. Presently, however,

James Tyrrell, a private of the 77th, ran out of

the ranks and placed himself by the side of his

captain, saying, ' Sir, I'll stand by you.' Then a

soldier sprang out from the company which was

on the right of the 77th men, and placed himself

close abreast ot the captain, whilst Tyrrell con-

tinued to stand on the other side of him. The

officer and the two soldiers moved forward to-

wards the battery, and they compassed a few

yards without being followed; but then suddenly,

to Acton's infinite joy, the whole of his 77th men
rushed forward after their captain, and formed up

behind him.

Acton divided his slender force into three parts,

sending two of them—each under a sergeant—to

turn the Ijattery on both ilanks, whilst he himself
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in the centre, with the rest of his force, undertook CH a F.

VI
t(j assail it in front. He advanced with his men '. __

at a run. The opposing battery soon opened upon ^''^ ''"^*

him with canister, but disabled only a few of his

men, and the onset continued unchecked. The

two dissentient companies did not long remain

halted on the ground where Acton had left them,

but, on the contrary, worked their way steadily up

in the direction of the battery ; and it is evident

that, although not concerted with Acton, this ad-

vance of troops on both his right and left rear

must have helped to mask his real weakness from

the eyes of the enemy. Moreover, Horsford,

under orders from Haines, was already advancing

towards the ground whicli had been reached by

the two dissentient companies : and this was not

all ; for a distant yet formidable power now began

to ])artake of the combat.

First one, then another of the miglity 18-poiinder

shot flew whanging over the heads of our soldiery

to strike at the same hapless battery which they

were assailing ; and, Acton's men st ill tearing on-

ward to attack it in front and flank, the enemy's

artillery officers could no longer keep down their

fear that the guns, unless instantly moved, might

fall into the hands of our people. One of their

guns had been already dismounted. In an instant,

teams of horses appeared, and besides the? artillery-

men—now limbering up in all haste—a concourse

of soldiers brought up for the purpose was throng-

ing the rear of the 1)attery, and helping to save it

Toiling thus under fire, the TJussians every mo-

VOL. VI. 2 E
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CHAP.
VI.

6th Period.

Hetreat of
the assailed

battery.

Men drawii
forward by
Armstrong.

Advance
over ground
forming
part of tlie

Shell Uill

position.

The effect

this incideii

was calcu-

lated to

produce.

ineut lost horses aud men, but went valiantly on

with their task, and proved able to carry off every

gun of the battery, including even the one that

had been dismounted. When Acton and his

people ran up into the site of the battery, their

prizes were only one gun-carriage and a couple

of artillery tumbrils.

Opportunely, as though he were seeing into

the enemy's heart at the moment of his bitterest

trouble, an English staff officer— Armstrong

—

came galloping up towards the ground which

Acton had reached, and by gesture and voice, as

he rode, drawing forward all the bodies or clusters

of troops he was able to find in his path. Amongst

these was a whole company of his own—the 49th

—regiment, well led by Lieutenant Astley. Col-

onel Horsford, with his forty or fifty men, was

already high up the hillside. Altogether, perhaps,

before long, though in small and separate bodies,

there were some three hundred of our wearied

soldiery toiling on with what strength they had

left to reach the site of the battery, and afterwards

advancing beyond it in eager, though feeble pur-

suit.

That a battery when left unsupported should

be driven from its position by the kind of attack

we have witnessed—this might not have been in

itself an incident of any great moment ; but the

guns we have thus seen withdrawn had been so

disposed on Shell Hill that to strike them back

(Jilt of the line was to break a set front of battle
;

and tlie insult was one scarce to be borne by a
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general still prcUiiidijig to victory. But then, if chaP.
the Russians should undertake to reassert their ^'

power, they might well enough fear that they ^'^-''^'^'^

would be engendering a fight on Shell Hill, and

thus fetching that very contingency wliich they

could not but hold in sore dread ; for they stood,

as we know, on an upland, with a numerous and

nmcli crippled artillery in their charge, and diffi-

cult steeps behind them. Occurring at the place

where it did, and occurring, too, at such a conjunc-

ture, the dislodgment of the battery was an inci-

dent which might force on decisive counsels. It

might either provoke an attack, or compel an

instant retreat.

When the gunners assailed by Acton limbered

up, and began to retreat, there was no one, so far

as I learn, who ascertained the very time of the

movement by casting a look at his watch ; but,

succeeding as it did to a long train of ills already

suffered by Dannenberg, the spectacle of a Eus-

sian battery brought signally under the mercies

of the 18-pounder shot, and at the same time at-

tacked by infantry, may well have inflicted upon

him the final, the conquering pang which at length

subdued his will.* What he says himself is that

he was brought to his decisive resolve—not by

any mere notion that the continuance of the

struggle would be fruitless, but— by the actual

* Apparently Damienberg's final resolve must have been

brought about suddenly and by some new calamity ; for otJier-

wise it is liardly imaginable that he could have omitted to com-

municate on the subject \rith Prince Mentschikoff. See ftoat.

notp. p. 442.
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CHAP, stress of battle as felt at the moment— by the

_ ^^J ' murderous '—so he expresses it—the ' murderous

ethPcnod. < fl^.g of artillery.'
*

p.M?
°'^

In some haste, as it would seem, and at all events

ber£;'s orders without Consulting his ostensible chief (who was

retrpat"
'*

sitting all tliis while in his saddle, within reach

of a five minutes' canter), General Dannenberg at

about one o'clock determined to retreat, and gave

his orders accord ingly.-f He directed that the

batteries which had suffered the most should first

be withdrawn; and, to cover the retreat, he or-

dered forward the Vladimir regiment, directing

also that the light batteries should for the present

retain their positions, supported by twelve of the

battalions which he had hitherto kept in reserve.

When the advance of the Vladimir regiment

should be sufficiently pronounced, the eight brave

battalions of Okhotsk and lakoutsk were at

length to begin their retreat.

So at last the battle was won.

The begin- The Statement of the Russian narrator who fixed

retreat
"'*"

' about ouc o'clock ' as the time when Dannenberg

codHnS- yielded, is supported l)y English testimony. We
saw how at break of day General Codrington—
always watchful and vigorous — gave the first

* ' P)ieiit6t le feu meurti-ier de Fartilleric enncinic nous con-

' traignit h, faire retraite sur la ville.'—Danncnberg's despatch.

For proof that this expression referred to the fire of tlie 18-

pounders, see extract from Piince Mentschikoff's despatch,

qnoted ante in note, p. 417.

t ' Vers line henre. '— Todlehen, p. 478. Lord Raglan says :

* It was not till the afternoon that the enemy were finally n--

' pulsed and forced to retreat.'—To Dnke of Newcastle, Nov. <:,

1851.
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authcntiu alarm aniiouiicing this lEkermaii battle, CHAP.

and now it so happened that he was the first to '_.

send tidings of the commencing retreat. Look- ^thPerioa

ing from his vantage-ground on the Victoria Pddge,

and across the line of march which connected

Shell Hill with the West Sapper's Road, he saw n

part of the enemy's artillery beginning all at once

to withdraw, fixed the time by a glance at his

watch (which showed him 'a quarter to oue'),

and—by Adye * who was then at his side—de-

spatched an instant message to Lord Eaglan,

acquainting him with the change thus observed.

SEVENTH PERIOD.

FROM 1 P.M. TO 8 P.M.

The battalions thrown forward by Dannenberg ith Period

to shield his retreat were propelled, it may be,
^/'j^fg'"^'^

under some misconception of orders, or else, per-
j"[g"tgfi t^,

haps, by an outburst of warlike enthusiasm which

repudiated the notion of yielding, and insisted

upon another attack. A light breath of air

springing up rolled the smoke on Shell Hill to-

wards the west, and disclosed to one of our

people a heavy column descending. The mass

was coming on in seemingly eager haste, as

though minded to attack the Allies at that very

part of their heights where the two 18-pounders

were in battery.

• Now General Sir John Adye, K.A., K.C.B.

cover the
retreat.
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CHAP.
IV.

7th Period.

Its diacom-
fitui'e.

Tlie Uus-
si;tiiS in

pciil of
i)eing over-

taken tiy

a great
disaster.

The troops thus descried were the four bat

talions of the Vladimir regiment which, having

been directed, as we saw, to cover the retreat,

were now transcending their orders by moving

fast down the hillside, as though to deliver an

attack. No longer broken up, as at first, into

company columns, these 2000 men had all gath-

ered into one mass.* The officer who had descried

the column was Captain Chermside, then stand-

ing near one of the 18-pounders with Colonel

Fitzmayer at his side. Another sure look with

a field -glass, a word to Colonel Fitzmayer, a

loud eager call from Fitzmayer to CoUingwood

Dickson, a few^ words from Dickson to D'Aguilai

and Sinclair, and first one, then another, and an-

other again of the tyrant 18-pounder shot was

tearing through the ranks of the column. The

stricken mass turned and fell back, undergoing,

as it moved, cruel slaughter, but not lapsing into

confusion.

II.

Thus discomfited in his effort to cover the

movement by help of his Vladimir regiment, and

retreating with vast trains of artillery upon diffi-

cult steeps, the enemy might seem to be now at

the mercy of the Allies ; for, unless he should

* The strength of tlie Vladimir regiment (which had .sullered

terribly at the Alma) was onl)' 2132. The change of forniatioii

tends to confinn the surmise that the force moved with a mind

to attack, for the Russians of those days imagined that a dense

column was tlie most lurmidable instniment with which to

strike a blow.
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owe his salvation to their forbearance, it is hard chap.
to see by what prowess he coiihl escape a crush-

^^-

illg disaster. Ilh Period.

But happily for him the Fiench still respected Befusaior

their foe though defeated, and could not be per- to take any

suaued to take any part m pursuing him. Why pressing tiic

the task was declined by Canrobert it would be

hard to say ; for he had, as we saw, present with

him some 8000 infantry— including 5000 fresh

troops—with a powerful horse-artillery and 700

cavalry well accustomed to ground like Mount
Inkerman

;
* whilst, being the master of 40,000

effective French troops assembled in the Crimea,

he could afford to lose men for a purpose.f With
the English commander, as we know, it was far

otherwise, but still he did not fail to pei'ceive that

the vigorous pursuit of an army retreating upon
difficult steeps, with cumbrous trains of artillery,

might bring about signal results—perhaps even

the fall of Sebastopol—and despite the exceeding

scantiness of his numbers and the wearied state

of his people, he desired that the Allies should

press the retreat by advancing along their whole

line. Speaking, as I cannot doubt, under an

impulse given him by Lord Eaglan, General

Pennefather proposed that the French troops on

* They were, as we saw, the ' Chasseurs d'Afrique,' Frencli-

iiien with African horses. Lord George Paget, who moved in

support to them with the Light Brigade, was forcibly struck

with their power of moving rapidly over rough and obstructed

ground.

+ 41,786 was the official return of Caurobert's strength on the

morning of the 5 th of November.
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CHAP, the right, aided by the English in front, should

make a forward movement, and hurry the depart-

ure of the Eussian troops ; but to this, for some

reason, General Canrobert would not consent.*

No pursuit The existing conditions were such that a move-
uiKlertalxen

• i i •
i i

'>ytiie ment of the kind thus proposed must have put
Allies. . ^ . . ..

^ ^ ^

the Russians in peril of an almost overwhelming

disaster ; but it would have been obviously un-

warrantable for Lord Eaglan to launch his weary

troops in pursuit, unless he were to be supported

on his right by a corresponding advance of the

French. So in spite of all the reasons there were

for endeavouring to make their victory signal, the

Allies abstained from pursuit.

The gunners of the Allies on the Home and

Fore Ridges did all that they usefully could to

follow the retreating enemy with artillery mis-

siles ; and it may be added that from the Lan-

caster Battery on the other side the ravine, our

* lu a private letter addressed to the Duke of Newcastle,

Dec. 31, 1854, Lord Kaglau says: 'Towards the close of the

'battle [of Iiikerman] Major- General Peniiefather pro])Osed

' that the French troops on the right, aided by the English in

' front, should make a forward movement, and hurry the de-

' parture of the Russians. General Canrobert was unwilling
' to act upon the suggestion, and has often since, as I undi'r-

' stand, expressed his regret that he did not attend to it.

'

Pennefather's recollection was rather to the effect that Lord

Raglan himself had personally made the proposal ; but relying

on Lord Raglan's accuracy, 1 feel sure that Pennefather must
have been the spokesman, though I also regard it as certain

that he received his impulse from Lord Raglan. Lord Raglan

from policy, and to avoid the mischief— nay, danger— of a re-

fusal given direct from one chief to the other, was ac(;ustometl

to adopt this method of imparting a jjrojiosal to the Frencli.
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sailors threw shot and rockets, which were uot chap.
without their effect ; but, except l)y means of this

^^'

kind, and by the little adventurous onset of which '"^ ^^^'^

we shall presently hear, the enemy was left to go

unmolested.

III.

The retreat had been some time in progress, pnuce

when an effort to countermand it was made, and kotrs

that, too, by one who—ostensibly—had a riglit to counter-
°

exact strict obedience. Down to a time consider- retreat

:

ably later than one o'clock, and on the lower

ground not very distant from his original station

on St George's Eavine, Prince Mentschikoff still

sat in his saddle attending the two young Grand-

Dukes, and apparently left undisturbed by any

requests for his sanction of the measure in hand,

or any attempt to consult him ;
* but when he

saw that the troops were retreating, he rode up at

full gallop to General Dannenberg, and said, ' Is iiisaiterca-

' it you that have ordered the retreat ? It is uaLraberg

' impossible for us to fall back.' General Dan-

nenberg answered: that the soldiers had fought

like very lions, that they had exhausted their

whole power, that the artillery and the regiments

of infantry were completely undone. Also, point-

ing, whilst he spoke, in the direction of Gortscha-

koff's forces, he said they liad failed to perform

the part assigned them. Prince Mentschikoff

replied by peremptorily ordering Dannenberg to

* Tliis seems proved by what follows.
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CHAP, arrest the retreat, .sayiug, 'Stop the troops here."
'

' Highness,' said Daimenberg, ' to stop the troops

ith Period. < |-^(3j.Q would be to let them be destroyed tu the

' last man. If your Highness thinks otherwise,

' have the goodness to give the orders yourself,

Prince ' and take from me the command.' f To this the

koYfdeliber Priuce did not answer one word, but at once

Qoughtby turned his horse's head, and rode off in the
Dauuenberg. . ,. r-. i i ±

direction oi Sebastopol.j

General Danneuberg's language was either that

of an officer deliberately taking upon himself the

* Tchaplinsky, Danueuberg's aide-de-camp. According to

Urosoff (Prince Meutschikoff's aide-de-camp), the part of

Mount Inkerman on which the Prince wished to stop the re-

treat was ground selected by him on account of its ' being in a

' line with '

[qy. covered by the fire of] the MalakofF.

+ Tchaplinsky. The version of Urosoff (though he writes in

a spirit antagonistic to Daiineuberg), is closely similar.

According to him Dannenberg answered :
' I do not take on

' myself the execution of your order. Will your Excellency

' please to execute it yourself, I surrender my command.'

+ The occurrence of this scene between Mentschikoff and

Dannenberg at an hour considerably past one o'clock, atlbrds a

decisive contradiction to the assertions of the French, wlio

would have it believed that the battle virtually ended at eleven

in the forenoon. The incident also sti'engtliens the inference,

see ante, p. 435, which would connect Dannenberg's determina-

tion to retreat immediately, with that ' last ounce ' of adversity

that was laid upon him when one of his batteries retreated

under Acton's a.ssault. For if the determination to retreat had

not resulted from the stress of some fresh occurrence, it is liard

to believe that Dannenberg would have omitted to go througli

the form of conferring with his ostensible chief before comini^

to so momentous a resolve as that of abandoning Mount Inker-

man. A five-minutes' canter would have brouglit the two

generals together at any time, and yet Mentschikoif had plainly

remained unapprised of the detornii nation to retreat until li«

^a\v the operation going on.
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guilt of iusubordiuatiou, or else of one knowing chap.

himself to be the real, though not the ostensible

commander; but the last supposition is appar-

ently the true one.* The process of retreating

continued without disclosing any more deference

to the will of Prince Mentschikoff than if he had

been in reality what he virtually said that he

was, that is, a sort of Lord Equerry entrusted

with the care of Grand-Dukes. In one of the

streets of Sebastopol, not long after this, the

Prince was announcing to a naval officer that

the retreat had been ordered, and adding that why

the measure had been taken he could not at all

understand.+

IV.

By continuing to keep a large proportion of his uanuen-

guns in battery upon the crest of Shell Hill and method of

the Juts, General Dannenberg still presented to his tue retreat.

adversaries a specious front of battle ; and under

cover of this, the remainder of his artillery began

* lu his despatch, Mentschikoff, after enumerating the forces

which were to operate on Mount Inkerman, says: 'The com-
' mand of the troops was entrusted,'—he does not say by whom,
— 'to General Dannenberg.' My impression is that by virtue

of orders from the Czar, Dannenberg was the real coinmaniUn-

on Mount Inls^erman, but that (as was natural) the language

announcing this decision sought to avoid giving more pain thai:

could be helped to Prince Mentschikoff, and left it possible

for him to think he could clai7)i a paramount authority,

without making him feel strong enough to insist uiwii being

obeyed.

+ This was recounted to me by the officer to whom Mentsclii-

koff addressed his words.
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CHAP, to draw off in two columns, oufe descending to
VI. ^

make for Sebastopol by the West Sapper's Eoad,
7th Period,

^j^^ other going down through St George's Ravine,

and retreating along the shore of the Roadstead

in the direction of Inkerman Bridge. Of the

bodies of infantry which had been ordered to

commence their retreat there were some which

attended the steps of the two artillery columns,

but others made off by the Post-road and the bed

of the Quarry Ravine.

Having first sent away the crippled portions of

his ordnance, the enemy proceeded to withdraw

his batteries gradually from the front by remov-

operation of iug four guus at a time ; and, although taking

ihc Russian placc uudcr stroug artillery-fire, the operation
artillGrv

flora Mount was couductcd throughout with unfailing steadi-
Inkerman

:

.

ness. To our artillerymen, as indeed to all

others well acquainted with such operations, it

has always seemed that the task of withdrawing

the enemy's cumbrous and now sliattered artillery

from the top of Mount Inkerman to its foot must

have been one of extraordinary difficulty. The

circum- exploit was one which elicited the admirable per-
.stauce

/> 1 -r» •

favouring severaucc and steadiness of the Russian soldiery
the task.

"^

in their hour of adversity ; but what, after all,

made it possible was the assent of the Allies. In

the absence of any pursuit, the task, however

immense, could scarce fail to be compassed at last

by continued and strenuous efforts.

The two last There at length came a time wlien along the
Russian

^

,

batteries ou wholc crcst of Sluill Hill two battciies only re-
dlieUmiL 111

mained ; but these, favoured perhaps by some
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advantage of ground, were maintaining an un- CHAP.

equal conilict against the two 18-pounders with [

valiant obstinacy. Lord Eaglan, understanding ^^^^^'^^"^

apparently that Canrobert would persist in hang- lans way of

ing back until the last gun should disappear from
^^^'^J'*'^'"

Shell Hill, became anxious that the enemy's two

remaining batteries should no longer delay their

retreat ; but his way of accelerating their with-

drawal was one that would scarce have occurred

to any other than a practised soldier. He sent a

message to Dickson, requesting him to cease

firing ; for then, he said, he imagined that the

two opposing batteries would probably begin their

retreat. His augury, or rather his insight, proved Tiieiast <:r,r

*= *"
.

withdrawn

almost instantly true ; for when Dickson ceased fiomSheii
•' '

_
Hill.

firing, the two batteries began to limber up ; and

before many minutes, the last of the enemy's guns

had been withdrawn from Shell Hill*

By about three o'clock,+ the enemy had with 3 o'clock.

drawn all his forces from the topland of Mount i:mds of

_
Mount

Inkerman, leaving only behind him, amongst the i"i«nnan
'

~
''

,
""^^ clear 01

lesser wrecks of Ijattle, his ghastly thousands of tiic Russian

dead and wounded men. He had still far to go,

and had still immense toil to endure before his

retreat would be accomplislied ; but it was on the

* When he had beon ordered to cease firing from Hill Bend,

Dickson, at the instance of Lord Eaglan, made strenuous efforts

(which were continued even until dark) to hring forward one of

his 18-pounders ; but the physical difficulties of the task—fis

compared with the means of overcoming them—were loo great

to allow of its being brought to the opposite heights in timo

for further usefulness.

i At half-past two according to the French.
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CHAP.
VI.

7th Period.

Fii'O from
tlifi two
Russian
steam-ships.

steep descents of the Mount, or on the marsWancI

by Inkennan Bridge, and no longer on the old

field of battle, that he might have to encounter

fresh troubles.

When the enemy had disappeared from the

toplands of Mount Inkerman, his two steam-ships

at tlie head of the Roadstead opened fire from

their starboard broadsides, and swept the now

vacant ground on the eastern part of Shell Hill

with l^lasts of round-shot and shell.

3.30. Ad-
vance of a
French
battery
supported
liy two hat
talioiis :

result of
this move-
ment.

After the time when the last of the enemy's

forces had descended from the Inkerman toplands

half an hour was suffered to pass; and then

General Canrobert threw forward a battery sup-

ported by two battalions of Zouaves to the crest

of East Jut.*

The French guns, it would seem, wrought some

mischief amongst the columns retreating over the

marsh, but the steam -ships soon interposed, strik-

ing down some of Canrobert's people; and thence-

forth the enemy was no longer molested in his

eastern line of retreat.

* The Lainsecq battery. The Frencli otiicial accounts place

this advance at 'about three o'clock,' but agree with the text

in placing it half an hour later than the moment when the lant

of the Russians disappeared from the Inkerman toplajida
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VI.

General Canrobert and Lord Eaglan rode up chap
side by side to tlie East Jut, and thence surveyed

'

Pauloff's forces retreating across the Inkerman '''^ Period.

marsh ; but it was in speaking to one of his own canrobcrt

staft' that the English commander imparted the "uagianon

Singularly accurate surmise he then hazarded.* vacated by
/-*'••• 11 1 I'll- ''^^ enemy.
Conjoining what he saw on the marsh with his

other impressions of the battle, he said, ' I have

' been attacked by 40,000 men.' He could hardly

have been otherwise than conscious that the

repression of these multitudinous assailants had

been largely owing to the happy conception and

the firm resolve by which he had found himself

able to bring up the two 18-pounders ; but he

was always forgetful of self; and it happened

that there rode up a man who had helped him

—and helped him superbly—in giving effect to

liis orders. For once Lord Raglan gave utterance

to a word which was scarce to be found in any

of his great master's despatches. He said to Col-

iingwood Dickson, ' You have covered yourself

' with glory.'

The French and the English commanders dis-

mounted. General Canrobert with his arm in a

sling, and resting the further end of a field-glass

on liis horse's saddle, stood observing the )iiarch

of the troops he had suffered to escape liim, and

already, perhaps, experiencing his first bitter

pangs of regret for opportunities lost.

* To Wetherall, I think, or, at all event.s, in liis hearing.
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CHAT. The grouud here, as elsewhere ou Mount Inker-

___ man, was strewn with dead and wounded Rus-
ith Peiiod. siaus. From some of these last there came cries

and moans which were piteous to hear. Some

found means to cry out for ' the hospital,' some

for ' water,' some only for pity. Men appealed in

their agonies to a common faith, and invoked the

name of her who must be dear—so they fondly

imagined—to all the Churches of Christ. There

was one of these wounded Eussians who crawled

to the side of Lord Raglan, imploring for a

draught of water. Lord Raglan—with his own

liand—with his one kindly hand—made haste to

raise the man's head, supporting him tenderly in

a sitting posture, and asked, whilst he did so, for

ineans to quench the sufferer's tliirst ; but he

asked in vain. No officer near had a flask which

had not been drained. Water, water, a drink of

cold water, was more than the chief could grant

in this, his hour of victory.

VIL

f{(!treatof All this while, the great train of artillery which

brought up SoimonoflF had brought up from Sebastopol was

topoi. ' falling back grievously shattered to make for the

Karabel Faubourg ;
* and— although with less

than sixty men—an effort to break in upon its line

of retreat was boldly, yet sagaciously made.

The enterprise did not originate with troops

* This portion of the enemy's artillery coinpriBed 88 guns, of

which 22 were heiivy guns of position.
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disposed on Mount Inkerman. Descending from chap.

his post on the Victoria Ridge, with one company
"

of the 50th Regiment* Colonel Waddy found
^^'^Penoj

° '' Colonel

means to cross over the depths of the Careenage waddy-s
' '-' enterpriH«

Ravine, and thence make his way up to the north-

western angle of Mount Inkerman. Once there,

he began to advance through a covert of brush-

wood against the huge artillery train then re-

treating across his front by the West Sapper's

Road.

Chance at first seemed to favoiir his enter-

prise; for not only was he upon the flank of a

retreating artillery, with its gunners, its guns, its

gun-carriages, its drivers, its waggons, its great

teams of draught - horses, all jammed into one

crowded column of route several hundred yards

deep, but he approached it besides at a time when

—overtaken by missiles which threw down som.e

of its tumbrils—the mass had been brought to a

lock, and when, moreover, the infantry — not

dreaming of any attack on ground so close to

Sebastopol — was taking a route lower down,

which passed along the shore of the gulf

The enemy considered that his hampered train

of artillery was simply helpless against infantry,

and being prevented by the brushwood from

detecting the paucity of his assailants, he seems

to have believed for a moment that the enormous

prize they were coveting must be upon the very

point of falling into their hands.f

* The No. 7 company, with a strength of 56 men.

t * Profitant de cet obstacle [i.e., the lock in the artillery

VOL. VI. 2 F
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CHAP. -But it happened that the Czar's greatest soldier

^^- was riding in this part of the field. Colonel de

nu renod. Todleben at once apprehended the full extent of

tiou by
^^'

the peril, and instantly judged that the assail-

Todieben. auts should be—not simply checked and fended

off with a light hand, but—peremptorily stopped

in their advance by interposing ample masses

betwixt them and the obstructed artillery. As a

first means of facing the onset he laid hold of a

company of the Ouglitz regiment— the nearest

foot - soldiers at hand— and sent it forward in

skirmishing order to confront the assailants. He

stopped the march of the whole Boutirsk regi-

ment—a force more than 3000 strong—throw-

ing forward two of its battalions in a double

line of company columns, and holding the two

other battalions in reserve. To give confidence

to the infantry he even threw forward four

guns—followed afterwards by more—and caused

them to open fire upon our slender thread of

soldiery.

Stopped thus in the midst of their onset upon

the flank of the troubled artillery, the venture-

some company of the ' Fiftieth ' could now do no

more than ply the fire of their rifles ; and Tod-

leben meanwhile despatched Skariatine to Ad-

miral Istomine, requesting that a number of

sailors might be sent up to aid the artillerymen.

Skariatine— a young naval officer of great zeal

' train] les tirailleurs enneinis abrites ilcrrifere les buissons

' s'approchfercnt si prfes de nos pieces qu'ils etaient snr le point

' de .Vcn emparer.'—Defmse de Sebastopol, ji. 480.
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and ability—was not a man likely to fail in any chap.

practicable mission ;
* and he not only brought

'

back a large body of sailors as demanded by Tod-
-,^h°plrl,i.

leben, but, with them, two battalions of sappers.

The superadded resources thus brought up to aid

the artillerymen were applied with great zeal and

great skill to the object of unlocking and moving

this heavy agglomerate of ordnance-carriages, and

gradually dragging them in ; but the evening had s o'clock,

reached eight o'clock before the last piece of retreat ac-
'-'

_ _
comi)lished

cannon passed back within the lines of defence.

So ended the fight on Mount Inkerman,

From the strife thus maintained in one part of Losses sus-

the battle-field only there resulted, it seems, to thef.ght

the enemy a loss of 10,729 f in killed, wounded, inkerman ;

and prisoners. Amongst his killed or wounded bytiie
^ "

.
Russians:

there were six generals ; and, if Kussian grades

were like ours, the numbers might be stated at

twelve ; for, besides Soimonoff and Villebois, and

Ochterlone, and the rest of the six stricken chiefs

having actual rank as generals, there were slain

or wounded six other officers, who each of them

held a command extending over thousands of

* The then youthful lieutenant was destined to hecome

highly distinguished for the bravery and zeal he afterwards

displayed in the defence of the ' ouvrages blancs.

'

t Official Return.— This gives 2988 as the number of the

killed ; but I do not introduce that figure into the text, be

cause it was evidently impossible for the Russians, when ex-

cluded from the field of battle, to know with any certainty

how many of their ' missing ' had been killed, and see Lord

Raglan's estimate, post in note to last page of chap. vii.
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CHAP, men.* The enemy lost altogether 256 officers.

'

Bringing fifty battalions to Mount Inkerman, he

kept sixteen in reserve, and all those to the last

remained sound; but in the thirty-four fighting

battalions with which he delivered his successive

attacks, dire havoc was wrought. Twelve of

them were all but annulled ; and twelve more

were so shattered and beaten as to become for

the time nearly powerless, leaving not more than

ten out of the whole thirty-four which continued

to be at all fit for combat ; and even in those

—

but more especially in the four Okhotsk battal-

ions, where the ' killed ' exceeded the ' wounded

'

—the losses were ruinously great,

by the In proportion to what they achieved, the losses

of the English were moderate, but great, very

great, in comparison with their scanty numbers.

Out of a strength of only 7464 infantry collected

on Mount Inkerman, with 200 cavalry and 38

guns, they lost in killed and wounded 2357, of

whom 597 were killed.-f* Of their officers 130

were struck, 39 being killed and 91 wounded.

It is believed that of the Guards engaged in

their false position by the Sandbag Battery,

nearly a half were either killed or wounded in

the space of an hour; J and in the right wing of

* Viz., the commandant of the artillery, and five chiefs of

' regiments, ' comprising each on an average more than 2800

men.

t Official Return by our adjutant-general ; tlie numbers be-

ing got at by deducting the losses which did not occur on

.Mount Inkerman.

t The stren.fjth of the Guards nt Inkennaii was 1331, but the

Knglish.
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the 21st Fusiliers—a body which fought in the chap.

centre—the proportion of losses proved even more 1_

huge ; whilst in the 20th and 57th regiments it

was not much less. Because fighting for the

most part in scanty numbers, the combatants

of the 2d Division were able to carry on their

lengthened struggle from the hour before day-

break to one in the afternoon without losing

more than about three-eighths of their strength

;

and in the companies of the 77th under Egerton,

which exerted, as we saw, a great sway over the

course of events, the proportion of killed and

wounded was little more than one-fifth.

Besides Lord Kaglan and the principal officers

of the Headquarter Staff, there were ten English

generals who came into action on Mount Inker-

man, and these ten, with five other chiefs who
succeeded to divisional or brigade commands
(thus making altogether fifteen), were, all of them,

either killed or wounded, or had their horses

shot under them.* And, with only a single ex-

ception, the same may be said of the eighteen

colonels or other officers, who brought regiments,

or lesser detachments, of Foot to Mount Inker-

man, and took an active part in the struggle.*!-

portion of them above mentioned as engaged by the Sandbag
Battery numbered only 1098. No doubt, some of the 594

casualties which befell the Guards generally, occurred in other

parts of the field, but not, I believe, so many as to vitiate the

above statement.

* See the table in the next page.

+ See the second table, p. 455.
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CHAP.
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CHAP. The French stated that their loss on Mount
'

lukerman comprised 13 officers and 130 men

Fre*nch
killed, and 36 officers and 750 men wounded*

We saw that General Canrobert himself received

a wound in the arm, and that Colonel de Camas

was killed.

The piece of French cannon which the enemy

took was left on the battle-field, and recovered

after the close of the action. No gun, Russian,

English, or French, was definitively lost.

Outline of The outliues of the fight—like those of Mount
^ Inkerman itself—are indented and jagged, but

well marked.

5.45 a.m. First Period.—From the west under Soimonoff,

and from the east under Pauloff, 40,000 assailants

moved forward in early morning to achieve the

ascent of Mount Inkerman, and the silent bat-

talions approached under so thick a cover of dark-

ness and mist, that by no greater effort than that

of driving in an outlying picket. General Soimon-

off was able to lay his grasp on Shell Hill, plant-

ing there at the outset some powerful batteries

supported by heavy bodies of foot. Whilst six-

teen battalions remained to guard the ridges thus

won, twenty other battalions with a strength of

full 15,000 men were thrown forward to attack

General Pennefather along his whole front, •}* and

the right wing of these assailant forces (wliere

* Return from I'osquet, imparted to our lietadqua iters ou the

morrow of the hattle.

t 15,420.
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Soimonoff commanded in person) proved able chap,

to maintain an ascendant which lasted several ;_.

minutes. Making good his advance across the

Mikriakoff glen, the enemy forced back the scant

bodies of our infantry there obstructing his pro-

gress : he seized the three English guns which

had moved forward into his clutches ; and mean-

while with a body of troops distinguished as the

Under-road column he successfully turned the

position, coming up by the Well-way at last to

within a stone's throw of Pennefather's tents.

With the accession of a fresh body of troops,

scarce 260 in numbers, the course of the strife in

this part of the field was abruptly changed ; and

the mist which had thus far protected the enemy,

began to favour our people by taking from the

many their power of rightly wielding big numbers,

from the few their sense of weakness. It resulted

that (with the aid of three batteries) 3600 foot *

were not only able to withstand the 25,000 men-f-

brought against them, but to defeat with great

slaughter and even expunge from the battle-field

all those 15,000 assailants with whom they had

come to close quarters.

The number of Eussian officers struck down

was appallingly great, and General Soimonoff

himself fell mortally wounded.

Second Period.—General Dannenberg now com-

mg up assumed the command, and began to act

with fresh troops. By attacking not only the

* 3622. See note ante, chap, vi., First Period, sec. xxi. p. 151.

t 24,643.
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CHAP, frout of the English position, but also the value-
^^'

less ledge surmoimted by the Sandbag Battery, he

f.30 A.M. to challenged his adversaries to meet him in two

separate combats ; and our soldiery believing

—

though wrongly—that the dismantled work must

be a part of the English defences, fastened on

it with so eager a hold, that Lord Eaglan—in the

midst of close fighting—could not even attempt

to withdraw them. The mistake long continued

to work its baneful effects ; and the combatant

part of the English force (now augmented by the

accession of fresh troops) divided itself into two

unconnected assemblages, with a dangerous gap

between them. In one of the two simultaneous

fights thus provoked—that is, the one in front of

Home Ridge—General Pennefather, with very

scant means, proved able to hurl back every on-

set ; whilst in the fight for the Sandbag Battery,

after long and obstinate struggles, our people drove

down the whole multitude which had swarmed on

the ledge of the Kitspur; but then, haplessly,

they went on to do more, achieving what I have

called a ' false victory ' over the left wing of the

Russian army. Excepting only a few score of

men with difficulty restrained from pursuit, they

all of them poured down the steeps, attacking or

chasing the enemy, became dispersed in the copse-

wood, and in this way annulled for a time their

power of rendering fresh services.

Russian troops, it was suddenly found, had

moved up unopposed through the Gap, and tlie

few score of English still remaining on the heights
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then seemed to be entirely cut off, yet proved able c n a p.

to fight their way home. ^^-

For some time, the two French battalions which

had come up would take no part in the fight ; but

one of them—the 6th of the Line—moved for-

ward at length with good will against the flank

of a Russian force then advancing along the

Fore Ridge. The enemy thus threatened fell

back, and the French battalion victoriously made
good its advance to ground on the west of the

Kitspur.

Thus the efforts the enemy made in the course

of this Second Period resulted after all in discom-

fiture ; but by the continued necessity for guard-

ing our left, by Pennefather's still ardent pro-

pensity to fight out in front of his heights, and

now finally by the losses and the dispersions

sustained on the Kitspur, the number of English

foot-soldiers that could be mustered for the imme-
diate defence of Houje Ridge was brought down
to diminutive proportions.

Third Period.^That immediate defence of their

position for which our people were thus ill pro-

vided became the very problem in hand. The

enemy concentrating his efforts upon one settled

purpose, delivered a weighty attack upon the

Home Ridge, now almost denuded of English in-

fantry, but guarded by the 7th L^ger—a battalion

900 strong. His advanced troops broke over the

crest, obtained some signal advantages over both

the English and French, and then, upon being

better confronted, began to fall back
; but the

8.30 A.M. to

9.15 A.M
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CHAP, bulk of the assailing masses had not ceased to

^^'
advance all this while, and was soon ascending

the Eidge. Then with the 7th L^ger, with a

truant little band of Zouaves, and with the few

of our own people whom he could gather around

him, General Pennefather, after a singular struggle

which hung for some minutes in doubt, found

means to defeat the great columns thus attacking

his centre ; and, the collateral forces brought up

on the right and on the left being almost simul-

taneously overthrown by other portions of our

infantry, and in part also too by our guns, the

whole multitude of the troops which had under-

taken this onslaught was triumphantly swept back

into the Quarry Ravine.

9.15 A M. to Fourth Period.—The Allies having no troops in

hand with which to press their advantage, the

enemy very soon rallied, and with some vigour

turned on his pursuers. The French 6th of the

Line had been already driven back from our right

front, and our people engaged at the centre were

more or less losing ground, when the accession of

the two 18-pounders ordered up by Lord Eaglan

put an end all at once to the ascendancy of the

Russians in the artillery arm, and began to tear

open that stronghold on the crest of Shell Hill

which had hitherto furnished the basis for all

their successive attacks.

When in this condition of things General Bos-

quet approached with fresh troops, there seemed

to be ground for believing that the end of the

fiffht must be near.

10 a.m.
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Fifth Period.—When Bosquet's acceding rein- chap.

forcements had brought up his infantry on Mount

Inkerman to a strength of 3500, he was induced iJ*;j;;^

to advance with a great part of this force to the

false position of the Inkerman Tusk. Upon the ap-

proach of a Kussian column moving up to ground

on his left where he fancied the English stood

posted, he was forced to retreat in great haste

with the loss of a gun ; and, some Eussian battal-

ions appearing in another direction, it was only

by a swift spring to the rear that his troops drawn

up on the Tusk proved able to make good their

escape. The 1500 French troops disposed on

Bosquet's left rear fell back behind the Home
Eidge ; and, the cavalry which Canrobert brought

up to cover the retreat being driven from the field

by some shells, all this succession of adverse oc-

currences seemed threatening to end in disaster.

The French troops became disconcerted, and the

Allies were from that cause in jeopardy.

Their weakness, however, was masked by the

vigour of the English defence maintained all this

while at the Barrier, as well as by the might of

the two 18-pounders ; and, General Dannenberg,

not seizing his opportunity, the despondency of

the French passed away.

Upon the accession of yet further reinforce-

ments. General Bosquet resumed the offensive,

and with two of his battalions he not only defeat-

ed that agile Selinghinsk regiment which had once

more climbed up the Kitspur, but drove it down

over the aqueduct, and out of the Inkerman bat-
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CHAP, tie-field. He also withdrew both the 7th L^ger
VI
L_ and the 6th of the Line from their shelter behind

the Home Eidge, and again sent them forward,

but they moved by the course of the Post-road,

and there had the English in front of them.

Then the share of the French infantry in this

Inkerman conflict was unaccountably brought to

a close.*

11 A.M to Sixth Period. — Whilst still minded to hold
1 P.M.

fast their respective positions on Mount Inker-

man, both the Eussians and the French now

abandoned the offensive ; but our people, still

disputing the victory which Canrobert would

thus concede to his adversaries, maintained the

fight two hours longer without the aid of French

infantry, passed gradually from their old attitude

of aggressive defence to one of simple attack, and

at length, by the united power of Lord Eaglan's

two 18-pounders and a small daring baud of foot-

soldiery, put so sharp a stress on Dannenberg,

that—without consulting Prince Mentschikoff—

he determined at once to retreat.

1 P.M. to Seventh Period.—No pursuit worth recording

took place ; and, General Daniienberg's retreat

being accomplished at eight o'clock in the even-

ing, the action came to an end

* They advanced, as we have seen, some four hours after-

wards ; but by that time, tlie Russians had abandoned the top-

lands of Mount Inkerman, and the 'conflict' had come to ar

end.
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CHAPTER Vlf.

CLOSE OF THE GENERAL ENGAGEMENT.

I.

We saw that the enemy's plan for the general chap.
engagement of the 5th of November had been

^"'

constructed upon such a basis that the failure °emy-s^

of his enterprise against Mount Inkermau must Mount°"

paralyse his action elsewhere. The forces left in parai™e'i

Sebastopol formed that part of the Kussiau line eisewhlre.

of battle which extended along the course of the

'Southside' defences upon a front of four miles,

and they were instructed that their duty for the

day (as distinguished from their accustomed task

of resisting siege operations) was that of troops

taking part in a battle ; but except as regards inaction of

Timovieff's sortie, the orders for tlie conduct of aion|^the°'*

the action in this Sebastopol part of the field "f their

were based, as we saw, on contingencies which

did not occur, and therefore had the effect of

keeping the garrison idle.*

* Its losses ill killed and wounded, irrespectively of Timo-
vicfT's sortie, were 111.
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CHAP. But this neutralisation of the Sebastopol gar-

rison was not the most signal defect which dis-

fti^nce^Gort-
closed itsclf iu the practical working of a really

wSil ingenious plan. Prince Gortschakoff, as we know,

IvoZV'^^^ with his 22,000 men, was to pass into unfeigned

activity so soon as he should see the scant forces

defending Mount Inkerman overborne and pressed

back to the Windmill by their 40,000 assailants

;

Its cause, but hour after hour, that single, that small opera-

tion upon which so much was to hinge, remained

unperformed, and Prince Gortschakoff having

waited all day for the one pre-imagined event

which was to warrant him in ascending the Cher-

sonese, could at last, as he found, do no better

than lead back his troops to Tchorgoun. His

feints against Bosquet cost him only 15 men in

killed and wounded ; and indeed were so weakly

pronounced, that the whole of the effort he made

was afterwards described by Prince Mentschikoff

as a demonstration against Balaclava.* It was

natural enough that a general at the head of

22,000 fresh troops, who remained an almost

passive spectator of the battle long raging on

the wold close above him, should be blamed by

those of his fellow-countrymen who did not know

why he held back; but it is certain that he was

tethered all day by the preciseness of his orders
;

for they required him to suspend his advance

• ' The troops under the command of Prince Gortschakoff

' made a strong demonstration again.st Kadikoi, and thus kept

'in activity the enemy's detachment at Balaclava.' — Prince

Mentschikoff's despatch.
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antil the defenders of Mount Inkerman should chap.
be pressed back by sheer weight of numbers to

an ascertained spot; and the unforeseen— nay,

unimagined—tenacity of a scanty yet obstinate

soldiery averted the fulfilment of the one con-

dition which would serve to unleash him.

The Allies, no less than the Eussians, had their inaction of

instance of 'non-intervention.' The French forces con-'

1 -u 1 1 V 1 r 1
fronting the

works, as we saw, had been pushed lorward Fiagstatr

at one point to within a few yards of the ene-

my's ramparts ; and perhaps, in that disheart-

ening hour when the garrison was learning of

the defeat and the slaughter sustained on Mount
Inkerman, a determined attack on the Flagstaff

Bastion might have led to the fall of Sebas-

topol ; but General Canrobert was not in the

mood— nay, he hardly, indeed, was the man —
for undertaking any such enterprise.* The Allies

engaged in the siege did notliing to convert the

enemy's overthrow on Mount Inkerman into a

crushing disaster.

Upon the whole, it may be said that the issue Tiie bearing

of this general engagement of the 5th of Novem- AgiitonThe

ber was governed exclusively by tlie issue of the gagemen°i

fight on Mount Inkerman ; and, with only those

limited qualifications which have been already in- and of the

dicated, one might add, that the fight on Mount elsewhere

Inkerman was left to run out to its actual conclu- Aght!

* General Canrobert— a man no less candid than personally

brave—would, I believe, say this himself. Always willing,

and even prone to risk his own litV, he could not bear taking

upon himself to sacrifice bis men.

VOL. VL 2 G
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OH A P. sion without being swayed by occurrences in any
'

other parts of the field.

II.

Losses re- FroiTi the general engagement of the 5th of
suiting from .it , -i

the general Noveuiber, including the fight on Mount luker-
engageniciit. ° "

man, there resulted, it seems, to the Paissians a

loss of 11,959 in killed, wounded, and prisoners;*

to the English a loss of 2573, of whom 635 were

killed.f The loss of the French in killed, includ-

ing 25 otiicers, reached only 175 ; but their re-

turns of the wounded show 95 officers and 1530

men, thus bringing up their entire loss, as offi-

cially stated, to exactly ISOO.j

* OfBcial return. This ^nves 3286 as the number of the

Russians killed. But see note ante, \i. 451. On what certainly

appears to have been very strong ground. Lord Raglan con-

ceived that the losses of the Russians at Inkerinan must have

been nearly 20,000. He writes :
' We have good reason to be-

' lieve that the Russians lost little short of 20,000 men on
' the 5th. They are known to have buriid of their own people

' 500. We have interred 3000; the French 1400; and as they
' must have had three times the number of wounded at the

' very least, 20,000 would not be an exaggerated estimate.'

—

Private letter to the Duke of Newcastle, I2th November, 1854.

t Official return.

X Ibid. The proportions in which these collected losses oc-

cuiTcd at Mount Inkerman, and other parts of the general

battle-field, will be found bj' recurring to statements made mtte

in pp. 60, 451, 463, 464.
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CHAPTER VJII.

SEQUEL TO THE INKERMAN NAKRATIVE.

I.

The Allies proposed to Prince MentschikofF un- chap.

der a flag of truce, that his people should come !_

out to bury their dead
; but the Prince was too ufi^pro^ws'lai

wary to undertake a task which could hardly siansshouw

have been executed by Eussian soldiers without b^y their*

deepening their sense of defeat, and might even
"^

have roused in their bosoms a perilous distrust of

their chiefs, if not, indeed, of themselves. For,

whilst the bodies of the Allies were many, and in

some places heavily scattered, the Eussian dead

lay in heaps ; and it must have been hard for a

Eussian observer to avoid the conclusion that,

whether from any inferiority of weapons, or of

warlike prowess, or from the incapacity of some

chief or chiefs, or from some grievous fault in the

Czar's way of driving his flocks, their brethren

had been as sheep against wolves.

Piince Mentschikoff answered rightly enough,

that, by the custom of nations the task of burying
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CHAP, the dead lies on those who hold possession of the
^'"^-

battle-field.

n
Charge Too often it happens that the soldier, whatever

Russian liis nation, commits dire excesses in fighting

having He slavs men although they reverse, or even
butchered , ; ^ .

^
, „ . . ,

the wounded tlirow dowu their arms, thus rerusmg in truth to
in the battle. .

t i i i

give quarter ; he slaughters the wounded ; and

sometimes in a frenzy more wild, though also less

baneful, he goes and stabs at the dead ; but in

general, after some interchanges of complaint and

recrimination, a veil has been suffered to fall over

the crimes of the battle-field.

With Russia after the battle of Inkerraan it

fared otherwise, and she has had to stand out ex-

cepted from the easy forgiveness which is com-

monly accorded to nations at the close of a war.

Few who know them will question that the Rus-

sians are, upon the whole, a gentle, humane, and

kind-hearted people, and there were some, at

least, of their soldiery, who, in this very battle,

gave quarter to adversaries laying down their

arms. Nor should it be forgotten that of the

acts committed at Inkerman against wounded

men, there were some brought about by mistake,

whilst others were done under circumstances

which tended to palliate guilt. In fights which

sway to and fro over ground thickly covered by

brushwood, men who have not been wounded at

all will often lie down for a time to avoid some
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threatening danger, and again begin plying their chap.

firelocks when a good opportunity comes. Troops '_

suffering under a fire from assailants thus hidden

are apt to become indiscriminately savage against

all prostrate foes, and in fairness it may be taken

for granted that this impulse caused some part of

the killing and maiming which Eussian soldiers

at Inkerman intiicted upon disabled men.

Yet, after making all fair allowance for error

and venial rage, it still remains certain that Rus-

sian soldiery in this battle of Inkerman did not

only stab wounded men, but commit the crime

with fell industry indicative of a strongly set

purpose, and this, too, in the presence of number-

less comrades apparently approving the outrages.

Full proof of all this was elicited by a military

Court of Inquiry, and General Canrobert con-

curred with Lord Eaglan in denouncing to Prince

Mentschikoff the atrocious acts of his soldiery.*

As regards the true source of an exceptional tiic motivea

malignity driving good-natured men to go and caused the

, , , nil 11 atrocities.

butcher the wounded, there has been a general

concurrence of judgment ; and the tenor of

Prince Mentschikoff's answer will be hardly sur-

prising to those who remember that this war,

after all, in its origin was a war of the Churches,

and that the infuriate soldiery who could plunge

* It was upon the suggestion and advice of Mr Romaine, the

Judge-Advocate, that Lord Raglan assembled the Court of In-

quiry ; the French framed the remonstrance at first in language

30 grand, and—to the English taste—so bombastic, that Lord

Raglan refused to sign it whilst in that state, and the docu-

ment was duly sobered down before he put his name to it.
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CHAP, and re-pluuge their bayonets into the body of a—.—'— prostrate, disabled adversary, had been 'conse-

' crated ' only a few hours before by blessings

and prayers, and psalms and anthems grandly

roaring for blood.*

In answering the denunciation, which reached

him under a flag of truce, Prince Mentschikoff

resorted to one of those shameless forms of Rus-

sian denial, for which Wellington found the right

word,t and loftily repudiated the complaint as a

charge which could not be even listened to, if

brought against the Imperial array generally ; de-

claring that a defenceless enemy was, and always

would be, under the protection of the Russian

flag. He, however, admitted it to be possible

—

though he did not, he said, know the fact—that

' individually, and in the heat of combat,' some

exasperated soldier may have suffered himself to

do an act of violence which was to be deeply re-

gretted ; but then he went on to show that, sup-

posing the imputed butcheries to have been really

committed, they must have been provoked, after

all, by a religious sentiment. His countrymen, he

said, were an eminently religious people, who could

not but be filled with horror when they learnt

that a church—very holy in their estimation

—

had been desecrated by the invaders of Russia;

and thence he went on to conclude that, if any of

* As to the relij^ious, ur rather ecclesiastical, orii,'iii of the

war (which had been almost forgotten by statesmen, but not by

either the priests or the common soldiei's of Russia), see ' Inva-

' sion of the Crimea,' vol. i. As to the 'consecration' for

Inkernian, see ante, chap. ii. sec. iv.

t ' It sickens me.'

—

Duke of Wellington to Lord Aberdeen.
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the French or the Enc;lish had indeed been de- chap.

spatched on the battle-field whilst lying disabled !_

by wounds, they must have owed their fate—not

to the ruthlessness, but—plainly to the outraged

piety of his troops *

If Eussians butchered the wounded, there were

also Eussians— wounded themselves— who, al-

though lying prostrate, persistently fired on our

troops ; t and at one time in a part of the field,

there were so many of them busied in this way
that their fire seemed at first to proceed from an

organised body of infantry.

Captain (now General) Charles Morris, E.A.,

commanded a battery of field artillery belonging

to the Light Division, which was sent to take

part in the fight on Mount Inkerman
; j and hav-

ing in person moved forward between 10 and 11

o'clock with two of his guns to a position so cliosen

as to be almost over the crest of the hill, he was

plying with ' case ' a body of Eussians advancing

against the Second Division camp, when he found

that his men were suffering under fire from an-

* The Prince to the Allied Generals, Nov. 9, 1854. The
church iu questioa was a small, antique structure, sacred to St

Vladimir, wliicli stood near Quarantine Bay. The French, it

seems, at iirst took only firewood from it, but afterwards some
of them pillaged it. This conduct was denounced as ' Vandal-
' i.sm ' by General Forey, in an order of the day, and it is stated

by Bazancourt (p. 105) that some of the delinquents were pun-
ished. Prince Mentscliikolf says that the acts of spoliation

were visible from the ramparts of Sebastopol.

t Supposing that they had not surrendered, these last Rus-

sians were not committing an outrage.

I Despatch of Col. Lake, R.A., 7th November 1855—a de-

spatch awarding high praise to Captain, now General C. Morris.
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CHAP. i)ther quarter—a tire tlmt seemed to come from a

distance of about 50 yards.

Thereupon, with only his trumpeter, Morris

went to the ground whence the new tire had

seemed to come, and soon discovered five wounded

Russians who were coolly, yet busily, firing from

under cover of the brushwood, upon the men of

his battery.

Morris had his revolver in hand and advanced

upon the offenders. They thereupon threw away

their muskets, and prayed for mercy. Morris

granted their prayer, and left them unhurt on

the ground where they lay, but of course he took

care to have their firearms broken.

III.

A misplanted picket of the Light Division was

caught, as we saw, unawares in the bed of the

Careenage Ravine ; but, laying aside that mishap

as one that entailed no grave mischief, would it

still be accurate to say that the English were

' surprised ' at Inkerman ?

Were the For wceks, they had well understood that an

fui-pi ised at attack, if attempted at all, might there be most
n enuan

j-^Qpgj-'^^;[iy Ventured ; and only a few days before,

they had seen the enemy come to make himself

at home on the ground, and even rehearse his

enterprise.* They knew, too, that for sucli au

* See * luvasion of the Crimea,' vol. v. of Cabinet Edition,

cliai). ii. The attack of the 2(3th October, there narrated, was

made at noon, and yet Colonel FederoIF proved able to march

across the north of Mount Inkerman from west to east without
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undertakincf early morn was the most fitting chap.
VIII

tmie, and some two or three hours after midnight L.

they received a vague warning in the low, distant

sound of wheels reported by Sargent and Morgan,

followed up before long by the pealing of the

Sebastopol bells. And again it is true that with

a moderate addition to the force which performed

and supported the outpost duty, or even without

such addition—though in that case at a risk of

incurring occasional vexatious losses—the pickets

might have been so placed as to be capable of

giving an earlier notice of any attack on Mount
Inkerman than the adopted system could ensure

;

and even indeed without all that hazard, the

object might have been partly attained by causing

the outlying pickets to patrol to the front every

morning a little before break of day.* On the

whole, it was certainly possible that by a keener

attention to dubious signs, and an altered disposi-

tion of their outpost system, our people might have

accelerated their discovery of the coming attack.

The machinery of Pennefather's outpost system

was not ' set ' in such way as to make it detect

the enemy in the act of ascending Mount Inker-

man; but for the purposes of its more limited

task the instrument worked with as much ac-

curacy as the dimness of tlie air would allow.

Before the first shot was fired, the main body of

the second division had duly stood to their arms.

being perceived by the pickets of the 2d Division. Still, no
one thought, I believe, that Evans, who then commanded the
2d Division, was 'surprised.'

This Peunefather himself frankly said to nie.
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CHAP. At the time of tlie enemy's approach, the men of

. 1_ the new pickets were in their appointed places

:

they engaged the enemy as soon as he could be

descried through darkness and mist : by their

firing they amply announced the attack : they

thwarted and vexed tlie advancing thousands so

obstinately as to give time for our reinforcements

to come up : and the commencement of the

attack was reported to Headquarters with a

promptitude which at once brought Lord Eaglan

to the recognised seat of danger.

On our left, the first Prussian attack was at once

defeated by Grant. On our right, the Taroutine

corps had scarce pressed back seven outlying sen-

tries, when Adams came up with the 41st and

drove it out of the battle-field. As regards the

centre, Peunefather could say with truth that the

Kussians had been made to fight hard for more

than two hours, and to suffer the defeat, nay, the

ruin, of no less than twenty battalions, before

they drove in his main picket.* In the teeth of

such facts it would plainly be wrong to say that

Pennefather was ' surprised ' at Inkerman.

But, on the other hand, it must be acknow-

ledged that the English—intent on the siege

—

had been able to bestow little care, with still less

* It was only at about a ((uaitcrto niiu', and when more than

15,000 of tho enemy's infantry liad been shattered and ruined,

tliat Dannunberg at length was able to seize the Barrier—tho

station of Peunofather's main picket, and even then lie failed

to retain his conquest for so mucli as half an hour. It was not,

however, with the very same men tliat Pennefather so long held

the pobt.
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of llieir scanty resources, upon the business of de- chap.
fending the Chersonese against field operations ;

*

and although long accustomed to expect an attack

on Mount Inkerman, they had certainly failed to

imagine that any force approaching in its num-

bers to a strength of 40,000 would ever be brought

to assail them on that one corner of ground. So,

when called upon to encounter what they did

—and that, too, whilst baffled by a densely en-

shrouding mist—they acted by common consent

as men who had been brought under the pressure

of unforeseen emergencies. Again, and again,

and again, after the close of the First Period,

some general or other officer might be seen over-

stepping, without any scruple, the usual bounds

of authority, and governing the destination of

troops, which—except on that ground of emer-

gency— would not have been under his orders.

No such licence could well have obtained, if

the course of military business had not been

rudely disturbed ; and in the absence of all col-

lected knowledge about the early part of the

battle, it was natural that those who observed all

this evident dislocation of formal authority should

ascribe it at first to what soldiers call a ' surprise,'

though, in truth, it was only after the close of

the First Period that the laxity in question be-

gan. Wliat our people really wanted was—not

* The mind of Sir John Burgoyne had long been eagerly

directed to the position at Inkerman ; but it was for the sake

of aggressive purposes against Sebastopol that he so yearned to

have it hehl in force.
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CHAP
Vlll.

more time, but—more troops. Buller, the Duke
of Cambridge, and Cathcart—the Generals who
brought up reinforcements—were all early enough

in the field, and the real task was to make their

scanty numbers suiBce for that ' everywhere

'

uttered by Pennefather which summed up in

one composite word the positions requiring suc-

cour.* The evident pressure of concurring emer-

gencies which our people traced to ' surprise ' was

brought about in reality by their adversary's com-

mand of huge numbers, and his vigorous use of

the prerogative which enabled him—because the

assailant—to throw immense weight on one spot

;

but also, after half-past seven o'clock, by that

destructive mistake which led them to imagine

that the parapet of the Sandbag Battery must be

a part of the Inkerman defences, and that there-

fore in that outlying part of the field no less than

at home on their own ridge they ought to main-

tain a tough fight.

EfTorts madf
to account
Tor tliC de-

feat of the
Russians.

IV.

That the Czar—all nations observing him

—

should have succeeded in assembling some

120,000 troops upon the scene of his projected

attack, that fortune should so far have favoured

him as to give his people at once a magnificent

vantage-ground from which to deal their main

blow, and that the 40,000 men chosen out for

• See, ante, p. 225, Peuiiofather's answer to Cathcart when
asked where troops were wauted.
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this part of his enterprise should be defeated chap.

with ruinous slaughter by scanty bodies of sol-

diery coming up by degrees to resist them—here

was certainly a chain of circumstances which

might well rouse the interest of Europe, excit-

ing—not only a popular, but— also a scientific

curiosity to learn why the many were worsted

;

and any good or plausible explanation that might

be tendered at an opportune moment, was sure to

have that ready welcome which ' supply ' receives

from 'demand.' Prince Mentschikoft' was inex-

plicit and brief General Soimonoff, who would

have been otherwise looked to as the natural

delender of the course he took in the action, had

fallen mortally wounded. On the other hand,

General Dannenberg outlived his defeat, and

—

bespeaking assent through Berlin, where inquir-

ers were keen and painstaking, and eager to find

a solution — he gained the public ear. From

the impulse thus given, and the absence of any

counteracting power then ready to meet it, there

resulted an opinion which fastened itself upon

men's minds with a strong hold.

From that time to this, people rarely have made

any comment upon the battle of Inkerman with-

out asking what would have happened, if—
accordins]; to Dannenberg's wishes—General Soi- wTiatif

...
, , ^y. . -p.. . Soimnnoff

monoff had made his attack by the Victoria Kidue, haa as-

cended bv

leaving Pauloff's forces alone to deliver their theVictoVu
'^ Ridge?

assault on Mount Inkerman ; and most commonly

the inquirer answers his own question by saying

that in such case the Allies must have succumbed.
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c;iiAP. Whatever the value of that conclusion as a

1_ guess or surmise, it was certainly based, when

first hazarded, upon an imperfect knowledge of

the facts essential to a trustworthy judgment.

The Careenage Ravine is a chasm which forbids

united action to forces advancing along the two

ridges on either side of it. If Dannenberg's wish

had been followed, the force under Soimonoff and

the one under PaulofF must have been kept com-

pletely asunder by the interposed chasm, and

in that state compelled to advance against a

foe who—commanding the head of the ravine

—

would be free to throw his weight against one of

them whilst simply checking the other. The

camps of the Allies were so placed on the Cher-

sonese, that, to meet perils threatening from the

western side of the Careenage Eavine, they could

effect a rapid concentration. With their forces

assembled, and fast assembling, on the left of the

Windmill, and the trenches of ' Gordon's Attack

'

on their left front. General Canrobert and Lord

Eagian would have been well circumstanced for

giving a hot reception to any Eussian force which

—after overcoming all the earlier difficulties of

the enterprise—should attempt to debouch from

the narrow Victoria Eidge in the face of an Anglo-

Frencli army.*

Of course, it is possible that if Soimonoff—de-

ferring to Dannenbftrg—had delivered his attack

on the west of the Careenage Eavine, the chances

*The succession of 'earlier difficulties' might have comprised

- first, obstinate pickets : then, unless it weie somehow eluded,
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of war might have ueutrahsed the mischief of lus char
isolation, and given him the coveted victory; hut '_

in such case, apparently, he must have owed

everything to his own good fortune or to his own
strength ; for it is hard to believe that in the

event of his finding liimself checked on the Vic-

toria Ridge, or baffled in his attempts to debouch

from it, he would have had the least help—except

in the way of a somewhat weak diversion—from

any of Pauloff's troops.*

The experience of the battle as actually fought

lays a ver}' safe ground for inferring that if Pau-

loff's troops only had attempted Mount Inkerman,

they must have not only failed to carry the posi-

tion, but even to make themselves formidable. It

is true that the main body of Pauloff's troops

travelled round by the East Sapper's Eoad and

finally ascended Mount Inkerman in a condition

—though weary—to fight with determination and

spirit ; but they did all this under the shield

the Lancaster Battery, and the forces issuing from it ; then,

possibly, the fire of siege-guns from Gordon's Attack ; then the

whole of the Light Division ; and lastly, the men armed with

rifles in the camp of the Naval Brigade.

* To apprehend the feebleness which must liave apparently

characterised any attack on Mount Inkerman attempted by

Pauloff's troops only, one should know the circuitous route to

which they were nece.ssarily condemned (see ante, pp. 89, 90,

160), and cast a fresh glance at the map. That route was safe

enough for a general advancing under SoimonofFs shield, but

would have been perilous in the extreme for troops uncovered

by utner forces. The great ])roportion of Pauloff's artillery to

his infantry—97 guns to 16,500 foot—would have been a cir-

cumstance adding immensely to the difficulty of the under-

taking.
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CHAP, which Soiinonotf had spread out before them hy
^"^- coming up first to the topland with his 20,000

infantry as well as 38 guns, and from first to last

they were supported by those 9000 foot, all be-

longing to Soiinouoft^'s force, who along with their

artillery comrades were the garrison, if so one

may call it, of the stronghold formed on Shell

Hill. Without those priceless advantages it seems

idle to say that Pauloff's troops only could have

overwhelmed General Pennefather, or even forced

him to ask for large succours. The only troops

under Pauloff which dispensed with the base pro-

vided for them by Soimonoff were the 6000 men

of the Taroutine and Borodino regiments.* Those

6000 men, it is true, found a way of their own

into action, but with a result which showed how

ill Dannenberg could really aflbrd to act upon his

own crude idea ; for the whole of them were not

only defeated at once by some 800 men of Penne-

father's Division, but finally exterminated from

the battle-field. If Dannenberg liad had no

troops of Soimonoff's on Mount Inkerman, he

must have found himself reduced to sheer im

potence before eight o'clock in the morning ; for

after the ruin and flight of his Taroutine and

Borodino regiments, the necessity of providing a

reserve and support to his guns would have ab-

sorbed so great a proportion of hh remaining

infantry as to leave him without the means of

attempting any attack.-f-

* 5844.

+ (Tnlcss in tlio fmjrpoxcd state of tilings 1ir could liave mailc
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It may be added that tlie personal position of cmap
Dannenberg on Mount Inkerman with Pauloff's '_

troops only, would have been one of an anomalous

kind ; for he must have had to wait until other

generals should win a battle before becoming en-

titled to assume his destined command.*

It is true that the slaughter incurred by the

Russians was in great measure owing to the heavi-

ness of the masses in which they attempted to

fight ; and at first there seemed ground for infer-

ring that this excessive conglomeration of soldiery

must have been caused by heaping 40,000 men on

Mount Inkerman alone, and thus depriving them

of the space they required for effective action

;

but the conclusion was one reached through study

by the diligent men of Berlin comparing num-

bers with maps, and had no sound basis of fact.

The heaviness of the masses into which the

Russians packed themselves resulted from their

attachment to a gross, huddled method of fight-

ing ; and this is well enough shown by adverting

to the tactics they followed in another battle. On
the Alma, their numbers, instead of being exces-

sive, were much too scanty for the position, and

yet even there, they fought huddled, choosing

rather to leave precious ground altogether unoc-

cupied than to abstain from their gross formations.

So again on the 26th of October, though the force

shift with smaller supports andreseiTes than those which heac-

tuaUi/ maintained, he woiild have had only 1 676 men available for

an attack. 16,556-5844-9036=1676. See awfe, pp. 149-151.

* See ante, chap. ii. sec. iJi.

VOL. VI. 2 H
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CHAP, they brought up was but small, they made their

attempt to drive in our main picket by coming on

in a throng. And, on the other hand, there is not,

so far as I know, a single instnnce of any Russian

column at Inkerman having become jammed or

overlapped or otherwise embarrassed for want of

space. Even when the Catherinburg battalions,

having been ordered to act in support, became

impatient, and pressed forward to the front, they

found room to interpose themselves betwixt the

foremost columns without jostling them or bring-

ing about any sort of confusion. Far from want-

ing space on Mount Inkerman, the Russians, after

a few hours' fighting, complained of want of num-

bers ; and it was simply from want of numbers

that General Dannenberg at an early period,

and whilst still holding Shell Hill, was forced

to abandon the idea of attempting any further

attack.

Upon the whole, then, it seems very plain that,

if the troops issuing from the Kai'abel Faubourg

had delivered their attack on the western side of

the Careenage Ravine, Pauloff's troops—left to

act by themselves—must have failed on Mount
Inkerman ; and that, consequently, the fate of the

whole enterprise would have got to depend after

all upon what Soimonoff himself with his own

unaided soldiery might prove able to achieve

against an Anglo-French army.*

• After leaving Peunefather and the Guards to deal witli

PanloiT's attempt on Mount Inkennan, the English would liave

had three Divisions with which to act against Soimonoff— viz.

.
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The enemy's liikeruian plan was free from the CH\p.

glaring defects of the one imagined by Dannen- 1.

berg, and indeed it had been cleverly— nay, in

most respects, ably contrived ; but, whether from

pedantry, or from the want of a trusted com-

mander, its framers committed the old Aulic

fault of trying to make prescript words perform

the task of a general. In providing that Prince

GortschakofT should be unleashed by an imagined

contingency only, and not by a message from

his chief, they sought to make their plan what

mechanists would call ' self-acting,' and made it,

as we have seen, self-hampering.

But, although the plan had this fault, and in

practice worked so perversely that it battened

down Gortschakoff in the valley, and there kept

him neutralised with forces 22,000 strong, there

is nothing in its provisions that will serve to

account for the discomfiture of the other 40,000

men undertaking to seize Mount Inkerman.

In the course of the efforts men made to show Real extent
of the

why the many succumbed, a good deal was said advantase
^

.

"^

. .
possessed l>y

of their weapons ; and it is true that the bulk of the aihcs
'

In point of

the Russian infantry still carried the smooth- arms,

bore musket, whilst the bulk of their foes had

the rifle. The superior ' precision ' of the rifle

was a quality of but little worth in that early

and most critical part of the fight, where the

the Light, the 3d, and the 4th—and the French in abundant

numbers coukl have been speedily drawn from the corps of

both Forey and Bosquet.
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CHAP English marksman stood wrapped in thick mist
^"^'

and smoke with a howling throng of Russians

before hira ; but, irrespective of its accuracy, this

weapon was, besides, an exceedingly strong-shoot-

ing firearm. In the hands of our soldiery, it sent

the lead deeper than a musket well could through

the flesh of a closely -packed column ; but no

corresponding advantage would have been as-

sured to the Russians by giving them the same

weapon as their English adversaries, because our

people, being extended in line or drawn out into

slender chains of skirmishers, did not ever afford

to the enemy a target so thick that it could be

more deeply penetrated by a shot from a rifle

than one from a common musket. And again,

it must not be understood that the enemy was

altogether without the new arm. He had on

Mount Inkerman no less than 1800 riflemen;*

and considering the narrowness of the front upon

which he in general fought, this was not an in-

significant number.

Upon the whole, it would seem that the ascen-

dancy of our people in this particular Inkerman

fight was not so much owing to their weapon as

many inclined to suppose. The men of the 4th

Division who became engaged in the fighting

left no room for saying that the power of other

" Viz., belonging to his Rirte battalions, . 649

Distributed amongst his line regiments, 1152

1801
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soldiery proved greater than theirs, yet scarce chap.
any of them, except Horsford's battalion, had

^"^'

any other arm than the musket.*

The results of the strife between huge Eussian causes tend.

masses on one side, and our thin English lines "'count for

on the other, have at first sight a look of the the fight.

marvellous
;
yet were owing in the main, after

all, to the union of four well-known conditions :

—

1. The nature of the ground

;

2. The mist

;

3. The enemy's gross way of fighting in masses;

4. The quality of our of&cers and men.

1. It is true that our people springing forward The ground.

to the fight at their outposts did not make a fuU
use of their heights, and that their efforts indeed

bore little resemblance to the ordinary operation

of defending a strong position ; but they could not

deprive themselves of the good they derived from
having their flanks well covered, with their ' home
' front,' if so one may call it, shut in by the hand
of Nature and narrowed to the modest propor-

tions which befitted their want of numbers;
whilst they also— being few against many—
found advantage in that thick growth of Inush-

wood which both baffled the eye and obstructed

the assaults of the enemy.

2. At first, it is true, the mist favoured Soi- The mist

monoff^'s enterprise; but afterwards, it wrought

strongly against him ; for unless they can pour

round the flanks of their adversary, the power of

mighty numbers advancing upon a confined front

* Only, I believe, about 35 rifles to a reginient.
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CHAP, must depend in some measure, and for some time,

^"^'
upon the mere aspect of their strength, and if the

dimness of the atmosphere be such as to make

the many invisible, it may do much towards

bringing them down to a level with the few.

And again, from the effect of the mist every man's

field of view was so narrowed as- to forbid all

notion of synthesis. In so far as the battle-field

presented itself to the bare eyesight of men, it had

no entirety, no length, no breadth, no depth, no

size, no shape, and was made up of nothing ex-

cept small numberless circlets commensurate with

such ranges of vision as the mist might allow at

each spot. A sentence that Brownrigg heard

uttered by a soldier of the Grenadier Guards, tells

much of the Inkerman story. The man at the

time was advancing against masses numbered by

thousands, but the Russians that interested him

were those whom he himself might perhaps shoot

down or run through, and his delighted estimate

was— ' I'm damned if there aren't scores of 'em !

'

That man, multiplied by tlic number of English

bayonets in action, was the difficult fou whom

the enemy thought to overwhelm by the power

and weight of his columns. The attention of a

field-officer (until his horse should be shot under

him) might take a somewhat wuder range ;
but, if

such a one could give unity to the weak battalion

or wing he commanded, that was commonly the

utmost he could attempt. In such conditions,

each separate gathering of English soldiery went

on fighting its own little battle in happy and
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advantageous ignorance of the general state of the chap.
action ; nay, even very often in ignorance of the !_

fact that any great conflict was raging ; and the

notion of the officer commanding in this narrow

sphere was always that he must fight out his

quarrel with what troops he had, or at most ask

for small reinforcements scarce sufficient to fur-

nish one company for a German or Eussian bat-

talion. It was by uncombined, though nearly

simultaneous fights of this kind, that some

3600 of our infantry in the First Period of the

action made good their resistance to 25,000,

and even expunged from the battle-field no less

than twenty battalions with a strength of 15,000

men.

3. The Russian soldiery being men endowed The enemy's
•^ '-' gross way oi

with great bravery, and a more than common fighting.

share of physical strength, might possibly be

brought to execute what the English call a charge

with the bayonet, and indeed they have a tradition

that for such enterprises they have proved them-

selves peculiarly apt. This notion, however well

founded in the days of Suwaroff, rests now on

mere legend ; for, since the time when the Rus-

sians iu the early part of this century began to

copy Napoleon, they have so massed their troops

as to refuse themselves almost all opportunity of

justifying their national boast ; and certainly at

Tnkerman, where tliey collected their strength

into throngs and close columns, and iu front of

these loaded the ground with swarms of skir-

mishers, they debarred themselves from even
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CHAP, attempting what English soldiery mean when

L. they speak of a bayonet- charge.* Unread in the

story of the Peninsular war, they ventured to

bring their gross formations into the presence of

English infantry, and incurred crushing, ruinous

slaughter, under conditions wliich left the bulk of

them powerless, except to suffer and die. Most

commonly, the Eussian columns shrank from the

charge of our people in time to avoid actual con-

tact; and even when they stood their ground

with comparative firmness, they invariably 'ac-

' cepted the files,' allowing our soldiery to thrust

themselves in betwixt theirs, and then there

either followed a destruction of the intruders

—

this happened but once if at all—or else the dis-

integration and overthrow of the riven mass.

Other wars had well proved the frailty of col-

umns when called upon to suffer the fire, and

then stand the bayonet - charge of infantry ex-

tended in line; but ' Inkerman ' carried yet further

the experience of what can be dared against

masses by small numbers of soldiery, showing

plainly enough that a column wliich has not been

defeated in the earlier moments of its agony, may
still prove helpless and weak when it has a few

.

assailants within it. The examples of this that

were afforded by several, as for instance, by Hugh
Clifford, by Burnaby, by Daubeney, have an in-

* If a column lieavcs its waj' slowly forward a few )paces

without firing (a.s did a column of tlie Vladimir regiment at

the Alma), the Russians call the movement a charge with tha

bayonet.
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fioite value for England, because her people are chap,
commonly and perforce obliged to combat few '_

against many,

4. As regards the quality disclosed by our Quality of

officers and men, their achievements speak best, officers and
__ . .

men.
Mere narrative supersedes praise.

No one, no two, no three of the stated condi-

tions could well have sufficed, but a fortuitous

combination of the four brought about the results

we have witnessed.

The despatch of the forces hurried forward for Magnitude

his Inkerman enterprise formed no small part of results that

the exhausting effort by which the Czar at this foifoweda

, • p J • 1 • T • - , • Russian
time was last crippling ins empire ; but it must victory at

, ^ , .,.,,, Inkerman.
be owned that, it the stake he adventured was

heavy, the one that he played for was vast. A
victory won by Eussia on Mount Inkerman would

have placed her at once in great strength upon

the toplands of the Chersonese, and the Allies

must then have been brought into so ugly a

plight that, except by at once contemplating

the very worst, it is hard to imagine the stage

where their progress towards ruin would have

stopped.

From the opposite event— the event which rheAUius

really occurred— it has been judged that the fro^n^any"

Allies might have obtained great results ; for vfc\^ry aTa.

the blow fell with terrible weight, not only upon greater end;

the discomfited troops, but also upon the garri-
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CHAP. SOU of a fortress closely touching the field of

carnage, aud recei^'ing with endless convoys of

wounded men, the melancholy remnants of what

only a few hours before had been ardent and

strong battalions ; but, the English having ex-

pended their strength, it rested exclusively with

the French to push the victory to a great conclu-

sion, and having already seen that General Can-

robert stayed his hand on the day of the battle,

we shall next have to learn by w'hat counsels he

determined his course on the morrow.

By the 4th of November, the French had

l)rought their trenches so close to the FlagstafiF

Bastion, that the moment for assaulting it then

seemed all but ripe ; and it was to avert that

dread blow that the enemy hurried on his pre-

parations for the onslaught of the following

day.

This French enterprise against the Flagstaff

r)astion was to have been the main feature of a

general assault on Sebastopol ; and, to make all

the needed arrangements, a meeting of the Allied

Generals had been summoned for the 5th of

November. The exigencies of ' Inkerman ' pre-

vented the council from assembling to mature

their contrivances, and it was with other thoughts

that General Canrobert came to the English head-

quarters on the morrow of the battle. He re-

mained with Lord Eaglan 'some hours,' stating

with much * fairness and ability the great diffi-

' culties' the Allies had before them, and he

urged it as their duty to heed both their yester-
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day's losses, and the matiiiitude of the nuiuLors CHAP.
. . VJII.

which the enemy had disphayed.* If accordingly

no grand act of vigour could be attempted with

a chance of success, Canrcjbert submitted that the

alternative was to temporise, and wait for rein-

forcements.i* To such representations— which and even
' ^ allowing

Lord Eaglan, it seems, did not combat—there themselves
° '

' to be

succeeded in natural sequence a council of war,
^J^'g^^jfttie^'

a unanimous determination that the assault of

Sebastopol must not then be attempted, and fin-

ally, a decisive resolve on the part of the French

that for the present they would abandon all idea

of seizing the Flagstaff Bastion.t Thus, notwith- one of the

.
enemy's

standing their overthrow, the Russians were al- objects" attained.

lowed, after all, to attain one, at least, of the

* Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, Novemljer 8th, 1854.

t He described this course of action (or inaction) as an ' ater-

' raoiement '— a word which the Dictionary defines as
—

' com-

' position, compounding with creditors, delay.' See in Ap-

pendix, Note XV., a cop}' of the note which Canrobert read.

Considering, no doubt, the extreme importance of maintaining

for the time as much secrecy as was possible in respect to such a

resolution, Lord Raglan seems to have kept the note apart from

other ' private ' papers. I find it endorsed by his own hand

in these words :
' Private note of General Canrobert read at a

' meeting on the 7th November 1854.'

t The seizure of the FlagstafiF Bastion was a measure which

might have been adopted tvithout undertaking a general assault

on Sebastopol ; and, unless General de Todleben errs, that is

precisely the course which the Allies should have taken. He
says :

' Once entrenched in the No. 4 [the Flagstaff] Bastion,

' the enemy would not have been under the slightest necessity

' of assaulting Sebastopol—an attempt in which he must cer-

' tainly have been defeated with great loss—but our line of

' defence would have been forced, divided, maimed, and the

' ulterior defence of Sebastopol must have become all but im-

• possible.'—Todleben, p. 433.
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produced
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of numerical
strength.
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General
Bvans.

objects which had tempted them to their liiker-

man venture.

For what of weakness there was in that last

concession to a defeated enemy, General Can-

robert was answerable; but the English, as well

as the French, felt the teaching of the Inkerman

Sunday ; for it rudely dinned into their minds a

sure knowledge of what before they had been

learning more vaguely from despatches, deserters,

and spies, and forced them to confront the fact

that whilst playing the part of besiegers, the

Allies were in the presence of an enemy whose

luimbers almost doubled their own. General

Evans, who had ridden up about mid-day from

his sick-couch on board ship, became after a

while so impressed by his perception of the

enemy's great strength, and the evident losses

sustained by our people, that, at the close of the

battle, he did not shrink from recommending his

chief to abandon the siege ;
* and, although Lord

Eaglan instantly, and with barely suppressed

indignation, rejected tliis hasty counsel, he was

* Since the Allies were not minded to strike a blow at once

for the possession of Sebustopol, it was apparently a mistake to

imagine (as many did at the time) that there was something

ignominious in proposing to raise the siege ; tor the enemy had

double the strength of those who were assailing his fortress

;

but there was another and a fatal objection to Evans's counsel.

The Allies were not strong enough to be .'^ure of covering their

embarkation ; and from the moment when they discard<d all

idea of using their victory as a means of winning Seba.-^topol,

the best and safest expedient remaining to them was the

maintenance of a bold front, with pietences of i)ushing on the

siege.
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not himself at all blind to the peril of aiiothei C li A p.

. VIII
attack. Avoiding all spoken and written surmise '^

as to what might be expected from the French in Ragun's

the event of a trymg emergency, he yet seemed of the

to take it for granted that the defence of the under wiiich

^-^, , 1 1 • 1 h6 must act.

Chersonese mv^st depend m large measure upon

the strength of his own little force ; and under

that aspect, his now diminished numbers were

extravagantly inadequate as compared with those

Russia had assembled. Out of the 8000 or 9000

infantry that he had been previously able to

muster for field operations on the Chersonese,

near 2600 now lay, as we saw, killed or wounded,

and the conditions were such that a deduction of

that magnitude from his strength was a graver

misfortune to him than the loss of 12,000 to

Mentschikoff.

In a private letter to the Secretary of State he

says, indeed, with just pride,
—

' It was a glorious

* day for the British arms ;
' but a little further

on, in his tranquil, business-like way, he discloses

the slenderness of the numbers then left him for

confronting another attack, and adds,— ' To speak

' frankly, we want every man you can send us/
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NOTE I.

British Infantry which sooner or later was occupy-

ing THE Victoria Eidge on the 5th Nov. 1854.

On the Inkerman side of the Victoria Ridge under

General Codrington.

\st Brigade of Light Division.

7tli Royal Fusiliers—Colonel Yea, 384
23d Do. 322
33d, some companies, ....... 251
Rifles, part of 2d battalion, Colonel La\n'cnce, . . . 142

1099
Companies of the Royal Marines, Captain Hopkins, . . 120

1219

In the course of the action, and under circumstances which
resulted in their sustaining some loss, there were brought

up besides

—

3 companies of 19tli Regiment (2(1 Brifjade), al30iit . . 180
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On the Western slopes of the Ridge under Sir Richard

England- cummanding Zd Division.

The Royals, a part, 450

Companies of 50th Regiment under Colonel AVaddy, which,

besides the one afterwards counted amongst the Inkerman

troops, numhered, ....... 169

619*

NOTE II.

Strength of 2d Division present at Battle of

Inkerman under General Pennefather.

Total Officers

Offluers. Men. and nion

^Staff, 16 16

30th. Colonel Mauleverer, and upon

his being struck down, Major

ay Patullo,' .... 14 394 408

(^ \ 55th. Colonel Warren, and upon his

being wounded, Colonel Dau-

beney, 9 423 432

>95th. Major Champion, and upon

his being wounded. Major

Hume ; and upon his being

wounded, Captain Vialls ; and

upon his being wounded. Cap-

tain Sargent, ! . . . 10 433 443

'41st. Colonel Carpenter, and upon his

being killed, Major Eman, . 21 578 599

47th. Colonel Haly, and upon his be-

g <( ing wounded, Major Farren, . 20 550 570

49th. Colonel Dalton, and upon his

being struck down, Major

Thornton Grant, ... 15 473 488

105 2851 2956

m

* These troops were not actively engaged in the Inkerman fight ; but

as a .support to General Codrington (who mi(/ht have been attacked by

great forces) they were well placed.
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NOTE III.

EussiAN Forces engaged in Field Operations during

THE Battle op Inkerman.

Under Prince Gortschakoff.
*
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Under Genercd Soimonoff*
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Forces left to guard the Road leading to Baktchi Serai.
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Summanj of Btissian Forces which acted aggressively in the general

Engagement of Inkervian.

On Mount Inkennan, as above, .

On Princo Gortschakoff's front, .

In Timovieffs sortie, .

Total,

Guns.

135

12

235

Men.

40,210

22,444

5,325

67,979

Summary of Russian Trooiis operating in the Open Field on the

day of Inkerman.

Result of last .summary, as above.

Force guarding the road.

Guns.

235

36

271

Men.

67,979

3,862

71,841

NOTE IV.

The Allied Forces which sooner or later were

PRESENT on Mount Inkerman the Day of the

Battle.

English Infantry.

1st Division : Grenadiers 501, Cold.stream 438, Scots Fusiliei

Guards 392,

2d Division : as detailed ante, \). 494,

3d Division : part of 50tli, Wilton, 255, and one other com-

pany of it 56, under Colonel Waddy in person, .

4th Division : 20th 340, 21st 402, 57th 347, lUlIes 278,

companies of 46th and 68tli 384, 63d 466,*

Light Division : wing of 77th 259, companies of 88th 390,

Goodlake's roving picket of the Guards

1331

2956

281

2-17

649

30

7464

* By the carefulness of Major Robert Bennett (now of the 46th) aided

by Lieutenant Slack (Adjutant of the School of Musketry), I have been
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The Englisli also had on Mount Inkerman 200 cavalry,

consisting of the Light Brigade, under Lord George Paget,

and afterwards under Lord Cardigan, and 36 pieces of

field-artillery, with besides 2 guns of position, being th«

two IS-pounders under Collingwood Dickson.

French Infantry.

Boiirbaki's Brigade : Chasseurs, 4 companies, 450, 7th Leger

1st battalion 903, 6th of the Line 2d battalion 757, . 2115

D'Auteiuarre's Brigade : Algerines 2d battalion 757, 3d

Zouaves (first one battalion, then the other) 1406, 50th

(after deduction of 94) 1507, 3670

Brought up late under General Monet, 20th Leger 2d bat-

talion 613, 22d Leger 1st battalion 1032, 2d Zouaves 2d

battalion 789, 2432

8219

The French also brought up 700 cavalry (the 4th Chas-

seurs d'Afrique), and 24 guns.

furnished with infonnation which obliges me to say that the above offi-

cial I'eturji of the strength of the 63d present at lukerman is not quite

accui-ate. Major, then Lieutenant Kobert Bennett, was one of the officers

of the 63d present at Inkerman, and he having, it seems, observed tliat

' the non-commissioned officer whose duty it was to make out the daily

' " States " usually showed a larger number than was to be found on
' parade,' formed the habit of counting the iiles himself. This he did on

the Inkerman day, with the result of liuding that the rank and file num-
bered only 368. To this number there would have to be added the num-
ber of the oUicers, the sergeants, the bandsmen, and the drummers, but

even then, the strength of the regiment at Inkerman would prove to be

considerably less than the 466 above showi..
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NOTE V.

'I HE ArRANQUMBNTS UNDER WHICH THE PlCKET« OF TUK

Second Division were furnished at the Inkerman

Time.

Op the pickets on duty during the eve and imtil the

early morning of the battle, one half were furnished by

the 95th Eegiment, and for the other half, each of Adams's

three regiments contributed. The new pickets which took

up the ground on the morning of the battle were, half of

them, given by the 55th Regiment, and the other half (as

on the 4:th of November) by Adams's three regiments.

The pickets of the First Brigade were on the right, and

those of the Second Brigade (with the exception of the

' hay picket'), on the left. The ' field-officer of the day,'

commanding the pickets of each brigade, received his charge

from the divisional authorities, and accordingly it was as

likely as not that the officer commanding the pickets of,

say, the First Brigade might be one belonging to a regi-

ment of the Second Brigade. Thus on the eve of Inker-

man the pickets of the First Brigade were commanded by

Major Thornton Grant of the 49th, and, on the day of

Tnkonuan, by Colonel Carpenter of the 41st.

NOTE VI.

Orders op the Day and other Papers issued by

Russian Generals on the Eve of Inkerman.

Prince Mbntsohikoff's Order of the Day, issued in the

afternoon of the 4th November 1854 and received at Dan-

neuberg's headquarters at 5 r.M. :

—
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' II est d(5cid(5 ' [here follow the preliminary words, and

the 1st and 2d clauses given ante in En^dish, chap. vi.

sec. v.]

' 3. Les troupes qui se trouveut sous ic commandemeiit
* du Prince Gortchakow devront appuyer I'attaque g^n^ralo,

' detourner les forces de I'ennenii en les attirant sur elles,

' et tacher de s'emparer d'une des niontdes du Mont Sap-

* oun6. De plus, les dragons devront se tenir prets k gravir

' la niontagne a la premik'e possil»ilit6.

' 4. La garnison de S(^bastopol, sous le commandement
' du Lieutenant-G^n^ral de Moller, suivra la niarche de

' I'attaque, en couvraut de ses batteries le flano droit des

' troupes commandees pour I'attaque, en dans le cas oti la

' confusion se mettrait dans les batteries ennemies, s'em-

* parer de ces batteries.'

[Here follow the two last clauses—the 5th and 6th

—

which are given in the text ante, chap. vi. sec. v.]

Ordre du jour du lieutenat-general Sdimonow, pour la

disposition de ses troupes.

Demain ^octobre
le d^tachement devra se mettre en

5 Novembre'

marche a 6 heures du matin pour attaquer la position des

Anglais, s'en emparer, et s'y affermir.

A cet effet :

1. Le mouvement pr^alable ayant pour objet le passage

du ravin du Carenage devra s'ex^cuter dans I'ordrc suivant

:

deux compagnies du 6-feme bataillon de tirailleurs ; les 1-er

et 2-eme bataillons du regiment de Kolivansk ; la batterie

de position n° 2 de la 10-feme brigade d'artillerie ; les 3-

^me et 4-6me bataillons du meme regiment ] les 4-erae et

34me bataillons du regiment de Tomsk ; la batterie de pos-

ition n° 1 de la 16-fenie brigade d'artillerie; les 2-^me et
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1-er bataillona du menie regiment de Tomsk. Le regiment

d'infanterie d'Ekat^rinebourg, son 4-eme bataillon en tete

;

le regiment d'Ouglitch, son l-er bataillon en tete ; le regi-

ment de Boutirsk, ayant son 4-^me bataillon en tete ; le

regiment de Sousdal, ayant son l-er bataillon, et le regi-

ment de Wladimir, son 4-feme bataillon en tete, Enfin, les

batteries l^g^res, n°^ 5 et 4 de la IT-feme brigade d'artil-

lerie ; deux compaguies de sapeurs et une sotnia du regi-

ment n° 57 des cosaques du Don.

2. Ces troupes devront se former, apr^s le passage du

ravin du Car^nage, de la mani^re suivante, et sans s'arreter

dans leur niarclio : la brigade l^g^re de la 10-^me division

d'infanterie devra se former dans le l-er ordre de combat

(sans d^ployer les bataillons du centre) etaut couverte de

front et du flanc droit par deux compagnies du G-feme bat-

aillon de tirailleurs, d^ploy^es en tirailleurs ; le regiment

d'Ekat^rinebourg devra rester en reserve. Les regiments

restants, conjointement avec les batteries l^g^res, se for-

meront en ordre de reserve derri^re les regiments de la 10-

eme division, et les suivront k une certaine distance. La

brigade l^g^re de la 10-eme division d'infanterie aura ses

carabiniers en tete de ses regiments ; dans les autres

regiments les carabiniers devront rester k leur place ordi-

naire.

3. Les trois regiments de la 10-^me division d'infanterie

seront commandes par le general-major de Villebois, et

ceux de la division combinee * par le general-major Jabro-

kritsky. Toute I'artillerie sera sous les ordres du comman-

dant de la 10-^me brigade d'artillerie, colonel Zagoskine. Le

capitaine d'etat-major Yakovlew et le capitaine en second

du menie corps Andreianow devront se trouver pr^s de ia

10-^me division, et le lieutenant-colonel Zalessky pr^ de

la division combinee.

4. Toutes les troupes mcntionnees ci-dessus devront se

* Let; rdgimoiits de Boutirsk, d'Ouglitch, de Sousdal et do la Wladimir.
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rassembler, demain k 4 heures du matin, pr^s du bastion n"*

2, ot se masser d'apres les indications du capitaine en second

Yakovlew. A cet etfet, toutes los troupes y enverront leurs

jalonniers pour I'heure indiqu^e.

5. Pendant le ralliement et au commencement de la

marche, 11 ne devra etre fait aucun bruit, et il ne sera pas
allum^ de feux ; les chefs directs seront tenus responsables

de I'ex^cution de cet ordre.

6. Les dispositions ultdrieures seront faites par moi, sur

place mSme.

7. Tous les m^decins suivront leurs troupes respectivcs

et seront sous les ordres du medecin en chef de la 10-eme
division d'infanterie, conseiller du college Kopitowsky, qui

aura soin d'^tablir une ambulance.

8. Les caissons d'infanterie, 4 par regiment, devront,

ainsi que les 2-hme et 3-^me caissons d'artillerie, suivre les

reserves g^n^rales du d^tachement.

9. Les musiciens resteront a leur place accoutumee, mais
sans instruments.

10. Par ordre de Son Altesse le commandant en chef,

I'ambulance du d^tachement sera k S^bastopol.

Ordre du jour du lieutenant-gmeral Pavluw, pour la

disposition de ses troupes.

Demain 1*^5^^^, le d^tachement dont le commandement
m'a ^ti confie se mettra en marche k 2 heures ^ de la nuit,

et se dirigera sur le pont d'lnkermann, dans I'ordre

suivant

:

1. Deux compagnies du 4-feme battaillon de tirailleurs.

2. Le regiment d' Okhotsk.

3. „ de Borodme.

4.
,, de Taroutino.

5. La batterie de position n" 3 de la 17-^me brigade

d'artillerie.
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6. Lc regiment de lakontsk.

7. La batterie de position u" 3 de la il-6me brigade

d'artillerie.

8. Le regiment de Selinghinsk.

Reserve de combat :

1. La batterie de position n° 1 de la 10-6nie brigade

d 'artillerie.

2. Les batteries leg^res n"^ 1 et 2 de la 10-^me brigade

d'artillerie.

3. Les batteries legeres n"" 3 et 4 de la 11 -erne brigade

d'artillerie.

Les carabiniers de "a 2-eme brigade marcheront derri^re

le regiment d'Okhotsk, et ceux de la 1-ere brigade, derri^re

le regiment de lakoutsk.

Les caissons d'infanterie suivront le d^tachement jusqu'a

I'endroit indique pour retablissenient de I'ambulance ; la

ils di^vieront a gauche pour se disposer dans le ravin
;

cliaque regiment enverra un ofiRcier pr^s de ses caissons.

Le caisson contenant les cartouches de carabines, suivra

derriere le regiment de Selinghinsk.

L'ambulance s'installera pr^s de la fontaine, k deux

verstes du pont d'Inkermann.

Le train des ^quijiages restcra oil il se trouve actuellc-

luent.* Apr^s avoir travers6 le pont, les troupes confines

a luon commandement, irojit vivement operer leur jonction

avec celles du lieutenant-general So'imnnoto, qui attaquera

du cote du ravin du Carenage. Le but est de s'emparer

des hauteurs occupies par I'ennemi, et de s'y affermir.

Toute I'artillerie de men d^tachement sera commandos
par le commandant de la 11-eme brigade d'artillerie, gen-

eral-major Vdovitchenko.

* (J'est-h-dire sur les hauteurs d'Inkermann [i.e., th<' • OKI City

• Heights'].
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Disposition faite par le gineral (Vinfanteria Prince

GorMiakow.

Quand les forces principales attaqueront du cot^ de

S^bastopol, les troupes rassembldes pr^s de Tchorgoune

effectueront un mouvement, dans le but de d^tourner une

partie des forces ennemies et d'empeclier le d(jtachenient

ennerai concentr^ k Kadikoi de porter secours a ses troupes,

disposdes devant S^bastopol.

A cet effet, le raouvement en avant sera ex^cut^ dans

I'ordre snivant

:

1. Trois bataillons du regiment d'Odessa avec 8 bouclics

a feu de la batterie leg^re n° 7 et 4 pieces de la batterie de

position n° 4, apres etre descendus de la position occupee

par eux sur la montagne, se dirigeront, en allant droit

devant eux, sur le mont Sapoun^.

2. Deux bataillons du regiment de I'Ukraine et un bat-

aillon de celui d'Odessa, avec 4 pieces de la batterie l^g^re

n° 8 sous le commandement du g^n6ral-major L^voutzky,

apr^s etre descendus dans la valine, se dirigeront vers le

mont Sapoun^, ayant leur flanc gaucbe a peu pr^s vis-a-vis

I'eglise de Kadikoi.

3. Deux bataillons du regiment d'Azow et un bataillon

de celui de Dniepr avec 4 pieces de la batterie 16g6re n" 7,

commandos par le g^n^ral-major Semiakine, dirigeront leur

centre vers cette m^me ^glise de Kadikoi.

4. La cavalerie passera dans I'intervalle entre les col-

onnes du regiment de I'Uki'aine et celles du regiment

d'Odessa, ayant \ son centre deux batteries de position a

cheval et sur chacun de ses flancs un regiment de dragons.

Le regiment de dragons de S. A. I. le grand-due H^ritier

et le regiment de hussards du due de Leuclitenberg, qui se

trouveront sur le tiauc droit pres du pont de pierre, avec 4

bouches a feu de la batterie n° 3, des cosaques du Dun, et
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la batterie n° 12, se transporteront sur les lieux indiqu6s

pres du gu^ pour renforcer le flanc droit du regiment

d'Odessa; ces rdgiments doivent aussi etre pr^par^s k

marcher sur Inkerraann, dans le cas ou le g^n^ral Dannen-

berg apres s'etre empar6 des hauteurs situ^es en face,

demanderait leur concours.

Les troupes se tiendront pretes pour 6 heures du matin.*

Ordre du jour relatif aux troupes de la gamison de

Sehastopol, 2wur le ^^^^ 1854.

1. Par suite des dispositions g^n^rales concernant I'ar

mee de Crim^e, les troupes ci-aprfes d&ign^es, en garnison

a Sebastopol, sont destinies k attaquer I'ennemi : les regi-

ments de Wladimir, d'Ekat^rinebourg, de Tomsk et de

Kolivansk avec les batteries l^g^res n°^ 4 et 5 de la 17-^me

brigade d'artillerie, la batterie de position n" 1 de la 10-feme

brigade, et la batterie de position n° 2 de la 16-feme

brigade.

2. Ces troupes sont, d^s ce moment, plac^es sous le com-

mandement du general Soimonow et ont leur ordres a rece-

voir de lui.

3. Toutes les troupes qui restent h. Sebastopol occuperont

les emplacements qui leur ont ^t^ assign^s par la disposition

du ^"octobra
^^^^^ jgg modifications suivantes :

1 Noverabre'

* This 'Disposition,' it will Le observed, is inconsistent with the plan

enjoined Ly Prince Mentschikoff's General Order, and also with what I

state to be the real instructions ultimately given to Gortschakoff ; for in

Russian topography the words 'sur Inkermann' imported a march to-

wards the site of the ancient city. It is very evident that on the eve of

the action the ideas of most of these Russian commanders were in a con-

fused and shifting state, General Soimonoff' s written plan of operations

being the only one destined to receive its fulfilment ; but considering

what might be possibly discovered and reported by an eflScient spy or

deserter, it seems not improbable that the difference between the orders

ostensibly given to Gortschakofi' and the task which was really assigned

to him may have been intentional.
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a Le bataillon du cosaques n" 8 quittera lo bastion n° 1

et occupera remplacement d'un des hataillons du regiment

de Boutirsk.

h Le regiment de Tobolsk occupera les emplacements

abandonn^s par les bataillons d'Ekat^rinebourg sur la deu-

xifeme section de I'enceinte fortifi^e.

4. Les batteries des 3-feme et 4-^me sections de la ligne

de defense contribueront par leur feu k I'attaque de nos

troupes et protegeront leur flanc droit en tirant sur Tennemi
aussitot qu'il sera k port^e de ces batteries, et sans se pr^-

occuper du feu des batteries de siege.

5. Dans le cae oh les troupes cbarg^es de prot^ger les

batteries franjaises paraitraient considerablement aflaiblies,

et oii Ton y apercevrait du desordre, les regiments de

Minsk et de Tobolsk, appuyes de douze pieces leg^res, se

tiendront prets \ effectuer une sortie du bastion n° 6, sous

le commandement du g^n^ral Timofeiew, dans le but de

s'emparer des batteries ennemies par le flanc gauche.

TJn ordre special sera donne par moi pour ce mouve-
ment

;
jusque \k le regiment de Tobolsk ne quittera pas la

ligne de defense.

dannenberg's directions.

Dispositions relatives aux detachements des ghieraux

Smmonow et Pavloio reglees par le general d'infdnterie

Dannenherg, dans son etat-major.

D'aprfes le plan qui en fut dresse, les regiments de Koli-

vansk, de Tomsk, et d'Ekat^rinebourg re§urent I'ordre de

quitter S^bastopol a deux heures de la nuit, et de se diriger

vers le point oil les troupes qui devaient traverser la Tcher-

naia trouveraient le plus de facility pour effectuer ce pas-

sage. Ces regiments soutenus par la batterie de position

No. 2 de la dixifeme brigade d'artillerie devaient se former
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en ordio de bataille, les Chasseurs ranges en ligne de com-

bat, et le regiment d'Ekat^rinebourg en reserve. Ces troupes

seraient suivies par celles de la colonne du g^n^ral 8oi-

monow qui se rangeraient en ordre de bataille a droite de

la 104me division d'infanterie.

Quand la 10-feme division aurait d^jk couvert le passage

de la Tschernaiia, c'est alors que les regiments de la colonne

du g^u^ral Pavlow devaiont commencer h efifectuer ce pas-

sage. Les regiments L'Okhotsk, de lakoutsk et de S^-

linghinsk avec deux batteries de position des 10-^me et

11-feme brigades d'artillerie devaient suivre la route des

aapeurs et se disposer en ordre de reserve en arriere de I'in-

tervalle laissde libre entre les 10-eme et 16-^nie divisions

de la colonne du g^n^ral Soimonow. Les chariots chargi^s

de gabions devaient marcher k la suite de la 11-^me divi-

sion, et apr^s eux la 2-^me brigade de la 17-feme division

d'infanterie et tout le reste de I'artillerie.

Le but de I'entreprise ainsi qu'il ^tait dit dans le libelle

du plan de la bataille, ^tait de r^jeter au delk de la ville

I'aile droite de I'ennemi et de se retrancher sur le terrain

qu'il occupait entre la ville et le rivage.*

Prescriptions du general dUnfanterie Dannenherg, du
240ctobre 1854, n° 1521, mi lienienant-qeneral Soimonow.

\ Novembre ' ' •'

Comme durant la marche en avant des colonnes, le long

de la berge gauche du ravin du Car^nage, elles pourraient

tomber sous le feu des batteries de si^ge anglaises, avant

que vous ne fussiez a une hauteur (^gale ci celle de ces bat-

teries, il me semble utile de commencer votre mouvement

en partant du mamelon Malakhow une heuro plus t6t qu'il

n'a (5t6 prescrit, c'est-^-dire k 5 heures, pour pouvoir

franchir, encore nvant I'aubo, la partie du terrain qui olFre

• Todlehcn, pp. 4.50, 451.
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dos dangers pour la marchc. II me semble aussi utilo que

vous ayoz les resorvcKS gdn^rales des troupes qui vous ont

ct6 coiili^es, derri^re votro droite ; car votre flanc yaurhe

sera jjarfaitement convert par le ravm du Carenage et la

cooperation des troupes qui traverseront la Tscheriidia.

Rapport du commandant du A-eniP corps d'infanterie, gen-

eral d'infanterie Damienberg, adresse le
f-^^^^^^,.^

1854,

sous le n" 1522, a Vaide-de-camp general Prince Men-

chikow, commandant en chef des forces de terre et de

mer en Crimea.

J'ai hate de soumettre k Yotre Altesse quelques change-

mcnts, que j'ai trouv6 urgent de faire, dans la disposition

que m'a communiqu^e le lieutenantg^n^ral Pavlow, par les

considerations suivantes :

Un ravin profond et trfes long, connu sous le nom de

ravin du Car^nage, nous s^pare, le g^n^ral Soimonow et

moi, au commencement de I'attaque. Ce ravin peut-etre

franchi en traversaut une route construite r^cemment, mais

qui conduit seulement dans la direction oh. doit agir la col-

onne de droite ; nous serions ainsi priv^s de la possibility

d'agir des deux c6t6s du ravin du Car^nage, et cette double

action me semble indispei) sable. En outre, le terrain sur

la berge droite du ravin du Car^nage est assez difficile, les

forces de I'ennemi et leur disposition ne nous sont connues

qu'incompl^tement, et les chemins que prennent leur point

de depart de I'endroit oil sera travers^e la riviere sont

si 6troits que chaque mouvement retrograde, necessity

par quelque circonstance inipr^vue, ne pourrait s'effectuer

qu'avec des difficult^s extremes et line grande perte de

temps.

Guide par ces considerations, j'ai fait les dispositions

suivantes : j'ai enjoint au g^n^ral Pavlow, (Tamcner lea
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troupes de sa colonne k 5 lionres du matiu dans I'ordre sui-

vant : le regiment d'Okhotsk ; deux compagnies du 4-eme

bataillon de tirailleurs ; les regiments de Borodino et de

Taroutino ; 8 pieces de position de la 18-^nie brigade

d'artillerie, et le regiment de SelingMnsk. Ces troupes

doivent etre suivies par les batteries restantes, qui com-

poseront I'artillerie de reserve. A I'arriv^e de ces troupes

sur le lieu oh. doit s'effectuer le passage de la riviere, 100

carabiniers-volontaires s'embarquent dans une chaloupe jjout

prot^ger les travaux de reparation du pont. Ces travaux

terminus, le pont est travers^ par le regiment de chasseurs

d'Okhotsk, qui se fraye un chemin k droite le long de la

nouvelle route des sapeurs. Ce regiment est suivi par deux

compagnies du 4-feme bataillon de tirailleurs, qui, apres

avoir ^t^ renforc^es par le regiment de chasseurs de Borodino,

traversent deux ravins ; enfin le regiment de chasseurs de

Taroutino, aprfes avoir effectu^ le passage de la riviere,

tourne k gauche et suit la vieille route postale. Les regi-

ments de chasseurs, aprfes avoir atteint le eommet de la

montagne, et signal^ les chemins les plus ais^ment prati-

cables pour I'artillerie, s'arretent et protegent le mouvement

des autres troupes. La marche ult^rieure de 1' affaire d^-

pendra des circonstances memes. Dans le cas oh les 12

bataillons de chasseurs auraient rencontr^ I'ennemi en forces

sup^rieures, ce qui n'est gu^res probable, ces bataillons ont

I'ordre de descendre vers la bale, pendant que les hauteurs

du rivage seront battues par les vapeurs la Chei'son^e et le

Wladimir, en supposant toutefois que ce dernier resolve

I'ordre de s'approcher pour donner son concours en cette

occurrence. II me semble aussi que la colonne da lieuten-

ant-general Soimonow pourrait etre exposee au feu des bat-

teries de si^ge anglaises au debut de sa marche, et, pour

cette raison, j'ai ordonne au general Soimonow de com-

mencer Taction une heure plus t<5t.

14
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NOTE VII.

Table showing the Numbers of the 2d Division out

ON Picket or skirmishing as Picket-supports, and

COMPUTING approximately THE NUMBER OF COL-

LECTED Troops remaining available for the Second

Period of the Fight,

Pickets (each one company) furnished in ordinary conrse by

the 2d Division on the 5th of November, . . 480

Two additional companies of the 55th understood to liave

been sent out skirmishing to the line of the pickets from

the same regiment,* . . . . .108
One wing of the 30th (not the one with which Colonel Maul-

everer acted in person) sent out skirmishing in support

of the pickets, . .... 204

Total of picket force and skirmishers supporting

them, ...... 792

Total strength of 2d Division, .... 2956
Deduct pickets and skirmishers as above, . . . 792

Total strength of troops not on picket, or sent out

as skirmishers, . . . . .2164

Deduct 2d Division troops placed to guard the left rear

—

viz., wing of 47th, 286 ; and wing of 49th, 245, . . 530

Total of collected troops which, if no casualties had
occurred in the mean time, would have re-

mained to encounter the attack on Penne-

father's centre and right, . . . 1634

This force was reduced by the effects of the fighting to

perhaps about 1400 ; and one half of what thus remained

* The main body of the 55th, after the reductions which it sustained,

was generally spoken of as a mere ' remnant,' with a streiigtli estimated

at only 'about 100.' In these circumstances, I have ventured to iufer

that the extra draft made from the regiment comprised two companies.

VOL. VI. 2 K
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went fighting out in the front, but the other half was for

some time retained on Home Eidge. At length, however,

the 95th in two separate bodies was pushed forward, and

then the number of Pennefather's organised infantry still

left on the Home Ridge became reduced to less than 400.

NOTE VIII.

Lieutenant, now Colonel, McDonald, Adjdtant of

THE 95th at Inkerman.

When Lieutenant McDonald feU wounded, a soldier

came up and disengaged him from his horse, and seated

him with his face towards the body of Russian troops then

approaching, and his back supported by a bush.* The

man wished to remain with him, but McDonald said INo,

and when the man stiU persisted, McDonald ordered him

to retreat, and was then left sitting alone. When the

Russians approached, they fired at him a great number of

shots, and several struck him, but many more struck only

his outer coat. Presently the Russians, seeing that he was

not dead, came up close and began prodding at him with

their bayonets. He says he did not feel the pain of the

thrusts, but he confirms the experience which gives rise to

the expression, ' cold steel.' He managed to raise himself

on one leg, and make signs that he was a wounded man, but

without effect, and he continued to receive bayonet-thrusts.

He used his fists against some of the assailants, and for the

moment not quite ineff"ectuaUy, but soon he was again pros-

trate. When he was down, the Russians continued to poke

at him with their bayonets, and now also they banged him

* Tlie Russian force was apparently that ISkoutsk battalion, which,

a.s shown in the text, had marched up unopposed through the ' Gap.'
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with the butt-ends of their muskets. He at length became

senseless, and the next thing he recognised was the sound of

English voices. He heard the soldiers say that ' the poor

' fellow was done for,' and had not yet the strength to con-

tradict them by either voice or sign. To find out whether

he was really dead or not, they lifted up his body, and then

banged it down heavily on the ground. They then saw

that he was alive, and before long he was able to speak.

They carried him off the field ; and when I saw him many
years afterwards (in 1869) he was, as I understood, in per-

fectly good health ! Several of the bayonet-thrusts he

received were in the sides and elsewhere in the trunk, and

one was quite close to the stomach. He says that after re-

covering his consciousness he became impressed with an idea

that, in spite of all he had undergone, he was destined to

hve tlirough the danger. He speaks with no savageness of

his assailants, and is quite ready to make full allowance

for the excesses of a soldiery excited and fighting in brush-

wood.

NOTE IX.

Approximate Computation of Allied Infantry on

Mount Inkerman which was still in an Organised

STATE AT THE OPENING OF THE ThIRD PeRIOD.

On the right and right froni.

The 'hay picket,' the remains of Champion's wing

of 95th, of right wing of Horsford's Rifle bat-

talion, and of Captain Wilson's Coldstream

men ; altogether, it is believed, about . . 250

French 6th of the Line, .... 750
1000
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On the left, watching the Careenage Ravine, and the

Mikriakoff Olen.

Lord West's wing of 21st, Prince Edward's Com-

pany, the remains of the 88th companies, of

Fordyce's wing of the 47 th, and of Grant's

wing of the 49th ; altogether about 1000

Fighting oxit in front of the Home Ridge.

Remains of wing of 20th under Horn, say .

, , of the 30th, say ....
,, of Hume's wing of 95th, say .

,, of left wing of Rifle battalion, say .

On or near the Home Ridge.

140

200

150

110

Remains of Upton's 2 companies of the
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NOTE X.

Extract from General Pennefathbr's Report to thk

Quartermaster - (General, dated the 6th OcTOBEit

(meaning November) 1854.

' And now heavy columns of Russian Infantry pressed

* forward up the hill both to the left of our position and
' by the road leading to its crest ; and here, I assure you,

' we should have hardly held our ground but for the
* timely arrival of two battalions of French infantry at the
* very crisis of the battle, who,* forming in two lines, and
' joined on their left by a portion of the 57th Regiment,
' after a momentary halt, cheered and charged the enemy,
' forcing them down the hill with fire and steel with con-

' siderable slaughter, aided })y some of our guns in advance
* on our right, who plied the left flank of the Russiant
' with good effect.'

NOTE XI.

Authorities showing the time when the French In-

fantry ceased to take part in the Battle.

After describing the defeat of the Selinghinsk bat-

talions, narrated ante, Fifth Period, sec. vi., the official

Atlas de la Guerre d'Orient says, 'il est environ 11

' heures
;

' and thenceforth it mentions nothing done by

any French infantry until 3 o'clock in the afternoon. It

says; 'Depuis I'arriv^e des frangais le It. -general Dan-

* In the part of the sentence which follows this word, the General refers

to what was only one battalion, though certainly a very strong one- i.e.,

to the 7th Leger, numbering 908 men.
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' nenberg s'est decidd de battre en retraite.' [This was

not the case.] ' A partir de onze heures, ses troupes n'ont

' fait aucun mouvement ojffensif. Le combat a continue

' de loin a coups de fusil et k coups de canon.'

Fay, A.D.C. to Bosquet, and a very good aixthority upon

matters of fact coming under his observation, says :
* D^s

' 11 heures la bataille ^tait ^videmment gagn^e, car Vennemi

* sans paraitre se retirer encore, avait cesse tout mouvement

' offensif.'

In the statement of fact, which I have distinguished by

italics, Fay is perfectly accurate, being wrong only in going

on to infer that therefore the battle was gained. Both the

Russians and the French* abandoned the offensive at 11

o'clock ; but the English continued the battle against an

enemy who stood firm on the defensive for two hours more,

i.e., until about 1 o'clock.

Upon this point the Russian authorities are in perfect

accord with our people.

NOTE XII.

' Biting the dust ' in death.

It would seem that this muscular action is apt to occur

when a man has been arrested by death in the act of

strenuous bodily exertion ; and no doubt an artilleryman

whilst hotly engaged, and vehemently serving his gun,

must in general be much harder at work than an infantry

soldier busied with his firelock. In ancient times a large

* The Russians continued tlieir attacks on the Barrier long after 11

o'clock ; but those attacks, as shown iu the text, had a defensive pur-

pose, and are not therefore inconsistent with the statement that the

enemy abandoned the offensive at 11 o'clock.
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proportion of the slain were killed in the act of exerting

their strength to the utmost, and then it was that ' biting

' the dust ' became -ilmost an equivalent for being killed in

battle. However hotly engaged, a modern infantry soldier

does not commonly exert, whilst halted, any great amount

of physical strength, and the instances in which he liter-

ally * bites the dust ' are comparatively rare.

NOTE XIII.

The Immediate Cause op the Enemy's Retreat.

'BiENTOT le feu meurtrier de I'artillerie ennemie nous

' contraignit k faire retraite sur la ville.'— Dannenberg's

Despatch. That the statement referred to the 18-pounders

is apparently certain ; for, apart from the power of those

two guns, the Allies were grievously inferior to the enemy

in the artillery arm. Indeed Mentschikoff in his despatch*

gave the required point to Dannenberg's general expression,

and distinctly ascribed the irresistibly coercive power of

the allies to the ' siege artillery ' brought up by the English

—i.e., to the two 18-pounders. Dannenberg does not men-

tion any pressure from infantry at this juncture ; but that

omission is quite consistent with the above surmise, for it

is not at all probable that he could have seen the few sol-

diery who worked their way up through brushwood to

assail the battery, and to him it would seem that the bat-

tery was succumbing to the fire of the 18-pounders alone.

The discomfiture sustained by this particular battery was

made specially signal, and to a Russian observer distress-

ing, by the fact that, in order to carry off the dismounted

* Quoted ante, note, Sixth Period, sec. i.
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gun, numbers of men were brought to the spot, and there

kept under fire until the task had been accomplislied. All

these considerations tend to support the surmise that the

discomfiture of the battery in question dealt the final blow

which overcame Dannenberg's resistance.

NOTE XIV.

Nominal Return op Officers Killed and Wounded
AT Inkbrman.

Nominal Return of Officers Killed at the Battle of Inker-

man, November 5, 1854,

Cavalry Division.

nth Lancers.—Comet Archd. Clevland.

Royal Artillery.—Bnga.diei--GeneTa\ T. Fox Strangways ; Major P.

Townsend.
1st Division.

^to/. —Captain H. T. Butler, Deputy-Assistant Adjutant-General.

Sd Battalion Grenadier Cwards.—Lieutenant-Colonel E. "W. Paken-

ham ; Captain Sir R. L. Newman, Bart. ; Captain Honourable

H. A. Neville.

lat Battalion Coldstream (?2<ar<:?s. —Lieutenant-Colonel Honourable T.

V. Dawson ;
Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Cowell ; Captain Honour-

able G. C. C. Eliot ; Captain F. H. Ramsden ; Captain L. D.

Mackinnon ; Captain H. M. Bouverie ;
Lieutenant C. H. Gre-

ville ; Lieutenant E. A. Disbrowe.

\st Battalion Scots Fusilier Guards.—Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Blair.

2d Division.

Staff.—Cajytain W. K. AUix.

Both 7?c7i!.—Captain A. Connolly; Lieutenant A. Gibson.

ilst A'(!^<.— Lieutenant-Colonel G. Carpenter; Captain E. Richards-

Lieutenant A. Taylor ; Lieutenant J. W. Swaby ;
Lieutenant J.

Stirling.
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4:9th Regt.—Major T. N. Dalton ; Lieutenant A. S. Armstrong.

Zd Dwision.

50th Regt.—Lieutenant W. G. Dashwood.

4th Divifion.

Staff. —Lieutenant-General Sir George Gathcart, K.C.B. ; Brigadier-

General T. L. Goldie ; Lieutenaut-C'olonel C. T. Seymour, As-

sistant Adjutant-General.

20th Regt. ~Lieutena,ntW. H. Dowling.

21st iiecjfi!.—Lieutenant H. F. E. Hurt.

57th Regt.—Captain E. Stanley.

63d Regt.— Lieutenant-Colonel E. S. T. Swyny ; Lieutenant G. C.

"W. Curtois ; Ensign J. H. Clutterbuck.

Q8th Regt—UdjoTB.. G. Wynne; Lieutenant F. G. Barker.

1«^ Battalion Rijle Brigade.—Captain A. A. Cartwright.

Light Division.

ZZd Regt.—Lieutenant Henry Thorold.

19*^ Regt.—Captain James Ker.

nth Regt.—Captain J. Nicholson.

2d Battalion Rifle, Brigade.—Lieutenant L. W. Malcolm.

J. B. BUCKNALL ESTCOURT,

Adjutant-General.

Nominal Return of Officers Wounded at the Battle of
Inkerman, November 5, 1854.

Eoi/al Artillery.—Lieutenant-Colonel G. Gambler, slightly; Captain

and Adjutant J. F. L. Baddeley, severely ; Captain G. Tupper.
slightly; Captain C. H. Ingilby, severely.

1st Division.

-Sto/. --Major-General H. J. W. Bentinck, slightly; Captain T. H.
Clifton, A.D.C., slightly.

Zd Battalion Grenadier Guards. —Colonel F. W. Hamilton, slightly;

Lieutenant-Colonel R. Bradford, sliglitly ; Lieutenant-Colonel

Hon. H. Percy, slightly ; Captain A. Tipping, severely ; Lieu-

tenant Sir J. Ferguson, Bart., slightly ; Lieutenant C. N. Sturt,

severely.
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1st Battalion Coldstream (?Mards.—Lieutenant-Colonel J. Halkett,
severely

; Lieutenant-Colonel Lord A. C. L. Fitzroy, severely

;

Colonel Hon. G. Upton, slightly ; Captain Hon. P. Feilding,

severely ; Lieutenant Hon. W. A. Amherst, severely

dd Battalion Scots Fusilier Quards.—Colonel E. W. F. Walker,
severely ; Lieutenant- Colonel Francis Seymour, slightly ; Cap-
tain G. T. F. Shuckburgh, severely; Captain R. Gipps, severely;

Captain F. Baring, slightly ; Lieutenant S. J. Blane, slightly

;

Captain and Adjutant H. Drummond, severely ; Assistant-Sur-

geon A. G. Elkington, slightly.

2d Division.

5'to/.—Brigadier-General H. W. Adams, mortally; Captain J. Gub-
bins, A.D.O., severely; Captain C. Adams, A.D.C., slightly;

Captain A. McDonald, A. D. C. , slightly ; Captain F. P. Harding,

A.D.C., severely.

ZOth Regt.—M&ior J. T. Mauleverer, severely; Captain J. Rose,

severely ; Captain G. Dickson, slightly ; Captain P. Bayly,

severely ; Lieutenant J. D. Ross Lewin, dangerously.

41a< Rcgt.—Captain H. W. Meredith, slightly ; Captain Hugh Row-
lauds, slightly ; Captain F. C. Bligh, slightly ; Lieutenant H.
S. Bush, severely

; Lieutenant G. R. Fitzroy, severely; Lieu-

tenant and Adjutant "VY. Johnston, slightly.

ilth Begt.—Lieutenant-Colonel "W. O'G. Haly, severely ; Ensign G.

Waddilove, slightly.

55!;A iicgri.— Lieutenant- Colonel C. Warren, C.B., severely; Brevet-

Colonel H. C. B. Daubeney, slightly ; Lieutenant J. R. Hume,
severely

;
Lieutenant W. Barnston, severely ; Lieutenant G. A.

Morgan, slightly.

d5th Regt.—Major J. G. Champion, mortally ; Major H. Hume,
slightly ; Captain G. C. ViaUs, slightly ; Lieutenant A. J. J.

l\IcDonald, dangerously.

Zd Division.

50th Begt.—Captain H. J. Frampton, slightly.

ith Division.

Staff.—Brigadier-General H. W. Torrens, mortally ; Brevet-Major

C. L. B. Maitland, D.A.A.G., severely; Lieutenant H. D.
Torrens, A.D.C., slightly.

20tk Regt.—Colonel F. Horn, slightly; Brevet- Lieutenant-Colonel

H. D. Crofton, severely ; Brevet-Major J. B. Shai-pe, severely

;

J
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Captain W. T. Wood, slightly ; Captain C. E. Butler, severely

;

Lieutenant G. Bennett, severely ; Lieutenant and Adjutant F.

Padfield, slightly ; Ensign L. Kekewich, slightly.

21s< TJegr^.— Lieutenant-Colonel F. G. Ainslie, mortally; Captain
G. W. Boldero, severely ; Lieutenant A. Templeman, slightly

;

Lieutenant H. King, severely ; Lieutenant R. Killeen, slightly

;

Lieutenant R. Stephens, severely.

51th i?e(7<.—Captain J. F. Bland, mortally ; Lieutenant G. W.
Hague, dangerously ; Lieutenant C. Venables, slightly.

63d Regt.—Captain Thomas Harries, slightly ; Captain C. E. Fairt-

lough, slightly ; Lieutenant T. Johns, slightly ; Lieutenant

W. H. Newhenham, slightly; Ensign H. T. Twysden, severely;

Ensign T. K. Morgan, severely ; Lieutenant and Adjutant R.

Bennett, severely.

68<A Regt.—Major Harry Smith, dangerously ; Lieutenant J. Cator,

dangerously.

iQth Regt.—Captain W. Hardy, severely ; Ensign K H. Helyar,

slightly.

1st Battalion Rifle Brigade.—Major E. Rooper, severely ; Lieutenant

Coote Buller, slightly ; Lieutenant C. S. Flower, slightly.

LigM Dvoirion.

Staff.—Lieuten ant-General Sir George Brown, K.C.B., severely.

th Regt.—Major Sir T. Troubridge, Bart., severely ; Captain R. Y,

Shipley, severely ; Lieutenant H. W. P. Butler, severely ; Cap-

tain E. H. Rose, slightly ; Ensign L. J. F. Jones, slightly.

23c? Regt.—Lieutenant T. F. Vane, slightly ; Lieutenant J. Duff,

missing.

33d Regt.—Lieutenant F. Corbett, slightly; Ensign J. Owens,

dangerously.

iWi Regt.—Captain J. G. Crosse, slightly ; Lieutenant H. J. Baynes,

severely ; Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Jeffreys, slightly.

2d Battalion Rifle Brigade.—Captain E. Newdigate, slightly.

Royal Ma/nnes.—Captain W. H. March.

J. B. BUOKNALL ESTCOUKT,

Adjviant-Greneral.
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NOTE XV.

Note by General Canrobekt bead at Meeting of the

Allied Generals on the 7th Nov. 1854.

LoRSQUB les g^n^raux en clief des armies alli^es les out

amen6 en Crim6e ils avaient bas^ lenr grande entreprise sur

trois probabilit^s : 1°, sur la facility du d^barquement

;

2°, sur le nombre peu considerable de troupes Eusses en

Crim^e ; 3°, sur la possibility d'entrer rapidement dans une

ville qui fortifiee d'une maniere formidable du cSt^ de la

mer etait loin de passer pour avoir des defenses redoubt-

ables du cote de la terre.

De ces trois probabilit^s qui ont ^t^ les raisons d^termin-

antes de I'expMition deux, la premiere et la deuxifeme, sont

heureusement et glorieusement d^venues des faits accomplis:

il u'en a pas eti de meme de la troisi^me qui a presente

jusqu'k ce jour, et presente encore les difficult^s d'attaque

et de defense qu'il n'^tait gufere permis de pr^voir : ces dif-

ficult^s doivent etre surmont^es soit par un acte de vigueur

^clatant s'il est humainement possible de le tenter avec de.«

chances de succfes, soit par un atermoiement qui tout en nous

laissant I'ascendant moral que nous avons pris sur I'ennemi

permettrait aux armies alli^es d'attendre avec s^curit^ les

renforts qui leur sont devenus n^cessaires soit pour combler

les vides laiss^s dans leur rangs par les combats et les mal-

adies que, pour elever leur effectif au point qu'il est raison-

nable d'attendre pour faire faces aux circonstances que vient

compliquer I'arriv^e inattendue d'une partie de I'armee du

Danube. II s'agit de prendre en consequence une promplo

decision.—Endorsement in Lord Kaglan's handwriting

:

' Private note of General Canrobert read at a meeting oh

' the 1th November 1854.'
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NOTE XVI.

The Author's Authority for the Numbers which he
STATES TO HAVE BEEN PRESENT AT InKEKMAN.

Amongst our officers present in the battle, there prevails,

I believe, an impression that the numbers assigned to the

Eussians by the groat official work published under the

auspices of General de Todleben, have been much under-

stated ; and I must acknowledge that I have felt a good

deal of difficulty in reconciling the assertions there made
with the great show of numerical strength which the

enemy found means to make in the Third Period of the

action ; but, on the other hand, I repose confidence in the

good faith of the illustrious soldier who has allowed this

work to appear under the aegis of his name ; and, upon the

whole, I have come to the conclusion that, instead of ask-

ing the reader to contemplate the assaults of legions inde-

finitely vast, I shaU do well to accept the basis afforded me
by statements which are not only official, but supported in

the face of Europe by the General's deliberate sanction. I

of course permit myself to correct the little errors which I

find made through mere inadvertence in one or two places
;

but subject to these slight qualifications, I adopt all those

statements of the Eussian numbers at Inkerman, which

are sanctioned by the General's authority.

And, after all, the disparity that there was between tlie

Eussian and the English numbers remains sufficiently won-

derful.

As regards the numbers of the English engaged in the

battle, there was not that facility for coming to a conclu-

sion which is aftbrded by a glance at the ' Morning State ;

'

for, excepting only Pennefather's force (which was attacked,
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30 to speak, at its own home), every English division af-

fording troops for the battle had also duties elsewhere

which could not be neglected. The Guards had, perforce,

to maintain an extensive system of pickets on an unat-

tacked part of the ground ; and at the Inkerman time, the

3d, the 4th, and the Light Divisions were all of them pro-

viding men for the trenches.

Under such conditions it was not, of course, sufl&cient

to know the strength of the ' effectives ' on the morning of

the 5th of November ; for one had to learn also how many
of them were actually marched off from their camps to the

field of battle.

I am glad to be able to say that as regards this last mat-

ter, I have been able to attain to what—though foreignei-s

may question it—my fellow-countrymen will regard as cer-

tainty. Every statement that I make of the English num-

bers present at Inkerman, rests, I may say, upon the per-

sonal assurance, and therefore upon the personal honour, of

an English ofiicer. To say this, is, as I think, enough;

but I will make myself guilty of a little supererogation,

and add that every officer on whom I thus rely, is, or was

in his lifetime, a man of high distinction.

This will be presently made evident by a simple state-

ment of the names; but as respects the strength of the

Guards at Inkerman, it becomes me to speak separately.

Upon that subject—and it was one involving some little

complexity—his Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge

graciously permitted me to communicate with him ; and

not only aided me by the resources of his personal know-

ledge, but also by obtaining the aid of Colonel Stephenson

and other officers of the Guards.

The sources on which I rely for the strength of the

English forces engaged at Inkerman wiU now be given as

under :

—
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OaOE OF WHICH THK NUMBER
IS STATED.

ACTHOniTY FOR THE StAI-KMKNT.

Ist Division. The Guania,

2d Division,

3d Division,

I

20th Regiment,

21st Fusiliers,

57th Regiment,

1st Rifle Battalion,

63d Regiment,

Companies of the 46th and '

y 68th Regiments, •
|

1st Brigade of Light Division,
j

including the Marines, tern-.

porarUy attached to it,

Portion of the 2d Brigade Light

Division, which was brought

into action at Inkerman by

General Buller,

/Colonel Stephenson, acting under the

I

special directions of H.R.H. the

]
Duke of Cambridge, who com-

\ manded the Division at Inker-

man, and afterwards became Com-
mander - in - Chief at the Horse

Guards.

!

General Sir John Pennefather, who
commanded the Division at In-

kennan.

{General Sir Richard England, who
commanded the Division at In-

kerman.

!

General Sir Frederick Horn, who
commanded the regiment at In-

kerman.

I

Colonel Ramsay Stuart, who suc-

ceeded to the command of the

regiment at Inkerman.

!

Colonel Inglis, who succeeded to

the command of the regiment at

Inkerman.

( Sir Alfred Horsford, who command-

\ ed the battalion at Inkerman.

Colonel Dalzell, who succeeded to

the command of the regiment at

Inkerman; and Major Robert

Bennett of the 46th Regiment,

but late of the 63d.

The late General Sir Charles Wind-

ham, A.Q.M.G., attached to the

4th Divi-sion at Inkerman.

General Sir Wm. Ccdrington, who
commanded the brigade at Inker-

man.

[Report made on the 6th of No-

vember 1854 by General, now

General Sir George Buller, to

General Codrington, then com

manding the Light Division.
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With respect to the numbers of the French troops I

have followed the Official Atlas de la Guerre d'Orient

;

and in giving the strength of the battalions which Bosquet

brought to Mount Inkerman. T have been careful to mako
proper deductions in respect of the men out on picket.

pitiNTrn HY wii.mam tlackwoot) anp sons.
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